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Dear Ineik:

Thank you Tor your letter of June l>th concerning the joint

field secretary corrcspondant question, as you know by no-.-, I

have seen the HcCloud letter of June 7 suggesting a job description

and qualifications for the position. As you suggest, I xill be

glad to share fit' i you '
. re cti ont •

i. joi;;t fi x icketamy

My general conclusion is that on a the oretioal level, tin re

are some very ood x’easons for being uner.thusiastic about i/he

idea, however, the over-riding practical consideration is that

the U. . *c, in Jam noffett *3 opinion, have no one in their group

who would be <illin p; to take the xield Representative job certainly

on a full-time basic and perhaps not even on a part-time basis vrho

was at th
.

eceptabl* to their gro 6le» ,

unless Hew Tori: was to send in someone new from the outside with

the budgetary outlay that this srould involve, they have .10

practical administrative alternative but to go for the idea of a

joint repi eeonlative* The other points of the cnee, I think, can

be argued one .ay about as well as another.

For exa. plo, it is true that there is a mandate from the CUD

General Assembly to work jointly vith the UP-l ’whenever possible,
but I would not understand this be an imperative to do so where
it would otherwise he counter-productive. An integrated liaison
of the partner* churches with the FCK could easily rob the PCK of

the constructive and cc—operative ecumenical diversity which now
characterises our relationship. In my view, it could turn out to

be much more conformist than truly ecumenical. The argument that
the joint representative plan would make for a better utilisation
of personnel is not very convincing to me in view of the fact that

th© present incumbents are do in. - their jobs part-time along with
other ministries, two of them directly Church prograr relate;*.
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As I see it, one of the major flaws in tlie present performance
of the JMCC is that although t through its machinery the overseas
churches relate fairly well to the hierarchical structure of the
PCK, the Co-operative Committee has been notably unsuccessful in
helping them relate to the grass roots program of the church where
most of the worshipping, teaching, witnessing, and healin are
actually going on. In other words through the V?MCC we are relating
reasonably well to the honey hierarchical shell of the PCK, but
hardly get through at all to the flesh inside. For this reason, I

think it rould t» highly advantageous for the person(s) in the field
secretary/correspondant slot(s) to become living personal bridges
who are also •significantly involved at tho worshipping-teach iiu:-

vitnessii; —healing level of the Church ’ s life. Hov.cv . osed 9

the Joint Field Representative job would be a full time assignment
if present levels of activity are to be maintained, and so there
would not be rny working tine remaining for • prcpram-lovel concurrent
assignmei • t

advinistrative assets of the very long- terz sense of colleaguenhip
between tho members of tho three missions and their own representative.
Thus, it is my judgement that even if it is necessary, we should
recognize that Ir terms of relationship? here Korea viy into
a joint representative framework would be largely a backward rather
than a forward step.

However, if it is necessary to go into this new arrangement in
suite of tho difficulties, I would like to nropose several suggestions
which might offset some cf the problems. The main one is that in
addition to th© Joint Representative, very port tire Joint Associate
Representatives be selected from oach of the three Missions to serve
with him. Their functions could be along the following lines:

a. For non-routine correspondence and problems, they could
provide specialized pastoral and historical perspective from their
roots in each mission community.

b. They could be sources of information and insight from each
grographic&l area where they were located.

c. They could serve with the Joint Representative as a type
of crisis committee when and if major problems arise.

d. Any joint Associate located in Seoul could share in the
time-consuming responsibility of meeting and orienting overseas
guests.

I beliove that this kind of approach could do something to

foster a real integration of the spirit between the mission groups
rather than coming as something decided unilaterally by the hone
boards and then announced to the missions.
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A second major suggestion. If the present form cf the b'MCC

is continu ’

, it should retain the same pumbei of Missionary seats
as at present. In other v/ords, the two missionary seats held ex
officio by the two discontinued field representatives would not he
dropped, but ether missionaries at-large would be named by their
home board, ho fill those seats. Today there is already far too
little non sc- f missionary participation in the so-called “field
body” and t e ions of two mere cents would make it that much ifori »

A final suggestion is that the Joint Kopresentative incue be
handled aepar- '.cl from any wholesale ro—writixjg of the Mutual
Agreement • luost certainly in the future the overseas churches
are going to want to continue to work through someone on the scene
here in itvpl .senting their partnership with the PCK, therefore, 1

think you could v/ork out the repr esentative issue independently
without appreciably limiting future options,

II. MCC

The question of what revisions of the ’ J'GCf might be in order
would probably bring as many perscriptions as there were reso

o

ndants

•

However, the problems that i have heard voiced u'o.3t frequently from
the missionary side and experienced myself are as follows:

(1) Financial, especially relative to iinaneies and land, it
that the hereon Membership cf the <VECC represents a "machine"' type
political Structure that .is largely unresponsive to the will of the'

General -.see ibly since they are nominated by G.A. Nominating
Committee instead of elected from the floor. It has also boon
pointed ou. that because of the present structure, there is very-

little re budgeted funding that goes to evangelistic •

other church-related partnership enterprises in which our mi ssioaario
are involved. ur people are put in the awkward position of having
to beg bac. fun Is that have previously been unconditionally commit ted
The missionary I-- thus unfortun itely cast as a sort of Indian-giver
who is involved in handing over the finances and. then is truning
around and asking for them to he river back. The brethren might
very well view our proceedurc as being pretty silly and say something
like thi to themselves, “It isn’t much money anyway; if they rant
their people to use it in their ministry, why don’t &hey let them
use it and not ruffle our feelings by giving it to us and then
asking that it be returned?"

(2) Personnel. On the personnel side, the most often heard
complaints are that the Personnel Sub-Committee aS a whGle is
relatively uninterested in what they ire doing, thoir decisions are
mainly rubber stamps on whatever papers are submitted to then, and
that there is little basis of community with the missionaries about
whose personal affairs they make decisions. Moat of the i-orean
members of the ’ ub-Comm.it tee are entirely unknown even by name to
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most of our missionaries, therefore, when a difficult personnel
problem arises, it is very hard for this group to do anything
constructive toward a solution. The middle of a crisis i3 not
time to be striking up acquaintances.

You and I, Insik, have discussed most of the above from time to
time and we have also discussed possible changes in the organisation
which could help. My present thoughts are outlined below:

(1) The Revised WMCC Route . Assuming that the joint committee
notion is still viable, I would like to see the membership of the
Finance Committee and the Personnel Committees chosen separately
on the basis of distinct and separate criterea. For Finance, I

would think it would be feasonable to simply specify that the
holders of certain major General Assembly directly elected offices
would bo menbors of the Finance Committee ex officio, with
missionary representation chosen along present lines. I’m 3ure
that this would be no total solution to political problems, but it
could produce a group somewhat more responsive to the views of the
Church at large.

For Personnel, I would like to see a larger missionary
representation (hopefully half-and-half) on the Sub-Committee. I

think that this would increase the possibilities for community.
It would also help if the Korean members were selected on the basis
of special criteria—for example for their own experience in living
and working overseas, for their experience in working directly with
missionaries in Korea, or for their current official and personal
stake in having missionaries work in Korea (such at the heads of
institutions where missionaries are working. )• As I see it, the
mo3t effective people now working on the Committee have all three
kinds of these qualifications (for example Dr. Rhee and Mr. -*ung).

If we could deliberately expand this good dynamic and somehow enable
the Committee to meet more than twice a year, I think things could
get better. Thus, there might develop more of a ,,we"-consciousness
than the "us and them” consciousness presently prevailing.

The ground rules for finances could also be revised with profit
to focus with more impact on the pro ’•ram and partnership side of the
Church’s life. Specifically I would like to propose a heretical
notion that the project budget be split approximately half-and-half
between specific program outreach projects of the General Assembly
and partnership projects in which missionaries are involved,
especially evangelistic , church-related ones. At 3ome points the
General Assembly is doing some significant things in its outreach
with training seminars in evangelism, rural life, Christian
Education, etc. and I think we ought to encourage it. I also think
that missionaries with their knowledge of the language, people,
situation, etc., are the vital link in working out genuine partnership
enterprises at the grass roots level. However, it is hard to talk
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partnership with a group like the session of a local church if the
missionary comes entirely empty-handed (i.e., pin-son ) . The
essential reciprocity dynamic just isn’t there. If each partner
can bring to the partnership both finances and personal effort it
has a far better psychological chance of getting off the ground.
My justification for essentially dealing out the presbyteries mid
institutions in this proposal is that we are talking about almost
negligible amounts of money when divided around equally to all the
presbyteries and institutions that make requests and we ought to
"focus” on work that is big enough to be significant and also work
that tios back directly with the groups in the Church at home that
support the missionary enterprise. I also am more and more aware
that presbyteries could have money available to them for program
efforts if the ministers and elders who make up their membership
decided it was a good idea and went back to their local churches and
voted to send in the money* In most cases they do not do this,
and I am pretty well convinced that it is a matter of choice*
They simply appear to believe that the local church is the place
where worship-witness-teaching, etc. happens most effectively.

(2) The Complete PCK Integration Route . At this time, I

believe that the MCC as a serai-distinct entity does have a useful
future* As I see it, the less missionary participation in decision*?
making, the less community of purpose there will be and the less
community of purpose, the less spirit and reality of partnership.
Therefore, I would not recommend a complete integration approach
at this tine*

There are many other refinements to these ideas that could be
spun out, but I think you can see the general direction of ny
thinking*

You have asked me to keep this correspondence confidential for
the moment as far as the missionary community is concerned and this
I an doing. However, since am ' offettis one of those most directly
involved and until yesterday when your letter came has been ray main
informant on the progress of events, I have taken the liberty of
discussing the whole picture with him. He has seen this letter in
draft form and is in general agreement with the approach which I

am suggesting.

Hope you are all havinr a restful summer.

I

.

0 . I trust that the planners in this situation are keeping in and
that if more than one fulltime job is put onto one fulltime worker
they can expect to get that much less performance from the worker*

Yours .sincerely.

JVM/mjk

cc: Dr. G.T. Brown Mr. Bill Rice Dr. Bam Moffett
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Rev
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Rev
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Jr.

Chong Jae Kim, 'Chairman of the Social Problems

Count.ermea sure s Comm ittoe

Kap Shik Rung, General Secretary of the Presbyterian

Church of Korea

Rim In Shik, Stated Clerk of the General Assembly

Rhee Jong Sung, Chairman of the Personnel Committee

of the WKCC’

Gear Sirs:

I address this letter to you, churohleaders of the Presbyt.erian Church

of Korea, who participated in the meeting of Hay 7 on the subject of the

letter to President Jimmy Carter signed by me and four other PCK-af f ilia tel

missionaries. That meeting, besides being obviously disappointing both to

yourselves and us missionaries, was deeply d i sturbing to me particularly.

In my opinion, there wore ' a number of serious improprieties involved.

despite assurances to the contrary, the ultimate purposes of the meet-
ing which you called, were (in my view) two: 1) to formulate a response—
more specifically, a statement of regret—to the Korean government on the
matter of the letter; and 2) to assert control over us as members of the

church. That this was never openly declared , and that the meeting was held
under the pretext of "sharing informally" as "brothers in Christ," is evi-
dence of insincerity . Frankly, I wa s insulted that. you--who do not know
me—vrould choose to broach this matter in so formal and obviously "loaded"
a situation, while denying that very fact.

i

A further problem is the ouest.ion of why, in the first place, you cho^e
to act. officially on this. As I understanl it., the FCK does not. as yet have
any cleareut policy on what constitutes improper political activity. Until
the body of the church has made some determination on this, talcing action of

the sort you did would seem (to say the least) inadvisable. If government,
pressure were truly' irre levant. , there would have been no reason for you to
have t.o declare our action "political." The right to have and to communi-
cate an opinion (positive or negative) should not be lightly trespassed,
Gurely, as Christians, our first, inclination should be to protect, that
right at. all costs!

In the .face of the PCK’s current, state of indecision as to the proper
distinction between religion and politics, the hotter policy in this case
would have been simply to leave politics t.o the government—on the assump-
tion that, we signers of the lett er took our action in faith and out of love
for the Korean people whom wTc serve. The antithesis between religion and
politics posed by you at the meeting seems both theologically out of date
and Biblically unjustifiable, no matt or what, the situation vis-a-vis north
Korea

.
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I cannot, but conclude that, in this case you have aHot-red external

pressure to erode your firm grasp of Biblical ard universal imperatives of

justice. I sincerely hope you tail reconsider the position on this matter

which you have represented to be the church's.

F.S. I am sorry that I could not write this letter to you in Korean. And
I hope you will pardon its length.

cos Rev. Doo Bong Kim, Moderator of the PCK
Rev. Talk Jin Rim, Chairman of the WKCC
Rev. Samuel Moffet, Fh .D . , Representative in Korea of the Pres-

Yours in faith,

7

Peter L. Critohell
Institute of Urban Studies ant development.

Yonsei University
Seoul

byterian Church U.S.A.
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Dr. Insik Kim
DIM/GAMB
3^1 Ponce de Leon Ave., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30308

Dear Insik:

Your letter of July 25th is in hand and I appreciate the
opportunity to further think through and share on the subject
of our relations with various aspects of the Presbyterian Church
in Korea.

V/e have, of course, discussed this many times and I think
that you already have a pretty good idea of what I think. By
this time also you will have in hand my letter replying to your
questions concerning the joint field representative idea and in
it I tried to write out some thoughts about our mutual relationships.

From the PCUS side our current descriptive vocabulary seems
to center on two terms. The earlier term, "church-based 1 1

, and
the later " partnersh

i

p" . 7e have attempted to define "church-based"
in Korea through the construction of a series of mutual agreements
between the three overseas churches and the PCK which have been
implemented through a corresponding series of co-operative
committees variously termed the DC'// , COC

,
OCCC

,
and presently the

WKCC. The machinery of these committees has been well-defined on

paper, and they have managed to keep the work of missionaries in

and through the PCK running in relative harmony for 15 years or

more •

nevertheless , as you know, many here have not been fully
satisfied with the structure of the '7KCC and its predecessors
especially from the point of view of personal relationships. For

myself, I would like to think that with the advent of the newer
term "partnership" in the PCUS, we are reaching out for some kind
of happier manifestation of the church- to- church concent which
would incorporate more of a spirit of flesh -arc -blood teamwork

rather than continuing in a relationship which is mainly an authority
structure

•
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One of the difficult realities which works counter to the
development of a genuine spirit of teamwork is the extremely wide
gap in persona l acquaintance , direct dialogue, unity of purpose,
and mutual benefit which exists between the individual missionaries
and the V/MCG. Although the individual missionaries receive copies
of the V/MCC minutes, the level of community spirit for common action
is almost non-existent.

One obvious reason for this is that there is little personal
acquaintance. The Korean membership (70/0 is year-in-artd-year-out
largely unknown to the missionaries about whose assignments, work
conditions^ work and personal life they are asked to make extremely
important decisions. Perhaps this is the fault of missionaries for
not taking the initiative to travel around the country to visit the
members to get acquainted, but it is a clear fact that there is no
organized arrangement at all for facilitating mutual acquaintance.
It is true that the FCUS sends three missionaries as members of the
V/MCG to represent the other 55 or so and those of us in that position
do the best we can to communicate the concerns of the Committee to
our colleagues, however I find it hard to envision much community
ever growing up under such conditions.

Therefore, I don't think we should find it surprising that
our missionaries by and large feel little identification with the
MGC as a group and often think of it as a far-away autocratic,

authority which doesn't understand their situation. fortunately in
practice, our Korea brethren have shown great sensitivity to tke.

awkwardness of the situation and are very reluctant to actually
make the dramatic personnel decisions about missionary life and
work which the system allows. They are so reluctant, in fact, that
Personnel Committee proceedings are often tinged by apathy and a
readiness to approve almost any recommendation that is submitted.

In my view, one of the particular reasons that most of our
'Missionaries feel the impersonality and d istanc e of th e .VHCC so
acutely is the deeply satisfying community and sense of teamwork
which most of us have experienced in our life in the Korea Mission.
In this context, historically, it was possible to combine group
authority and a sense of common purpose, and mutual personal
concern and fellowship in communal life that has been one of the
rreat facts of our life' s experience . That being the case, I

think that you can perhaps better understand our reluctance to
hear the Mission described merely as a "maintenance committee".

It is not my contention that it would be desirable to return
to the separateness of the Church and Mission in the 1950 's even
if it were possible. However, it is my conviction that the kind of
teamwork and common spirit which existed within the missionary
community of that period can provid e us with a model and a target
for the kind of spirit which we would like to develop in the future
in our relationships with the presbyteries, institutions, and local
churches of the PCK

.
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You mention that some of you feel that we are going backward
in our relationship to the Church in Korea. Personally, I feel
that we should all try to think more carefully about v/hich direction
is backward and which is forward. For me, moves that we make
toward the community model mentioned above are 11 forward 1 1

. and
moves that we make away from it are "backward." I am not sure that
pushing harder and harder to fulfill the details of the present
WMCC arrangement is necessarily "forward" in strengthening a real
community of spirit and service between the PCUS missionary community
and the PCK at all of its levels.

Specifically, I am afraid that I would have to disagree with
your position that the Korea Mission should not concern itself as
organization with the substantive v/ork of witness ami service for
which its members believe themselves called of God to serve in
Korea. I would contend that one of the most important things that
the missionary organization can do under the present circumstances
is to make suggestions, recommendations, endorsements, and other
kinds of communications to the WMCC. This is one of the few areas
where there can be some input from the missionaries into its
deliberations. I will admit that we could do better at cleaning
up the language of our Minutes to make it clear that we are not
trying to act in" unconcern or competition or opposition to the

WMCC, but instead are hoping to act in meaningful participation.
I wiibl have to accept personal responsibility for recommertding to

the Shav/s and PMC that they put in their request for career status
through both Mission and WMCC. It was my view, which I still do

not consider unreasonable, that it doesn't hurt to touch as many
bases as you can when you are trying to pick up support for a good
idea. Actually, the WMCC did take virtually the same action that

the Mission did, but the Minutes are not yet printed.

In the matter of Patten's service at Yonsei (79-5-3), I would
understand the Mission's request for Dave Seel to check out the

situation at Severance as a follow-up in spirit on the WMCC '

s

action 79-1-^ which states "The return of Dr. and Mrs. Robert
Patten, and Dr. and Mrs. Sibley, who are on home assignment in the

U.3., is not yet clear (i.e., there are no approve^ call-contracts
I agree that the relationship of the Mission action to the WMCC
action should have been more explicit in stating its tie-in with

the WMCC action. Perhaps we should have suggested Dave's services

to the WMCC to monitor the situation. As far as the intent ox the

motion was concerned, the real concern at the time was that the

signals which had been coming out of Yonsei suggested that even

if all of our bugetary and other administrative problems were

miraculously cleared up for the Pattens, it still might not be a

happy situation for Bob to be in. However I assume that we are

discussing more the principles of proceedure than this instance

itself. (It is also 'worth noting that I am neither the maker of

the motion, the Chairman of the Mission, nor the Recording Secretary,

but only the editor of the printed text. As the correspondant

,

though, I am happy to convey your concerns.)
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One of your key questions is how I understand the role of the
Korea Mission and how it relate s to the various departments of the
PCK General Assembly. H istorically

, I would have to say that there
has been hardly any relation at all. Over the year^ since 1950 two
or may be more PCUS missionaries have served as associates in these
offices. Sue Burton was in the Education Department prior to her
resignation. As I recall her comments on the atmosphere of the
Department, she felt that there wasn’t anyone involved who was
interested in what she thought about anything. Bather, the concerns
of the workers in the department were mainly politically oriented.
Bob Hoffman was in the Evangelism Department just prior to his
induced resignation and apparently did not have a happy time there
either. Homer Rickabaugh's service in the General Assembly Main
Office has been chiefly related to V/MCC matters and linguistic
services which were a real felt need and he was greatly appreciated.
However, I would understand, that his situation was something of an
exception because he did not deal very much with the specifically
programmatic activities of the G.A. departments to which missionaries
would logically relate.

At present ,
I would assess the actua l c ontact between

missionaries and the Mission with the G1A. departments as casual
to non-existent . In theory, of course, all of our evangelistic
missionaries are supposed to be related to the Dept, of Evangelism.
As far as I know, this has never gotten beyond the assignment list
in the V/MCC Minutes. Mr. Lee has never shown any visible interest
in developing the relationship. Homer and I had many conversations
about how unfortunate this situation is. We discussed the possibility
of suggesting that missionaries sometimes be nominated as members
of the G.A. Evangelistic Committee. However, since missionaries
are rarely elected commissioners to the G.A. meeting, this would
not work too well. Perhaps the closest relationship I have known
about recently was in the Rural Life Dept. Jackie Kwak was quite
interested in Charlie Krauth’s work down in Puyuh. Part of the
substance of that was that Charlie was associated with Jackie as
associate hunger co-ordinator for the GAMB. As for the Education
or Social Depts, I don't know of any recent substantive give and take
betv/een them and any of our missionaries.

The question then is what can be done to strengthen these
relationships? To overcome the geographical gap we might try moving
several PCUS missionaries to S eoul so they could get acquainted with
the departments and make themselves useful. It is also true, though,
that none of the departments have requested such help (except the GAG)
and we wouldn't be too consistent to promote such a personnel need
from the outside. Cf course our current logistical problems of
housing, etc. would make this approach very hard for us to follow.
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On another tack, v/e might suggest that missionaries be invited
to the seminars that the departments have from time to time around
the country. 'This would give them a chance to have some give and
take with people of similar interests. Also, certain missionaries
might be invited to sit in as observers , maybe with the privileges
of the floor in the meetings of the departmental committees both at
the General Assembly meeting and v/hen it meets ad interim. If our
people make useful contributions in the meetings it is possible
they would be asked to take on research assignments of various sorts
that could bring them into the real mainstream of. the group. This
is what actually happens at the presbytery level, depending on the
individual missionary's interests and abilities.

I think these ideas might have some merit and we ought to give
them a try. However, I think there is a more fundamental problem
that still remains. In the same way that it is a Ion:- wav
psychologically, as well as geographically, from the upper floors
of No.' 3^1 in Atlanta to Logan County, W.Va., or Timbucktoo, Texas,
it is a long way from the 8th floor of No. 136 Yunchi Dong to the
little pioneer churches of V/ae-san or San-nae Myun. The interest
and concern of our evangelistic peopl e has been traditionally (and
rightly, in my view) focused on the grass* roots level and their time
has been spent in grass roots type activities which do not make a

very big splash in Seoul, but which may be greatly appreciated locally.
Therefore, it does not seem to me that we should be too surprised
to find our missionaries and the people in the G.A. departments
traveling mostly in different orbits .

Let me float a few ideas for you as possible revised approaches
to our partnership with the PCK

.

In general, I believe we should pay more attention to the
reciprocity factors in our partnership. You, of course, can
understand the inner mechanics of Korean life as an insider, but
it appears to me that Korean people tend to think much more in
terms of vertical, chain-of-command type relationships than
horizontal co-operation among persons of equal status. At the same
time, it is obvious that there is all sorts of co-operation in the
academic, scientific, business, and religious realms of Korean life
in which people do co-operate together for their mutual benefit. It
is also obvious that the exchange of reciprocal favors is one of the
main dynamics of Korean relationshi-building. That being so, it
seems probable to me that where people's social status is seldom
equal, they learn to work together co-operatively through a subtle
web of balanced favors which off-set each other and soften the
differences of status. I believe that we have often omitted a franJt

examination of these reciprocity factors in our thinking about our
inter-church Christian relationships and have thereby become the
victims of these factors rather than enjoying theih benefits.
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It is to be assumed that for all of us, our Christian servic e

in whatever area, is a response of gratitude and thanksgiving to
God for v/hat the Lord Jesus Christ has done for us on the Cross. We
do not labor primarily for what we will receive in the future, but
for v/hat has already been freely given us by God. It is to be
hoped that our relationships with our fellow-laborers along the way
can eventually develop toward the kind unlimited personal sharing
of which Christ gave us the unequaled example. However, humanly
speaking, I believe we must accept the reality that we move in stages
in this development. If v/e ignore the intermediate steps , the total
1 eap to the ideal relationship may be too wide to be accomplished.

If we look around us, I believe v/e can identify a number of
these developmental stages in PCU5-PCK mission-church relationships.

1. The Separate Orbit Stage . At this level, Christian-A
says to Christian-B, "I have a certain area in which I believe the
Lord has called me to work for Him and I understand that He has
called you to v/ork in a different area and I respect that. Letus
reciprocate by staying out of each other's way as much as possible."
At this stage the parties would accept a type of pluralism prompted
by major differences of personality, culture, language, Biblical
interpretation ^mission objective, philosophy, etc. I have an idea
that such a pluralistic approach may often be necessary in the real
Christian world and we are familiar with many examples, both past
and present, here in Korea.

2. The Mutual Help and Appreciation Stage . In this stage,
Christian-A says to Christian-B

,
"I would like to help you do what

you feel called to do for the Lord". Christian-B replies, "I
appreciate your offer and I would like to reciprocate by helping
you do what you feel called to do for the Lord."

When Mission/missionary — Chruch/WMCC relations are discussed,
the question often comes up^either stated or implied, "What have
they done to help me recently?" And, often the answer from both
sides is, "Hot much!" I think we ought to give a lot more thought
to how we as missionaries can be more effective at this level to
help build mutual trust and appreciation.

3. The Common Effort Stage . Here Christian-A says to Christian-B,
"Let's study and pray together to find a common understanding of v/hat

the Lord wants us to do for Him in the present situation." "That's
great," says Christian-B, "When we have done that, let's divide up
the v/ork and I'll do what I can do best, and you do what you can do
best and v/hat we can both do well v/e 'll do together."

To me, this is the kind of vision ofl which the WMCC and its
predecessor committees v/e re founded. Yet, as noted, v/e now have
much more of an authority structure than^spirit of common teamwork.
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Perhaps some of the reason may be that we have neglected adequate
foundat ion-buildinr at the Stage Two level.

4. The Grace Bev@nd Reciprocity Stage . We would like to think
that at some times and at some points through the power of the Holy
Spirit, we might be able to rise to the level of imitating Christ
in His no-quest ions-asked self-giving where all of us as Christians
help each other and work together without worrying about reciprocity.
This is the highest joy and it is to this that we aim in the end.

Let me now launch a trial baloon or two suggesting specific
adjustments that might be tried to improve our here-and-now situation.
They are arrange under the problems v/hich they seek to remedy.

A. Psychological Distance of V/MCC from the Missionary Community.

(1) Re-organize WMCC committees on a half-and-half
missionary/church basis to give fuller sense of
overseas partner participation and reciprocity.

(2) Make specific guidelines for the nomination of the
Korean membership of the Personnel Committee to increase
interest and understanding of missionary personnel
issues and feelings. For example, those with overseas
mission or study experience, those who have worked
directly with missionaries, heads of institutions where
missionaries are working, those with especially good
English, etc. would be particularly helpful.

(3) Make all V/MCC plenary and committee meetings open to

missionary or PCK member-observers. Make travel funds
available for any missionary wishing to attend as an
observer

.

(4) Invite and solicit input from mission organizations and
individual missionaries on any and all concerns of the

WMCC and/or PCK.

B. Geographical Distance from the Church At-Large as Well as

the Missionary Community.

(l) Hold WMCC meetings outside of Seoul at least once per
year to provide perspective to the members on local
area work of missionaries.

Encourage the inclusion of some kind of social occasion
as a part of the meeting in which missionaries and
Korean V/MCC members could become better acquainted.

( 2 )
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C. Apathy in the Personnel Committee. Greater care in the
choosing of Committee members should be a partial remedy.

D. Excessive Political Maneuvering by Members Not Directly
Elected by the General Assembly. It has frequently been
pointed out that with the nomination of the Korean WMCC
members by the G.A. Nominating Committee, an extra political
element is inserted into the process which allows a number of
the same individuals to continued to hold seats for many
years. This is especially relevant in the Finance Committee
where delicate questions of budget and mission land are
commonly dealt with.

It could be helpful to designate certain generally elected
G.A. Officers as ex-officio the Korean members of the Finance
Committee. This too should be a half-and-half committee to emphasize
the reciprocity.

E. Feeling of Missionaries That WMCC Is No Help in Their Work

.

To designate up to half of the overseas sister churches' project
budget for projects submitted by the departments of the General
Assembly and for the other half to invite proposals for partnership
projects to be submitted by missionaries . This would emphasize the
role of the missionary as the partnership agent of the sister churches
on the local level.

F. Inflexibility of WMCC for Responding to Routine Ad Interim
Business. Since the WMCC meets only three times per year,
routine matters (especially personnel-related) which are
important to the overseas sister churches are often delayed
for many months.

It would be useful to delegate certain types of business to the
Secretary and/or an Executive Committee which would meet ad interim
as needed.

G. Excessive Paperwork Requirements Relating to the Project
System of Financial Aid.

(1) Set a lower limit on the size of projects
,
perhaps in

the range of 11,500 or f>2,000.

(2) Ask the PCK to provide a Korean secretary to do the
rough English translations on communications to the
overseas churches and handle other administrative work
relative of the WMCC. This would be well within the
capabi lity . of the PCK.

Find a missionary who would do the final draft of
communications to the overseas’ churches

.

( 3 )
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All of the above is probably more than you want to hear about
this subject, but it has been helpful to me to try put my thoughts
together about where we are and which direction is "forward". I

will appreciate your comments.

JVM/mjk

cc: Dr. G.T. Brown
Miss Miriam Dunson
Mr. V/m. Pice
Mrs. Moneta Prince
Dr-. S. Moffettj
Pev. Desmond J. Neil

Yours sincerely,

Field Secretary



Inter-Presbyterian Mission Office
CPO Box 1125, Seoul, Korea
February 14, 1979

Dr. Insik Kim
Staff Associate: Asia/Pacific
Presbyterian Church in the U.3.

General Assembly Mission Board
Division of International Mission

341 Ponce de Leon Avenue, N.E.

Atlanta, Georgia 30308

Dear Dr. Kim:

Enclosed is a statement prepared by the SJU and PMC missionaries

and endorsed by the Mission's Life and Work Committee at its meeting
in Taejon, February 13, 1979. The subject is the "shared support"
plan which DIM has proposed to the institutions. We, the affected
missionaries, desire to make our corporate feelings known at this
time. The Mission also plans to discuss these matters further at
the annual Mission meeting in May.

We hope this reaches you in time for the February DIM meeting.
We trust all your work is going well.

Sincerely yours.

Clarence E. Prince, Jr.

Life and Work Committee Chairperson

CP: ms

CC: Dr. G. T. Brown
Mr. Bill Rice
Ms. M. Dunson
Mr. John Moore
Concerned missionaries and institutions

L/v7 C ommittee action : A s ub-c ommi t.tee of the L/W , composed
of C. Prince and M. Seel, with D. Seel and R, Dietrick sitting in,
was appointed to take "A Statement on Shared Support of PCUS
Missionaries", make such changes and refinements as necessary
( L/</ endorses this statement in principle ), and forward it to
the GAMB with the signatures of the directly-concerned mission-
aries .

Members present: M. Seel, J. Hopper, M. Huntley, R. Nieusma,
C. Prince, M. Prince, T. Lee, H. Bundrant
Jo Moore (ex-officio)



RESPONSE OF MISSIONARIES ASSIGNED TO INSTITUTIONS IN KOREA

TO HE GAMB ACTION REGARDING SHARED SUPPORT

One of the most exciting events in the 20th century has just
recently occurred practically within shouting distance of Korea:
that is the recent opening of the bamboo curtain in China. Granting
that the curtain is not opened wide, we believe the time will soon
come when the gospel of Jesus Christ can again be preached there.
Who will carry the message? Hopefully hundreds of missionaries
from all over the world, but we believe the Christians of Korea may
have a special opportunity if they are ready.

One of the strong points in the history of the Korean mission
is the emphasis on Christian leadership training. This emphasis has
taken form in the development of several institutions among which
are Honam and Hanil Seminaries, Wilson Leprosy Center, Kwangju
Christian Hospital, Soong Jun University and Presbyterian Medical
Center. These have produced leaders in all areas of society,
secular and religious, scientific and medical. These are the people
who can be equipped to carry the gospel to China and other areas.

The church at home will do well to consider that the investment
made in Korea may be just beginning to bear dividends in terms of
the opportunities for strategic advance throughout Asia, including
North Korea. The opportunities in Korea should be carefully con-
sidered before taking any action which would compromise the effective-
ness of any of these institutions.

This is the context in which missionaries from the PCUS serve in
Korea. This is the context from which we address the issue of
’’shared support" as requested by the General Assembly Mission Board
and transmitted to the Boards of Soong Jun University (SJU) and
Presbyterian Medical Center (PMC) in Dr. Insik Kim's letter of
October 6, 1978.

It is understood that both SJU and PMC will or have already
made formal responses to the GAMB overture. However, a number of
missionaries believe that the issue seriously affects their own
witness and service in terms of their missionary calling, and have
employed the Mission Life and Work Committee as a channel to express
their reservations and concerns. This paper will first set forth
certain legal realities which pertain to Korea and which must set
the framework for any modifications under consideration. It will
then set forth a number of options which are available in the light
of these legal facts. Finally, it will then add certain comments
and opinions which we would ask the GAMB to hear carefully before
taking action on the question.
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A. LEGAL FACTS PERTAINING TO SALARIES OF FOREIGNERS IN KOREA

1. Any person receiving salary from an institution or organi-
zation in Korea may not do so holding a missionary visa (7-6)

,

but must obtain a work visa (7-12) such as obtained by foreign
businessmen

.

2. Any person receiving any part or all of his salary from a
Korean institution or organization is subject to Korean tax
laws

.

3. A work visa requires a contract between the institutions
or organization and the foreign worker, which in the case of
educational missionaries requires approval by the Ministry of
Education. This MOE approval includes limiting provisions
which are difficult for missionaries to sign (A copy of such
a document has been submitted to Dr. Insik Kim.).

4. There is no legal way for tax-free, non-profit institutions
to make donations to the Mission or the GAMB within Korea.

5. The "f light-of-capital laws" now in effect in this country
prevent repatriating of funds from Korea, i.e., transferring
won to dollars and sending back to the U.S.

6. House rental payments by an institution: are considered part
of an employee's income and is therefore taxable. Rental pay-
ment for a missionary would only be possible if that missionary
was listed as an employee (requiring a work visa) and would also
be taxable

.

7. Certain other logistical costs may possibly be borne by
institutions such as health care, travel, housing maintenance,
local transportation, alien registration, professional licensing,
etc

.

8. Certain call-contracts now in effect preclude shared support
during the effective terms of these contracts.

B. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION IN RESPONSE TO THE GAMB OVERTURE

The situation in Korea must be distinguished from that in Japan or
elsewhere. The Shikoku formula is not legally possible in Korea.
However, on the basis of the above data several options may be looked
at

:

1. Keep the salary plan as is now in effect accepting the
consequences resulting therefrom.

2. Keep missionary visa status, but allow for the logistical
costs to be borne by institutions as indicated in A. 7, above.
For PMC this may reach 11% of the average missionary salary,
but less for SJU since the medical care coverage would not be
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B.

a feasible benefit for SJLJ to render.

3. Implement a plan whereby PMC will assume the cost of
medical care of all missionaries except those assigned to
Kwangju Christian Hospital or jointly make KCH and PMC
responsible for all missionary medical care. This will
increase the PMC percentage above that in Option 2.

4. Implement SJU ' s property "sale lease-back" plan to allow
the university to underwrite all housing maintenance for Seoul
and Taejon Stations at the cost of eventually donating all
property in those stations to SJU. It is estimated that this
plan may provide a subsidy to the Mission Budget of $15, 000/year

.

5. Abandon missionary visa status and go to work visa status
for all PCUS personnel assigned to PMC and SJU. This will be
a matter of conscience to some of the missionaries involved.

Some of the choices listed here are not mutually exclusive. It
is possible that options 2, 3 and 4 could all be implemented. We
are unable to say what total contribution this would make to
missionary work in Korea but we believe it would be substantial.
However, options 1 and 5 are exclusive.

C. REASONS FOR OBJECTIONS TO SHARED SUPPORT PLANS WHICH INVOLVE
USE OF WORK VISA

1. We were commissioned as missionaries of the PCUS and sent here
as overseas apostles of that Church. This is a scriptural basis
for mission which to us is of overriding importance. In the eyes
of our Korean brethren, removal of this support is equivalent to
being orphaned by our sending church.

2. We feel that transfer of responsibility of salary support to
Korean institutions may damage the incentive of our Church in the
U.S. to support the overseas mission of the Church.

3. If the new arrangement to be implemented divides the salary
support for a missionary, he will in effect have "two bosses", a
situation which can lead to tense, awkwTard or friction-causing
negotiations. It will be difficult to maintain parity between
various missionaries and this may lead to invidious comparisons.
Misunderstandings between the GAMB and national institutions or
church agencies may be expected. More importantly, the psychological
effect of having two bosses will be deleterious to missionary service.

4. If institutions support missionaries assigned to them, the
missionary will be much less free to spend time and energy in
pioneering or innovative ventures of evangelistic or spiritually
nurturing type within or outside the organization. The institution
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would naturally expect full use of the missionary's time; his
mobility will be seriously limited and his time for mission
responsibilities would be curtailed.

We would like to make it known that we do not consider ourselves
as merely technical experts teaching because no national can do it.
This is neither true nor is it our concept of missionary work. The
area of work is incidental to the primary purpose of witnessing the
Lord Jesus Christ and encouraging others by every means to consider
His claim on their lives.

5. Some have justified "shared support" on the basis of the
tent-making idea in the Apostle Paul's ministry. We believe this
idea is valid for missionaries assigned to secular or governmental
institutions, but not to institutions which are part of the body of
Christ. In effect, "shared support" is precisely the reverse of
the tent-making concept in that it increases the burden upon the
Christian body to which the missionary is assigned. The effect is
to hamper the witness and service of that institution.

We would not suggest that the Presbyterian Church of Korea
(the largest Christian institution in the country) assume "shared
support" of evangelistic missionary work in Korea for the same
reason: it would burden the church and curtail its outreach.

6. Some of us have a specific difficulty in that we were called
to a ministry in which our witness is contingent upon our service
and our servanthodd. It violates the conscience of a medical mission-
ary to earn his livelihood at the expense of the afflictions of those
he came to Korea to serve. All of us believe that the validity of
our testimony depends in part upon the fact that our service is at
no cost to the people of Korea, certainly not to those whose suffer-
ing we seek to alleviate in Christ's name.

7. Finally, we would point out the following facts which demonstrate
that each institution faces different problems and challenges, rather
than being in a common state of "maturity":

a. Neither PMC nor SJU in Korea receive a government subsidy.
Thirty percent of Shikoku's faculty salary budget is government-
subsidy (in 1977, $800,000 out of a total budget of $3,500,000).

b. PMC has the backing of the Medical Benevolence Foundation.
Shikoku and SJU have no backing U.S. foundation as a source of help
or U.S. currency.

c. SJU is 95% student-fee financed in contrast to most U.S.
universities, has no endowment of any size, is still in its basic
building program, and falls far short of having an accredited
faculty. Its sbholarship program is at a minimum. There is no
government support. Only two PCUS regular missionary families
are on each of its two campuses, 120 miles apart and independent
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financially. As a matter of mission strategy in this developing
country, SJU is heavily-oriented toward science, technology, and
commercial subjects where competition is fiercest and costs highest.

d. PMC is currently struggling with the problem of increasing
costs and the threat of taxes over against its determination to
offer charity work for the indigent, a major area of witness for
a Christian hospital and one where other Christian hospitals have
made many cutbacks.

We would ask the General Assembly Mission Board to give ear
to these issues. At the same time, recognizing the stringencies
which inflation and declining support have imposed on the Mission
Board, we would pledge to study further the options which do not
require sacrifice of that central aspect of missionary service,
basic salary support from his sending church.

Respectfully submitted

February 14, 1979

MISSIONARIES OF SJU MISSIONARIES OF PMC

Robert Goette, Ph.D.
Emily Goette
Clarence E. Prince, Ph.D. ,P.E
Monita S. Prince, M.A.
John Somerville, Ph.D.
Virginia Somerville, R.N.

Mary Seel, M.T. ASCP
John Shaw, M.D. FAAOS
Sharon Shaw, O.T.R.

Merrill Grubbs, M.A.
Alma Grubbs
David J. Seel, M.D. FACS

C77C



February 6, 1979

Dr. In Sik Kim, Staff Associate- Asia/Pacific,
PCUS/GAMB/DIM,
341 Ponce de Leon Avenue, N.E.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
USA

Dear Dr. Kim:

On October 6, 1978, you wrote and dispatched to me a

letter which conveyed an action by the Division of Inter-

national Mission which read as follows:

That the Division staff be instructed to begin negot-

iations with the following institutions looking toward their

participation in shared support of missionaries assigned t.o

them, beginning in 1980:

Shikoku Christian College ( Japan )

Soong Jun University ( Korea )

Presbyterian Medical Center ( Korea )

You asked me to " share with us by March, 1979 , your

thoughts and plans for the future of Soong Jun University

and the missionaries of the Presbyterian Church, U.S., as-

signed to SJU."

This letter is my reply to your request. It is the

result of many hours of thought, discussions with your

PCUS missionaries, and much prayer. We believe we have had

many useful and frank exchanges of opinion. I must apolo-

gize in advance for the length of this document, but it deals

I believe, with a matter of great importance and complexity

which needs careful treatment. I hope you will agree that

we have taken your letter and the Division’s action seriously
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First, however, as President of SJU, I want to express

my deep gratitude to all the officers and members of the

Presbyterian Church, U.S., for their support. You have been

with us, with the whole Korean Church, from the beginning,

reaching even far back to SJU's early days as an institution

pioneering in Christ-centered higher education, Soong Si

l

College, located then in Pyong Yang, North Korea. Since

the end of the Korean War, our three Presbyterian churches -

the PCUS , the United Presbyterian Church in the USA, and the

Korean Presbyterian Church - have worked shoulder- to-shou lder

,

striving to plant and nurture in Korea a Christian church

and first-class Christian institutions. We labor together

today. With money, people, and the prayer support of Amer-

ican and Korean Christians, SJU has been growing steadily

since its transplantation to South Korea by refugees from

North Korea, Presbyterian Christians. Both campuses of SJU,

Taejon ( which the PCUS started in 1956 ) and Seoul ( which

the Korean and UPUSA cl hurches started in 195^ ) have produced

hundreds of Christian graduates who are active today as

Christian ministers, foreign missionaries, and church laymen

and laywomen.

Now, in rapidly-developing Korea, we feel that we have

a particularly challenging role to play. SJU's departmental

structure is planned to provide Christian leaders for key

areas of Korea's future, modern society. The pressures here

in Korea for worship of economi c- technological idols al-nc

are very great. Therefore, I want to remind the PCUS leaders

of their great investment in SJU over these past years, and
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say to them, " Do not desert us now, for we are just beginning

to bear fruit at a critical time in East Asian history.”

We are enthusiastic about our many positive opportunities

for service and wi tness in Korean society as a Christian

institution and believe the knowledge and insight we gain will

be useful to Christian educators in other developing countries

and even, perhaps, in the United States itself. We are happy

to see evidences of concern within the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church in the United States for Christian

higher education as shown by the formation of a special Task

Force which is to s.ady and report on the status and role

of your colleges to the General Assembly.

To provide further information about Christian schools

in Korea, I am enclosing 1) a copy of SJU's recent "Present

Status" report, 2) a "Position Paper" on Koran Christian

schools prepared for the Second General Assembly of the

Association of Christian Universities and Colleges in

Asia ( Hong Kong, December, 197b ), and 3) a short "Situation

Paper " more recently prepared at SJU. I think these should

be read by you and others concerned.

oo, 1 would like first of all to couple a sincere word

of thanks to the PCU5 church with a plea for understanding

of the situation at SJU. Now, to continue.

SJU is operated almost entirely on student fees. We

have no endowment. Our principal Korean benefactor and

esteemed friend, Dr. Herman Kim, died last year and we are

still suffering from his loss. Our salaries have always
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been on the "lowM side. In Japan, the Shikoku College receives

2 6% of its annual budget from the Japanese government ( this

amounted to $800,000 in 1978). In Hong Kong, all budget comes

from the government. In Taiwan, salaries and benefits of

professors who have studied abroad successfully and return

are paid by the government. In contrast, in Korea, our

government allows private schools only a little "research"

money i in essence, none. At this time, the Korean government

supports Seoul National University and provincial universities

alone, both facilities and staff, but private schools do not

receive even a trickle. SJU has no US foundation, nor any

income-earning Korean foundation as some private schools in

Korea have ( with, I'to sorry to say, associated unethical

business practices w&ich SJU, as a Christian school, must not

get involved in ). You know well, I'm sure, that, as a

Christian school, SJU has never accepted "informal" students,

those which exceed the legal quotas, as some big, private

schools have done in order to increase income from fees. We

have today only a very small scholarship budget for needy

and deserving students.

We have always tried to stay out of debt since interest

rates are so high. But, for the first time, this past year

Taejon Campus had to borrow $500,000 from the bank ( at 20%

interest per year ) in order to build a classroom building.

The need for the classroom building in Taejon is only

the beginning. In December, 1978, the Ministry of Education

raised the freshman-year quota at Taejon 55% and in Seoul,
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40$. This was done at other colleges, too, as the national

freshman-year quota was raised from 110,000 to 150,000 in

one year i (Please share these statistics with others on

the Division of International Mission who would be familiar

with the nature of the impact of such increases on a college.)

We had wanted to build a new chapel on the Seoul Campus

but scrapped that plan temporarily to expand our library for

study space. The new library at Taejon was "cut off" at the

second floor so the classroom building mentioned above could

be started. The Ta&jon Campus is facing an expenditure f«r

basic classroom, laboratory, and library space of a million

dollars per year for the next 2-3 years. Part of this will

be from student fees as much as possible and then the rest

perhaps borrowed.
\

With the great influx of students due to revised

national educational policy, SJU, as well as all «;hools in

Korea, from right now is competing for scarce faculty

resources. We must raise salaries in order to keep people

we now have. We have to employ about 15 new faculty at

Taejon and 10 in Seoul from this March, 1979. Of course,

the new students who pay fees will help us financially but

things are very much in an uncertain state of flux. In

this fluid situation, we highly value the stable support of

the PCUS denomination represented by our four regular

missionary professors — R. Goette and J. Somerville on

the Taejon Campus (2200 students) and C. Krauth and J. Prince

on the Seoul Campus (2400 students).
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SJU's problems today are partly a result of its history.

Both campuses were begun about 1955 i the first students

graduated in the early 1960's. Our school has not had time

to develop an endowment by concerned alumni. As you know,

the Seoul Campus, originally Soong Sil, was transplanted from

North Korea, where many of its alumni are today. One great

man and Fresbyterian elder, a graduate of Soong Sil in Pyong

Yang, kept the Seoul Campus together. This man was Dr. Herman

Kim, who also served on the Taejon College Board, ind he is

lately deceased. Other Christian schools, always located

in Seoul from before the War, Yunsei (10,000 students ) and

Ewha Women's University ( 15,000 students ), are in a mature

state of development and have strong local alumni support.

Further, they have received much support from the United Board

for Christian Higher Education in- Asia, from alumni and major

foundations both in the US and other foreign c ountries . Suh

Kang ( 2200 students ) , the excellent Catholic school in

Seoul ( remember that Seoul is now the world's sixth largest

city with almost 8,000,000 and is the educational center of

this nation of 36,000,000 people ), receives considerable

capital support from the Jesuit Order and has over 40 foreign

professors on its staff. ( Sophia University, Jesuit-supported

school in Tokyo, has over 100 foreign staff, by the way.) So

SJU lacks extensive in-country and foreign support like those

other schools. Our alumni today are mostly younger, struggling

businessmen or businesswomen in their early 40' s or less

( those not in Christian vocations ).
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SJU is not ignoring the need for developing alumni support

both in Korea and in other' countries. The University Pla ning

and Development Office is hard at work on this objective, and

steadily progress has been made. But, as yet, except for

Dr. Herman Kim, who was successful in business in South Korea,

no alumnus has been able to assist SJU with massive personal

financial support. We are confident that, in the future, alumni

support will become very significant at SJU as at other

indigenous South Korean Christian schools, but I frankly feel

we'll have to wait ten to twenty years before endowment income

becomes important to our annual budget. In the meantime, we

are dependent on fees and help from Christian fr lends and

foundations abroad. Government support in Korea for private

schools may develop because it is a political matter ( 70%

of college students are in private schools ), and government

resources are certainly increasing as Korea's economy improves.

We are hopeful about this, in fact, and government help may come

sooner than we think.

( Parenthetically, I want to caution any readers not to

misunderstand our situation regarding government support. First,

who would deny that US government support, directly or indirectly

is very important to US schools ? Scholarship grants, tax

deductions, and direct capital grants play a very significant

part in US college financing, but not in Korea. The Korean

government does enable students to borrow money for fees, but

at about 16# a year interest. SJU does, also, get small

"research" grants each year, less than $10,000 total. A

contributor to SJU enjoys no tax deduction unless the gift
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has been for scientific equipment. Finally, on the question

of government money leading to government controls, a sore

point in the US, we would say that in Kor^a we work in

private schools under many regulations but without any money '.

So that problem doesn’t trouble us too much. )

Agonizing decisions are being made here - some of which

jeopardize the high ideals for which we stand - primarily be-

cause we cannot adequately support ongoing programs. I have

already mentioned unethical business practices in Korean

private schools which enjoy a seller's market due to the great

importance attached to a college education in this society.

I know that several of you in the Division staff offices in

Atlanta will remember the corruption associated with entrance,

continuance, and graduation of large numbers of over-quota

and/or unqualified students. We at SJU are suffering because

of our refusal to do this, just as Soong Sil suffered in

North Korea long ago in 1938 when it refused to force faculty

and students to worship in idolatry at Japanese Shinto shrines

and was summarily closed, and our future is in doubt. It is

hard for US educators, I know, to grasp the intensity of the

social pressures exerted upon us now. The question is, " Will
M

our Christian friends abroad help us to be faithful to our ideals?

Up to this point, I have written about our school's

opportunities and problems. Now I want to discuss the matter

of paying the regular missionary staff people. There are

direct and indirect ways to do this, but these are complicated

by Korean alien resident laws and Korean tax and foreign
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exchange laws.

At this time, PCUS regular missionaries are admitted

to Korea under a missionary visa, 7-6, and the Korea Mission

of the PCUS ( in effect, the General Assembly Mission Board)

guarantees all support and assumes responsibility for their

behavior. The Mission is the financial and legal guargntqr.

A most important fact is that income earned in Korean money is

not freely exchangeable to US dollars, a situation different

that Japan or Taiwan, to the best of our knowledge.

CASE I. Direct Payment of Living Allowance Missionaries

1) The visa status would have to change from 7-6

( missionary or other foreign, non-profit, charitable

organization staff ) to 7-12 ( foreign employee ). The

University would become the guarantor. A contract acceptable

to the Korean Ministry of Education would have to be

negotiated; it may have some difficult provisions, especially,

for your missionaries to sign.

2) Payment received in Korean won would not be legally

convertible to US dollars; therefore the missionaries'

dollar allowances would probably be reduced, and this may

cause personal problems to them. ( We have no regular dollar

source such as the Presbyterian Medical Center's Medical

Benevolence Foundation, otherwise SJU could pay in US dollars

in the US .

)

3) The result would be that the only way is the present

informal way that your Volunteers-in-Mission *.re treated. In
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discussions with the missionaries, I have felt that this direct

payment system creates insecurities and anxieties. I believe

your missionaries are to send you a statement on their feelings

about this matter.

In relation to VIM's, we are now paying partial support

to two from the PCUS at Taejon and two from the UPUSA at Seoul,

costing us about $20,000 annually. They are very helpful with

English teaching and other .specific skills, but do have

limitations. They are either very young and without heavy

family responsibilities or are older and retired with pensions.

We have mentioned elsewhere the problems they have in being

effective with only one year ( or less) of service and their

need for personal support from others. The areas of service

of the regular missionaries are broader, their family needs

greater, and they are more independent. The presence of

your regular missionaries makes the VIM's work easier and

more efficient. I hope that SJU is not put into the position

of having to choose between VIM's and regular missionaries.

CASE II. Indirect Payment through the Mission

You have suggested, Dr. Kim, that one way to avoid

problems stated in CASE I would be for the University to

make "contributions" to the Mission's work budget in Korea.

In your letter of October 6, 1970» you cited the precedent of

the Presbyterian Theological Seminary in Seoul, where a

PCUS missionary. Dr. Cyris Moon, receives a small sum
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monthly (about $175.00 in Korean currency), which is

sent to the Mission Office in Seoul,

We have investigated this matter. Korean church

congregations are not taxed, so do not have to report;

almost all income is free will offerings. The churches

send some of this money to the Seminary. Such funds do

not have to be audited by Korean tax authorities. There-

fore, the Seminary can freely use part of this money in

the manner described, to make its own "contributions."

In SJU’s case, income is student tuition and fees.

Expense and income budget forms are specified by Korean

Ministry of Education law. Our books are closely audited

annually. SJU can make no "contributions" to outside non-

profit organizations i we can only receive them. Legally,

money received as gifts or paid by students or parents

must be used within the school. Thus, the Theological

Seminary's method is impossible for us.

SJU then is different from Shikoku College since

we have no government subsidy and no free exchange of

money in Korea. We are different from the PMC in Chunju

since we have no backing U.S. Medical Benevolence

Foundation, a source of dollars for payment. We are

different from the Presbyterian Theological Seminary in

Seoul since we regularly receive no unaudited free-will
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contributions from Korean churches, and so can make none

as the Seminary can and does. it therefore appears that

both CASE I (Direct Payment) and CASE II (Indirect Pay-

ment) are not suitable under present Korean laws and

exchange regulations.

Even so, SJU does not intend to ignore PCUS financial

problems. Your letter, Dr. Kim, wrote of salary support

for missionaries. Or. January 24, 1979* your Field Repre-

sentative, fir . John Moore, wrote a lettei to me which said

that "high rates of world-wide inflation have made it

impossible for our home church to keep up with the rise

of both individual salary needs and maintenance and

under the circumstances maintenance has fallen behind.”

He went on to say that the Korea Mission "has reluctantly

taken the following action:

The Mission voted to request institutions where FCUS
missionaries are working, to assume mor<-> responsi-
bility for logistical assistance such as house repair,
vehicle repair, alien registration, etc. (78-9-13)"

Thus the PCUS .is asking about two things -- salary sup-

port and logistical support. Further, I know that the SJU

missionaries themselves have some personal financial prob-

lems and need some relief from work-related expenses which

the Mission's logistical budget does not cover. The fact

is that all three of us — SJU, the PCUS, and the mission-

aries themselves -- are facing strong financial pressures.

Let us work together to find a way to solve, at least

partially, all three problems! Let us not do violence

to promises, commitments, and the harmonious working
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relations of the past! Let us look together toward the

future of Korea and the Christian Church here! We pray,

we Koreans, daily for what some day God will surely grant,

peaceful reunification of our divided land, SJU will

reclaim its property in Pyon* Y anC» North Korea, and will

be the only unique nation -wide, multi-campus, quality

Christian university. The Korean Presbyterian Church, the

PCUS , and the UPUSA churches should maintain their his-

toric relationship and join hand-in-hand as true partners

in a great adventure, discovering the work of God's

Spirit in that repressed land, laboring together to

rebuild the Christian Church there to the Glory of God.

SJU can and will play a vital role as our nation reunites

and the Christian Church rebuilds. We should oe preparing

for that great day.

Therefore, I would like to discuss a possible alter-

native whereby, I believe, wider objectives may be achieved.

By this I mean that I am searching for a way SJU can

co-operate in reducing expenses of PCUS Mission operation

in Korea, and, at the same time, address SJU's very real

financial problems due partially to lack of endowment.

Furthermore, I am searching for a way to preserve the pride

and dignity of our regular missionaries. And I am looking

to the future, so that SJU and the PCUS can continue to

work in partnership together.

What I propose, and please pardon my boldness, is

that we work out a plan for SJU to underwrite PCUS mis-
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sionary housing and logistical expenses, thus taking this

load off your mission's maintenance budget, but in a way

which should not alarm your missionaries. At the same

time, SJU will be gaining valuable endowment property.

It appears to be a somewhat complicated plan due to Korean

juridical person (legal holding body) iaws and differing

Korean real estate practices so some background expla-

nation is necessary. Once the background is understood,

you will see that the plan is really simple.

First, the PCUS Korea Mission has land on wnich are

six residences adjacent to the Taejon campus and two plots

in Seoul, the Yunchi Dong plot downtown where there is a

duplex and the Yunnee Dong plot near Seoul Foreign School

where there are two houses. Under Korean law, this

property cannot be sold by the Mission unless the Mission

Juridical Person is able to show a plan for the use of

the proceeds within the boundaries of this nation. If

the plan is to build a capital asset somewhere else, sim-

ply a movement of capital has taken place. Otherwise, the

cash proceeds can be given away to another Juridical

Person which has similar non-profit purposes. The impor-

tant point is that this real estate property cannot be

turned into Korean cash tnrough sale, and then be used for

operating expenses in Korea, or exchanged into UJ money

and sent back to the U.S. I would like to quote Action

79-1-3 from the Minutes of the Korea Mission's Ad-lnterim

meeting of January 16, 1979

»
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79-1-5 Legal Li m i tat ions on Use of Mission Land Sale
Proceeds . A.i.C. voted to approve the following state-
ment of the legal limitations presently in force
for the use of Mission land sale proceeds, submitted
by the Mission Juridical Person \cl‘. 7o-9-*0 •

The policy of the Korean government is to pro-
tect institutions which are controlled by juridical
persons from mismanagement by the directors. To
keep the directors from frittering away the assets,
the law requires that when a fixed asset such as land
is sold the proceeds must be used to purchase another
fixed asset so that the capital of the institution
is not diminished.

Thus land sale proceeds can only be

1) used to buy other land or
2) build or buy a building or
3) do a major repair for which you can furnish

proof such as a building permit or
4) given to another juridical person with a

similar purpose to buy a capital item

Land may also be given to another juridical per-
son with a similar purpose and this entails the
least red tape and expense.

The ministries will no longer accept the
statement that "the purpose for which the proceeds
will be used is for construction of a missionary
residence” unless a building permit is submitted
along with the request for permission to sell the
land

.

The idea of converging mission land into cash
with which to supplement the mission budget, there-
fore, runs exactly counter to the present laws.

A second background fact is that in Korea, titles or

deeds to buildings and land on which buildings exist can

be held by different owners. This may be a surprising

fact. For example, in Chunju, land under Mission resi-

dences was given to Hunil Seminary in order to help gain

accreditation, but title to the houses was retqir.ed by
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the Mission for as long as needed and the Mission maintains

those houses. At this time, it is not cl.early legal to do

the reverse, that is, to give the houses to another JP, say

SJU's^and retain the land in the Mission's JP. I feel that

SJU, however, could assist with directly-paid residential

operation and maintenance even though SJd may not legally

"own" the houses. This assumes the Mission .

a

r i -3 3JU maintain

a relation as we have now.

A third fact is that both the Mission ail JJU need

hous ing, especially in Seoul. The Mission has, six residences

and six regular missionary couples in Taejon, but oniy 4

residences for 6 regular couples in Seoul. Consequently,

rental expenses in Seoul are high and increasing. Your Seoul

Station has an approved fund on hand for building or buying

additional housing. After housing is purchased or built on

the only feasible plot at Yunhee Dong near the Seoul Foreign

School, the Mission will have additional maintenance expenses.

Our University is also in bad need for h -using suitable for

foreign professors and their families, VTM's or other short-

term missionaries, v/estern guests, spec ially- inv i ted short-term

lecturers and teachers to help us with upgrading our faculties on

both campuses, particularly SJU's Graduate School which is

located in Seoul.

I will now outline my proposal

»

1) The PCUS Mission's Juridical Person would "designate"

the future title to ill houses owned by it in Seoul and Taejon to
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Soong Jun. SJU would then agree to directly operate and

maintain them. They may he used by the Mission as long

as SJU and the Mission relate together. Details, such as

use during furlough periods, can be worked out later. We

estimate this would mean SJU would assume $15-20,000 a year

logistical expense. A joint housing committee would be set up.

2) If the Mission arranges for additional housing in

Seoul before our negotiations are completed, that housing

would also be designated and SJU would assume expenses. Other-

wise, we ask that the fund itself be made available to SJU which

then would guarantee housing the Mission needs. This latter

plan is preferable to us, since we may then be able to com-

bine with other building funds and meet both missionary and

SJU housing needs, as mentioned above, more effectively. We

will consider unusual transport needs which might arise in Seoul.

3) Mission land in Seoul and Taejon would, of course ,

remain registered in the Mission JP, but would be clearly

designated for the future transfer to SJU's JP at a time to

be determined. This property would become a valuable part

of SJU's endowment. The Mission would guarantee that there

would be no intervening third party.

Now, I would like to explain more . First, the plan

is legal from the Korean government's point-of-view in that

the purposes of our two JP’s are identical and no funds are

to be used for profit-making. From our point-of-view, that is,

SJU's and the PCUS Korea Mission’s, we can arrive at a
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proper time for transfer of the land title in the following

way i

We agree on a total value for this real estate. SJU

'•buys" the property. The GAMB holds the "mortgage*', but

then SJU "leases back" the hduses to the GAMB. The total

"principal" of the mortgage is amortized year-by-year by

annual "rental" payments, reasonably set. SJU would have

the right to accelerate principal payments by making other

cash outlays such a part of missionary furlough travel air

fares or, if alien resident and foreign exchange laws change

and it becomes both feasible and desirable, cash outlays

for actual salary support. A rough estimate of real estate

values, rental values, and expected accelerations ( excluding

the matter of major salary support) indicate a 20-40 year

amortization period.

The GAMB would, of course, in essence be converting

real estate values legally into operating cash. SJU would

be gaining endowment which it badly needs. Missionaries

would, in fact, still be paid and supported fully by the

GAMB which assigned them to SJU in the first place, since

it would be GAMB capital which is being used. The possible

future appreciated value of the land would benefit a Christ-

ian institution. SJU would be committing itself to a resol-

ution of your Seoul housing problem in a way satisfactory

to your missionaries and, at the same time, gain needed

housing. The PCUS church's annual expense money now coming

to Korea would be reduced, and real estate money now un-
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reachab] e wouLd still be used to achieve the original

purpose for which American rhr i s t-ians gave the money long

ago- to build and strengthen the Church in Korea.

In real estate terms, SJU would simply be buying

the property over a lore1 period of time by an installment

plan. The plan would require approval of our SJU Board,

the United Board for Christian Higher Education in Korea,

which has I'j members. Among them are 2 PCU3 missionaries

(both of whom would be living in 2 JTJ houses), 2 UPUSA

missionaries, 2 Korean Fresbyteriari Church Genera]

Assembly representatives, and 7 other Christian members,

including myself.

I believe th t under' terms of the Mutual Agreement

between the PCUS and the Korean Presbyterian Church, this

plan would need endorsement of the. World Mission Co-operative

Committee. If the PCUS agrees, the Korean Church will

agree also, we are confident. As you well know, the pro-

cedures here take a cod deal of time and effort, all of

which would be wasted if some glimmer of encouragement isn't

seem from the US. With that hope given, wo can proceed

to push this matter through the WMCC during this year after

working out details with the Korea Mission. An agreement

by the Division of International Mission in principle on

the general concept would be most helpful, encouraging us

to proceed. We can then establish a joint working committee

of SJU and Mission people who can work out a good operating

plan

.
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You are well aware that ample precedent exists lor

making completely unencumbered gifts of property to

Korean institutions - to Wilson Leprosy Hospital and

Masan High School in Soonchun, to Honam Seminary in Kwangju,

to Hanil Seminary in Chunju, to Taejon Campus of SJU, to

the Presbyterian Medical Center in Chunju, and to many others.

In some cases, sales have been made for less than appraised

prices. Our proposal is the first of this nature in that it

seeks to guarantee SJU's faithful provision of adequate,

comfortable housing for a total of 12 missionary family

units and suggests the possible assumption in the future

of other costs now borne by the PCUS church. For example

,

developed nations have few obstacles in the way of exchange

of money, so Korea, too, may loosen up on these restrictions

before too long and this will make it theoretically possible,

at least, to begin some salary support for missionaries who

have dollar needs.

One important point I think you have overlooked, Dr.

Kim. The "call-contracts" for Dr. Goette and Mr. Krauth

must be prepared in the next few months ( Mr. Krauth'

s

immediately, in fact ). SJU financial commitments, if any,

are to be specified on these "contracts" for the next term of

service. Drs . Somerville and Prince are presently operating

under full-term call-contracts, and I am sure the Division of

International Mission will understand that it is asking that

previous contracts be ignored if SJU is required to assume a
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"substantial part of support for regular missionaries be

-

ginning from 1980", to quote your letter. However, since

under the Plan I have proposed, SJU would actually be buying

property while the GAMB continues to fulfil its obligations

to regular missionaries, we have no objection ,
nor, it seems,

would the missionaries.

It should be evident that SJU desires to maintain a

healthy relationship with the PCUS ,
one of it's founding

churches, as we face together an unfinished and challenging

job in both South and North Korea.

This has been a very long letter, for which I am sorry,

but, as I said in the beginning, it deals with a matter of

great import. It raises very fundamental questions about

your future role in Korea and whether or how assets will be

disposed of.

I have expressed, as sincerely as I can, my deep gratitude

to the PCUS church for its sacrifice and devotion to the

growth of Christianity in Korea and to Soong Jun's role in

that cause. I have tried to point out the critical stage

of Korea's present social development and the multitude of

opportunites and challenges GJU has in the higher education

area and have enclosed much material on the situation. Then

I presented a number of practical and critical problems we

now face which threaten our survival as a witnessing Christian

institution of academic excellence and ethical integrity. Next,

I discussed problems connected with direct and indirect ways

of paying regular missionary staff. Finally, I proposed
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to you an alternative plan which looks to the future and

takes into consideration, 1 feel, the best interests of

the PCUS church, 3JU itself, and your missionaries.

As an aside, 1 want to inform you that 3JU is preparing

to be more responsible about re-irnburs ing missionaries f or

any work-related expenses, now borne by them personally

and not in the Mission's budget. Theso, of course, will

only be small expense-account- type items which SJU can

legally pay through those channels, but they may help the

missionaries, a bit. I an talking about those who work for

SJU, of course.

I hope you will respond to this letter and our proposal

soon. We also intend to take this up with your Mission here.

Most of your Mission's regular Juridical Person members are

going on furlough in June or July, and we would like to

have an agreement, at least in principle, by then.

With kindest regards, I remain

Sincerely yours

,

Bum Soe KOH,
President

Copies with supplements:

Dr. G. Thompson Brown, DIM Director,
Ms. Miriam Dunson.DIM Personnel,
Rev. John V. Moore, Korea Field Rep.,
Mr. Merrill Grubbs, Korea Mission JP Chairman,
Seoul Station,
Taejon Station
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Sfflllp World Bank: lUu-

S-N Korea GNP
Gap Grows Wider

WASHINGTON (OP) —
The gap between south and
north Korea in their gross
national product (GNP) and
per capita income is getting

5 wider as the years pass, with
the north’s GNP amounting
to 43 percent of the south’s
in 1976 and 39 percent one
year later in 1977, it was dis-—10
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Foreign Exchange
(T/T Bate)

—6 Date: Feb. 13 (Unit: Won)
—9 Selling Buying

V.S. Dollar 485.00 483.00

Japanese Yen 245.20 244.18

(Per 100 yen)
British Pound 970.87 966.83

—10 Deutsche Mark 262.80 261.72

—30 Canadian Dollar 405.75 404.01

—19 French Franc 114.19 113.71

—70 Italian Lira 58.12 57.88

(Per 100 Lira)

Swiss Franc 292.00 290.78

—19 Hongkong Dollar 101.89 101.47

—30 Swedish Korona 111.56 111.10

Australian Dollar 551.10 548.80

Danish Krone 94.82 94.42

Belgian Franc 16.65 16.59

—50 Austrian Shilling 35.88 35.74

Norwegian Krone 95.57 95.17
•ex-

Dutch Guilder 243.11 242.11

Saudi Riyal 144.30 143.70

Call Kuwait Dinar 1,767.35 1,760.03

Kukil Bahrain Dinar 1,263.34 1,258.14

UAE Dirham 126.33 125.81

f
r

closed by the World Bank
Monday.
The World Bank 1978 “At-

las” which lists economic da-
ta in 185 countries and terri-

tories pointed out that the
north Korean GNP in 1976
was valued at $10,810 million
(per capita income at $670)
compared with that of south
Korea valued at $25,280 mil-

lion in that same year (per
capita income at $700), while
in 1977 the north’s GNP
marked $11,680 million (per
capita income at $700), which
is 39 percent of the south’s
$29,440 million GNP (per
capita income at $810). The
World Atlas further noted
that while north Korean po-

pulation growth rate is much
higher than that of the south
(2.7 percent for the north
compared with 1.8 percent for
the south during the period
of 1970-76), the economic
growth rate in the north dur-
ing the same period is much
lower than the south — 6.8

percent versus 8.7 percent be-
tween them.

Seen as an average in the
period of 1960-76, the growth
rates in population and eco-
nomic growth between Pyong-
yang and Seoul were even
more noticeable. Pyongyang’s
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Total Repression

“New Tide’ Spotlights

Lack of Religion inN.K.
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Everyone knows there is no
freedom of religion in north
Korea but few are familiar
with what shrewd and
atrocious methods were
employed by the Communists
in their elimination of the
religious people. A recent
edition of “Saemulkyol”
(“New Tide’’), a periodical

magazine published by the

Free Critics Publishing
Company, shows how the
north Korean people were
stripped of their freedom of

worship, how the religious

people were persecuted and
eliminated and how religion in

north Korea was remodeled.
To begin with, religion in

north Korea has an entirely

different meaning from that in

the south. An official n'^th
Korean dictionary of political

terminology defines the word
“Buddhism” as follows: “A
system of belief designed to

preach to the people to subdue
all human desires and submit
to fate in disregard of the

requirement of the people to

resist oppressors to extricate
themselves from misery.”
Offhand, the definition

shows the elimination of

“benevolence” which forms
the principal concept of

Buddhism. The north Korean
lexicon does not forget to add
a criticism against Buddhism
in the south. It says: “Bud-
dhism in south Korea has the

action of a poisonous agent
which paralyzes the people’s

sense of revolution.” North
Korea has a puppet Buddhist
organization called “The
Federation of Buddhists,”
representing “Buddhist
believers” in north Korea.

Ancestral Worship

The same lexicon has the

following definition for

Confucianism: "... It attempts
to imbue the people with a

sense of subservience,
recognizes the existence of the

soul of a human being after its

death, and forces upon the

people religious rites such as

offers of food and drink to

their ancestors.” As shown in

the dictionary, the Com-
munists in north Korea have
eliminated the traditional

ancestral worship of the

Korean people and the Con-

fucian tradition bequeathed to

them for centuries.

Of all religions, Christianity

is the one which the north

Korean Communists suppress
most fervently. The north

Korean dictionary says that

Christianity is basically in-

compatible with communism.
It says that “Christianity has

actively been used in an at-

tempt to destroy socialism.”

In their attempt to discredit

the Christians, the north
Korean Communists even
distort historical records.
They say that “the Christian

churches in the south aided
and supported the
colonialization of south Korea
by the United States after the

country’s liberation from
Japan.” They refuse to

recognize the introduction of

Christianity into Korea in the

latter part of Yi dynasty and
the independence struggle
carried out by the Christians
during the Japanese rule of

Korea.
In 1959, north Korea’s Kim

Il-sung issued a “Guideline on
Religion,” in which he said
that “historically religion has
been used by the ruling
classes as a tool to deceive,
extort and suppress the people
and in modern times itis being
used by the imperialists in

their plot to invade the back-
ward nations of the world.”
Kim and his Communist
followers in the north have
been suppressing religion on
the grounds that “it adversely
affects the will of the people to

fight.”

Religious Suppression

The Communist suppression
of the religious people in the
north in fact began much
earlier. In 1946, the Soviet Red
Army garrison command in

north Korea carried out an
“urban reform” and under
this measure confiscated all

the properties of the churches
to cut off the religious people’s
financial sources. During the

Korean War (1950-53), the

Communists carried out a
bloody mass murder of the

religious people. Large-scale,
indiscriminate massacres of

religious people was carried
out in the north through
kangaroo court trials and
inciting people to shift the

blame of the north Korean
debacle in late 1950 to the

Christians in the north.

After the signing of the

Korean Armistice in 1953, the

north Korean Communists
conducted a “mop-up”
operation of the religious
people and their families,

relatives and friends. In the

process, the Communists
turned the church buildings
into Communist in-

doctrination halls and the

Buddhists were all sent to

concentration camps in the

northernmost provinces of

north Korea. True religious

people were either massacred
or interned in compulsory
labor camps.
Some religious people who

had gone underground were
ferreted out and executed
during the notorious “Party
Headquarters’ Intens've
Guidance Activity” from 1958

to 1960 when the north Korean
Communists carried out one
of the world’s most thorough
investigation of the personal
backgrounds of the north
Korean people.
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CALENDAR- -

uimill
—Consumers convention,

sponsored by the Korean
Consumer Protection Council,

auditorium of the Seoul
YWCA, in Myong-dong, 10:30

a.m., Feb. 9.

—Exhibition of 600 post-

cards of the world, donated by
Miss Park Keun-hae, library

of the -Korean Children’s
Center in Seoul, daily through
Feb. 28.— Class on macrame by
Mrs. Han Chong-im, the first

and second conference ro r

of the Seoul YWCA, 1

every Monday,
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A Report
by

A* asiriger

lari: in 1979 rumors started appearing about the oossibilit; of President
arter visiting President Park Chung—Hee in Korea . a group of 16 concerned missionarie

. i. rvi.rg in norea drafted and forwarded a letter to President Cartel indicating our
uispxeasure over such a visit and requesting that he defer same until this govern-

nt reduced the suppression of its people and allowed them at least some of the
, tions inherent in a democratic society, no response was requested nor none received.

•y rate February 1/79 it became ap. earent that President Carter's visit to
orea w s begiimlng to take shape and that same might occur following his visit to

.< apan j in late June.
appearing to have failed in our request in the former lett- r, a second was

united; basically requesting that if such a meeting did occur, could it not be in
. neutral country and/or a large part of it be ooncerr.ed with human rights violations
in i.orea ana what this government intends to do about it.

Ti is letter was signed by 37 concerneo missionaries serving in i.orea and given
to a representative of the Board of Global Iiissions of the United iet : odist Church,
I- . to mail to President Carter on her arrival in the U.3. This letter was
a. rehtnded, on her departure, by the inspection officials at himpo Airport in eoul
n . arch 21, 1979, photocopied by them, the original being returned to her with,
from what we understand, a reprimand for the action of carrying out such a letter.

i'he strategy of the Korean government in responding to this action was to
i print, in a booklet form, the letter in question, the signors names, (in Korean;
a trsnlation of the letter(in Korean), and also included three (3) points (in Korean)

f r.orean law which this letter, they claimed, had violated. Following this they

[ :
seated one or more copies to the Presbyterian Church of r orea, and 1 believe to

ot: i rational Church bodies to which these 37 pe' sons were related; appearently
informing these bodies to reprimand us and as uring themselves and the government

. hat such a 'political action' would not happen again.

on i.ay 3, 1979, I was informed by homer liickabaugh, one of the signors and

issi onar: under the Eresbyterian Church, U.S. (Southern), that he had received

n ietcei- informing him to meet with a committee of the General Assembly of the
-.sbyterian Church in Korea on nay 7, 1979 at 10: 00 AJL. Ke stated that his letter

. iic ted that a letter was Also being sent to me and the other three Presbyterian

i^nors

.

..t. 10:30 ak on iuay 7, 1979, 1 was contacted by Rr. /ong i ap hik, General

•. t.-.ry of the General Assembly (G.A.) asking if - i received a letter inform-

.. .t to meet with a committee at offices in the C/ristian Centei- Building. I

mortned him that 1 had not. re indicated that Mr Rickabaugh had stated that he

. ... armed ine of this meeting on May 3, 1979. I replied that I had specifically

c a wr liickabaugh whether he was conveying an official verbal request from the

lU . that i attend and he repled that lie was not. Mr Jong then told me that the

Ling had started and that I was to come immediately, 1 indicated that I had

i.iiicting ap] ointments but was told by hr. Song that this meeting was most

. ortant. I indie ted that 1 would be there* as soon a s possible. v first t ru ht

contact i.ev. S. Moffett, U.P. Representative in Korea , as I diu wonder

.•Li.tr this problem should have better emerged from the • orId I ission cooperative

t ee. . then reflected that perhaps it had already been discussed there,

i, lo the length of time which had transpired (6 weeks and 5 days), an i referred

lc this special G.A. Comruittee.
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In all honesty, I spent little time in trinking of uifbher of these perhaps
points of order as I do remember a feeling of joy at being given the opportunity to
discuss such a matter directly with the Presbyterian Church of Korea officials. I

say this because, shortly after my arrival in Korea in 1974, I was involved in ^
protest, to my Imbassy in rorea, their response to an action, by the Korean govern-
ment which I felt to be unjust in Christs eyes. lAdvidly recall the confrontation
with otto JeCamp, and John Talmadge (in an unscheduled meeting in the letters
office) over this matter, of which i ev. S. Moffett can confirm. . much harsher
confrontation I felt than the 8 hours of interrogation with the Korean government
authorities at that tine, although perhaps criticisir. from ones own family is
frequently much more difficult' to handle than from others. I do recall my major
concern at that time ana did inform this group that 1 felt that they were doing
a grave injustice to our sister church by not allowing me to dialogue this action
with them. Por to keep then ignorant or immune from such problems would, I felt,
hinder them in tneir growth and maturity in and through Christ. Thus, following
this reflection, 1 cont. cted my wife, also a signor and she indie ted that she also
had had a similiar call to mine. I left my office, stopped by ray home to get ray

wife and proceeded eo the Christian Center Building.
Upon arrival, about 11:20 AM (hay 7, 1979) we entered a room in which a very

high degree of tension i.as evident. Seated at the head of a small conference
table was Mr. him Chong Jae, Chairman of the Social Problems Counter-measures
Committee of the G.A. To his immediate right was Mr. 1 in 1m Oik, Stated Clerk of
the G.a. and to his right was hr. Song hap Sik. To Mr. Kira's immediate left was
.1-. Mhee Jong 3un_, .resident of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary, who I

understand also to be the Chairman of the G.A. Personnel Committee. Also present
were homer ickabaugh and Kieth Johnston (Bout cm Presbyterian missionaries to
Korea), Mr Peter Critchell, my ttril'e and myself (UPC-USA missionaries to Korea).

The point at hand, upon my/ entering the room, was, 'what was this committee
^oing lo do with the information which they hoped to obtain from us.' Mr hee
informed us that this was none of our- business what they did with it. He became
more irate as we attempted to have him see that we felt that this was vital to us

particularly if what we said was to be reported to the government authorities.
Tnis oint coining to an impass, the next question was whether or not we had signed
ti.is letter. e iuic ted that wo hud signed a letter but could not state whether
it, was iuentical to the reprint that tney hud before, them. I requested a copy
and ahe next 15 minutes was spent! in discussing whether or not I migh/ have one of

ohe tVee copies wide! the same number of committee members were holding most closely
. r song did finally proviae me his copy. After pure g it, he made a motion to
request its return, fach time this occui led I returned my attention to it and
aft ei- several repeats, 1 placed same in my pocket. He did indicate that he -wished

it returned for 1 left the room, for the rest room, following which I i ad a zerox
copy mode ima. an office on the same floor as our meeting. All told I was rot

absent from t. e room over 6 minutes.
on returning to the interrogation, for it was obvious that this group had

the primary objective of 1. having us retract or admit we would not have signed
this had we known the displeasure it would cause the government and/or the G.A.,
er failing this, rich they did, 2. to asaure them that we would not write such

a lot - er again, in which again they- also failed. From this poi t it became more
evident that the objectives then changed to 1. reprimanding us for this action,
and 2. preparing a response to governmental aut orities. It was about at this
point that xr. Rhee left the meeting

The oi-ly point 1 felt that we came close to a dialogue was when I remarked
how similiar this meeting appeared to that occurring about 2,000 years ago when the

government of home had a messy problem, because of a man called Jesus, and how the
church willingly took the bait and became ah instrument to solve Lanes problem.
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-espouse to Wiis, particularly from Mr# Kir., indicated that he saw no
'it^ to the two situations. . ow< r, during the netting he i. „*pt cci a cb

ac tlirs point, attempting to further explain how r.o connec tiona.l relationship existed.
:-.c meeting ended at about 1:30 PM, with r. Song indie, ting that he would

wTit-c a statement to the government on this matter which he would show us prior
to his forwarding same to the government officials. 1 indicated that:

1. £ could not concurr that this was a politic J action and aho Id la
ju/d^ed so by the horean Church to whom 1 am related, then it is this
that we must be about if we are to follow Christ.

2. i indie tea that I would not detract what I sc . in the original letter
nor would I cease in attempting to convey my concern to my fresident or
others in authority in the U.S. if and when I felt the need.

It was most obvious that nr. long wished us to see the letter he was intending
to forward, tnus, I indie, ted that as far as I was concerned, he could show it
to i.omer hickabaugh, if he wished, whose office was in the same building as his.
i'he meeting fini3 .ed with Mr. Song inviting all for lunch. I don't know if the
others accepted, however, i extended the a. plogies of my wife and myself as we had
to return to v;ork.

Cn May 11, 1979 at o:30 PM i received a photo copy of a letter dated i ay £,

1979, addressed to the . inister of Justice arid the Minister of Culture and Inform-
ation. This letter was signed by him Joo Bong, Moderator of the Presbyterian
Church of norea, him Taik Jin, Chairman of the lorId Mission Cooperative Committee
ana by him Chong Uae, formerly described.

This letter ha3 one glaring untruth and that is, "The G.A, has summoned
these missionaries and admonished them not to be involved in political activity in
the future; . . This part is true but the letter dar.tinues, . and they
agreed to this." This part is not true. As we had tffi^eussed this point, trey
could or would not describe what a political action was nor give us an example of
same, except for the issue which brought U3 together, that is being critical of
the government of Korea to our President, i-g concern wasjdid the church concurs
that this was seen by them as a political action. They indicated that the

c
did.

The allusions, by the signors, of allegiance only to God and not to principalities,
etc., all seemed to fall on deaf ears. They knew that I did not agree to this
pc:nt nor could 1 in all geod conscience or faith. The determination of an act
political, as in the past ages, is always made post facto, and. unilaterally made-

fa,)- the government and at their whim and/or need. And where does this lead me as

to what I believe Christ would have me do?
Pirst, I see a real mission to our sister church in Korea. Although this

experience has involved me directly with only six (6) of our sister church's
officials, they art in fact, key persons in this church's structure and organization.

i'he mission 1 see is first to confirm what 1 see tG be a hardness of their
hearts, not only coward their brethren in Christ, but toward their brethren to

their north. A concern I've pointed out in ny first mission report of June 1975.
I do weep for tnem because of those they lost in war, as I weep for all who

suffered loses through «,ar but, I cannot, arid I'm sure Christ wrculd not have me

hate those oo took these lives.
I do weep for them because of their proximity to a nation they feel will

att ck them, and 1 weep as well for all nations, my ov rn included, which can, through

nuclear missiles, be attacked as quickly as Korea can from their north but, I do

believe that 1 could not, nor would Christ have me, kill such actackers prior to,

durin_, or following same even though it means losing my life, those whom I love

or oven resulting in tneir or my own entry into nab; Ionia.

I am chougoughcly convinced tnat it is in this manner th t my Christ would

nave me act ana to persuade others that they should ao likewise.



There is reason t<5 believe that kxkmi this hate/fear millieu is being nurtured

and fanned by this government, thus, my mission would aepe r to center on two prime

targets.
hirst, the church officials and second the government officials. ’ hereas the form'

art more iaentifiable and in my eyes much urgent, the task 1 feel should be a letter

confirming positions. If they do in fact difer from mine, then attempt to establish

a millieu that the holy Spirit might be willing to enter and, perhaps soften all our

hearts. The second task, not being as identifiable, perhaps should be confronted
by challenging in what ever way possible, those officials, la s and actions,
carried out in the name of tr.is government, which seem counter to what Christ would
have for his people.

In conclusion, I believe the Christian Church to be a #it union of those who
live for those who suffer. If this is true, then until Christs Kingdom comes#!

it becomes a Christians task to challenge all relationships and structures which
would perpetuate this suffering and win others to do likewise.

r<



May 23, 1979

To:

19?g
. fhp Presbvterian Church of Korea.

1. hev. boo Myong Kim>
tht World Fusion Cooperative Coinnittee.

2. Rev. 'Calk Jun Kim, Chairman^
Social Problems Countermeasures Cor...

3 f
hev. Chong Dae Kim, Chairman ux

„. Qinnarv United Presbyterian Church-USA.
,.T » Raqin^er. Missionary, U1UUC

From: W. A. basmger.
President has

1 - r. t&xztz
Mtiioh 1^ t0 3hare

Sith you at this time the aelected General Assembly oommiUee

In our meeting of May {, r*n> "
, the opportunity to fully aiscus

Prompted my^igrang^^th JOU ? Uttl. more about ^elf and

f 11

rf* tills I did participate in same primar
^ tl/ believe that Christ would

because of this,
ROOd conscience presently

+

«

ve that he would

*>* thiHor vouSVe have mo^^^^ S.luture,^

not

8

have me hate those^di^^ arable times and

fnHhot: rss

past SJTS’A^t •
'freifeveT

wh0

belief and faith, whi® ‘
‘

Thu3 mitii Christs Kingdom come-,
nrinci. alities

live for those who su * . ' relationships, structures P

Christians duty is to challenge
and of course win others to do likewi

which would perpetuate such suffer^ ^ concerns ,
irrespectiv

Christian conviction is that, byNongovernment has challenged w
of What they may te, - t° «hom 1 wiah t^ ^ would have me respond^to^^

right yes even v ^^“^ter So what Christ w cir.cer^ however rests

rtfflonfI 1 concerned ^oUl,
' this being the Presbyterian

— 1 ^
,h the ^orean government

hoes the Presbyterian
Church^in^horea^concurr^^ oppoaiUon to Biblical

that the above statements ana m,

M, tness

If"ly I expect the support this^“"^over^ent?
to all 1 come in contact with, even

, io+ ter of your receipt Ox this

that vou inform me by letter >

1 would respectlully rt,qu
have reached.

letter and the decision which you hev
Jesus

The peace and the iov«

Christ be with you aid y«i. -

,

1.

2 .
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THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF KOREA
RM rs SO 7 CHRISTIAN BOIL-DING

I 36-46 YUNOI-DONG. CHONGRO KU

SEOUL. I IO. KOREA

(A Translation)

May 0
, 1979

To i Minister of Justice
and
Minister of Culture & Information

We pray that tho favor of God will bo with you as you are

working hard for tho development and the security of the nation.

The General Assembly of this church considers with regret

the fact that United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. missionaries

Peter L. CrltchsU, William A. Basinger, J&an A. Basinger and Presby-

terian Church in the U. S. (Southern) missionaries Keith A. Johnston

and Hcmer T. Rickabaugh Jointly signed (with other missionaries) a

letter, referring to Korean political matters, which was sent to

Jinsay Carter the President of the United States.

The General As32snbiy has summoned these missionaries and admon-

ishad them not to be involved in political activity in tho future; and

they agreed to this. Further, they agreed, to do mission activity in

keeping with the mission of the Go3pal as indicated in tho Bible, and

according to the mission policies of our General Assembly.

Our General Assembly requests that you be generous (lenient)

concerning this matter this time in&s.iuch an wo will guide the mis-

sionaries and bear responsibility to cause them to do mission activity

in keeping with the mission policies of the General Assembly.

Doo Bong Kim, Moderator of the Presbyterian
Church of Korea

Taik Jin Rim, Chairman of the World Mission
Cooperative Committee

Chong Dae Kim, Chairman of the Social Problems
Countermeasures Committee

(with the Seal of the General Assembly)
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THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF KOREA
RM. it 807 CHRISTIAN BUILDING

136-46 YUNUI-DONG. CHONGRO-KU

SEOUL I IO, KOREA

(A Translation)

TELEPHONE ,269-7010
260-0915

To: Minister of Justice
and
Minister of Culture & Information

May 8, 1979

We pray that the favor of God will be with you as you are

working hard for the development and the security of the nation*

The General Assembly of this church considers with regret

the fact that United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. missionaries

Peter L. Critchell, William A. Basinger, Jean A. Basinger and Presby-

terian Church in the U. S. (Southern) missionaries Keith A. Johnston

and Homer T. Rickabaugh jointly signed (with other missionaries) a

letter, referring to Korean political matters, which was sent to

Jimmy Carter the President of the United States.

The General Assembly has summoned these missionaries and admon-

ished them not to be involved in political activity in the future; and

they agreed to this. Further, they agreed to do mission activity in

keeping with the mission of the Gospel as indicated in the Bible, and

according to the mission policies of our General Assembly.

Our General Assembly requests that you be generous (lenient)

concerning this matter this time inasmuch as we will guide the mis-

sionaries and bear responsibility to cause them to do mission activity

in keeping with the mission policies of the General Assembly.

Doo Bong Kim, Moderator of the Presbyterian
Church of Korea

Taik Jin Rim, Chairman of the World Mission
Cooperative Committee

Chong Dae Kim, Chairman of the Social Problems
Countermeasures Committee



A DRAFT TRANSLATION

To the Honorable Fresident Jimmy Carter:

Wo pray that the favor and tho bios sine of God will always

be with you as you are working hard for the welfare of all mankind and

the 'peace of the whole world as well as for the security of the United

States*

We who are representatives of various denominations of tho
Protestant church of Korea, together with six million believers, will
whole-heartedly welcome you on the occasion of your visit to Korea tho
latter part of June. Especially, your visit is of even greater interest
to the Korean churches because we know you a3 a brother in Chri3t.

Your visit to Korea will, of course, be a very meaningful
opportunity for promoting further friendship and mutual understanding
between our two countries. Particularly, inasmuch as the United Stat®3
and Korea have worked and struggled together for the defense of free
democracy, we think that both nations also continue to have the respon-
sibility to serve the interests of peace in Asia and the rest of tho
world in the future. Therefore, it is even more necessary for us to

have close understanding and cooperation between our two nations.

Wa hope that this visit to Korea will provide for you the
opportunity to directly observe the treacherous strategies of the North
Korean communists to invade the South from a position just 25 miles
north of Seoul, as well as an occasion for you to recognize anew the
true aspirations of some 36 million South Korean citizens. At the same
time you may have the opportunity to personally . examine the aspects of
the dark life of the 16 million citizens of North Korea for whom religion
is totally prohibited; the thousands of churches which were thoro before
1945 have been closed by the communists, and tho door to mission is
completely shut until now. Also we hope that your visit to Korea may
bo a turning point for a permanent peace in Korea as well as for peaco
in the world, and further that it may provide the opportunity for us
to proclaim the Gospel in some way in the communist world.

We are hoping that there will be an opportunity, while you
are staying in Korea, for us to meet you face to face so that we may
have a time of sharing together as fellow Christians.

Looking forward eagerly to ycur visit to Korea, we again
pray that the special favor of God will bo with ybu always.

Kay 1979

(Signed by leaders of various
Protestant denominations

)



June 4, 1979

To: Rev. Chong Jae Kim, 'Chairman of the Social Problems

Countermeasures Committee

Rev. Kap Shik Sung, General Secretary of the Presbyterian

Church of Korea

Rev. Rim In Shik, Stated Clerk of the General Assembly

Jr. Rhee Jong Sung, Chairman of the Personnel Committee

of the Wl-ICC-

Jear Sirs:

I address this letter to you, churchleaders of the Presbyterian Church

of Korea, who participated in the meeting of I 'ay 7 on the subject of the

letter to President Jimmy Carter signed by me and four other PCK-aff ilia tel

missionaries. That meeting, besides being obviously disappointing both to

yourselves and us missionaries, was deeply disturbing to me particularly.

In my opinion, there were a number of serious improprieties involved.

despite assurances to the contrary, the ultimate purposes of the meet-
ing which you called were (in my view) two : 1) to formulate a response

—

more specifically, a statement of regret—to t.he Korean government on the
matter of the letter; and 2) to assert control over us as members of the
church. That- this was never openly declared , ard that, the meeting was held
under the pretext of "sharing informally" as "brothers in Christ," is evi-
dence of insincerity. Frankly, I was insulted that you—who do not know
me—would choose t.o broach this matter in so formal ard obviously "loaded"
a situation, while denying that very fact.

A further problem is the ouest.ion of why, in the first place, you chose
t.o act. officially on this. As I understand it, the PCK does not as yet have
any clearcut. policy on what constitut.es improper political activity. Until
the body of t.he church has made some determination on this, taking action of
the sort you did would seem (to say the least) inadvisable. If government,
pressure rere truly irrelevant, there would have been no reason for you to
have t.o declare our action "political'." The right to have and to communi-
cate an opinion (positive or negative) should not be lightly trespassed.
Purely, as Christians, our first, inclination should be to protect, that,

right, at. all costs!

In the face of the PCK's current, state of indecision as t.o the proper
distinction between religion and politics, t.he bother policy in this case
would have been simply to leave politics to the government—on the assump-
tion that we signers of the letter took our action in faith and out of love
for the Korean people whom we serve. The antithesis between religion and
politics posed by you at. t.he meeting seems both theologically out of date
and Biblically unjustifiable, no matter what the situation vis-a-vis north
Korea

.



I cannot but conclude that in this case you have allowed external

pressure to erode your firm grasp of Biblical and universal imperatives of

justice. I sincerely hope you v.dll reconsider the position on this matter
which you have represented to be the church's.

Yours in faith ,

Peter L. Critchell
Institute of Urban Studies and development
Yonsei University
Seoul

P.S. I am sorry that I could not write this let. i.or to you in Korean. And
I hope you will pardon its length.

cc : Rev. Doo Bong Kim, Moderator of the PCK
Rev. Taik Jin Rim, Chairman of the WMCC
Rev. Samuel Moffet, PhD., Representative in Korea of the Pres-

byterian Church U.S.A.
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Poet tells of N. Korean prison life
LONDON (AP) — Amnesty In-

ternational made public Monday a
Venezuelan poet’s account of brutal
treatment while Imprisoned for more
than six years in North Korea. The
human rights group said It was the

first report published about the life of

political prisoners there.

The poet, Ali Lameda, claimed that

during his imprisonment he was
beaten, systematically starved and
kept in an unheated cell until his toes

were swollen with frostbite.

But Lameda said he was still able to

commit to memory more than 400

poems and 300 sonnets, some of which
were published with the Amnesty
account.
"They killed everything except my

memory," Lameda said.

Lameda said he was a member of

the Venezuelan Communist Party

when the North Korean government
invited him to Korea to work as a

propaganda translator in 1966.

He was arrested in 1967, tried the

followng year on charges of being a

foreign agent, and sentenced to 20

years' imprisonment at forced labor,

Amnesty officials said.

Lameda was released from prison

in 1974 through the intercession of

Amnesty Internatinal and Romanian,
officials who knew of his case. He had
lost 50 pounds and was given medical
treatment in Eastern Europe before
he returned to Venezuela to write,

Amnesty said.

Amnesty International, a Lon-
don-base organization that won the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1977, said in a

commentary accompanying La-

meda's story that it has had difficulty

obtaining information about human

rights conditions under the commun-
ist government of President Kim
11 Sung.
Amnesty officials said they have

tried to obtain permission to visit the
North Korean capital of Pyongyang to

speak with government officials, but
received no response.

In his account, Lameda said the

food was so poor and conditions so
brutal that they "reduced grown men
to weeping.”
He said he was held in a camp

known as Suriwon and that through
contact with guards and other
prisoners he calculated that between
6,000 and 8.000 persons were held in

the camp. He said he believed there
may have been as many as 150,000

political and criminal prisoners in 20

such camps in the country.
Lameda said that after his arrest,

he was denied food, medical treat-

ment or any change of clothing and
was continuously interrogated. Most
prisoners were made to work 12 hours
a day in an automotive factory, while
the women made mattresses.
He said he knew of one woman in

her early 30s who was sent to a labor
unit for two years and then was
sentenced to the concentration camp
"to rid her of the vice of smoking
cigarettes. For a woman to smoke in

Korea is a crime which merits this

type of sentence; only the old women
are exempted from this.”

Lameda said a year or two might be
taken off a prisoner’s sentence for

good behavior, but that he was
"privileged" to have been released
after serving only about seven years.
He said he believed he won early
release because he was a foreigner.

Carter’s South Korea visit carefully controlled
SEOUL — Although former

president Yun Po Sun is 82

years old and frail, his

continuing criticism of the
18-year-old government of
President Park Chung Hee is

respected enough, and biting

enough, to warrant constant
surveillance of him by official

agents. The agents listen in

on his telephone calls and, on
the rare occasions when he or
his wife is allowed outside,

they follow his car.

Yun is one of the aspects of

South Korea that President
Carter was not exposed to

during his carefully circum-
scribed state visit this week-
end. There was no town meet-
ing here, as there was in

Japan, and no news confer-
ences with local reporters. All
but the president’s ceremo-
nial remarks were filtered to

the public through censored
press and broadcasting out-
lets.

With Carter's visit, both the
United States and South
Korea are eager to usher in

an era of renewed relations,

_

stressing "new maturity” in

the wake of strains over South
Korean attempts to buy influ-

ence in Washington and the
Park government’s repres-
sion of human rights.

. The bribery issue has
largely faded. Officials in

Seoul and Washington report
improvements in the human-
rights situation. But critics

and some western diplomats
assert that repression contin-
ues unabated.
"There has been a lot more

political activity here in the
last nine months,” an Ameri-

can said. "People are saying
things that two or three years
ago would have surely gotten
them thrown in the clink.”
Though the Seoul govern-

ment insists there have lately

been fewer arrests for politi-

cal crimes, church officials

who watch the situation say
that last year 230 persons
were in prison for political
violations. Now there are

338, they say.
In any case, American

officials say, Carter’s visit

had a higher purpose: to

renew the U.S. commitment
to the defense of South Korea
and to demonstrate to other
Asian leaders that American
power in the Pacific is more
than latent. With the explana-
tion that a new assessment
has shown North Korean mili-

tary might to be greater than
realized, Carter has backed
off from a campaign pledge to

withdraw more American
combat troops. Initially,

more than 30,000 were to have
been withdrawn by 1 982.

To see for himself whether
the withdrawals should be
permanently halted, the pres-
ident arrived late Friday
night and went at once by
helicopter to Camp Casey,
headquarters of the 2nd
Infantry Division, the only
remaining American combat
unit in South Korea.
South Korean dissidents

are just as eager as President
Park for Carter’s defense
commitment.
Carter can have only praise

for Park’s economic policies,

which have guided South
Korea from rags to riches in a
generation. "South Korea,”

Hostile fire pay

for Iran duty OK’d
WASHINGTON (USA) —Troops stationed in

Iran between Dec. 8, 1978, and Feb. 23 are now
eligible for hostile fire pay, according to Army
financeofficials.

At the request of the Air Force, The Defense
Department designated Iran as a hostile fire area
during this period. Eligible troops will receive $65

per month, officials said.

Finance officers will determine eligibility based
on pay records. Officials said people who know they
are eligible should contact their local finance office.

This is the first time hostile fire pay has been
authorized since the official end of the Vietnam era
Aug. 14, 1973, officials said.

an American economic coun-
selor said, "has had the
longest, strongest, most un-
precedented growth rate of

any country in Asia, including
Japan and Taiwan and any of

the so-called super-achievers
elsewhere.”

In 1962, foreign trade total-

ed less than $500 million; last

year it amounted to more
than $20 billion. With 37 mil-
lion people 'and a population
density that the government
says is second only to that of

Bangladesh, it has .full em-
ployment and a shortage of

skilled labor.
Despite wage increases

averaging 30 percent an-
nually for the last three
years, pay for workers re-

mains relatively low, averag-
ing less than $200 a month.
Women workers, who domi-
nate the tdxtile and footwear

Stop pullout

now: Glenn
WASHINGTON (AP) -r

The withdrawal of U.S. troops
from South Korea should be
halted ‘immediately because
of the rapid buildup of North
Korean military forces, Sen.

John Glenn said Saturday.

In a report to the Senate
Foreign Relations Commit-
tee, the Ohio Democrat said
the expansion of North Kore-
an forces has been ac-
companied by the introduc-
tion of large numbers of

modern weapons.

"It is my judgment based
on this new information that

the risks involved in contin-

uing the troop withdrawal
demand that we reverse our
policy and maintain the 2nd
Infantry Division in Korea,"
Glenn said.

He said withdrawing U.S.
troops should be possible
sometime in the future.

TUMBLEWEEDS

industries, earn far less — in

some cases under $100 a
month. Many employers how-
ever, provide dormitories and
subsidized food for their

workers.
Inflation in the last few

years, averaging 20 to 30
percent annually, has largely
wiped out increases in earn-
ings. Still, over the last

decade, the growth in real

earnings touched off an
explosion in domestic de-

mand. The government is

trying to cool down the
economy from a 12.5 percent
growth rate last year to 9

percent this year.
While the South Korean

economy booms, its political

system ramains rutted in

authoritarian rule. That, say
critics both in and out of the

country, is its Achilles heel.

With a highly educated popu-
lation full of rising expecta-
tions, political outlets for

frustrations caused by infla-

tion or social dislocation are
almost nonexistent. On May
13, 1975, President Park
invoked Emergency Measure
9. which forbids criticism of

his rule. It is a crime even to

criticize this or other emer-
gency measures. Hundreds
who have done so have been
jailed.

The measures were enact-

ed in the name of national
security, but opponents of the

government contend that

they undermine the national
anti-communist consensus by
blurring the differences be-

tween North and South
Korea.

‘‘Hi, Rita . Trying again?”

1 CHIEF
(C0MMEWT5): &IVBN ID PAPPIN& H15

PART, AMP FOREVER FLAUNTINGm HEAPPRE55 IN mTHFTlC
ATTEMPTS TO UPBTAGB ME.

(MEMO): COMPLAIN TO
CENTRAL CASTING-.

SUPPORTING CAST INVENTORY"?





Carter fried to Make
A Christian of Park

PRESIDENT PARK CHUNG HEE
Korean leader is a Buddhist

\\ ashington

President Carter said yester-

day that he tried to convert South
Korean President Park Chung Hee
to Christianity during his visit to

Seoul in June and that the matter

is now “in God's hands."

Carter, while teaching an
adult Bible class at the First Bap-

tist Church of Washington, said

the “root of the weakness of the

Christian church, one of them
anyway, is the reluctance to as-

sume the responsibility placed on
our shoulders."

He said one of a Christians

duties is to win new followers, and
said he personally made such an
effort during his trip to South
Korea in late June.

Carter said he rfiet with about

20 Catholic and Protestant reli-

gious leaders in South Korea dur

Buck Page Col. 4

CARTER TRIED TO CONVERT PARK
From Page 1

ing the visit and the discussion
Included human rights violations
by the Park regime.

After the meeting. Carter said,

the Rev. Billy Kim, a leading
Presbyterian minister, approached
him and asked, in reference to
Park, “Would you witness to him
about the Christian church.?"

The president said that a short
time later, he and Park, a Buddh-
ist, were traveling together in a
car, w ith only an interpreter and a
security guard.

“I told him about our faith,"
Carter said. "He was very interest-
ed. I said I was sorry we didn’t
have more time to discuss it."

Carter then suggested he
could put Park in touch with
someone who could go into more
detail, and Park accepted the of-

fer. “I asked him if he had a
preference and he said, ‘Well, I

know Billy Kim.”’

The president told the Bible
group he had told The Rev. Mr
Kim to follow up.

“I don't know what will hap-
pen,” Carter said. “Now it’s in
God’s hands.”

"This is the kind of thing that
can happen between presidents
and everyone,” he said.

South Korea is a predominent-
ly Buddhist nation. It has about

about 2 million Christians out of a
total population of 36.5 million.

Carter occasionally fills in at
the Baptist church for the perma-
nent teacher of the adult couple’s
Sunday school class, mixing bibli-

cal teaching with references to
current events and problems.

He observed that in Plains.
Ga., his hometown, “it is still very
difficult for white church mem-
bers to reach out to a black, and
the South is not alone in this
attitude or prejudice.”

His church in Plains has on
several occasions been upset by
racial disputes.

I P. & 4.1*.
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Testing molten metal at a Shanghai steel mill: China, like many developing nations, has big plans to boost production

Asia Film Library

BUSINESS

STEEL:A THIRD WORLD SURGE
The emirate of Qatar is out to become the

Pittsburgh of the Persian Gulf. Early last

year, the tiny nation that is best known for

its oil opened the region’s first steel smelt-

er—a 440,000-ton plant built with help

from the Japanese. Qatar is already export-

ing three-fourths of its production, arjd

Ezzat Maarouf, head of the Qatar Steel Co.,

has bold expansion plans. He even talks of

establishing an OPEC-like cartel when oth-

er Middle Eastern nations start making
their own steel.

By themselves, the would-be steel sheiks

will have little impact on world prices. But
while the established producers—most of

whom gathered in Sydney last week for the

International Iron and Steel Institute Con-
ference—are worried about overcapacity

and a coming slump, Third World govern-

ments from Egypt to Argentina see better

days ahead. Many are moving forward with

hefty investments to build domestic steel

industries.

Brazil expects nearly to double its steel

capacity by 1985. “We’ve had to cut back a

bit lately, but we’ll be spending $3 billion a

year on new plants over the next five years,”

explains Industry and Commerce Minister

Joao Camilo Penna. Major construction is

also under way in Mexico, where the gov-

ernment aims to invest nearly $ 1 8 billion on
a steel expansion program in the next dec-

[ ade. Korea, already one of the world’s-

lowest-cost producers, is steadily raising its

output, and smaller but significant expan-

sions are on the books in Venezuela, India,

Nigeria, the Philippines and Taiwan. A new
study by the U.S. Central Intelligence

Agency estimates that Third World invest-

ment in steel will total $90 billion between
now and the mid-1980s.

self-sufficiency: Such expansion in a capi-

tal-intensive smokestack industry may be

the mark of maturity for developing econo-

mies. But the trend poses a problem for the

captains of industry in advanced economies
like the U.S., Japan and the European
Economic Community. At the moment,
the only significant investment in new steel

capacity is coming from the Third World
producers, and because these plants use

modern, efficient technology their owners
will have important competitive advan-

tages during the next decade. Still, few
Third World steel executives claim to be

staking out a piece of the export market.

“We hope just to be self-sufficient,” says

Jorge Leipen, president of Mexico’s state-

owned Sidermex. “Steel is really a nine-

teenth-century activity. That’s why you see

the developed world falling back and the

developing world moving into it.”

Actually, the developed countries are

not leaving the steel business. But in none
of them now are the prospects particularly

bright. Though worldwide production has

finally inched back to the record levels of

the early 1970s, the gradual growth in

Third World investment already means
that the industry over-all is operating at

barely 75 per cent of capacity. In the U.S.,

for example, steel producers face what is

likely to be a deep domestic recession.

Similar worries exist in Japan, where high-

ly efficient mills depend to a greater extent

on exports.

For Europe, however, steel poses politi-

cal problems that are far more serious.

Because of aging, inefficient plants, Eu-
rope’s overcapacity is much higher than the

worldwide average. And the fact that many
steel firms are state-owned makes paring

employment rolls doubly difficult. At the

moment, an EEC Commission study group

has tabled a proposal to restructure the

industry. But it involves lopping as many as

100,000 workers off payrolls and investing

billions of dollars to upgrade production

facilities.

hit hard: Since new steel mills use rela-

tively few workers, creating employment
isn’t the reason Third World countries are

expanding. Instead, their leaders see do-

mestic production as a prerequisite to

other heavy industry and a way to avoid

dependence on outside suppliers. In 1973

and 1974, for example, Brazil and other

developing countries were hit hard by steel

shortages. “Smaller customers are always

40 NEWSWEEK/OCTOBER 29, 1979



cut off first when markets get tight, and I

think fear of being at the end of the line

again is one reason for so much expansion

in the developing world now,” says a

Washington-based steel expert.

Another incentive comes from the estab-

lished steel producers. Since their own do-

mestic industries aren’t expanding, one way
to keep contractors and suppliers busy is to

provide export financing for Third World
projects. India is receiving assistance from
the Soviet Union for a 1 .4 million-ton mill at

the same time that it is seeking financial help

from European and U.S. suppliers for two
other plants. Such guarantees can drastical-

ly reduce financial burdens for the receiving

nations. Egypt may build a 723,000-ton mill

that will cost nearly $750 million. But with

outside assistance, local equity for the proj-

ect will come to only 20 per cent of the total.

budding producers: New technology

gives many developing nations a competi-

tive edge too. Coal was the principal energy

source for steel, and mills from Pittsburgh

to the Ruhr Valley were clustered around
mines. Later, the Japanese demonstrated
that a deep-water port could offset that

advantage. Now, a manufacturing process

developed by Mexico’s privately owned
Hylsa steelworks is helping Third World
producers even more. This “sponge iron”

technique uses natural gas instead of coal

to melt ore directly into iron pellets

—

eliminating the need for coke and belching

blast furnaces. The process can cut capital

costs by 50 per cent and is particularly

appealing to budding producers like Mexi-

co, Saudi Arabia and Thailand, which have

their own gas reserves. Brazil has added its

own wrinkle by using alcohol as a steel-

making fuel.

Executives at established steel compa-
nies view Third World expansion with

mixed emotions. “In the short run, we can’t

exclude the possibility that demand will be

hurt,” says Nippon Steel president Eishiro

Saito. “But over the longer term we know
it’s a trend we can’t obstruct. So we help

whenever we’re asked.” Sometimes the

technology transfers can be controversial:

earlier this year, Italy’s state-owned steel

company, Finsider, announced that it

would finance a large steel project in Bra-

zil—and also canceled proposed new con-

struction in southern Italy. Almost imme-
diately, 20,000 people picketed in Rome to

protest the decision.

Economists figure that as the developing

world becomes more self-sufficient, steel

producers in Europe and Japan will suffer

most. As much as 25 per cent of their out-

put now goes to Third World customers.

For U.S. mills, the figure is much lower

—

below 2 per cent. But threats to future

business are still a delicate issue. Steel

companies and unions are already pressur-

ing the U.S. Congress to end export financ-

ing that assists any industry where there is

world-wide overcapacity. Their target: fast-

growing Third World steel producers.

The new steel boom has already begun to
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Despite a growth in world

demand for steel, indus-

trial nations are steadily

losing their market share.

-

disrupt world markets. “The problem is that

many [developing] countries are expanding

steel production faster than theirown indus-

tries can absorb it,” Fordham University’s

William Hogan, an expert on Third World
steel, told Newsweek in Sydney. “In other

cases they’re exporting to get money for

higher quality steel that they can’t yet pro-

duce.” South Korea, one ofthe most aggres-

sive marketers, paid $1.2 billion for steel-

related imports last year and partially offset

that with $800 million in exports. The cash

earners were mos'tly lower-grade items like

bar and plate, while the purchases—aside

from raw materials—were alloys and spe-

cialty products. Brazil has a similar trade

imbalance, and its success at exporting basic

steel products has prompted a call for pro-

tection by U.S. pig-iron producers.

great leap: A few analysts play down the

big numbers in the Third World production

forecasts. “A lot of countries make noises

about increasing capacity, and then the

plants don’t get built,” says George Stin-

son, chairman of the Pittsburgh-based Na-
tional Steel Corp. China, the developing

world’s largest steel producer, is everyone’s

example of such retrenchment. It recently

negotiated several grandiose ventures with

the West Germans and Japanese. But along

with much else in its great leap Westward,
those plans have been shelved. Instead, the

Chinese are working to modernize and
expand existing steel plants.

Despite occasional overreaching, Third

World steel producers are making the rest

of the world take notice. In what is by

nature a cyclical commodity business, they

will eventually control a substantial chunk
of international capacity—and have lower

operating costs than most competitors. “A
major factor behind less developed coun-

tries going into steel has got to be expecta-

tion of a major supply shortage in the

1980s,” concludes Robert Whelan, an

economist who specializes in steel at Chase
Econometrics. If that does happen, Europe
and the U.S. might be only too happy to

import steel from Brazil or Korea—com-
petitors they have been a bit reluctant to

help move into the industry.

PAUL STURM with ERIK IPSEN in New York,
CARL ROBINSON in Sydney, LARRY ROHTER
in Rio de Janeiro and MARLISE SIMONS in Mexico City

THE THIRD WORLD FORGES AHEAD

mi

While traditional steel pro-

ducers are worried about over-

capacity, their counterparts

in developing nations are

spending billions of dollars

to build new plants.
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World Bank: Social Theory vs
By Ronald C. Nairn

P HOENIX, Arizona - The World Bank is

becoming well-known for its com-
prehensive reports on the eoonomic health
of countries selected by the Bank for this

kind of attention. Indeed, the Bank's reports
go well beyond commentary on current
economic status. They attempt to forecast a
nation's economic future, albeit in an obli-

que way.

But herein lies a problem. If the World
Bank must get into the forecasting busi-

ness. the reports must be improved. Cur-
rently, to the reader who might have no
knowledge of the subject country, the re-

ports are sometimes misleading; this is

especially so in terms of the development
process itself.

The reasons for such an allegation have,
in general terms, already been expounded
in an article in The Asian Wall Street
Journal. In his usually lucid and inciteful

style, Irving Kristol (AWSJ Nov. 29. "Seek-
ing a 'Theory' of Growth") argued that
trained economists make indifferent

economic forecasters and shouldn't be re-

lied upon when functioning in this role.

The reason professional economists
should be so disregarded, Mr. Kristol

avers, is that the bulk of economists are
seeking “a theory of growth" based on
macro-economics.

Now one characteristic, among many,
of macro-economics (the economics of the
planet or a nation as a whole) is that It

must be at war with micro-economics (the
economics of the producing unit or the in-

dividual). In simpler terms, macro-
economics takes no account of the in-

dividual actions of people as stimulators,

creators, innovators, and makers of

economic growth. Yet this is what
economic growth is all about. Says Mr.

/Kristol, "Where people are given the
freedom to engage in economic activities

for the purpose of developing their condl-

I

Uon, and more important, where the en-
trepreneur is given the freedom to in-

novate. then you get economic growth.

When such freedoms are restricted by gov-

ernment, you get relatively slow or no
economic growth."

Kristol notes that this point was well

made by Adam Smith and Joseph Schum-
peter. Kristol might also have noted the

point was made even more eloquently and
better historically verified by Nobel Lau-
reats Friedrich von Hayek and Milton
Friedman.

A recent Bank report on the economy of

Thailand, widely publicized in Asia, offers

an excellent example of macro-economics
in its misleading role.

-- The Bank's reporters appear unable to

1 tolerate what they refer to as "unbalanced
' growth." What they seem to mean by this,

I

land this applies to reports on other coun-
tries as well) is that some kind of equality

ought to be attained during a growth pro-

cess. They couldn't be further wrong,

I

analytically or in terms of reality.

I
Once upon a time in Thailand, as re-

cently as 20 or 25 years ago. there was a
distinct equality in the Thai countryside

where the great bulk of the people lived.

There was an equality of poverty. Indeed,

not only was there a material equality but,

philosophically among the farmers at

large, there was a kind of psychological

equality sydrome. A farmer who decided to

try to break the “subsistence plus a small
surplus for export" pattern was regarded
very much as a community boat-rocker.

He was quickly put down by his fellows,

even to the extent of their stealing his little

extras.

But by its nature, if one is to begin the

development process it must be unequal, or

"unbalanced" as the Bank describes it.

This especially applies to agricultural de-

velopment, where rightly, the Bank is now
placing great emphasis. The primary fac-

tor promoting inequality is that people are
different. One farmer sees the opportunity
in terms of a crop change before others
and has the courage to take the risk. He
may be younger, in better health, or have

been bom with a better brain. Regions
vary in soil type. Water resources are dis-

tributed unevenly everywhere on this

planet, even within quite small geographic
regions. Climate can treat one area kindly

and another quite cruelly. Paradoxically,

in terms of current Western thinking, in

the early stages of development a large

farm family might have a distinct advan-
tage over a small one.

Thus, development, if it is to follow a

real and not some desk-bound theory,

rather than being an equal process is. an
unequal one. Development can't proceed
as a straight line in any practical sense.
The world just doesn't work that way -
the world of people, that is - and can’t.

Rather, development proceeds as an
echelon. Some people pull out in front, with
the majority trailing behind, as they begin
the break from their former equality of
poverty. The key issue is that the entire
force must advance, regardless of in-

dividual pace.

N EITHER is there anything wrong with

this inequality. A 4-minute mile or bet-

ter is won by the proper use of pacesetters.

This is how those out in front should be used.

It would be both tragic and immoral to hold
the pacesetters back. This would lead only
to a 10-minute mile.

Holding the pacesetters back also raises

another practical issue. How should it be
done? In the 1930s, Stalin gave one exam-
ple. Russian peasants were brought from
the hinterland to new and old cities. They
were herded into barracks which basi-

cally were prison camps. If a peasant resi-

sted, he was sent to a far more stringent

prison camp, in exile, or he was shot. In

the economically advanced countries, taxa-

tion was used to inhibit. But in the U.S. in

particular, farmers up until recently had
significant tax concessions. And there's lit-

tle doubt that these concessions had an
enormously stimulating effect on U.S. pro-

ductivity. A good incentive always works.

Results
The Bank might face two other pro-

blems as well. If it attempts to project its

.
objectives to "unbalanced growth" into

practical realms, for example by demand-
ing "balanced growth." its agricultural de-

velopment projects will probably fail.

Farmers, in particular, must have incen-

tives to produce more, which in turn must
be translated into rewards that they can
keep. Without incentives, there will either

be no growth or very slow growth. Without
incentives, at best the Bank will watch its

borrowers running 10-minute miles.

Second, in pursuing balanced growth
the Bank will back those countries that

believe in balanced growth. But these coun-
1

tries are largely authoritarian and often

psuedo-Marxist in their economic reason-
ing. To them, the notion of an individual re-

taining rewards is anathema, striking as it

does at the basis of their theory, if not at

their authority. Obviously the Bank doesn't
1

want to practice this kind of political dis-

crimination, but it may do so accidentally.

The World Bank got off to a shaky start

'

in the business of international banking.
Recently however, it has gained confidence
and expertise and now has the capacity to

become a first class bank. But it has limit-

ed resources. It is essential that its

policies, which in the end means what its

employes do in the field of banking, pro-
mote the running of 4-minute miles. The
Bank can't afford the 10-minute variety.

The Bank must look again at its at-

titudes. It doesn't exist to expound, much
less promote social or political policies. It

is there to promote development through •

sound banking. Practically, that means a
changing and unequal status for in-

.

dividuals as a country pursues develop-

ment. The Bank will have to decide which
it wants, social theorizing or results.

Ronald C. Naim, a partner in a U.S.

investment firm specializing in

agricultural operations, is author of the

recent book "The Wealth of Nations and
Its Enemies. ”
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Saemaul:
Suwon Institute Graduates

‘Born Again ’ Social Leaders
By Choe Jang-sok

SUWON— The serene early morning
atmosphere at the well-wooded
Saemaul Leaders’ Training Institute
along Soho Pond here is broken by the
Saemaul song blaring out of speakers
every day.
Then at 6 a.m. sharp, roll call is

conducted in the front yard of the 10-

story structure for the uniformed
trainees, some of them in their 60s and
with respectable jobs of government
ministers, judges, company presidents,
college deans and what not.

They are those who undergo a week-
long eourse for “social leaders,” a
program designed to acquaint white
collar, desk workers with the true
aspect of the Saemaul (New Com-
munity) movement and infuse the
Saemaul spirit into them.
The Saemaul spirit, in fact, requires

puritanic, frugal, diligent and self-

helping life, and one major reason for

giving the training to the “social
leaders” is to have them set the
example of decent life and take the van
in improving their work efficiency.

There are two more courses, one for

the male Saemaul leaders and the other
for female Saemaul leaders. In a sense,
these two courses are the pivots of the
institute as trainees are those who
actually lead Saemaul drives in their

respective villages and towns,
renovating their living environments
and boosting rural incomes in con-
formity with the three Saemaul
slogans; diligence, self-help and
cooperation.
When the morning roll call is over,

the trainees, numbering in the neigh-
borhood of 300 all together, go jogging
in a group formation for about one
kilometer to the tune of pleasant light

music coming through the loud
speakers.
Before the 7 a.m. breakfast, the

trainees clean their own living quar-
ters, toilets and corridors, sweeping
and swabbing, which few of them had
never done at their homes, particularly
in case of those with high social

positions.

The first 50 minutes from 8 a.m. are
devoted to meditation, singing Saemaul
and other “constructive” songs, with
the accompaniment of hands clappings,
and brief speeches by trainees on
their respective job or experience field.

Each day’s official curriculum starts

at 9 a.m. with classes normally divided
into three— for social leaders, Saemaul
leaders and women Saemaul leaders.
They are divided because of difference
in their jobs and interests.
For instance, the curriculum for the

social leaders is composed of lectures
on political, social and economic
subjects while that for the other two
classes stresses how to effectively
trry out rural Saemaul projects.

Trainees, especially the social
leaders, are most deeply impressed by
the successful conduct of the Saemaul
projects narrated by those actually

involved in them. They are stories full

of sacrifice, devotion, frustration and

demonstration of mutual cooperation,
and partii ipation.

The 6 p.m. supper does not
necessarily mean the conclusion of the
day’s schedules. The trainees, in their
respective quarters, have panel
discussions on subjects mostly con-
cerning the Saemaul campaign, the on-
going savings and frugality drive and
self-criticism.

As the participants are so sincere
with and interested in the debates, such
debate sessions often last deep into

evening, sometimes beyond midnight.
Their enthusiasm and dedication can

hardly be compared to those of in-

structors, however. On a biweekly
rotation basis, the instructors live

under the same roof of the institute with
the trainees, getting up with them and
going to bed with them.
An instructor proudly comments:

“Unless you have a strong sense of
mission and dedication to your job, you
should not expect to be an instructor.”
The presence of strict order and

discipline in the institute finds its

source in the director of the institute,

Kim Joon.
This stoic six-footer who once was a

professor at the College of Agriculture
of Seoul National University is the
strong advocator of the Saemaul
movement.
“The subject of the movement is the

human being. A true Saemaul can be
built and a new history created only
when the human being is reborn. The
true idea of the movement, therefore,
lies in refreshing the environment
where new life can grow,” he lays down
his Saemaul philosophy.

Kim who quit the respected
professorial job to run a small char-
coal-making business in a remote area
in which he was engaged up until he
was appointed to lead the institute as its

first director in 1972, continues to say:
“Our obsolete thinking should be
refreshed; when this is done, our
behavior will change.”

The institute is seldom excluded in

the tour schedules for foreigners
visiting Korea to study the high-rate
economic development and observe
Saemaul projects. An instructor says
that many developing countries, though
they applied the Saemaul movement on
their own communities, seemed to have
produced little outstanding outcomes.
“This is because,” he commented, “the
Saemaul movement in Korea is a kind
of working philosophy congealed with
the spirit of diligence and mutual
cooperation plus disciplined social-

order and national harmony.”

Until the end of last year, a total of

34,760 persons underwent training at

the institute. The target for this year is

6,156.
After the intensive training for a

week, the trainees find themselves
“born new” and expect themselves to

be dedicated for the promotion of the

Saemaul Undong, the official name for

the new community movement.

Co i

Keun-hae
By Kim Ki-sok

A quiet, but vigorous and earnest
movement has been in full swing across
the country, thus paving a way for the
young Republic of Korea to make
another significant step toward the
spiritual and cultural renewal by
revitalizing the traditional virtues and
values.
The movement is one to restore and

develop “our own” traditional spiritual

values in parallel with the national
industrialization and modernization of

today and its prosperity and welfare
envisioned tomorrow.

It is just the Saemaum Undong
(The New Spirit Movement), led
by Miss Park Keun-hae, the eldest
daughter of President Park Chung Hee,
who initiated the spiritual drive at the
outset of 1977, calling for the necessity
to “solidify a spiritual foundation for

the national endeavor to build up a
society of sound ethics and welfare.”
She believes that materialistic af-

fluence alone cannot guarantee the true
happiness of people. Miss Park em-
phasized sound ethics and the integrity

of the people as essential elements in

building up a country of prosperity and
welfare.

In her belief, the Republic’s
traditional ethics and value system
could offer an effective cure for the
unwanted byproducts of the modern
industrial society.

The three-year-old national cam-
paign has been taking a firm root in the

“minds” of the people, young and old,

in various walks of urban and rurai life.

Even foreigners, residing in or visiting

Korea, have shown keen interests in the

movement, aimed at finding and
keeping “our own things” in the rapidly

changing international situations and

social and economic developments at

home.
The New Spirit Movement is

“resuscitating Korea’s traditional
virtues of loyalty (chung), filial piety

(hyo) and observance of the proprieties
(ye)’.’

At various Saemaum rallies held
throughout the country for the past two
years. Miss Park, the acting First

Lady, raised a strong voice against the
“moral chaos attendant on industrial
advancement and material affluence,”
a voice calling for spiritual renewal and
the creation of an affluent spiritual
culture.

Loyalty, filial piety and observance
of the proprieties are the basis of the
nation’s traditional culture.

She noted, “the movement is to

seek, to restore and revitalize these
virtues, making them the basis of a new
spiritual culture which is relevant to

the times we live in. This will ensure the
continued dominance of spirit over
matter, which will provide
a model to the world of the

potential for good in a spiritually rich

traditional culture.”

Since the national liberation from
the Japanese colonial rule, the nation

has made a total efforts for the national

construction to make this country an
ideal place to live.

Such an ideal place, however, could

not be built up only with political and
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Counter to Materialistic Excesses

m-hae Bears Torch of 'New Spirit"
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Miss Park Keun-hae: “I think one of the most important things in the world is to

cultivate one’s mind.”

economic conditions alone.
No less important than these con-

ditions and the simple freedom from
poverty is the new spiritual posture and
fresh "mind,” as these will bring about
new human relations, consequently
leading to a way for the establishment
of a new and sound society.

In relation with this, a scholar viewed
that the people’s posture of new spirit

and mind will help them wisely over-
come the present hardships, in terms of

security and economy in particular.
“The path to Saemaum is wide and

deep. And it is varied. The spirits of

loyalty, filial piety and decorum
teach us how to cope effectively with
the present challenges from within and
out. It is also a way to defend the
country under the total consensus and
unity. The Saemaum spirits have
helped us reinforce spiritual morale
and discipline,” he said.

The realities are that the Republic is

under constant threat of north Korea’s
provocations. To make the situation
worse, materialism and the
materialistic view of life are prevalent
in many parts of the society. In view of

this, the drive for spiritual renewal
might be further necessitated to cope
with such situation in an “independent
way.”
“Dependence on foreign powers for

purposes of independence and war
entails undesirable consequences. A
country which continues to rely upon
foreign powers and which cannot
handle its own affairs is not a fully

independent country,” said Miss Park
at a Saemaum rally. Miss Park,
president of the Saemaum Pongsadan,
Organization for the New Spirit

Movement, also said:

“This country faces many difficulties

at the present time. When a society is

striving hard for growth and creativity,

challenges and trials from abroad may
lend an impetus to development.
“The threat from north Korea

compels us to be united in tense anti-

communism, and the moral and social

confusion resulting from a high degree
of industrialization compels us to

pursue strong spiritual values.”

In the meantime, more than 20

million people, including students of all

levels of school and old men and

women, participate in the nationwide
New Spirit Movement, the execution of

which was advocated by Miss Park
through her appearance at private and
state-run television broadcasting
networks in late 1976.

During her T.V. appearance, Miss
Park, leader of the then Save-the-

Nation Women’s Service Corps, said “I

think one of the most important things

in the world is to cultivate one’s mind,
the invaluable assest ‘permitted only to

men.’ With the enormous potentiality

with which we’ve accomplished the

remarkable economic development in

such a short span of time, I think

nothing is impossible for us, including

the construction of a society of true

morality.”
Beginning in early 1977, the

Saemaum Undong was in full swing by
the corps with the cooperation of 11

private organizations.
In February of that year, a Saemaum

Student Organization was inaugurated.
Under the spirit of filial piety, the

corps began to operate a hospital which
extends free medical care to needy old

men and women above the age of 65.

In May this year, the corps, which
had led the spiritual drive, was
developed into the Saemaum
Pongsadan, thus opening its door to the

people in all walks of life.

In June of this year, the organization
established a scholarship fund,
amounting to 250 million won, which
covers students of all levels of schools,

including 800 college students.

Fifteen primary schools in Seoul and
Pusan have set up Saemaum Banks.
The Saemaum organization, whose

members number some 3 million, has
its branch organizations in all

provincial regions and 855 business

concerns.
The activities of the organization

have been mostly the help-your-needy
neighbors under the spirits of loyalty

and filial piety, two mainstays of the

New Spirit Movement.
During the 1977-78 period, the

organization undertook charity
activities for old men and women for

a
796 occasions and needy people for 4,872

’occasions.
The members of the body visited

ROK Army units for 510 occasions to

entertain soldiers.

It extended free medical care for

needy persons in rural and urban areas.
During the two-year period, more

than 17,700,000 persons were covered by
various activities undertaken by the

Saemaun organization.

It also published a total of 700,000

booklets on loyalty, filial piety and
proprieties.
Early this year, the Ministry of

Education designated 33 primary,
middle and high schools in

Seoul and Pusan as model
Saemaum school in a move to further

enhance the spirit of the Saemaum
Undong among the younger generation.
The organization has undertaken the

Nature - Preservation Movement
throughout the country for 532 oc-

casions, in which more than 800,000

members participated.

Meanwhile, Miss Park, who initiated

and has led the drive for the spiritual

renewal, published a book, titled. “The
New Spirit Movement,” a collection of

21 speeches delivered by herself.
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By Shim Young-soo

Foreigners like to use the expression
of “miracle” when they describe the
brisk economic development of Korea
achieved during the past three decades
since the first Republic was established
on the Korean peninsula in 1948.

Some even say that Korea is a shining
example of how a small country en-
dowed with little resources except for
industrious and a well-disciplined work
force has risen from the bottom to join
the middle-advanced countries in such
a short span of time getting through
numerous adversities.

No one dare not deny that Korea
doesn’t deserve such praises to see that
its annual average economic growth
rate for the period well surpasses that
of West Germany shortly after the
World War II which is widely sym-
bolized by “miracle of the Rhine.”
The political and economic climate at

home and abroad, through which Korea
has undergone for the past 34 years
since its liberation from the Japanese
colonial rule, has never been favorable.
Before the nation could not yet afford

to calm down its bitter excitement over
the independence it got from the then-

colonial country of the Imperial Japan,
it faced the military attack from north
Korea with enough ambition to unify
the whole Korean peninsula under the
Communist rule in 1950, only two years
after its establishment, which turned
the nation into complete destruction.
The nation was plunged into a strong

whirlwind of political chaos in the late

’50s, even before it could heal damage
incurred from the three-year war.
Such endless social strain and

political chaos which appeared no
longer tolerable at that time brought in

the military revolution in 1962 marking
a big end to the perilous unstability of

(Continued From Page I)

Pyongyang also outstrips the ROK in

field artillery and tanks.
The assessment, released by U.S.

Rep. Les Aspin (D.-Wis.) revealed that

Pyongyang outnumbers Seoul in tanks

(from 1.5 to 1 in 1977 to 2.1 to 1 now),
artillery (from 1 977 ’ s 1.9 to 1 to 2.3 to 1

now) and armored personnel carriers

(from 1.9 to 1 in 1977 to 2.3 to 1 now.)

In sum, north Korea has the fifth

largest army in the world after Com-
munist China, the Soviet Union, India

and the United States.

As a study group of the' U.S. Senate
Armed Services Committee pointed out

early this year, the U.S. administra-

tion’s initial confidence that the ROK
ground forces could halt an invasion by
north Korean forces unassisted directly

by either or Peking may not be
warranted.
The study group said that the

deterrent value of maintaining U.S.
ground combat troops in Korea takes on
added significance.

Many military analysts at home and
abroad view U.S. military presence in

Korea as a deterrent to the Soviet
military expansion in the Far East.
From this point of view, the Korean
peninsula is not only the point of con-
frontation between sou*h and north

the nation.
As many historians home and abroad

put it, the military revolution which
brought President Park Chung Hee to

power, marked a turning point in the
nation's economy which was suffering
from weak economic self-sufficiency

resulting from long dependence on
foreign aids towards a world trade
power in the following decade.

Accordingly, it would be right to say
that the nation’s economic miracle has
started from 1962 when the first five-

year economic development plan was
introduced.

It is well evidenced in the statistics

available at the Economic Planning
Board that the average annual growth
rate of the nation’s exports for the first

five-year economic development plan
period covering 1962-1967 reached no
less than 42.4 per cent compared with
the meager 9.4 per cent for the previous
five years between 1957 and 1962. The
figure contrasts with the annual global
export growth rate of 1 5 per cent for the
same period.
By making the economic foundation

for the first-stage economic develop-
ment period as stepping stone, the

nation could expand its foreign exports,

which played more than a driving force

in its economy, at an accelerated pace
for the following second, third and
fourth stage economic development
period.

The nation’s exports, which hovered
around a mere $32 million in 1961 before
President Park came to power, in-

creased to $56,702,000 in the following
year and continued to rise to pass the
magic mark of $10,000 million in 1977.

The nation exported $12,716 million
last year to rank as the 15th largest
exporter in the world with its share in

the world total export volume standing
at 1.07 per cent as against 0.017 per cent

Korea but also a point of confrontation
between the East and West, said Giichi
Ajioka, former vice president of the
National Defense College of Japan, at

an international conference held in

Seoul recently.

He viewed that to the Soviets, the
Korean peninsula has major political

and strategic importance as a platform
-

from which to encircle China. “Korea is

also important to China for the
protection of its southern flank,” he
said.

He foresaw that the United States
would promote the U.S.-China-Japan
axis to contain the Soviet Union.
A joint communique issued after a

summit meeting between the
presidents of Korea and the United
States early last July also confirmed
that the security of the Republic of

Korea is “pivotal to the preservation of

peace and stability in the Northeast
Asian region.”
This line of thought was also echoed

by U.S. national security affairs ad-'

viser Zbigniew Brzezinski who said that

the United States is working closely

with south Korea and Japan to main-
tain security in the Far East.
The situation in Korea, therefore, has

much bearing on the strategies of the

United States, the Soviet Union, China
and Japan.

of the nation’s share in the world ex-
ports in 1958.

The nation hopes that its exports will
reach $22,800 million in 1981 and further
to $55,000 million in 1986.

The active promotion of exports so
far has played an absolute role in

creating increased job opportunities in
the nation and abroad alike, thus
contributing to reduction of unem-
ployment which had been one of the
nation’s chronic problems.
The nation’s unemployment rate,

which has reached a perilously high
rate of 8.7 per cent in 1963, dropped to
4.5 per cent and further to the record
low 3.2 per cent last year.

In the nation’s early stage export
drive in the 1960s, the primary in-

dustrial products such as minerals,
agricultural and fishery products ac-
counted for most of the nation’s ex-

ports.

Reflective of the nation’s ambitious
economic development with its priority
task being laid on the heavy and
chemical industries, the proportion of
the high value-added industrial items in

the nation’s foreign exports has been in

a steadily rising trend to hit over 90 per
cent last year. The nation hopes that the
share of heavy and chemical industrial

products would rise to 92 per cent in

1981.

Along with the remarkable economic
developments, the per capita GNP,
widely-used indicator of the nation’s
economic standard, rose steadily from
$87 in 1962, to $277 in 1971 and to $1,242

last year to rank 52nd in the world in

terms of GNP.
In line with the general improvement

of the people’s living standard resulting
from the brisk economic development,
the people’s dietary pattern is changing
fast to increasingly depend on the high-

protein meats, departing from the
previous one of heavily consumed
cereals.
The per capita meat consumption

increased from 3.6kg in 1960, to 10.2kg
in 1978, and is expected to reach 11.9kg
this year.

Increases for some other fields are:
— Auto production capacity — 18,648

in 1972 to 205,000 last year. The nation
hopes that it will produce 780,000 units
of various kinds of vehicles in 1981,

1.200.000 units in 1982 and two million
units in 1986.

Shipbuilding capacity — from 41,700

tons in 1962 to 2,770,000 tons last year.
The nation envisons that it will build six

million tons of various kinds of ships

valued at $2,200 million in 1986 to rank
as the fifth largest shipbuilding country
in the world.
Electricity generation capacity —

from 198,000kw in 1945 to 6,915,830kw

last year and is expected to reach
8,036,000kw this year.

Expressway — from nil to 1,244.6km

last year to rank sixth in the world in

terms of the total length of expressway
to the total territory.

Telephone subscriber — 127,636 in

1962 to 1,879,263 last year which
corresponds to 5.0 telephones per 100

people.
Steel production capacity — 141,000

tons in 1962 to 7,596,000 tons last year to

rank as the seventh largest steel

producing nation in the world. The
nation hopes that it will produce
20.546.000 tons in 1986.

Interests of World Powers
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.. . uaue these remarks wi.eki he visited here and was briefed on the
ug ess of rehabilitation

work for the recent floods

from Gov. Kim Sung-bae of

the Kangwon-do province.
Kangwon-do province,

located in the eastern portion
of the country is noted for its

coal mines and other
minerals.

President Park said that the

government will provide 300

million won for the flood

rehabilitation projects in the

province.
The President made the

promise for the monetary
assistance when he was in-

formed by Gov. Kim that a
total of 900 million won will be
needed for the rehabilitation

work.
Gov. Kim reported to the

Chief Executive that those
whose houses were damaged
lightly by the August floods

are repairing them by their

own account as much as
possible.

The Chief Executive said he
was extending his “deepest”
condolences for the flood
victims and those who suf-

fered material damages.
President Park said he was

glad to hear that rehabilita-

tion work has been in progress
rapidly in concerted efforts by
the local residents, military
and the government.
Showing his deep concern on

housing rehabilitation work,
the President asked the
provincial governor /whether
all damaged houses can be
repaired or reconstructed
before the advent of winter
season in November.
President Park returned to

Seoul in the afternoon.

Gov’t to Keep

Religion Intact:

Minister Kim
Minister of Culture and

Information Kim Seong-jin,

speaking in the session of the

Related Photo on Page 2

Korean National Council of

Christians at Ambassador
Hotel last night, said that the

“government has no intention

whatsoever to meddle in the

true evangelistic activities
among the industrial or-

ganizations.

“However, if there is any
unlawful acts found in the

course of the i
evangelistic

activities, such acts will be
subjected to punishment ac-

cording to the relevant laws.”
Minister Kim then said,

“the government has never
thought of making a special

legislation to regulate the

evangelistic activities among
the industrial organizations,”

adding that he “sees no need
to Ho co.”

Korea Herald Photo

National Assembly Vice Speaker Min Kwan-shik (right)

speaks in a reception held at the National Assembly building

yesterday evening for the participants of the just-ended 7th

World Christian Conference. From left are Joseph Rachulia,
a U.S. clergyman; Kim Byung-sup, chairman of the World
Christian Association; Enoch S. Christoffersen, director of

the Full Gospel Businessmen Fellowship International, and
You Sanguine, chairman of the Korea Christian Anti-Com-
munist Council.

‘Backbone of Free Society’

.
- Stfi s, MVi

Vice Speaker Accents

On Religious Sagacity
Min Kwan-shik, National

Assembly vice speaker, said

yesterday Korea is, like other

democratic societies, faced
with the difficult task of

balancing requirements posed
by the people’s desire for both
spiritual freedom and
material equity.

Min said the Koreans are
determined, however, to carry
out the modernization of

Korea by overcoming all diffi-

culties with perseverance and
understanding as well as love

and cooperation.

Now acting for Speaker
Paik Too-chin who is on a tour

of South American countries,

Min was hosting a dinner at

the assembly rotunda hall in

honor of some 200 world Chris-

tian leaders who attended the

7th World Christian Confer-

ence which ended in Seoul

yesterday.
Among those present were

Tae Wan-son, chairman of the

Yujong-hoe, Shin Hyong-sik,

secretary general of the ruling

Democratic Republican
Party, and Han Young-soo,
former spokesman of the op-

position New Democratic
Party.
“We are faced with per-

BAI to Hike

Check on Illicit

Farm!and Deals

sistent ideological conflicts

—

'between free societies and
Communist societies, between
the emerging force of re-

source nationalism and the in-

creasing demands of the peo-

ple,” said Min.
He continued: “The pro-

blems of our time and the

challenges we face can be
tackled only through mutual
understanding and coopera-
tion. It is particularly

(Continued on Page 2)

NDP Head

Perturbed by
6Corruption 9

PUSAN —- Kim Young-sam,
president of the opposition

New Democratic Party
(NDP), insisted yesterday
that the government and its

party should reflect (on their

past activities) to help bring
the current “difficult political

situation” back to its normal
track.

“It’s wrong to think thii

power can solve every thing,”

he said in a news conference
at a hotel here. Kim visited

this southern city as part of his

tour of flooded areas.

Saying that he is deeply
worried about the “corruption
rampant on the society,” Kim
insisted that when wage
earners

Shin Du-young, chairman of ba '



Consumer prices in South Korea during Oc-

tober rose 0.7% from September and 17.6%

from a year earlier. The index last month
registered 178.7.

* * *

Japan’s aid to China is likely to fall

far short of Peking’s request for $3.6

billion over several years. Although

"TDanese ministries are still debatingw

.ijvfcii. He also

.oat the administration wouldn’ t be up-

set if the Saudis take a bigger share of

oil companies’ profits.

Prices
l-I !Ct 16
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President Park Dies
Backs Acting President

Brass Warn N.K.

Of Provocations
Top military leaders of the

nation yesterday expressed
their firm resolution to make
all-out efforts to smash any

Expressing his deep sorrow
over President Park Chung
Hee's death on behalf of
600.000 military personnel,
Minister of National Defense
Ro Jae-hyun flanked
by Vice Defense Minister Kim
Yong-hyu, Gen. Kim Chong-
hwan, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Chung
Seung-hwa, army chief of
staff, Adm. Kim Chong-kon,
chief of naval operations, Gen.
Yun Ja-jung, Air Force chief
of Staff, and Gen. Lew Byong-
hion, deputy commander of
the ROK-U.S, Combined
Forces Command, assuring
the unshakable determination
of the Armed Forces to defend
the nation from north Korea's
attack at the first conference
room of the ministry at around
10:30 a m. yesterday

In the statement, the top
military leaders asked all

people to fully cooperate with
the government in main-
taining public order by
remaining calm and carrying
out their respective un-
dertakings.
This is the unofficial

translation of the statement
issued in the names of
National Defense Minister Ro.
Gen. Kim Chong-hwan, Gen.
Chur.g, Adm Kim Chong-kon
and Gen. Yun.
Dear people! We, the

of the Republic

Forces will devote them-
selves entirely to promptly
coping with this difficult
situation by faithfully

forming the martial law

Dear people! We advise you
not to be agitated and to

devote yourselves to your own
undertakings. We also ask you
to give positive support and
cooperation to the government
in maintaining public order.

Gen. Chung Asks

Public to Keep

Law, Order
Issuing a statement, the

martial law commander
called on the general public
yesterday to have firm con-
fidence in, and render total

support to the Armed Forces
which are charged with the

epu
Gen. Chung Seung-hwa, alst

Accidentally Shot by Former CIA Head

MartialLaw Slapped Across Nation;
ChoiAssumes Acting Presidency

Bodyguard Cha, 4 Others Slain

harged
mission of securing the safety

ndthe people.

Army chief of staff, urged the
people to abide by the law to

insure that public security and
order are maintained.
An emergency martial law

has been proclaimed in all

areas of the country except
the province of Cheju in the
wake of the sudden death of
President Park Chung Hee.
Gen. Chung sought un-

derstanding and support from
the people for the im-
plementation of the just-
pi oclaimed martial law.
The martial law, he said.

Late President Park Chung Hee

Aimed at N.K.

D.C.:U.S. Will React

To Threats on ROK
Compiled From Wire Services

WASHINGTON— The State
Department Friday warned
north Korea against trying to

exploit the political upheaval
in south Korea.

"precautionary measure,
apparently aimed at

preventing north Korea from
attempting to exploit the

unsettled situation in Seoul.

At the White House, officials

said President Jimmy Carter
vua« aHvicpd r»f thp situation

President Park Chung Hee, the man who engineered
the country toward national modernization since he
came to power in 1961, died of an "accident” at 7:50 p.m.
Friday.
Kim Seong-jin, minister of culture and information, in

his capacity as the government spokesman, announced
early yesterday morning that Prime Minister Choi Kyu-

State Funeral

For Late Park

Due Saturday
A state funeral for late

President Park Chung Hee
will be observed at the Capitol
plaza at 10 a m. next Saturday
and the day will be proclaimed
a temporary holiday
throughout the country.
A cabinet meeting called to

discuss the late President's
funeral procedures yesterday
afternoon decided that the
diseased leader will be buried
at the National Cemetery and
the government will pay for
the entire costs of his funeral
in accordance with pertinent
provisions of the Constitution.
Acting President Choi Kyu-

hah will head the late
President's funeral com-
mittee with National

Ynung-sup assuming its vice
chairmanship respectively.
The ‘committee, which will

consist of cabinet ministers,

hah has become Acting President under Article 48 of the
Constitution.
The announcement said that the President was killed

by a bullet fired by Kim Jae-kyu, director of the Central
Intelligence Agency in the midst of "accidental
arguments" between Kim and Cha Ji-chul. chief
Presidential security officer, during a dinner Kim hosted

at the CIA dining room in

Kungjong-dong. downtown
Seoul, at 6 p.m. Friday.

It added that Cha and four

others were also fatally shot

during the incident.

Following the death of the
President, an emergency
martial law was proclaimed

Army Chief of Staff Gen.
Chung Seung-hwa was ap-
pointed martial law com-
mander. The imposition of

More Stories, Photos
On Pages 2, 4,5,

8

martial law was made in

accordance with a resolution

by an emergency cabinet
i m. Friday.

The gov, nent
nouncement said that
following the incident, the
President, escorted by
Presidential Secretary
General Kim Kae-won. was
immediately taken to the
Army Hospital where he was
pronounced dead.
CIA director Kim was

arrested by the Martial Law



Chur.g, Adm Kim Chong-kon

and Gen. Yun.
Dear people! We, the

600,000 men and officers of the

three military services,

cannot hold back deep grief

over the death of President

Park Chung Hee but we pledge

ourselves to sublimating the

uncontrollable sorrow into a

resolution to defend the

Facing an emergency
situation like this, all military

personnel of the Armed
Forces will carry out the huge
responsibility of defending the

country, getting everything

ready for repelling any
possible aggression by the

north Korean Communists in

full unity behind Acting
President Choi Kyu-hah.

In addition, the Armed

Korean Missions

Abroad Alerted
The Ministry of Foreign

Affairs yesterday ordered the

Korean diplomatic missions

abroad on the alert, so that it

could promptly carry out

directives from the head-
quarters, a senior official at

the ministry said.

The official said the

government is keeping in

close touch with Washington
on the current situation in

Korea. He said the U.S. ad-

ministration gave assurances
of immediate and effective

action in accordance with its

treaty commitment in case an
emergency breaks out on the

Korean peninsula such as

north Korea’s invasion.

He said the ministry plans to

summon the foreign

diplomatic mission chiefs in

proclaimed martial law.

The martial law, he said,

was imposed nationwide to

secure the safety of the

Republic and all the people,

while keeping their property

intact.

He reminded the people of

ihe fact that the martial law

was proclaimed in accordance

with Article 54 of the Con-

stitution.

Decree No. 1

The decree No. 1, issued by
Martial Law Commander
Gen. Chung Seung-hwa. also

chief of staff of the Army,
stipulates that all kinds of

indoor and outdoor gatherings

in all areas except Cheju-do be

subject to prior approval.

It also banned:
— All sorts of demon-

strations, assemblies and any
group activities.

— Undue walkouts and
sabotage.
— Dissemination of

groundless rumors and
reports.

The decree also stipulates

that all sorts of news reporting

and publications be subject to

censorship, while extending

the curfew by two hours to run
from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. But no
curfew was imposed on the

province of Cheju.

Entry and departure of

all ships and airplanes are

also subject to prior approval

under the decree which calls

for imposing a temporary
recess to all of the nation's

institutes of higher education.

The decree calls for

guaranteeing activities by
foreigners in the Republic.

Violators are subject to

exploit the pofitical upheaval

in south Korea.
In a statement issued

minutes after the official

Seoul announcement that

President Park Chung Hee
had been replaced, the state

department said:

"The U.S. government
wishes to make clear that it

will react strongly in ac-

cordance with its treaty
obligations to the Republic of

Korea to any external attempt

to exploit the situation in the

Republic of Korea."
The statement said, "We

have been advised of the

development in the Republic

of Korea. The United States

regards the matter as an

internal one for the Republic

of Korea and urges restraint

on the part of all."

A Defense Department
source said the 2nd Infantry

Division, the principal U.S.

force in south Korea, had been

ordered to go on alert.

Defense officials said the

alert status was a

Press Censorship

The Martial Law Command
yesterday announced the

place in Seoul for censoring

the press and broadcasting
items and the daily censorship

hours.
It said censorship is con-

ducted in the ROK Army
headquarters.
The censoring hours are 6

a m to 11 a.m. for the evening
edition newspapers, 2 p.m. to

10 p.m. for the morning edition

newspapers, 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

for the news agencies and'
broadcasting stations and 1

p.m. to 3 p.m. for the weeklies,

monthlies, magazines and

At the White Mouse, omciais

said President Jimmy Carter

was advised of the situation

shortly before 2 p.m. and met

immediately with his National

Security Adviser, Zbigniew

Brzezinski. and with

Brzezinski's deputy. David
Aaron.
That was followed by an

hour-long meeting involving

Brzezinski, U.S. Deputy
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher. Defense
Secretary Harold Brown, the

Joint Chiefs of Staff and
representatives of the Central

Intelligence Agency, the

spokesman said.

Word of the shakeup in Seoul

touched off a flurry of activity

at the White House.

Gleysteen Call

U.S. Amb. William
Gleysteen Jr. called on Acting

President Choi Kyu-hah at his

official residence yesterday

morning and conveyed the

condolence on behalf of his

government, Minister of

Culture and Information Kim
Seong-jin said.

Kim. concurrently
spokesman for the govern-

ment, said the U.S. ad-

ministration has assured the

Korean government that it is

ready to repel any outside

forces which might capitalize

on the current situation here

in accordance with the Seoul-

Washington Defense Treaty.

The U.S. envoy also

promised all possible support

and cooperation for Korea as

it copes with the current

situation, Kim said. On hand
at the meeting was Minister of

Foreign Affairs Park Tong-

Mlnlster of National Defense Ro Jae-hyun (center ) Issues a

statement In which he says the nation’s Armed Forces will

devote themselves entirely to defending the country from

any north Korea’s military provocations at a conference

room of the ministry yesterday. Seated from left are Adm.

Kim Chong-kon, chief of naval operations, Gen. Kim Chong-
hwan, chalman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Minister Ro, Gen.
Chung Seung-hwa, Army chief of staff, and Gen. Yun Ja-

jung, Air Force chief of staff.

The 'committee, which will

consist of cabinet ministers.
National Assemblymen,
Supreme Court justices and

(Continued on Page 2)

Carter’s Grief
U.S. President Jimmy

Carter yesterday sent a

message of condolence to

Acting President Choi Kyu-
hah on the death of President
Park Chung Hee.

In the message, President
Carter said: "It is with a deep
sense of shock and sorrow that

I have learned of the death of

President Park Chung Hee.

President Park was a firm

friend of America, a staunch

ally and an able leader. In

particular, his role in Korea’s

development will not be
forgotten.

"Let me assure you, as you
assume your duties as Acting

President, that the United
States will continue to stand

firmly behind its treaty
commitments to the Republic

of Korea. Our thoughts will be
with you and the Korean
people during this difficult

time.”

Ohira Cable
Japanese Prime Minister

Masayoshi Ohira yesterday
sent a cable of condolence to

Acting President Choi Kyu-
hah on the death of President

Park Chung Hee.
In the cable, the Japanese

premier expressed his ad-

miration for the late

President's outstanding
leadership and voiced a

conviction that Korea and
IJapan will continue to

'maintain their friendly

relations despite the tragic

event.

Irresistible

Korea Herald Photo

Wearing a grlef-strlcken look. Acting President Choi Kyu-

hah (left) heads for his office at the Capitol yesterday

morning. Following behind him Is Minister of Culture and

Information Kim Seong-jln (right).

Choi's Statement

Nation’s Wisdom Vital

To Cope With Exigency
Prime Minister Choi Kyu-

hah. who assumed the duties

of Acting President on the

passing Friday evening of

President Park Chung Hee,

called on the nation yesterday

to unite with wisdom and
patriotism to resolutely cope

with the emergency facing the

nation.

In a special statement on the

nation's emergency state, the

acting President said that the

nation should overcome
sorrow and cooperate in unity

to safeguard the country and
ensure its survival.

"I cannot suppress my
shock and sorrow at the

sudden passing of President

Park Chung Hee, the leader of

our nation’s restoration. But

we cannot afford to be lost in

sorrow. We have to resolutely

cope with the emergency
facing the nation," Choi said.

The acting President said

the country's armed forces

are maintaining a strong

defense posture, keeping a

close watch on the north

Korean Communist regime,

which is intent on invading

this Republic. On the

other hand. Choi said, the

nation's police and public

servants are doing their best

to maintain law and order.

"I call upon the nation to

Grief Engulfs

have confidence in the

government and the military

and do their best in per-

forming their jobs without

being perturbed by the

current situation," the Acting

President said.

'It behooves me to assume
the duties as Acting President

in accordance with Article 48

of the Constitution. Over-
coming the profound sorrow, I

am determined to carry out

the responsibility endowed
upon me for the destiny of this

nation and its people." Choi

said.

The Acting President went
on, "I ask the nation’s police,

armed forces and public
servants, in particular, to do
their utmost with a sense ot

responsibility and mutual
cooperation in safeguarding

the nation."
He said the United States, a

staunch ally of Korea's, im-

mediately came up with

assurances of cooperation and
support for the government.

No Day Off Today
Government employees will

not have a day off today.
The Office of Government

Administration yesterday an-

nounced that the government
employees will work on a

normal timetable of 9 a.m. -6

p.m. today in the wake of the

passing away of President

Park Chung Hee Friday.

arrested by the Martial Law
Command, according to the

announcement.
The government spokesman

said that a state funeral will

be held for the late President
The spokesman said the

national flag should be hoisted

to half-mast.
The late First Lady. Mrs

Park, was killed by a gunman
during the National Liberation

Day ceremony in August 1974

The President has one son

and two daughters.
The President earlier

Friday attended the

ceremony dedicating a dike at

the Sapkyo River.

A state funeral will be held

next Saturday for the late

President. He will be buried at

the National Cemetery.

Kim ‘Relieved
’

From CIA Post
Acting President Choi Kyu-

hah "relieved" Kim Jae-kyu
from the post of director of the

Central Intelligence Agency
effective Friday. Minister of

Culture and Information Kim
Seong-jin announced yester-

day. An earlier government
announcement said the CIA
director was being held and
questioned by the martial law
authorities for shooting to

death President Park Chung
Hee.

Relevant Law
With the sudden death of

President Park Chung Hee,

Prime Minister Choi Kyu-hah
shall act as the President in

accordance with Article 48 of

the Constitution.

Article 45 of the Constitution

stipulates that "in case of

vacancy in the office of the

President, the National
Conference for Unification
shall elect a successor within

three months.”

CapitolAfter Park Death
A feeling of irresistible grief

engulfed the Capitol early

yesterday morning, when a

government spokesman an-

nounced the shocking news of

President Park's sudden
death.

Entering the press room of

the Capitol at 7:20 a.m..

Minister of Culture and
Information Kim Seong-jin

said: "I have an an-

nouncement to make.”
He paused for about a

minute and went on:

"President Park... was shot

by a bullet fired by Kim,
director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, at a CIA
restaurant in Kungjong-dong
downtown at around 6 p.m.

Friday and passed sway at

7:50 p.m."
Kim was sobbing while

announcing the news in a low

voice. On making the brief

announcement, the minister

left the press room.
Newsmen hurried to

dispatch this shocking news to

their companies.
Minister Kim came to the

Capitol at 4:10 a.m. for the

first time to make an an-

nouncement.
The press room on the

second floor was empty and
Kim wrote on the blackboard

that Prime Minister Choi Kyu-
hah became acting President

and that an extraordinary

martial law was proclaimed
throughout the nation except

Cheju Island.

Then reporters tickled in.

(Continued on Page 8)

All articles on this page

approved for release by the

Martial Law Command.

Announcement

Paper for Tomorrow

The Korea Herald yesterday issued an extra on the death of

President Park Chung Hee In an effort to keeo our readers

updated on the developments following the demise of the

President, the Herald will publish a four- page Monday edition.

This issue is a departure from our norm and results from the

Korean Newspaper Association decision.

No Oratorical Contest

We deeply regret to announce that the Korean-language

Oratorical Contest for Foreigners jointly sponsored by The

Naeway Business Journal and the Korea Herald Inc has been

postponed for an indefinite period for convenience reasons

The event had been scheduled to be held yesterday

afternoon.

The Naeway Business Journal and

The Korea Herald Inc.
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President Choi Kyu-hah waves to spectators upon
being elected head of state by the National Conference
lor Unification (NCU) at the Changchung Gymnasium
in Seoul.

4

U.S. President Jimmy Carter shakes hands with
former president Park Chung-hee upon arrival at Kim-
po Airport for a state visit.

Pak Chol-ung, murderer of an antique dealer couple
running the Kumdang (Gold House) Curio Shop and
their driver, recounts his crime to reporters.

1 © Demestac Hews
1. Assassination of President Park Chung-hee

2. Lifting of Presidential Emergency Decree

No. 9

3. Dec'. 12 Incident

4. Inauguration of President Choi Kyu-hah

5. Kim Young-sam’s Expulsion from National

Assembly

6. Pusan, Masan Demonstrations

7. Y.H. Employees’ Incident

8. U.S. President Carter’s Visit to Korea

9. Oil Price Rises and their Impacts

10. Kumdang Kidnap Incident

Despite the people’s eager
wishes for peace and concord
in the “year of the sheep,”
1979 has turned out to be a

period of great violence that

will go down in the annals

of this nation with as much
magnitude as 1950, 1945 or

1919.

Kim Young-sam was cer-

tainly the man of the year.

The opposition leader created

many controversies and faced

as many . repercussions from
the ruling circle from the mo-
ment of taking the reins of

the party.

President Park fell victim

to the most bizarre assassina-
tion in the nation’s history, per-

petrated by his closest con-

fidant, Central Intelligence

Agency director Kim Jae-kyu.

Turbulence continued to the

last month of the year. Gen.
Chung Seung-hwa, Army chief

of staff at the time of the

assassination and named mar-
tial law commander after it,

was arrested by the Armed
Forces Security Command in

bloody clashes between his

guards and the command in-

vestigators.

Gen. Chung was accused of

helping Kim Jae-kyu “impli-

citly” in his sedition plot. A
maior reshuffle of top military

leaders followed.

In selecting the “Top Ten”
domestic news, which is cus-

tomary at every year-end, the

editors of The Korea Times
experienced difficulties in

comparing the weights of so

many big events in 1979 and
finally settled on the follow-

ing list.

Shocking Events Plague ’79
reans did not know what had
happened. Only when extra-

ordinary martial law was im-
posed next morning, did shock
grip the nation and the world
as well.

The United States, in a

swift exhibit of the strong

bonds between the two treaty

allies, issued a strong warn-
ing to north Korea not to ex-

ploit the situation and sent a

carrier task group and early

warning aircraft to Korea.

Killed with the 62-year-old

president were chief of the

presidential security force

Cha Chi-chol and four body-

guards. Kim Jae-kyu, presi-

dential secretary general Kim
Kae-won and five other CIA
members were court-martial-

ed, and after 17 days of trial,

they were all sentenced to

death, convicted of murder
with seditious intent and at-

tempted sedition.

President Park was buried

at the National Cemetery af-

ter a state funeral on Nov. 3

beside the tomb of Mrs. Park,

who was killed by an assas-

sin's bullet meant for him in

1974.

2.

LIFTING OF EMERGENCY
DECREE NO. 9 — The day
after his election on Dec. 7.

President Choi Kyu-hah lifted

the controversial presidential

emergency measure No. 9 im-

posed by former president

Park Chung-hee on May 13,

1975 in order to stifle all kinds

reenrollment in their respec-
tive universities.

3. ARREST OF MARTIAL
LAW COMMANDER GEN.
CHUNG SEUNG-HWA — The
people, who were still not

completely recovered from the

shock of the Oct. 2S presiden-
tial assassination were stun-

ned by the detention of mar-
tial law commander Gen.
Chung Seung-hwa on Dec. 12.

When sporadic gunshots
were heard from an exclusive
residential compound in Han-
nam-dong, eastern Seoul, and
at the Defense Ministry in

Samgakchi, and when traffic

was cut off on
(

all Han River
bridges, Seoul citizens were
gripped by terror.

The next morning, an offi-

cial explanation was made in

the name of then defense min-
ister Ro Jae-hyun that Gen.
Chung had been placed in

custody for questioning in

connection with Kim Jae-kyu’s
assassination plot.

A large-scale reshuffle of

the top Army hierarchy follow-

ed the Dec. 12 incident.

4. PRESIDENT CHOI KYU-
HAH’S INAUGURATION —
President Cho: Kyu-hah was
formally inaugurated as the

nation’s fourth president Dec.
21 in a ceremony at Chang-
chung Gymnasium. He was
elected president in a presi-

dential by-election conducted
by delegates of the National
f'nnferppr’p for TTnifirntinn

subsequent necessary steps

would be taken steadily to

hold fair elections as soon as

possible.

5. KIM YOUNG-SAM’S EX-
PULSION FROM THE NA-
TIONAL ASSEMBLY — Kim
Young-sam, president of the

New Democratic Party, was
expelled from the parliament

Oct. 4 through “abnormal”
floor proceedings by the De-

mocratic Republican Party
and its

1 fraternal Yujong-hoe
for his disputed remarks in

which he had harshly criticiz-

ed the government of the late

President Park Chung-hee.

The ostensible reason for

the opoosition leader’s ouster

from the National Assembly
was that he made remarks of

“toadyism" in an interview

with the New York Times
after he was stripped of his

legal authority as the NDP
head by a court on Sept. 8.

His expulsion resulted in the

en masse resignation of all

66 NDP lawmakers and three

from the Democratic Unifica-

tion Party, which was tender-

ed to the National Assembly
Secretariat Oct. 13.

6. DEMONSTRATIONS IN
PUSAN AND MASAN — Vio-

lent anti-government demon-
strations .

Students and citizens erupt-

ed in Pusan and Masan ports
clashing with policemen in

The Pusan and Masan in-

cidents, which were the ex-

pression of volatile political

discontent, further deepened
social unrest, which climax-

ed with the assassination of

President Park Chung-hee on

Oct. 26.

7 SIT-IN PROTEST BY Y.H.

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS —
A protest move by about 200

laid-off girl workers of the

Y.H. Industrial Co., a noted

wig exporter, in August de-

veloped into a major political

issue when the New Demo-
cratic Party (NDP) offered

to help them.
The young workers were

forcibly dispersed by about

1,000 riot policemen, who
stormed into the NDP head-

quarter% at around 2 a m.
on Aug. 1.

After the incident. Miss Kim
Kyong-suk, 21, was found dead
and police announced that she

had committed suicide by
jumping from a window when
the police rushed to the fourth-

floor auditorium where she

and her colleagues were stag-

ing a sit-in.

Several NDP lawmakers and
reporters were injured in the

course of the forcible break-

up by police. A follow-uo sit-in

was staged by all NDP as-

semblymen at the same place

for nearly two weeks.
The workers’ protest reveal-

ed the activit : es of the Chris-

tian “urban inc?ustrial mission”
which the authorities crltic'Z-

three-way talks to seek means
for resumption of dialogue and
reduce tensions on the Korean
peninsula.

Reiterating the firm U.S.
commitment to Korea, Carter
assured the United States

would continue to maintain a(»

American military presence in

Korea to ensure peace and se-

curity.

9. OIL PRICE HIKES AND
THEIR IMPACTS ON ECON-
OMY — A series of domestic
oil price hikes conducted in

1979 were really a devastat-

ing blow to the nation’s econ-

omy at large.

The OPEC oil cartel raised

the base price of crude oil

by 15 percent in four steps

during 1979, beginning with a

5 percent hike on Jan. 1.

The government raised the

factory prices of all oil pro-

ducts by 9.5 percent on aver-

age on a pretax-basis on Mar-
ch 7.

But a bigger blow landed
on the nation's economy on

July 10 when the government
raised the domestic prices of

oil derivatives by as much as

59 percent on average.

Now, the world is entering

a pricing free-for-all in the oil

market as the OPEC meeting
in Caracas last week failecl

to reach agreement on a uni*

form price for the world's

petroleum supply.

in. KUMDANG KIDNAP IN-

CIDENT — Kidnap-murder of

curio dealer.

Chong Hae-sok, 38, owner of

the “Kumdang House” dealing

in curios in downtown Seoul,

his 33-year-old wife and chauf-



Kim Jae-kyu, center, ex-C»A director, shows how
he acted in the assassination of president Park Chung-
hee at the CIA dining lodge in Kungjong-dong.

Every time a rumor that an oil price raise is im-
minent circulates, hoarding of popular fuels like kero-
sene and diesel becomes an open and frequent business
of gas stations and oil distributors. Jerry cans are
scrambled at a gas station in Seoul in July and "Kero-
sene sold out" is posted on the gas pump.

finally settled on the follow-

ing list.

1. ASSASSINATION OF PRE-
SIDENT PARK CHUNG-REE
— President Park Chung-hee,
who rose to power in a blood-
less coup in 19S1 and ruled
the country for the next 18

years, was killed by two bul-

lets fired b; his closest con-
fidant, Central Intelligence

Agency director Kiri Jae-kyu,
at a dinner table on Oct. 26.

While the assassin vainly
tried to use the situation of a
power vacuum in his favor in

hurried meetings with bewild-
ered Cabinet members and
military leaders, most Ko-

posed by former president
Park Chung-hee on May 13,

1975 in order to stifle all kinds

of criticism of the Yushin Con-
stitution.

The removal of the decree
was inevitable as the new gov-

ernment had pledged political

progress through constitutional

revision.

After the imposition of the

decree just to sustain the Yu-
shin system, hundreds of peo-

ple, especially political dissi-

dents, religious people, and
students, were jailed.

The number of jailed stu-

dents alone rose to around
750. But all of them have been
released and are awaiting

elected president in a presi-

dential by-election conducted
by delegates of the National
Conference for Unification
Dec. 6.

In his inaugural speech, Pre-
sident Choi, who pledged in

his Nov. 10 special statement
that he would not serve out
the remaining tenure of the

late President Park Chung-
hee (Dec. 26, 1984), outlined

a timetable for progress in

political fields.

He said that a Constitution

the majority of the people

could approved would be pre-

pared in about a year’s time,

unless any special circumut-
auces occured, hoping that

Students and citizens erupt-

ed in Pusan and Masan ports

clashing with policemen in

October. The riotous demonst-
rations contmued for three

days in Pusan from Oct. 15

and two days in Masan, Oct.

10 and 19.

Around 21 police boxes were
set on fire by the protesters

and 21 police cars were de-

stroyed, according to official

announcements.

The riots were so intense

that the police author't'es

could not bring the situation

under control. This at last

led to the invocation of mar-
tial law in Pusan and a gar-

rison decree in Masan.

The workers’ protest reveal-
ed the activities of the Chris-
tian "urban industrial mission"
which the authorities criticiz-

ed for having instigated the
laborers’ extremism.

8. CARTER S VISIT TO KO-
REA — U.S. President Jimmy
Carter made a state visit to

Seoul June 29-July 1 to have
two-round sumnvt talks with
the now deceased President
Park Chung-hee at Chong Wa
Dae.
Issuing a joint statement,

Seoul and Washington propos-
ed to north Korea a meeting
of senior official representa-
tives of south and north Ko-
rea and the United States for

Chong Hae-sok, 38, owner of

the “Kumdang House" dealing
in curios in downtown Seoul,

his 33-year-old wife and chauf-

feur Lee Tong-hwan, 28, were
kidnapped June 20 and murd*
ered by Pak Chul-ung, 38, .1

college-educated businessman,
Pak attempted a “perfect

crime” by burying the three

victims in the yard of hi<j

house in western Seoul with
the helo of his younger bro-

ther Chun-ung, 32, a former
fine arts teacher, and his mis*
tress Miss Kim Hyo-sik.
The trio was arrested by

police on Sept. 27, 100 days
after the cruel crime on a
tip-off from the ex-detective

father of the mistress.

A Defense Ministry spokesman announces the result of the probe of Gen. Chnng Seung-
hwa, former Army chief of staff and martial law commander, and some high - ranking
generals.

Scores of people, mostly collegians, arrested for involvement in violent demonstrations
in Pusan, stand a court-martial trial.
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Weekly Highlights

Letter From China

A Korean resident living in mainland China sent a

letter in which he asked after his younger brother
residing at a town in Kyongsang Pukto. Ha Il-hong,

64, now living in Heilungkiang Province, nor-

theastern China, wrote a letter to his brother Ha
Sang-yung, 56, of So-myon, Wolsong-gun, Kyongsang
Pukto, some 40 years after their separation. In his

letter, the lonely Korean resident said that he
eagerly wants to inquire after his other younger
brother Ha Sang-yul, and his brother-in-law Kwon
Yong-sik whose addresses he did not know. He also

said that all his three sons graduated from college,

and the oldest one has served as a government em-
ployee, the second one is a medical doctor and the

youngest one is a businessman with whom he is

leading a comparatively affluent life.

Koreans in Iran

The government has decided to withdraw Koreans
residing in Iran on a voluntary basis as the turbulent

situation in the Middle East country is being

stabilized. A source at the Ministry of Foreign Af-

fairs said that the government will provide tran-

sportation and other conveniences only to those

Koreans who wish to leave the Middle East country.

The conveniences include converting the local

currency into U.S. dollars, as much as $1,000 per

person. The government originally worked out a

three-stage pullout program under which all

Koreans residing or working in Iran are to be

brought back home. The change of the government
plan, according to the official at the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, has been based on a report from the

Korean Embassy in Tehran that the situation in Iran

is expected to be favorable. The source said,

however, that the government is continuously
working out safety measures in prepara-
tion for the possible aggravation in the Iranian
situation. So far, all the Koreans in Iran are safe, he
said.

ROK-U.S. Confab

The Republic of Korea and the United States have
agreed to hold the first “policy consultative
meeting” in Seoul spring — probably in late March
1979 — which signifies a “mature relationship” bet-

ween the two countries. Officials of the U.S. State
Department, noting that the United States has had
such policy consultative meetings with Japan,
Britain, France, West Germany and Brazil so far,

pointed out that the agreement between Seoul and
Washington to hold such a meeting is “reflective of

the significant role of the Korean economy in in-

ternational society.” The “Korean economy has
grown to the point where it could be affected by in-

ternational developments, not by a bilateral
economic relations basis,” they said. The officials
said, however, that the policy consultative meeting
between Korea and the United States will be an in-

formal meeting — not a standing body — consisting
of five or six policy planning people on each side,
which would coordinate and consult policies in the
perspective ahead instead of current policy affairs.

No Poor Nation Problems

The Wall Street Journal reported that south
Korea’s economic gains have been remarkable for a
Third World nation and noted that the typical

problems of poor countries — unemployment,
trade deficits, subsistence-level consumption
and low farm productivity — have largely

disappeared in Korea. In their place are such First

World problems as a tight labor market, runaway
demand and some excess agricultural production,
the influential economic daily said in a Seoul dispat-

ch. “This is a transitional period for the Korean
economy. Both the government and the private sec-

tor have to have new perspectives on economic af-

fairs,” former Deputy Premier Nam Duck-woo was
quoted as saying. The paper said that one new per-

spective is that planners’ racehorse mentality of the

fastest possible growth has been replaced by em-
phasis on stable growth. Noting that the Korean
government is concentrating on the inflation

problem, the paper said that one cause of.Korean in-

flation has been the government’s so-called grain

management fund price-support system. Although
rice is in surplus now, the subsidy to rice farmers is

twice the international price.

Honor for Kim

Kim Tai-dong (right), president-publisher of The Korea
Herald, receives an honorary doctorate in economics from
Dr. Yim Churl-soon, president of Chungang University.

Kim was cited for his outstanding contribution to the

development of the national economy and higher education.
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PRESIDENCY

‘Watershed for Nation’s Rebirth’

President Park Chung Hee,
in his New Year photo (right),

poses with his eldest daughter
Keun-hae in the backyard of

Chong Wa Dae and he has
executed this calligraphy
(below), reading “Marching
Forward Under National
Consensus,” for the New
Year.
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President Park Chung Hee said that

this is an era when the people from all

walks of life feel a sense of historical

mission and seek satisfaction by
voluntarily participating in the con-

struction of the nation aftd in working

together diligently.

“In the context of the never-ending

history of the nation,” the President

said, “this era through which our

generation struggles with firm

determination presents us with a

golden opportunity to create a new
history and represents the watershed of

the nation’s rebirth.”

In his New Year message, the

President said, “Thus we are deter-

mined to construct a welfare society

characterized by compassion and
justice and based on an affluent in-

dustrialized society.”

“We will create a prosperous future

through sheer determination and con-

certed efforts. We cherish pride, self-

confidence and a great vision. We are

capable of meeting with wisdom any
difficulties and of realizing the ideals

which we all cherish,” said President

Park.

In retrospect, the nation faced all the

changes and difficulties which befell it

last year, as in other years, and by
coping with them resolutely, the nation

made it a fruitful year of outstanding

achievement in national development,
he said.

There were fluid changes in the in-

ternational situation affecting Korea
caused by a shift in relations among the

big powers, the President said. Fur-
thermore, competition in international

trade is becoming more intense
everyday, he said.

In the message the President re-

marked:
“The aggressive scheme of the north'

Koreans to communize the whole
peninsula by force was again brought to

light with the discovery of the third

invasion tunnel which they had dug
under the Military Demarcation Line.

“In these tense and complex cir-

cumstances, we held two honest and
orderly national elections, one to

choose delegates to the National
Conference for Unification and the

other to elect representatives of the

National Assembly.
‘

“These elections provides proof of the

active participation of the people in the

revitalization of the nation, and I am
NEWSREVIEW, JANUARY 13, 1979
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encouraged that the Korean people
have demonstrated to themselves and
the world their sense of participation in

state affairs and their ability to act
democratically.

“Last year, wfc solidified the foun-

dation of a highly-industrialized state

which we hope to have built by the mid-
1980s. We made remarkable progress in

the development of heavy and
chemical industries with the com-
pletion of a nuclear power plant and of

the third-phase expansion of the
Pohang Iron and Steel Mill, and also

successfully attained the export target

of $12,500 million.

“The nation continued to grow strong

culturally as well as materially. With

the opening of the Academy of Korean
Studies, we made further progress

toward the creative development of

traditional culture. While, on the one
hand, wc exerted great efforts to

restore and conserve those cultural

relics associated with the defense of the
country, on the other hand all the
people embraced the spirit of
patriotism and filial piety and en-
deavored to enhance the spiritual

values of our culture through nation-
wide participation in the Saemaul (New
Community), Saemaum (Spiritual
Renewal) and environmental
protection movements.
“The warm compassion which was

demonstrated by the people from all

walks of life toward their less-fortunate
neighbors during times of drought,
flood and again at the year’s end is

sufficient proof of the high morality of a
cultured nation.

“In national security, we have not
only strengthened our ability to keep
the peace through the activation of the

ROK-U,S. Combined Forces Command,
but have also strengthened our own
defense capabilities by the domestic
development of long-range guided
missiles.
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SECURITY

N. Korea Army Reassessed Upward
Carter administration plans to review troop pullout program

A recent U.S. intelligence study has
significantly boosted the U.S. army’s
estimate of north Korean combat units,

tanks and other ground military power
facing south Korea, U.S. Department of

Defense officials reported last week.
The army study concluded that the

north Korean army has the equivalent

of 40 divisions instead of the previously

estimated 28 and about 2,000 tanks, up
by several hundred over prior

calculations.

There was no figure available on any
actual increase in the number of north

Korean army troops, which past

reports have placed at about. 440,000.

The reassessment focused less on

increases in total numbers of north

Korean soldiers and more on how they
are organized into what U.S, army
analysts view as more potent combat
formations.

Officials stressed there is no evidence

of any recent moves by north Korea
increasing its “order of battle,” but

that the new army intelligence con-

clusions resulted from a more thorough
assessment of information from a

variety of sources on Pyongyang’s
existing forces.

The Defense Intelligence Agency and
the Central Intelligence Agency have
no yet finished evaluating the army
conclusions.

But Pentagon officials indicated they
are inclined to accept at least some of

the army’s findings, including its

reassessment of north Korean tank
strength.

The sources said army intelligence

officials launched the new study

several months ago because of

disturbing indicators that showed up in

the course of routine analysis. It was
said to be the most intense examination
of north Korean military strength

undertaken for many years.

Defense officials familiar with the

army study and with DIA and CIA
consideration of the army findings said,

as one put it, “There is a lot of room for

interpretation.”

Among other things, while

acknowledging a probably significant

increase in the estimate of the number
of combat units in the north Korean
army, there are some uncertainties

such as to the extent some of these units

may be understrength.
In the event of the new intelligence

estimate, the U.S. government said that
it planned to review its decision to with-
draw troops from Korea.
State Department spokesman

Hodding Carter said a gradual increase
in the size or structural composition of

north Korean forces appeared to have
been under way for some time.
Some Congressmen reacted swiftly to

the intelligence analysis by demanding
that President Carter reconsider his

plan announced in January 1977 to with-

draw ground troops from south Korea
over the next few years.

Maj. Gen. John Singlaub, forced to

retire last year after criticizing for a

second time the wisdom of the with-

drawal plan, said he had been vin-

dicated by the new intelligence

estimate.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The State Department spokesman
stressed it would be premature, if not

dangerous, to speculate on the policy

implications of the new findings.

He said the U.S. withdrawal plan was
a basic policy question that would have
to be taken up once the reevaluation

was complete.

Asked whether the review had begun,
he said he was not aware of any
reassessment of the withdrawal
decision.

Pentagon spokesman Tom Lambert
told reporters an American
reevaluation of north Korea’s battle

strength had been going on for some
time.

“As press reports have indicated, this

analysis of intelligence data has led to

the conclusion that the north Koreans
are stronger than had been estimated
earlier,” he said.

The Pentagon spokesman declined to

reveal any new estimate of north
Korea’s strength.

The United States has been in the
midst of withdrawing some 33,000

American ground troops from south
Korea, a pullout to be completed over
four or five years.

Gen. Singlaub, who was U.S. forces

chief of staff in south Korea before his
first criticism of the troop withdrawal
brought about his recall, said by
telephone from his Colorado home that
he felt he had been vindicated.
“Of course I realize I was right,” he

said. “Those of us who felt that the
withdrawal of U.S. forces from south
Korea at this time would lead to war
were dealing with the real world.

“I am confident that if an objective
appraisal is made of north Korean
capabilities and apparent intentions,
the withdrawal of any further U.S.
troops from Korea will be indefinitely
postponed.”

Having confirmed “clear groand

superiority” of the north Korean forces

over the south from the closed briefings

by the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and the Defense Intelligence

Agency (DIA), Chairman Samuel
Stratton (D-N.Y.) of the Investigations

Subcommittee of the House Armed
Services Committee emphasized that

he plans to submit another amendment
to halt further U.S. troop withdrawals
from south Korea until the Congress
gives its final approval, when the up-

coming96th Congress convenes Jan. 15.

Rep. Stratton pointed out that he and

a ranking Republican member of his

investigations subcommittee. Rep.
Robin Beard (R-Tenn.), had com-
plained in a letter to President Jimmy
Carter Jan. 3 in which they said that the

new intelligence information “has
never been presented to our sub-

committee or to the full (Armed Ser-

vices) committee.”

Only after it received the letter, the

White House sent responsible officials

of the CIA and the DIA to them, who
briefed them on the new study of in-

telligence estimates of substantial

increases of north Korean military

strength, Stratton said.

“My conclusion after they gave me
the briefing was the same as what the

Army Times reported,” Stratton said.

“There is no really different variation

(in their estimates) between the CIA
and the DIA,” he said.

Stressing that “this certainly

changes the picture (of the Korean

peninsula situation) and will increase

the risks of our troop withdrawals,” the

consistent critic of President Carter’s
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troop pullout policy added that “I will

get the Congress to stop further troop

withdrawals from south Korea until we
(Congress) make full evaluation and
give final approval, when the 96th

Congress convenes.”
Rep. Stratton, noting that it became

obvious that President Carter made his

pullout decision last year ‘‘on a faulty

intelligence report,” pointed out that he

expects that the 96th Congress would go

along with the opponents of the with-

drawal plan.

A senior U.S. congressman ex-

pressed the hope last week that the

United States could persuade Com-
munist China to make north Korea less

intransigent and aggressive to lessen

tension in this part of the world.

Rep. Lester Wolff, chairman of the

U.S. House of Representatives Sub-

committee on Asian and Pacific

Affairs, said the Americans hoped the

recent normalization of diplomatic

relations between Washington and
Peking would lead to a new era of peace
in this area.

In a news conference he held shortly

before he left Seoul winding up his four-

day visit, Rep. Wolff explained the

United States was reappraising the

entire situation following the

Washington-Peking rapprochement.
The normalization, said he, would not

have an effect on the level of U.S.

military sales to this part of the globe.

The American congressman warned
north Korean chieftain Kim Il-sung

should not be misled into believing that

the normalization spells U.S. approval
of the policies of China or any other

nations who have in the past displayed

antagonistic and adversary positions to

Korea and the United States.

Asked to comment on a news report

that Pyongyang has drastically

strengthened its military power, he

said it was the determination of the

Congress and the people of the United
States to help maintain the freedom and
security of the Korean people.

The panel chairman also noted there

seemed to be marked improvement in

human rights here as indicated in the

recent amnesty declared by President
Park Chung Hee.
Rep. Wolff observed that his visit to

Korea was designed to examine the

current situation here, to reappraise
the U.S. position in light of changing
developments and to report back to the

Congress.

He opined that the recent rap-

prochement had pluses and minuses

Rep. Lester Wolff, chairman of the

U.S. House Subcommittee on Aslan and
Pacific Affairs, fields questions at a

news conference held at Kimpo
International Airport.

and that a reappraisal of the overall

situation in this part of the world would

soon be made.
He flew into Seoul Jan. 2 for a four-

day visit, heading a five-member
Congressional delegation.

He met with Korean government and
parliamentary leaders and visited the

truce village of Panmunjom.
Referring to the phased withdrawal

of American ground forces from Korea,

he said the Korean Armed Forces are

strong enough to neutralize threats

from Communist north Korea.

With regard to the release of Kim
Dae-jung, he said: ‘‘I think many of us

have been concerned about the welfare

of Kim. I met him on a purely personal

basis, while I was here. I am happy to

see him in good health.”

Rep. Henry J. Hyde (R-Ill.) said, in

the meantime, there is a great sen-

timent among many U.S. congressmen
to continue to support the presence of

American ground forces here.

Rep. Hyde went on: “I think the new
arrangements with the People’s
Republic of China should indicate no
lessening of a firm commitment to this

country (Korea) and the resistance to

Communist aggression.”

“I would not want to leave here
without making the point that there are

many of us who feel it is important to

have American ground forces present
here, at least until we see what the

impact of the recognition of the

People’s Republic of China is going to

have on the north Koreans, if any,” he
said.

Peking Tones Down
Anti-Seoul Attitude

The attitudes of Peking and
Moscow toward Seoul have shown a

sharp contrast since the an-

nouncement last month of the
normalization of diplomatic
relations between the United States

and Communist China.

Peking reduced its criticism of

Seoul while the Soviet Union has

further intensified its harsh
criticism of the Republic of Korea,
according to the Naewoe Press.

Since the announcement of the

Washington-Peking normalization,

China seems to have reserved or

refrained from its critical attitude

and comments against Seoul.

At the same time, China has also

refrained from excessive praise of

north Korea.
On the other hand, Moscow has

intensified its anti-Seoul
propaganda, interfering in the

domestic affairs of the Republic of

Korea. To Pyongyang, the Soviet

Union has shown a more positive

gesture supporting its policy lines.

such as its unification scheme and
economic development program.
The Soviet Union has also

criticized domestic political events

of the Republic, including the Dec.

12 parliamentary elections and the

cabinet shakeup.
Observers predict that Peking will

show a somewhat “mild” attitude

toward Seoul as the role of

Washington and Peking in this part

of the world is increasing since their

diplomatic normalization. In ad-

dition, Peking’s attitude seems to be
aimed at checking Seoul’s approach
toward Moscow, they observed.

Moscow has expressed its

dissatisfaction over the Washington-
Peking normalization of diplomatic

ties.

The Soviet Union’s “hard-tone”
progaganda against the Republic

seems to be aimed at inducing north

Korea to its side in the Sino-Soviet

conflict. At the same time, Moscow
is expected to increase its military

and economic aid to north Korea,
Naewoe observed.

Wolff Hopes

China Brake N.K.
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No-Invasion Bid Sensible
U.S. Army Gen. John W. Vessey, Jr.,

declaring that a combined ROK and
American force is ready to repel any
renewed aggression. said he
personally thinks the proposed
nonaggression accord is a “sensible

proposal” that can reduce thensions on
the Korean peninsula.

The commander of the

ROK-U.S. Combined Forces
Command expressed the view
in a recent interview, com-
menting on the proposal by the

Republic of Korea’s President
Park Chung Hee.

The President had proposed
the nonaggression accord to

north Korea for peaceful
coexistence of the divided

halves of Korea. Gen. Vessey,
also commander of the U.N.
Command, U.S. Forces Korea
and Eighth U.S. Army, said

the nonaggression accord, if

accepted, would pave the way
for peaceful exchanges bet-

ween the two sides.

Asked whether opening in

the new year of diplomatic
relations between the United
States and Communist China
would have any effect on the

military situation on the
Korean peninsula, the

general, with 37 years’ military career
service, said the “future is bound to

have some effect.” He refused to

speculate further and said, “we must
wait and see.”

The four-star general, who had
already served in Korea, Vietnam and
Thailand before assuming the UNC post

more than two years ago, said he hopes
the United States may eventually in-

fluence the Chinese and the north

Koreans to pursue a peaceful rather
than an aggressive attitude.

Vessey said the actual combined ROK-
U.S. strength in Korea has greatly

improved, despite the withdrawal of

some American ground troops. He was
referring to the pullout of 3,400 U.S.

troops, including combat soldiers, last

year.

The general put emphasis on the

improved combined strength
throughout his hour-long interview at

his office in the ROK-U.S. Combined
Forces Command headquarters
building with a combination of Korean
and Western architectural design. That
building was opened when the CFC was
inaugurated last Nov. 7.
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Gen. Vessey said reinforcements and
Exercise Team Spirit ’78, among other
things, contributed to a significant

advance in the defense capability of the

ROK and American forces.

The reinforcements referred to in-

cluded the deployment of an additional

squadron of U.S. jet fighters in Korea

Gen. John W. Vessey, Jr., commander of the U.N. Com-
mand, U.S. Forces Korea, Eighth U.S. Army and ROK-U.S.
Combined Forces Command, speaks in an interview at his
CFC headquarters office.

that was timed with the CFC
inauguration. U.S. Secretary of

Defense Harold Brown came to witness

the two events.

Vessey said except small arms, most
of the weapons that had been used by
the withdrawn U.S. troops, were
transferred to the Republic of Korea.

Referring to the improvements in the

joint ROK-U.S. combined strength and
to the American treaty commitments to

Korea, Gen. Vessey said “these signs

cannot be lost on north Korea.”

He said he saw no change in the

“steady increase in north Korea’s of-

fensive capability. He used the term

steady to emphasize the buildup of the

last several years.

The general said his command has

intelligence information that north

Korea has considerably increased the

size of its tank and artillery forces,

among others.

He said the north has also increased

hardened, well-fortified installations.

“But we can cope with such a north

Korean buildup with our overall

combined strength,” said the general.

“We are stronger than north Korea and

superior in naval and air forces.”

“We will win in the event of war,”
Gen. \essey declared.

Asked about the prospects of
American withdrawals beyond this

year, he referred to President Jimmy
Carter’s statement to Congress and
said the military balance in this part of

the world will be
considered before any further

pullout is made.
He emphasized again that

the Korean and U.S. govern-
ments have taken sensible

steps to build up Korea’s
defensive power and added:
“Our combined objective is

to remain a strong deterrent

to prevent war. North Korea
must read this strength.”

Asked whether changes in

U.S. Congress resulting from
the recent off-year elections,

coupled with the imminent
opening of diplomatic
relations with China, would
alter the pattern of

Congressional support for

Korea, the general simply
said: “Congress has always
continued support for the

defense of Korea.”
The history of the U.S.

Congress for the defense of

Korea has been evident since

the Korean War, he said.

He expressed his personal view that

what size of U.S. forces should be kept

in Korea could become a future subject

of debate in Congress.

The general said that the ROK and

U.S. governments have been seeking to

reduce tensions on the Korean penin-

sula.

Gen. Vessey noted that the Korean
government has been offering to sit

down with north Korea.
He described the recently discovered

tunnel, that had been dug under the

Demilitarized Zone, as a major
violation of the Armistice Agreement.
That was the third north Korean-dug
tunnel found in the buffer zone since

1974.

“One cannot deduce any peaceful

purpose from this tunnel,” said Vessey,

a native of Minneapolis, Minn., who
was once a first sergeant before

receiving a battlefield commission as a

lieutenant of field artillery at the Anzio

Beachhead May 6, 1944.

—Ahn Cook-jin
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Korea Holds Key to Asia Defense

The following article is con-

tributed by Dr. Robert L. Pfaltzgraff,

Jr., president of the Institute for

Foreign Policy Analysis, Cambridge,

Massachusetts. He is also professor

of international politics at the

Fletcher School of Law and Dip-

lomacy, Tufts University and presi-

dent of the U.S. Strategic Institute

in Washington, D.C. He has written

15 books on foreign policy, national

security studies, and international

relations. — Ed.

By Robert L. Pfaltzgraff, Jr.

Events of the past year in Northeast

Asia hold potentially far-reaching

implications for the security of the

region. The Sino-Japanese and the Sino-

American relationships underwent
dramatic change in 1978. There was
discussion in Japan about the future of

the Japanese self-defense forces and

about the U.S. -Japanese Security

Treaty.

The future of the U.S. defense

commitment to the Republic of Korea
remained uncertain, even though the

Korean buildup continued in all

categories of military capabilities. The
prospects for a resolution of the long-

standing issues confronting the Reb-

public of Korea in its conflict with the

north did not improve.

The discovery in 1978 of third tunnel

extending across the DMZ built by the

north Koreans provided further

evidence of the continued commitment
of north Korea to the destruction of the

Republic of Korea. As a restult of the

continued growth of its strategic-

military capabilities, the Soviet Union
enters 1979 with unprecedented force

levels, including naval and long-range

aircraft deployments in the Asian-

Pacific area and increased manpower
on the Sino-Soviet frontier. And on Dec.

15, the United States announced that, as

of Jan. 1, 1979, full diplomatic relations

with the People’s Republic of China
would be established.

Aside from the normalization of

relations between Washington and
Peking, the most important develop-

ment of 1978 in Northeast Asia was the

signing of the Sino-Japanese Treaty of

Peace and Reconciliation on Aug. 13

symbolizing the evolving relationship

between Tokyo and Peking that was
initiated in the early 1970’s shortly

after President Nixon’s historic visit to

mainland China in 1972.
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This treaty has been regarded in the

United States as a contribution to a

more stable relationship among major
powers of the Asian Pacific region to

the extent that it offers a potential

counterpoise to Soviet power in the

region. But it is indicative of the fact

that Japan is unable to maintain an

“equidistant policy” with respect both

to Peking and Moscow, and that Japan
is evolving a steadily increasing ac-

commodation with the PRC.
Viewed in broader context, the treaty

with Japan was part of the new, and

more active phase in Peking’s foreign

policy that emerged in 1978 — to

strengthen links not only with Japan

but also with Western Europe and the

United States.
,

and the United States

The full normalization may be
regarded as one of the effects of the

growth of Soviet military power,
especially Soviet forces along the Sino-

Soviet frontier and, in the case of

Peking, the evolving relationship
between Moscow and Hanoi. It is the

U.S. assumption that increasing
numbers of PRC forces will be moved
from those provinces opposite Taiwan
to the .border with Soviet Union. This
accounts in part for the U.S. willingness

to abrogate the longstanding defense
treaty with the ROC on Taiwan, as of

Jan. 1, 1980, and to limit the sale of

weapons to Taipei to those specifically

for “defensive purposes.”

The Carter Administration stressed

that all other agreements with Taiwan,
numbering more than sixty, would
remain in force. The basis apparently

exists for continued U.S. commercial
and cultural links with Taiwan,
although they, and to an even greater

extent U.S. arms sales, will depend
upon the evolving interpretations at-

tached to the Sino-American nor-

malization agreement by Washington
and Peking, respectively.

This problem is expecially apparent

in the case of arms shipments to

Taiwan because the United States and
the PRC, in a very real sense, “agreed
to disagree” in order to achieve the

normalization accord. Moreover, the

question of the use of force against

Taiwan by Peking was shrouded in

ambiguity with Peking asserting that

the return of Taiwan to the “embrace of

the Mother Country” is the PRC’s
“internal affair” and the United States

expressing its “interest in the peaceful

resolution of the Taiwan issue.”

The Sino-American normalization

signifies a changing and changed,

power configuration in the Asian-

Pacific Area of potentially fundamental

importance. The focus of the PRC upon

the Soviet Union as a security threat,

and its growing links with Washington,

probably afford time for Taiwan to

continue to strengthen its indigenous

economic and military capabilities.

In the aftermath of Sino-American
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normalization, it is likely that Taiwan
will utilize this time to move rapidly to

establish its own local armaments
capability. The incentive will rise for

Taipei to move toward the acquisition

of a capability to produce conventional,

and perhaps nuclear weapons, or even
to seek an improved relationship with

the Soviet Union.

Since the Carter Administration also

places high emphasis on relations with

Moscow, and especially the conclusion

and ratification of a SALT II Treaty, it

has attempted to manage its diplomacy
with Peking so as to minimize damage
to U.S. relations with Moscow. Hence
the United States is giving tacit ap-

proval, if not encouragement, to the

efforts of West European NATO
members to sell arms to Peking, while

the United States itself adopts a far

more cautious policy with respect to the

PRC.
Nevertheless, successive U.S.

Administrations since Nixon’s visit

to Peking in 1972, have seen a

strengthened relationship with Peking

as a means of applying pressure to the

Soviet Union. It remains to be seen

whether the Administration can utilize

its evolving relationship with Peking to

extract modifications in the SALT II

Treaty from Moscow.
Of central importance in the evolu-

tion of relations in the Asian-Pacific

area is the future of the U.S. —
Japanese Security Treaty. The
preservation of this Treaty continues to

be fundamental to U.S. security in-

terests. Rightly or wrongly, the un-

certainty manifested in Japan about
the future role of the United States in

the Asian-Pacific region has given

impetus to a still nascent Japanese
consideration of alternatives to the

existing relationship with the United

States.

Such uncertainty would be increased,

perhaps to irreversible proportions, by
further tangible evidence of a

weakening of the American com-
mitment to East Asian security. The
debate on security that has assumed
unprecedented postwar proportions in

Japan in recent months is indicative of

a shift in Japanese outlooks with

respect both to the credibility of a

United States security guarantee and
the need, as perceived in Japan, to

make a greater contribution to Japan’s
defense.
For the first time since World War II,

Japanese public opinion appears to be

moving toward acceptance of a greater

regional defense role for Japan, in-

cluding notably maritime forces.

American attitudes and policy 'in

recent years with respect to Japan’s

defense role have been marked by

ambivalence. On the one hand, the

United States has seen the need to

enlist more fully the active support of

Japan in shouldering such defense
burdens as protection of strategically

important maritime routes and the sea

lanes adjacent to Japan. Therefore, the

Japanese offer, made during Secretary
of Defense Brown’s visit to Northeast
Asia, of about $99 million toward the

costs of maintaining U.S. forces in the

region has been regarded as a positive

development.
On the other hand, the United States

has been sensitive to the problems
inherent in major increases in

Japanese defense spending. One
solution may lie in the development of a

joint command structure within the

general framework of the U.S.-

Japanese Security Treaty. Such a

structure might provide a framework
for a Japanese contribution to the

maritime security of the region, with

the United States holding, as in NATO,
the senior command. This idea is said

to have some support in Japanese of-

ficial circles as an alternative to the

independent expansion of Japan’s own
military capabilities. It deserves
consideration by the United States, and
by other allies of the United States in

the l egion.

The Carter Administration came to

office pledged to the complete with-

drawal of American ground forces from

the Republic of Korea by 1980. While the

Administration remains committed to

withdraw all but 12-14,000 Army
logistical troops and Air Force per-

sonnel from the Korean peninsula by
1982, it has shown somewhat greater

flexibility in its timetable than

originally anticipated.

There is no great domestic con-

stituency in the United States pressing

for such troop withdrawals, although

the so-called “Koreagate” in-

vestigations have cast a pall over the

U.S. -Korean relationship in recent

years. This dismal phase in relations

between Seoul and Washington may
now be behind us.

It is hoped that the Administration

will show continued and even greater

flexibility in the period ahead with

respect to American forces in Korea.

Events on the Korean peninsula ar> of

central importance to the United States

because of the vitally important

geostrategic position occupied by
Korea at the point of intersection of the

interests of all of the major powers of

the region.

The announced withdrawals of

American forces have coincided,
especially in 1978, with a more rapid

and extensive deployment of north

Korean capabilities arrayed against

the Republic of Korea than many
analysts in the United States had en-

visaged at the beginning of the Carter
Administration. Hence, there is now
greater rationale than a few years ago
for at least a further slowing of the pace
of scheduled U.S. force reductions.

Over the next decade, the Republic of

Korea is likely to become a political-

economic force of growing importance

in Northeast Asia. The rapidly in-

creasing position of the Republic of

Korea in world trade, and in the export

of knowhow — as in the impressive

contribution being made by the

Republic of Korea to the economic
development of Saudi Arabia — is in-

dicative of this trend. The economic
disparities between the Republic of

Korea and its neighbor to the north, in

favor of the south, continue to grow

year by year.

The industrial capacity being con-

structed in the Republic of Korea will

provide an unprecedented capability

for an indigenous defense industry, but

not within the time frame currently

envisaged by the United States for the

completion of its withdrawal of U.S.

ground forces. It would be tragic indeed

if the withdrawal of American forces

led the north to conclude that it could

thwart south Korea’s economic growth

by an attack within the next several

years, the decisively important period

in south Korea’s drive toward in-

dustrialization.

The interests of both the United

States and the Republic of Korea lie in

deterring such an attack, since the

power balance in the Korean peninsula

has ramifications for all of Northeast

Asia, and for American interests on

both a regional and global level. The

emergence of the Republic of Korea, in

the 1980’s, as a more prosperous,

stronger state would represent the

fruition of policies followed by the

Republic of Korea and the United

States for the last 30 years. Such an

achievement lies within the grasp of the

Republic of Korea as a result of the

immense resourcefulness, ingenuity

and sacrifices of the Korean people in

building for their future.
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Childre

Diverse Programs Set for IYC
“Mankind owes to the child the best it

has to give.”

This is part of the preamble of the

Declaration of Rights of the Child,

adopted by the U.N. General Assembly
Nov. 20, 1959 “to the end that the child

may have a happy childhood for his own

good and for the good of society.

Emphasizing that the child shall be

brought up “in a spirit of under-

standing, tolerance, friendship among
peoples, peace and universal

brotherhood," the Declaration affirms

the rights of the child to enjoy special

protection and to be given opportunities

and facilities to enable him to develop

in a healthy and normal manner and in

conditions of freedom and dignity.

All children shall be entitled to these

rights “without distinction or
discrimination on account of race,

color, sex, language, religion, political

or other opinion, national or social

origin, property, birth or other status,

whether of himself or of his family.”

In commemoration of the 20th an-
niversary of its Declaration of the
Rights of the Child, the U.N. General
Assembly adopted and declared 1979
the International Year of the Child
(IYC), in its 31st meeting in 1976.

This is IYC.
IYC is an opportunity to focus on

children, and put them in their proper
place — at the center of world concern

as well as a time to recall the principles

of the Declaration of the Rights of the

Child and redouble our efforts to put

them into practice.

IYC is also a year supported by all

U.N. members to promote lasting

action to improve the lives of children

everywhere and a time for govern-

ments, organizations and individuals to

work together in concrete, con-
structive, practical programs for the

benefit of children.

A total of 120 countries in the world
have already established national
commissions for the IYC to “expand
their efforts at the national and com-
munity levels.”

Korea also has established and
operated an IYC national commission
since July 31, 1978, with the minister of

health and social affairs being its

chairman under the basic directions to

have child welfare promoted with IYC
as a momentum, to have various events
and projects commemorating IYC and
to promote exchange of personnel or

services with other nations.

Dr. Estefania Aldaba-Lim, Special

Representative for the IYC, visited the

country Dec. 7-10, 1978 to meet the

members of the Korean National

Commission for IYC and to discuss the

programs proposed for IYC in Korea.
Dr. Lim was appointed to the post by

Henry R. Labouisse, executive director
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of the U.N. Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
with the rank of assistant secretary

general of the U.N., in consultation with

U.N. Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim.

In 1978 alone. Dr. Lim traveled to

some 40 countries in the world to en-

courage governments in both in-

dustrialized and developing countries

to participate actively in IYC, to raise

significantly the level of services

benefiting children on a permanent
basis and where possible to increase

substantially the resource available for

such services.

In line with the deep concern over
IYC worldwide, the country also plans

various events and commemorating
works for children’s welfare, education

and recreation. On April 10 this year,

the nation will hold a child and youth

conference to evaluate the existing

child welfare, sponsored by Child and
Youth Commission in prime minister’s

office chaired by prime minister.

Various art festivals such as music,

art, composition and oratorical con-

tests are to be held throughout the

country. A walk compaign for com-
memorating IYC is also planned by the

National Council of Social Welfare,

with the aim of raising funds for helping
the needy children and establishment of

leisure facilities for children.

The biggest plan for IYC in the
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country is the establishment of 205

mother and child health care (MCH)
centers across the country. The govern-

ment will invest a total of 10,353 million

won on the project to be carried for

three years from 1979. When com-
pleted, the MCH centers are expected
to play such roles as registration and
care of maternity cases, registration of

babies and care for them, nutrition

guidance and management of day care
centers.

Ceremonies are also planned. In

Seoul and other provinces, many
ceremonies for awarding model
children and child welfare workers and
feasts for comforting the unfortunate

children will be held in commemoration
of IYC.

The IYC, however, is not, in prin-

ciple, for such events as ceremonies or

international conferences. As was

pointed out by Alan E. McBain,

UNICEF representative in Korea, the

lead agency for IYC, recently, despite

the fact that much has been heard and

seen in mass media and international

meetings about IYC, there are still may

who believe there will be a large-scale

international conference in IYC next

year somewhere in the world, spon-

sored by the United States.

But the emphasis of the IYC will be
predominantly on national action.

Unlike recent “years,” designated by
the United Nations, the IYC will not

focus on a large global conference.

Instead, the intention is to direct, from
the outset, the energy, expense and
time that would have been required for

such a conference toward the

preparation and carrying out of

national action programs benefiting

children in each country.

The main objective of the year — to

encourage raising significantly the

level of services benefiting children on

a permanent basis — ultimately im-

plies an increase in financial resources

dedicated to this end.

It is hoped that education and in-

formation activities in each country

can shape public opinion ' and spur

government action to increase the

funds devoted to children’s programs —
eight for the country’s domestic

programs or for assistance to other

countries, or for both.

A number of public and private

organizations also show their profound

concern about children’s problems in

line with the United Nations’ attempts

to seek the better living condition ’of

child in this International Year of

Children. Among the social or-

ganizations which are seriously

focusing their at-

tention on this issue

are a number of

Korean feminists’

organizations
mainly headquar-
tered in Seoul.

Apart from
pursuing their
respective projects

unique to the goals

of each
organization ori-

ented to such issues

as the promotion of

women’s status,

family problems,

and the consumer
protection, the women’s organizations
are now actively collaborating with

each other organization in a more
enthusiastic way mainly because they

share strong interests in the children’s

problem as the mothers of children.

The National YWCA of Korea, for

instance, has already decided to take

positive approaches toward the

children’s problems as one of the most
important projects of the Christian

women’s association this year.

According to the plans of the YWCA,
they are now studying how to improve

the current educational circumstances

jn and outside of formal educational

institutions for children.

The association plans to recommend
the outcomes of its research to the

authorities concerned for the solution of

the current negatively-working
educational condition in this country.

Working youngsters, the association

will also publish a series of collection of

research data mainly concerning
problems.
For the purpose of implementing the

plans more effectively, a special

committee consisting of a specialists in

children’s problems and leading
members of the YWCA will soon be
established within this month. A
number of nurseries for working
mothers outside homes will be
established in major cities including

Seoul within this year.

To promote better understanding of a

variety of domestic items for the use by
children including toys and daily

necessities, The Korean National
Council of Women, will hold a traveling

exhibition of the thousands of items for

children throughout major cities from
April through October.

In an attempt to warning makers of

poor quality, the largest Korean
women’s organization will also display

goods of outstanding quality and those

of bad quality simultaneously during
the exhibition.

The Girl Scouts of Korea, has
finalized its three-year plan for

securing favorable foundation in which

For Korean Children, the future is fast edging out the
past...

For Korean children, school is fun.

children can happily grow. Under a

catchphrase of this year, Let’s Help
Children Secure their own World, the

headquarter of scout activities working

youngsters will give top priority in

helping the children from poor family

background have opportunities to join

varied programs offered by. the scout.

Such hapless children as retarded

children and will be taken care of by the

scout.

More academic approaches toward

the promotion of the children’s right to

lead happier lives here will be mainly

taken by the Korea Legal Aid Center for

Family Affairs which plans to have a

series of seminars on children during

this year. To diagnose where major

children’s problems center will proceed

to collect raw research data to be

published in an independent volume for

the studies of children’s issue within

this year.
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More Chances Than Ever
In the eyes of Korean youth, no magic conjured up with

Aladdin’s lamp even matches the real-life story of Korea.
And, as in the numerous fairy tales that have fed their

boundless imaginations, they know that the story of Korea
will come out happy and gratifying in the end.

Wound tight and ticking, Korea’s time machine is hur-

tling a whole generation of Korean children toward

tomorrow.
For Korean children, the future is fast edging out the

past.

True, time-nurtured tradition still makes its persistent

dictates felt even before a Korean child is born.

Expectant parents still hope their first-born will be a son.

Not only will this eldest son someday be responsible for

continuing the ancestral rituals that are an important part

of Confucian custom, but he will also be looked upon to feed

his parents in their old age.

Once the child, boy or girl, is born, tradition will play

important role in its infancy as well. Children are early

instilled with a quiet respect for elders that most Western

visitors discover an unbelievably refreshing change from

the increasing rebelliousness of their own less disciplined

offspring.

This does not mean that Korean parents do not indulge

their children, however. A Korean child is indeed made the

dominating center of family attention by a series of

celebrations that mark milestones in its infancy.

One of these celebrations is the baek il, or 100 days party,

which originated long, long ago when infant mortality was
so prevalent that a baby’s survival for three months was

indeed cause for jubilation.

Dol, or the first birthday, also lavishes attention on the

Korean child. Decked out in a colorful traditional costume,

the baby is placed before a table covered with symbolic

items. Whatever the baby toaches first is interpreted to

indicate the course of its future. If the baby touches money,
for example, great wealth is in store for it, and if a book
great scholarship.

Yet Korea’s headlong rush toward modernization in

recent years has made it almost impossible, particularly as

kids get older, for parents to pick and choose all the

elements in their environment as they once did.

One thing that today’s modern parents don’t seem to

think their children can get enough of, however, is

education.
In fact, the past decade has seen an increasing number of

middle class Korean parents become more zealous in

drumming into their children’s heads the equation that a

college degree equals financial success.
The result puts tremendous pressure on Korean children

to do well in school, not only from parents themselves but
from educators charged with the responsibility of

preparing a competent workforce to develop a nation.

After putting in long hours in the classroom five and a
half days a week, uniformed middle and high school

students, bookbags overflowing, tCudge hope only to face
several hours of homework and periodic group tutoring

sessions at neighborhood institutions.

Even though Korea’s tremendous emphasis on education
completely consumed the lives of students for a number of

years, the ultimate result for these young men and women
is indeed rewarding.
They enjoy greater independence than any generation of

Koreans has ever had.
Armed with job skills placed in great demand by their

industrializing society, Korea’s educated ,young people of

both sexes are now discovering that history loses its value
the moment they stop marching toward tomorrow.

—Kwak Hyo-suk

A group of kindergarten children enjoy their tour in the
Grand Children’s Park in Seoul. The inscription in the
stone monument, written by President Park Chung Hee,
reads in part: “Children are the masters of tomorrow.”

(Left) A Korean
child is always the

center of family
attention.

(Below) Even in

play, Korean chil-

dren are sure of

their footsteps.

a
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FAREWELL TO 1978 (Above)

— Prime Minister Choi Kyu-

hah speaks at a year-end dinner

sponsored by major economic

organizations. Minister of Eco-

nomic Planning Shin Hyon-

hwack is seated fourth from

left, and Park Choong-hoon,

president of the Korean Traders

Association, fifth from left.

LOUVRE, RODIN PIECES

(Below) — Korean art lovers

view an exhibition of prints and

replicas of scriptures from the

Louvre and the Memorial

Museum of Rodin held at

Sejong Cultural Center Gallery.
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U.S. CONGRESSMEN (Left) -
Rep. Lester Wolff, chairman of the

U.S. House of Representatives

Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific

Affairs, and other visiting U.S.

congressmen meet the Korean
press upon departure after a four-

day visit to Korea. (Story on Page 7)

WELCOMING 1979 (Above) — Seoul Major Chung Sang-chun
(left) strikes the Posingak Bell in Seoul at midnight, Dec. 31, to usher
in the year 1979.

NEW BOXING CHAMP (Left) — Korean boxer Kim Sang-hyon
knocks Thai champion Saensak Muangsurin down flat on the canvas in

the 13th round of the World Boxing Council super-lightweight title

match held in Seoul.



Self-Help for Better Life

The housing units with blue and red tiled roofs are in Changso-ri village and
have been renovated under the currently nationwide Saemaul Movement.

Kim Sun-hi, her husband and their

fellow villagers will work this year to

expand their only oyster farm, build a

long dreamed-of market and improve
shabby homes on Namhae Island off the

south coast.

The oyster farm saw its first cash
crop last year. The earnings from the

farm were 700,000 won.
“That income meant a lot to us,’’ Kim

Sun-hi said recently. “We have proved
to ourselves that we have an ability to

improve our community economy.”
She and her husband are among the

country’s 70,062 Saemaul leaders who
will be striving in the new year to help

their villagers improve their lives. Half
of the leaders are women.

Continuing in parallel with the New
Community movement, now in its ninth

year, wilPbe the nature preservation

campaign that started last year.

A seven-point charter was
promulgated last Oct. 5, setting in

motion an organized drive for

protecting and preserving natural
resources.

Ostensibly, officials, workers,
businessmen, students and women
cleaned mountains, resorts, river sides

seashores, factory areas and streets of

broken bottles, cigarette butts and
other debris last year.

“The picking up of debris from any
place we can reach will continue,”

according to government officials

planning and conducting the campaign.
“People must make it a habit to pick

up litters to keep their surroundings
clean,” they said.

The government, according to them,
is preparing legislation to implement
the nature preservation drive strictly.

The contemplated bill would provide
for establishing off-limits areas and for

punishing those who break twigs or
remove rocks in designated preser-

vation areas, among others.

Ministry of Home Affairs officials

said they plan to submit the bill to the
National Assembly in March.
“But our primary emphasis,” they

said, “is on advising people to learn
how to keep their surroundings clean
and how to preserve natural resour-

ces.”

Although the Saemaul and nature
preservation programs are conducted
separately, they have one thing in

common — the spiritual driving force.

Saemaul is characterized by the

spirit of “self-help, self-reliance and
cooperation.” The nature preservation

move is gaining momentum with more
people becoming aware that the drive

needs the participants’ attitude of self-

help and mutual cooperation, said one
office worker who went to mountains on
many occasions last year to pick up and
dispose of broken bottles and other

trash.

“People must be able to remove
debris voluntarily from any spots

where they see them,” he said.

“Sometimes, they will have to do such
cleaning alone. Sometimes, they will

need the help of others.”

One other similarity found in the two
types of campaign is that the

movements are aimed at creating

better places for people to live in.

In the case of Kim Sun-hi and other

people of Changso-ri village, the osyter

farm built under a Saemaul program
brought to them an additional income.

The monetary reward was not the

only thing that she and her villagers

had southt. They wanted and now have
widened roads, two-to four-storied

buildings and improved dwellings.

“Our village of 237 homes has been

changed into a better living place,” the

34-year-old woman told a rally of

Saemaul leaders in Kwangju, Cholla

Namdo, last Dec. 6.

The major village roads totaling 720

meters in length have been widened
from six to 12 meters, she said, adding
that all these roads are paved.

The road widening was not an easy

job because the program affected 890

pyong or nearly 3,000 square meters of

land owned by some of her villagers.

The villagers, she continued
protested. The Saemaul leader said she

had explained why the road widening
was necessary for the community for

days before the involved villages

agreed to the program.
“I had to make more of such per-

suasive efforts in implementing other

Saemaul projects with my villagers,”

she said. Funding of such projects was
another problem she had to solve,

although township officials provided
some financial help. She also had to

obtain technological aid from officials,

when necessary.

“I have learned a lesson that

Saemaul miracles can be achieved
when people are determined to work
with sweat for better lives,” she told the

Saemaul leaders.

She spoke about her success story not

merely for those present at the rally.

She spoke for others who heard her

story over radio and television

throughout the country. Her listeners

included those who had failed in their

Saemaul projects. Many more read
newspaper stories about her.

Saemaul was first advocated by
President Park Chung Hee at the turn

of this decade.
At a meeting of the governors of

provinces in 1970, the President ex-

pressed concern that the nation’s

farmers were passive and resigned. As

an example, he referred to an attitude
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of farmers in which they prayed for

rain and idled their time away drinking

and gambling, during droughts.

He said the country needed to do

something to shake them out of such

habits.

He wanted them to dig wells, create

reservoirs or to irrigate water from

rivers, instead of praying for rain and

doing nothing to combat droughts.

The President then brought up the

Saemaul idea. Farmers with leadership

took over the idea and translated it into

action programs, with guidance from

the government.
Saemaul is now a movement for both

rural and urban people.

Saemaul programs have brought

electric lights to farms where there

were no lights in the past. They have

also brought telephones and piped

water to rural areas, to cite a few other

benefits.

During the last eight years, 10 million

small and large Saemaul projects were

completed, according to government
statistics.

An estimated 1,993,900 million won
was invested in Saemaul programs
during the same period.

Officials said 82 per cent of the 35,031

villages involved in Saemaul efforts are

“self-reliant” in the status of their

lives. The self-reliant state was
determined by the infrastructure, other

living environments, ways of life and

the incomes of a village’s residents,

they said.

The infrastructure referred to in-

cludes road conditions, croplands,

irrigation systems, water supply,

drainage facilities and reservoirs. The
self-reliant villages showed good family

planning results, officials said.

They described the other 18 per cent

of the involved villages as “self-

helping,” a step lower than the self-

reliant communities in rating.

Until two years ago, there had been

villages with the lowest rating called

“kicho maul” in Korean. These villages

were those that had poor showings in

the infrastructure, other living en-

vironments and work attitude and
incomes of their residents.

“In 1977, there were 302 such

villages,” officials said. “Last year, no

such villages existed.”

The farms’ incomes averaged an

estimated 1,700,000 won per family last

year, officials said.

Efforts will be made this year, they

said, to raise the farms’ per-household

income to an average of two million

won.

“In 1979,” they said, “the govern-

ment will see to it that Saemaul
projects are planned and implemented
more reasonably than in the past.”
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SPORTS

Kim Wrests WBC Title

From Thai Champ
Kim Sang-hyon, 23, of Korea, has

become the World Boxing Council

(WBC) super lightweight champion by
stopping the 28-year-old veteran Thai

boxer Saensak Muang-surin in two
minutes and five seconds of the 13th

round in the 15-round world title match
at Chamshil Student Gymnasium Dec.

30 before some 2,000 partisan crowd.
It was the second Korean world title

in 1978, and all the two world crowns
were wrested from Thais. Earlier Kim
Sung-jun wrested his WBC light fly

weight crown from Thai boxer Nertnoi

Vorasingh last Sept. 30 here.

It was a hard left straight coun-

terpunch that sent the aging but bullish

fighter Muangsurin of Thailand reeling

to the canvas where he was counted out

by referee Carlos Padilla from Las
Vegas, U.S.

It was a slugging match, with the two
fighters exchanging salvos of punches,

but with Kim clearly leading in points

until the flashing knockout came.
The aging Thai boxer was tough and

Kim Sang-hyon raises his hand after

receiving a huge trophy for his knock-

out victory over Thai champion
Muangsurin.

strong but failed to show his form due
partly to his eight-months hiatus to heal

cuts on his right eye. He was also

reported to have somewhat neglected
his training due to his marriage life

with a Thai movie actress.

With the victory, champion Kim has
record 25 victories, 14 by knockout,
against two draws and two defeats

while Muangsurin has recorded second
defeats against 13 wins, 10 by knockout
in their respective pro careers of five

years and two months and four years
and one month.

Cha Bum-keun speaks in a news
conference at the airport.

Cha for Pro Soccer

After Military Duty

The 26-year-old Korean football star,

Cha Bum-keun who just made a

pro debut with the Darmstadt 98 Club in

the West German first division soccer

league, will not be allowed to run again
until he finishes his military service,

due May 31 this year, concerned
government authorities said.

An Jong-tac, an official of the

Education Ministry, was known to have
expressed the conclusive government
attitude that “it is unthinkable for a

military serviceman to indulge in a

“strictly personal business — running

for a pro soccer club.”

On Dec. 25, Cha made a brief but

brilliant debut in the West German pro

soccer field by assisting for two Darm-
stadt goals for its 3-1 unheralded vic-

tory over superior Bochum Club,

receiving great praises from local

newspapers that “Cha saved bottom-
ranking Darmstadt Club from being

demoted to the inferior league.”

But, he made the appearance with the

Darmstadt under provisional contract

with the financial support of a Swiss
international scouting firm, which
brought Cha to Germany.
However, in the event Cha fails to

play in the two games of the Darmstadt
on Jan. 13 and 20, he would have to pay
50,000 Deutch marks (about 2,600,000

won) to the Darmstadt Club for the

breach of the provisional six-months
contract Cha signed last Dec. 25, before

the local press.

To make things worse, he lost his

amateurship already by running one
game for the German pro club last Dec.

30, and can not play in the domestic or

Olympic preliminary match this year
the biggest national soccer concern,

and will be useless, like Kim Jae-han,

another goal-getter who have played
for a semipro club in Hongkong.
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Full of Beat,
Tempo

Seoul is a city that is constantly renewing itself, even

though it somehow retains its pockets of centuries-old peace

and quiet, where one can dream dreams of the by-gone

grace and dignities of the ancient dynasties.

You board a bus and stand rubbing shoulders with an old

woman whose clothes as well a^ eyes delineate another era

that vanishes — only to be confronted at the next turning

with the sight of an office girl who might easily have

stepped out of the latest fashion magazine.

In the face of the grandma, the very essence of Korean
women’s personality in the past is seen crystalized.

The young face, which is no less Korean but strikingly

representative of a new era, meanwhile, dispels the illusion

that time stands still.

In Seoul, high-rise hotels and business offices overlook
but do not overshadow wooded parks and palaces among
which people stroll along flower-lined paths to catch a
moment of tranquility before heading back into the melee of
modernity.
Only a little over two decades ago, Seoul was a heap of

rubble, fought over three times by contending armies.
Mounds of broken bricks and cement protruded from
snowbanks, refugees huddled in makeshift huts.

Today, it’s a city full of tempo and rhythm which are both
exhilirating as well as refreshing. What has made the
difference?

Economic progress, of course. But it took more than that.

The change began to take place in early 1960s, with the
installation of the revolutionary government, which
awakened the self-respect and self-confidence that had
previously lain dormant.

Seoul began to rebuild in earnest... like a Phoenix, Seoul
arose from its own ashes!
The city has become a reflection of the energies and

ambitions of its people. It is not only a thriving center of

government, industry and commerce and education, it is

also the mecca for culture, sports and entertainment.
Night life ranges from symphony concerts, drama, and

baseball under the lights to earthy folk dances, brash beer-
halls, and little street-side pubs-on-wheels dispensing rice
wine and stewed squid snacks under plastic canopies, lit by
flaring paraffin lamps.
Foreign tourists who are flocking to the city by the

thousands find not only the new bargain basement of the
Orient, but a metropolis blending many of the best qualities
of the ancient and modern.
Nearly 5,000 years of an impressive artistic heritage are

enshrined in the old palaces that pockmark the city. In the
National Museum at Kyongbok Palace one can relish

exquisite relics of Korea’s proud history. Among them are
the striking gold crowns of the old Silla Kingdom, spangled
with glittering jade pendants; the masterly inlaid pale
green celadon ceramics of the Koryo dynasty, treasured by
collectors from Madame Pompadour to the present; and
lively genre paintings and visionary landscape scrolls

dating from the last Yi Dynasty.
Seoul cherishes this rich heritage and keeps it burning

alive. One can often see performances of stately royal
court music and dances, or the lively farmers’ bands that

perform at seasonal festivals, with their dazzlingly
acrobatic choreography.
The visitor to Seoul is also much intrigued by the quality

of life among the people that is unusual, elusive, yet

beguilding.

Seoul citizens are at once tough and gentle, brash and
considerate; ceremoniously polite but fiercely independent.
Such qualities may seem contradictory. But citizens of

this over-seven-million-population metropolis have
mastered these oil-and-water combinations with a burning
passion for life.

Early-bird citizens

are doing
calisthenics by the

Palgakjong (octa-

gonal pavilion) on

top of Mt. Namsan
that overlooks the

city of Seoul.
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WOMEN

The tent-restaurant is set up on a

rectangular table-cart that comes
complete with wooden benches or

stools, a briquette fire or two and at

least one cook.

As the sun goes down over the city,

Seoul takes on a new dimension of life

which is both fugitive and refreshing.
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18th-Century Silhak

Teaches Equality

Korean women, whose spontaneous

movement to enlighten their con-

sciousness as equal human beings

sprouted during the middle part of the

18th century, have contributed to

development of modern Korean history

and national independence.

Such a rather positive and com-
prehensive approach toward the

background of women has been made
by Prof. Lee Hyun-hee, 42, of Sungshin

Women’s Teachers’ College in Seoul in

a book entitled History of Modern
Korean Women’s Englightenment,
published by leu Publishing Company
in Seoul recently.

At a time when an increasing number
of Korean people, especially women,
arc making serious attempts to clarify

the true status of women these days by

means of such academic approaches as

women’s studies in recent year s, the

book by Prof. Lee, a historian, is now
considered a quite rewarding output of

research into women’s problems
among specialists in the field.

“I have found that women’s role in

the development of modern Korean
history, especially during the turn of

this century, has been extremely un-

derestimated by historians of today

since I began to teach the history of

women at my college in 1966,” said

Prof. Lee, who authored nine more
books mainly dealing with modern
Korean history.

In the course of collecting research

material related to Korean women of

ancient periods. Prof. Lee said, he

discovered that the origin of Korean
women’s search to enlighten their

consciousness as equal components of

the society can be traced back to the

middle period of the 18th century when
Silhak thought or Practical Learning

was gaining momentum among in-

telligent people of the Yi dynasty (1392-

1910).

The Silhak scholars’ greater em-
phasis on the value of humanity,
regardless of social strata and sex,

made it possible for the women of the

18th century to gradually realize their

inborn rights as human beings in the

male-dominated society, Prof. Lee
said.

His view to see the 18th century as the

starting period when women began to

develop consciousness as independent
being in the society has not hitherto

been suggested by any other historian

Prof. Lee

in the country. Most historians tend to

view that women here began to slowly

turn their attention to their quite odd
status in society from the 19th century

when the hermit kingdom of Korea was
first exposed to Western civilizations.

“Tonghak Thought (Eastern Lear-

ning) which clearly specified the

equality of men and women in the 19th

century and Korea’s encounter with

Western religion.' like Catholicism and
Christianity of ..he same century
decisively contributed the enlighten-

ment of Korean women at the turn of

this century,” Prof. Lee said.

He said the fact that some 400

members of the Independence Society

(Tongnip Hyophoe) consisting of 1,000

intelligent citizens of the period were
women strongly demonstrates how
actively women participated in the

national movement in pursuit of in-

dependence.
Consisting of 11 chapters the book is

devoted to such subjects as the

problems of the history of Korean
women, a review of the characteristics

of 100 years of Korean women, women’s
resistances for national sovereignty

and women’s movement for national

power after the Samil Independence
movement in 1919.

In the book, Prof. Lee, seriously

interested in the clarification of the

women’s true status in the moder-
nization of Korea, also devotes con-

siderable space to feature some 20

leading Korean women pioneers in-

cluding Mrs. Kwak Nak-won, mother of

Kim Ku, who gave moral support for

her son, national leader, women
educators Mrs. Kim Chong-hye, Choi

Songsoldang, and Wang Chae-il who
have rarely been given any serious

attention on the part of historians.

“The true feature of women in

Korean history has been strongly

overshadowed by men’s traditional

view of women in this society which still

prevails in this modern period,” said

Prof. Lee in the hope that the women’s
status of bygone periods should be

given due attention as one important

academic discipline.
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TRADITION

In-Depth Study on Divination

Divination, which has long been

considered something belonging solely

to sibyls or face- and palm-readers on

the street in Korea, is now being ap-

proached with a more serious attitude

by increasing number of people who
make in-depth study of the Yokni or the

Principle of Changes.

The cause of the general un-

derstanding of the divining practices as

such is attributed largely to the abuses

of the oracle by the “practitioners” who
have not sufficiently studied the occult

science and yet tried to make quick

money through wilful misinterpretation

of the recondite ancident Korean book.

A conservative estimate put the

number of divination practitioners in

the country at over 3,000, of which one

third is in Seoul.

According to Yim Chol-ho, director of

Hanil Yokni School in Seoul, the

number of honest students of the

Principle of Changes is on rapid in-

crease.

Yim said that the honest and

qualified practitioners having study

and practical experiences of ten to

twenty years make predictions which
come off in over 80 per cent of the cases.
The Yokni, which is called “Iching”

in Chinese, is based on the theory that

the universe consists of two cosmic
principles represented by Um (Yin)

and Yang which alternate and in

alternating depend upon each other for

their existence like the two negative

and positive poles of a magnet. The Um
represents earth, moon, darkness
autumn, winter, night, underneath,

rear, low, child, servant, wife, female,

obsecurity, disrespect evil, and
misfortune. In juxtaposition and
contrast, the Yang sybolizes heaven,

sun, light, spring, summer, day, above,

front, height, father, master, husband,

male, nobleness, reverence, fortune,

and blessings.

64 HEXAGRAMS

The Um, literally “shade,” is

represented by a broken line and Yang
(light) by a solid one. The Um and Yang
are divided into eight individual
exagrams, each consisting of six

parallel lines and carrying a name and
meanings.
The eight hexagrams are further

divided and combined into a total of

sixty-four individual hexagrams, each
bearing a name and symbolizing a

specific attribute of life.

Through the use of the hexagrams in

combination with the name of the
person and the year, month, day and
hour of his birth, answers are obtained
to questions concerning his past,

present and future. The answers sought
in consultation with the Yokni include:

Spouse harmony (or lack of it),

physical condition, character,
longevity, number of children, ap-

titude, time of success, occupation,

what to do, and what not to.

The divinator writes down the an-

swers in a Korean screen paper scroll

using Indian ink and a brush. The an-

swers cover the past of the client from
the year of his birth in chronological

order, present, and future. The clients

usually determine the reliability of the

divinator’s inferences from the Yokni

by comparing the divinator’s answers
about their past with the incidents

which actually occurred involving them
in the past.

Concerning the origin of the Yokni, Yi

Sok-yong, the first-term chairman of

the Korea Yokni Divinators’

Association and having thirty-one

years’ experience in the study of the

Principle of Changes, the ideas of the

Eight Hexagrams were devised first in

Korea by a Korean named Taeho
Pokhui in the pre-Tankun Sin Ssi era

over 2,800 years before Christ.

Yim Chol-ho, director of the Hanil

Yokni School in Seoul, who specializes

in Onomancy, says that persons’

names, including foreign names, are

closely related with their fate, past,

present and future and that Yokni is

consulted in an effort to acquire in-

terpretations concerning them. He says

that all things developed and evolved in

accordance with the fixed principles

and numbers of the Um and Yang and
that future as well as past events can be

calculated.

Han Chong-su, director of the Korean
Divination Research Center in Seoul,

states that the Yokni is used not only in

tracing the past and predicting the

future but also in providing the

“straying” people with comfort and

guidance in the proper conduct and

view of life. The Yokni, he says, teaches

that a good life is achieved when it is in

harmony, not in conflict, with the flow

of the Um and Yang of the universe and

that any attempt of excesses must be

avoided. The excesses, which conflict

with the principles of the universe,

include all acts of crime and im-

morality.
A divination practitioner paraphrases the immediate future of a young

customer.
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25% Growth

In 1978 GNP
The nation’s GNP (gross national

product) last year is tentatively tallied

at 13,693,300 million won at the 1975

constant price (22,255,700 million won
at the current market price), an in-

crease of 12.5 per cent in real terms
over the previous year, the Bank of

Korea announced.
Accordingly, per capita GNP in-

creased to 601,000 won or $1,242, up

144,000

won or $298 from a year earlier,

the central bank said.

The brisk export performance and
striking gains registered in the

manufacturing and social overhead
capital areas were cited as major
factors behind the relatively high rate

of the nation’s GNP growth, the bank
officials explained.

Thanks to the brisk performance of

heavy and chemical industries and

active expansion projects in the tran-

sportation, electricity and construction

fields, the manufacturing and in-

frastructure areas registered 19.7 and

23.2 per cent of the growth rates

respectively, they said.

By sector, agricultural production

last year showed a decrease of 2.3 per

cent due to the sluggish performances
in grain production and fisheries areas

in spite of the relatively high rise in the

livestock field.

The total demand recorded a rise of

9.9 per cent, reflecting increased

spending by the government and
private households.

The fixed investment showed a

whopping increase of 40.5 per cent

thanks chiefly to the favorable ac-

tivities in the private building con-

struction and machinery installation

fields.

The surprising demand in investment

sector raised the investment increase

ratio to the level of 31.7 per cent from
the 27.9 per cent registered a year
earlier, the central bank said.

What’s New
In 1979
The medical insurance system will be

expanded in the new year to include

government employees and private

school teachers. Up to 7,980,000 people

or 21.2 per cent of the population can
benefit from the expanded program.
But the people’s local tax burden will

increase because of rises in the

government-set rates for taxing the

owners of real estate. The raises,

taking effect Jan. 1, will average 26.5

per cent for land and 30 per cent for

buildings. Acquisition tax will increase

as a result.

Buyers of real estate are required to

submit their purchase contract written

in officially prescribed forms when
they register their acquisitions. The
requirement is to prevent speculative

real estate transactions.

Seal certificates issued by ‘dong’

offices to buyers of land or buildings on

request will be effective for one month
beginning Jan. 1, instead of three

months. Such certificates are needed
by owners for the registration of their

lands, houses or buildings.

TAX EXEMPTION

The tax exemption line for wage
earners will be readjusted upward from
the current 100,000 won per month to

130.000 won in case of a family of five.

The tax-free line for annual bonus will

also be boosted from 400,000 won to

520.000 won.
All the stock transactions will be

subjected to a 0.5 per cent of the

securities trading tax. The transaction

of bank issues, however, will be sub-

jected a concessional tax rate of 0.3 per
cent.

All the public servants will be entitled

to 500 per cent in annual bonus this year
instead of the current 400 per cent.

A total of 349 items including

bicycles, household sewing machines
and lady’s stockings will be lifted from
the import-embargo list effective Jan.
1 .

The continental shelf oil exploration

projects in the joint exploration areas
adjacent to Korea and Japan will be
started between June and August.
The gross monthly income of the

National Assembly member will be
boosted from the current 1,347,000 won
($2,694) to 1,429,800 won (2,859).

Export-related insurance business

...

Major Economic Indicators

unit 1976 1977 1978

Total GNP Volume
GNP Growth Rate
Agri., Forestry, Fisheries

Mining, Manufacturing
(Manufacturing)
Social Overhead
Capital, Others

Bil . Won
%

V

130,513

14.2

7.2

21.5

( 22 . 6 )

13.4

166.524

10.5

2.3

14.3

( 14 . 4 )

12.0

222.557

12.5
-2.3

19.1

M 9 . 7 )

14.6

Per Capita GNP U . S .$ 752 944 1,242

Investment Increase Rates:
% 12.5 37.6

17.8
Housing Construction J0.U

Nonhousing Const. 20.8 16.8

Electric Facilities // 130.8 20.2 16.5

Machinery Facilities 14.9 30.0 50.9

Percentage Change for

Inports and Exports
,, 45.7 27.4 20.0

Total Exports
39.5 18.1 16.7

(Commodity)
25.5 24.7 29.1

Total Imports
25.2 IQ A 28.1

(Commodity)
'/

Industrial Structure
Agri., Forestry,

22.8 21.2Fisheries
// 21.5

Mining, Manufac-
turing */ 29.3 29.1 28.2

Social Overhead capi-
tal, Other Services '/ 47.9 49.4 50.6

Tax Burden Ratio /»
17.7 17.8 18.0

GNP Deflator 1975-100 118.5 136.8 162.5
(increase rate) % 18.5 15.4 18.8

- * 1978 figures are preliminary esiirnaics
j
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will be brought under the
management control of the Ministry of

Commerce and Industry from the

Ministry of Finance.

A special corporation designed to

help support the nation’s small-and
medium-size industries will be ac-

tivated by the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry.

A voltage boosting project calling for

changing the current 110 volt formula to

220 volt system will be stepped up.

In this connection, the production of

radio, television sets and other home
electronic appliances intended for 110

volt system will be banned for Jan. 1.

Only those home appliances with 220

volt or applicable for both different volt

systems will be permitted to be
marketed.

The tax exemption line for wage
earners will be readjusted upward from
the current 100,000 won per month to

130.000 won in case of a family of five.

The tax-free line for annual bonus will

also be boosted from 400,000 won to

520.000 won.

All the stock transactions will be
subjected to a 0.5 per cent of the

securities trading tax. The transaction

of bank issues, however, will be sub-

jected a concessional tax rate of 0.3 per

cent.

Those who travel overseas will be
permitted to bring out minimum of

$3,000 starting Jan. 1 whether they are
making trip with their own expenses or

at the invitation of the foreigners or

relatives in the foreign countries.

All the public servents will be entitled

to 500 per cent in annual bonus this year
instead of the current 400 per cent.

A total of 349 items including

bicycles, household sewing machines
and lady’s stockings will be lifted from
the import-embargo list effective Jan.

1 .

The continental shelf oil exploration

projects in the joint exploration areas
adjacent to Korea and Japan will be
started between June and August.

The gross monthly income of the

National Assembly member will be
boosted from the current 1,347,000 won
($2,694) to $,429,800 won ($2,859).

Export-related insurance business
will be brought under the management
control of the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry from the Ministry of

Finance.

A special corporation designed to

help support the nation’s small-and
medium-size industries will be ac-

tivated by the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry.

A voltage boosting project calling for

changing the current 110 volt formula to

220 volt system will be stepped up.
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The state-run qualifying tests for
applicants for high-school entrance will
be conducted in seven more cities
beginning 1979. Those who pass the
qualifying exams will be assigned to
high schools through lottery. The
system will be applied to Taejon,
Suwon, Chongju, Chonju, Chunchon,
Masan and Cheju, in addition to Seoul,
Pusan. Taegu. Kwangju and Inchon.
Koreans planning to travel abroad

will no longer need to be vaccinated
against smallpox, before leaving the
country.

Graduates of medical and dental
colleges will be assigned to remote
doctorless areas, including islands, for

three years, in the event they are ex-

cluded from active military duty. Those
who complete the three-year service
will be in the same status as those who
finish regular active duty.

A streamlined conscription system
will take effect under which draft-age
youths who pass physical and aptitude
tests with Grade A and Grade B will

be inducted. Those with Grade C will be
called up for training for less than the

regular military service term. Those
graded with D will be exempt from
active duty or from special training.

The revised family law provides that

men and women, aged 20 and under,
need to obtain the approval of their

parents for marriage.
Men and women who want to end

their matrimonial life by divorce must
obtain the signatures of two witnesses
and must have the signed agreements
confirmed by the family court. No
family court confirmations were
needed in the past.

Park Choong-hoon, president of the

Korean Traders Association,' said that

Korea is strongly pursuing imports

from European countries in a meeting

last week with a Norwegian trade

mission headed by Arvid Johanson,

chairman of the Commerce and
Industry Committee of the Norwegian
National Assembly.

Park exchanged views with them on

ways of expanding bilateral economic

and trade relations between Korea and

Norway.

The Norwegian trade mission was
briefed by Park on the general trade

policy of Korea and the international

trade balance standing of Korea.

Chairman Johanson was quoted as

saying that Norway plans to expand its

imports from developing countries at

the recommendation of the General

15% Raise Due

In Gov’t Pays
Monthly salaries for government

officials will increase an average of 15

per cent from January, or by between
13.8 per cent and 18.3 per cent.

The same 15 per cent increase will be
given to military personnel, also ef-

fective January.
Minister of Government

Administration Shim Eui-whan said

that special bonuses ranging from 50

per cent to 125 per cent yearly will be
paid to government officials, in ad-

dition to the current 400 per cent annual
bonuses, depending on tne number of

years they have served with the

government.

The minimum 50 per cent will be paid

to those who have worked for the

government for less than one year
while the maximum 125 per cent will be
given to those who have been on the

government payroll for more than 10

years.

Announcing the new pay scale,

Minister of Government
Administration Shim Eui-whan said

that the readjustment has been made in

such a way to give greater benefits to

lower-grade civil servants.

Under the new pay scale. Minister

Shim said, 83.4 per cent of the total

government officials will receive more
than the standard living cost of 195,000

won a month for a family of five

members estimated this year.

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT).
The Norwegian trade mission include

Odd Vatlekar, deputy chairman of the

Commerce and Industry Committee of

the National Assembly, G. Rogstad,

president of the Norwegian Exports
Association, K. Kviem, president of

Elektrisk Bureau, K. Lorck, president

of Elkem-Spigerverket, and G.
Hieberg-Simonsen, president of the

Aker Group.
A high-powered Korean purchase

mission comprised of ranking govern-

mentand business officials will embark
on a month-long trip to the United

States sometime in early April.

The buying mission, led by Minister

of Commerce and Industry Choi Gak-
kyu, will be joined by some 60 govern-

ment and business leaders, reliable

sources said.
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Minister Shim said that career
government officials in special

professional fields will also be given

duty allowances from 10,000 to 25,000

won monthly.

From this month, the President will

get 1,162,000 won a month, an increase
of 152,000 won from.the present 1,010,000
won.

The prime minister will be paid

925.000 won, instead of the current
804.000 won, while cabinet ministers
will get 625,000 won (from the current
552.000 won).

Monthly salaries for vice ministers,

provincial governors and Korean
ambassadors abroad will increase from
456.000 to 528,000 won.
Meanwhile,, new monthly payments

for soldiers are 635,000 won for four-star

generals, 528,000 won for lieutenant

generals, 415,200 won to 498,500 won for

major generals and 370,300 won to

453,100 won for brigadier generals.

The pay scales for some other grades
of officers are 268,200,408,200 won for

colonels, 206,100-340,500 won for

lieutenant colonels, 153,100-277,900 won
for majors, 117,200-210,700 won for

captains, 11,700-134,300 won for

lieutenants and 82,800-97,000 for second
lieutenants.

Resources Talks

With 10 Nations
The government plans to hold

ministerial-level conferences with 10

resources-rich countries this year to

push ahead with its plan to develop
overseas resources.

Ministry officials said preliminary

and extensive survey will be conducted
on 26 mines of seven nations this year
for the similar purpose.

The government will also encourage
local enterprises to positively take part

in overseas resources development
projects.

During the year, test drillings will be

undertaken in an anthracite coal mine
in the United States, preliminary
surveys will be conducted on
20 mines in seven countries includ-
ing the Philippines, Australia, Canada,
the United States, Bolivia and
Indonesia and extensive study will be

made on the six mines for which
preliminary surveys were already
completed last year, they disclosed.

The government has earmarked 262

million won out of its 1979 budget for

overseas resources development
projects and the Export-Import Bank of

Korea will also release some 35,000

million won in financial funds to local
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enterprises intending to participate in

overseas resources development
projects, they explained.

The Korea Mining Development
Corporation is promoting a plan to

develop a uranium mine in Colombia,
and Daewoo Industrial Co., Korea
Tungsten Mining Corporation and
Korea Mining Development Cor-
poration are jointly trying to develop a

copper mine in Peru and a tungsten
mine in Bolivia, they also said.

Samsung Co. is planning to develop
and anthracite coal mine in the United
States, while the state-run Korea
Electric Company (KECO) is con-

sidering developing a uranium mine in

Australia, they added.

ROK, India Need

Joint Fish Deal

Sen. V.B. Raju of the Parliament of

India (Rajya Sabab) said that he was
very much impressed by the
remarkable progress Korea has made
and that tribute goes to the excellent

leadership of the Korean government.
Sen. Raju, who visited Korea for the

first time on a study tour, also said that

Korea and India would mutually benefit

from expanding their commercial,
cultural, and technological
cooperation. He said that India is in-

terested in the strengthening of

relations with Korea and recalled that

there has been exchange of visits by the

parliamentary delegations of the two
nations.

One area of cooperation immediately
open, he reccommended, is the joint

production of marine foods. He called

attention to the fact that India has a

long coast line and that she is exporting

marine products to Japan. He
suggested that it would be a good idea if

Korea and India explored the

possibility of opening a joint-venture

relationship in the field of deep-sea

fishing.

On the prospect of India’s position of

Korea’s efforts to promote her relations

with the nonaligned nations, Sen. Raju,

who attended the U.N. General
Assembly last fall as a delegate of

India, said that it was the position of

India to support the efforts of all the

nations of the world to promote friendly

relations among them. He suggested
lhal the efforts could achieve' best
results when the approaches are made
on a bilateral basis. In doing this, he
said, development of cultural and
commercial relationship was very
important because it would be con-

ducive to development of political

relationship.

On the Korean peninsula situation,

Sen. Raju emphatically said that all

political problems anywhere in the

world must be settled by peaceful

means. He said that he supported

peaceful dialogue between the south

and north and that under no cir-

cumstances should any side try to use
force in its efforts to settle political

problems.

He said that India also is the victim of

division and that he fully understands
the difficulties suffered by the divided

nations. It was his wish, he said, that

the divided nations would be reunited

but that there again no violence should

be employed in achieving the

reunification.

Regarding Seoul’s role in the

maintenance of peace and stability in

the Northeast Asian region, Sen. Raju
said that Korea and its people have had
difficult times and that the people of

India have heartfelt sympathy for the

country and its people. However, he

said, the people have made tremendous
progress in the region and that the

people of India appreciated it greatly.

He said that praise goes to the people

and the leadership of their government.

National Assembly Speaker Chung Il-kwon (right) chats with Sen. V.B. Raju of

the Parliament of India.



Economic Briefs

Private Helicopters

Locally assembled commercial helicopters are
slated to make their maiden apperance in the local

market sometime this year. Korea Air Lines has
revealed that it has formulated a plan for produc-
tion of 12 small helicopters with a five-man
capacity with technical cooperation from a leading
aircraft manufacturer of the United States. It did

not name the U.S. maker, however.
Officials of the local corporation said that they

have received good responses from prospective
customers. Initially, business conglomerates will

be interested in buying private helicopters for use
by their executives shuttling among various
manufacturing sites. In light of good speed, cargo
handling capacity, and maneuverability, the range
of customers will be spread to those who would use
helicopters for such purposes as farming, fire

fighting, journalistic missions, location of vessels
in distress, and transportation of medical patients.
The price tag for each helicopter is likely to be in

the neighborhood of $240,000, according to Korea
Air Lines.

Oil Processing Boost

The Ministry of Energy and Resources has
authorized the nation’s three oil refineries to un-

dertake major facility expansion projects in-

volving the combined daily processing total of

400,000 barrels. This authorization was given to the

existing refineries because of the delay in laun-

ching projects for construction of new oil

refineries. Last year, the ministry unveiled a

program calling for the beginning of construction
of one new oil refinery each year between this year
and 1986 in order to meet the rising demand for

petroleum products.
Under the program, the ministry last year laun-

ched preparatory work for construction of the fifth

and sixth oil refineries, but made no tangible

progress toward the materialization of the two
projects. Key elements of the new projects, such as

foreign partners and sources of crude oil supply,
were not yet determined, making it unlikely that

their construction will be completed in 1981 as

originally envisioned, to meet the anticipated shor-

tage at that time. The fourth oil refinery with a
daily capacity of 60,000 barrels, now under con-

struction through a Korea-Iran joint venture, is due

to be completed sometime this fall.

Stock Price Index

A new calculation method began to be applied to

the compilation of the daily stock price index Jan.

4, the first trading day of this year for the Korea

Stock Exchange which reopened after the yuletide
and New Year holiday recess. The revamped stock
price index read 189 at the close of the Jan. 4

trading session, a decline of 16.2 points from the
final session of 1978. This decline was a natural
movement showing ex-dividend values of stocks
listed on the exchange.
The exchange’s stock price index now reflects

the prices of 153 stocks instead of 35 covered by the
previous compilation formula. The number of

stocks used in computing the industrial average
was also expanded to 31 from the previous 21.

Moreover, the base year of the composite stock
price index was moved to Jan. 4, 1975 from Jan. 4,

1972. Officials of the exchange said that the revam-
ping of the compilation base for the stock price in-

dex was made to bring it in line with the realities on
the stock market and to rectify discrepancies in

statistical tabulations.

Overseas Resources

The goal for Korean businesses overseas in-

vestment this year was set at $100 million, despite

the shortfall of $15 million in meeting last year’s

target. Officials suggested that the 1979 goal un-

derlines the government’s consistent policy of en-

couraging local enterprises to expand their ex-

ternal investment activities in such essential areas

linked to the development of resources and the

cultivation and diversification of outlets for locally

manufactured export merchandise.
The government goal for overseas investment

was set at $60 million, but $45 million worth of

projects were approved by the government during

last year. Lacking in resources convertible into in-

dustrial raw materials, the export-oriented Korean
economy depends substantially on overseas resour-

ces. Smooth supply and favorable prices of such in-

dustrial raw materials constitute major factors

determining the international competitiveness of

Korean export products. This situation compels the

economic authorities to be committed to the policy

of developing overseas resources for importation

into the country. In addition to tax incentives and
financial assistance for overseas investments in

specified categories, the government decided to

strengthen information-dissemination services on

overseas investment potential.

Foreign Investment

Foreign investment is now allowed for the joint-

venture manufacturing of medicinal and cosmetic
products in Korea. Hitherto, alien investment in

those categories had been banned to protect

domestic industries whose similar products were
considered relatively behind their foreign coun-
terparts in quality. Officials at the Economic Plan-

ning Board said that the new action, effectuated

Jan. 1, is designed to help enhance the public health
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Korean Family System

By Ahn Byung-joon

As we enjoy New Year’s break, a few thoughts about the
Korean family system come across our mind. If there is one
thing that can best characterize Korean life at this time, I

submit that it is the family system. This enduring in-

stitution is governed by such age-old norms as royalty,
piety and rite. In a way, these Confucian norms provide a
code of conduct in all walks of life including political and
economic circles. The ethics deriving from the family
system has made vital contributions not only to social
cohesion but also to economic growth in Korea.
New Year is the time for revitalizing family and other

personal ties. Those who live away from their parents
usually go back to their original homes to observe ancestor
worship, to pay tribute to their parents and seniors, and to
exchange presents with relatives and friends. What strikes
observers most is the return of traditional rituals and
costumes. Most of city dwellers, too, prepare best food for
their ancestor worshiping ceremonies. This is perhaps one
of the few occasions for them to wear the traditional Korean
costumes. On New Year’s Day and the following couple of
day, men with seniority and authority stay home so that
younger and subordinate people can pay New Year’s visit
by kneeling down and bowing deeply to them. They intend
to cement their personal relationships by enacting these
rituals.

BASIC UNIT OF SOCIETY

The rules that govern family life extend to other social
relationships as well. The family still remains the basic unit
of society. Extending the nuclear family are such other ties

bound by blood as relatives, clans and in-laws. The basic
pattern of interaction among these kins is a dependency
relationship between a senior and a junior. There must be
order, trust and propriety between the superior and the
subordinate. Beyond the family and kin relationships, there
are all kinds of small groups woven in a similar fashion that
are based on locality, school and job connections. It is

through the web of these intricate connections that people
often receive acquaintances, jobs, promotions and
recognition. In fact, these informal ties function as a social
glue that pull diverging elements together in a rapidly
industrializing society.

Conventional thinking has it that these “traditional”
values become obstacles to modernization. But the case of
Korea reveals that they can equally serve to promote
economic and social development. According to a recent
poll taken by a major newspaper, the factors that have
contributed to Korea’s economic growth as perceived by

the people are put jn the order of the deligence of workers,
political stability, economic policy and the high quality of

human resources. Attachment to one’s family and personal
bonds has a great deal to do with all of these factors. The
average worker is willing to take sacrifices if they can
benefit his own family. Korea’s political culture invariably

reflects such dispositions as respect for authority and the

tendency to form small groups prevailing in society. Most
big business firms are still run by people closely linked by
family ties rather than professionally trained managers.
The keen concern of people for the education of their off-

spring is well shown by those workers stationed in Middle
East, for these people are willing to overcome hardship
inherent in living in such alien countries as long as their

kids back home can receive a decent education. The
housewives in particular are preoccupied with the task of

putting the kids through the schools. In this way, the quest
for efficiency necessary for industrialization is reinforced

by a series of traditional attitudes.

This is not to say, however, that industrialization leaves

traditional values and institutions intact. On the con-

trarary, industrialization and urbanization do bring about
splits in families as more and more people seek jobs in

urban areas far from their home towns. Extreme in-

dividualism is common in cities where the man in the next
door does not know and often does not want to know who is

living beside his flat in a big apartment building. Social

changes resulting from mass communication and education
impel many people to stick around a nuclear family. As a
result, senier citizens are estranged from their own sons
and daughters. Despite these phenomena, there is no doubt
that the degree of alienation is far less in Korea than that in

many Western countries because of the unique family
system.
Thus, the New Year holidays provide the Korean people

with a leisure spell from their hectic lives. This is a time
when they can recommit themselves to their parents, loved
ones and friends by recollecting their old memories and
thereby renewing their emotional attachment. The
grownups can afford to enjoy with their children. It is also a
time for many people to think of and actually help the un-
fortunate. Most important of all, this is a time to exchange
messages of greetings that often transcend the clash of
different views and interests. These acts constitute the
rituals which are indispensable for a healthy social life.

They are part of Korea’s beautiful customs that are well

worth preserving.

The writer is an associate professor of international rela-

tions at Yonsei University.

and living quality of the people. They conceded that
local manufacturers are not yet fully competitive
with foreign makers in some medicinal and
cosmetic commodities, thus suggesting that the
new rule is also intended to stimulate domestic in-
dustries to upgrade the quality of their products in
keeping with the rise in people’s living standards.
Since many local manufacturers are not ready to

compete with foreign makers, the pertinent
economic authorities will continue to give priority
to applications for introduction of technical know-

how over those for joint-venture projects. Foreign
investment will be naturally approved in those
cases wherein inducement of foreign technology is

not possible without joint-venture arrangements.
Priority in approving applications for foreign in-

vestment will be accorded to those products which
are not manufactured in Korea at present and
those local goods whose prices are notably dearer
than international quotations. Sanitation goods and
medical instruments and tools are included in the
revised investment list for foreign investors.
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Editorial Comments
The Korea Herald

Year of the Child

Children in all circumstances should
be among the first to receive protection

and relief. They are entitled to

adequate nutrition, education, health
services and a number of other things

necessary for their healthy growth.
These principles have been written into

many documents, both national and
international, but the reality is still far

behind in many parts of the world.

These circumstances bring great
import to the United Nations’
designation of 1979 as the International

Year of the Child. Of course, the world
organization is not in a position to en-

force any program of uniformity for all

nations in the interests of children, who
account for about a third of the world’s

population. Nor is the United Nations
physically able to do anything of the
kind. The significance of the IYC is

great in that it increases concern for

the special needs of children in each
country.

The days are behind us when the

country was pictured as a land teeming
with hungry and homeless children, a

tragic result of the Korean War. In our

case, the nutrition and housing
problems for children have well-nigh

passed into history. But then, there still

are a sizable number of handicapped
children who require special care and
assistance from the socity as a whole.

Public institutions are still far too few
to lake care of those hapless children.

The International Year of the Child will

have served a big purpose if it brings

focused attention of the government
and nation to the difficult but urgent
question of those children.

Still an important dimension of our
concern for children is their environ-

mental and educational circumstances.

They are surrounded with many
hazards, material and moral, as the

nation proceeds apace toward an in-

dustrialized society.

The moral aspect of the children’s

environment perhaps requires our
utmost attention. From vulgar sources
of entertainment, such as cheap comic
books and films, to shoddy literature,

perils to children’s education are rich

and deep-rooted. As development of

healthy personality holds the key to the

emergence of strong and wholesome
youth which, in turn, promises a
healthy tomorrow for the nation.

purification of educational cir-

cumstances for our children needs
spurred efforts. The greeting of the IYC
by several public associations and the

government with programs geared to

that end is encouraging, indeed. Such
efforts should continue far beyond the

IYC, and with increasing weight.

* * *

Chosun llbo

//if7 Relations

In international relations, there is no

such thing as a truly unexpected or

abnormal development in spite of the

fact that things happen from un-

foreseen causes. Accordingly,

development is somewhat an extension

of things which existed in the past year

or years.

The focus of attention in the new year

is, of course, on the normalization of

diplomatic relations between the

United States and mainland China,

discord between Peking and Moscow,
unrest in Africa and Middle East,

question of peace on the Korean
peninsula, and the war in Indochina. In

observing such situations it is im-

portant to examine the function of the

influence of the United States and the

Soviet Union.

The Soviet attitude to the Sino-

American ties will have a great in-

fluence on the development of situation

in the world. Much will also depend
upon the attitude of the Third World to

the Washington-Peking relations and
the same is true of the attitude on the

part of many other nations of the East
and West.

Taiwan has been the obstacle in the

Washington-Peking efforts but Com-
munist China has recently given up the

hope of liberating it by means of force

and redeployed its troops from the

southern areas to the Sino-Soviet

border region in the north. Too, there is

no indication of military cooperation

between Taiwan and the Soviet Union.

If Peking tries to use military means in

the handling of Taiwan, it will invite the

southward expansion of Soviet in-

fluence.

There is a war between Cambodia
and Vietnam. One fourth of Cambodia
is already in the hands of Vietnam. If

Cambodia comes under the influence of

Hanoi, it will mean expansion of the

Soviet influence to Cambodia.
There is no sign indicative of any

improvement in our relations with

China or the Soviet Union. This renders

difficult our effort to find a solution to

the problem of the Korean peninsula.

* *

Dong-A llbo

Military Balance

In defiance of unceasing criticisms,

the Carter administration completed
the withdrawal of the first group of

3,400 American troops from Korea last

year. Now we have news reports that

the U.S. estimation of north Korea’s
military strength has been found to be
erroneous.

American intelligence analysts
recently disclosed in the Army Times
that there had been some grave
mistake in the past evaluation that the

ground forces of the south were
stronger than the north.

The report said that the north Korea
was now estimated to have 40 divisions

or brigades instead of 30 which had
been the number in the previous

estimate. It also disclosed that north

Korea now had 600 mobile battalions,

which represented twice the number of

similar units in the south. Then it

warned that north Korea could open
another front and attack Seoul while

keeping at the same time the South
Korean ground forces tied to the

defense of the Demilitarized Zone.
What appalls us most is the fact that

some of the military leaders in

Washington wish to keep this absence of

military balance between the south and
north secret for fear that it could raise

serious questions concerning the future

implementation of the troop with-

drawal plan.

As far as we know, north Korea has

440,000 regulars, 1,200,000 in the militia

(but as good as regular) Labor-Farmer
Red Guard Corps, 700,000 in the Red
Youth Guard Unit, and 260,000 more in

the Training Corps. The total 2,200,000

men in the north can be turned into

active service in time of emergency.

The Army Times also disclosed that

north Koreans can make hundreds of T-

62 tanks within a matter of a few years.

This is still another indication that

north Korea is madly engaged in its

military beef-up efforts.

We will closely watch the future

response of the U.S. government to the

information concerning the new
military situation on the Korean
peninsula.
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The elegant and attractive

passenger car PONY, in line with

today’s requirements, is now being

exported to 40 countries gainning

more popularity day by day.

The toughness of the PONY’s rigid

body makes it unbeatable for

highway motoring.

Also the PONY delivers outstanding

fuel economy.

Plenty of power, a comfortable interior

and wide-angle vision for the driver

ensure safe and fast driving.

ITT! HYunoni motor coMPnnrv
140-2, Ke-Dong, Chongro-Ku, Seoul. \ ore;) Telephone : 763)0211, 763)0311

Telex: HDMOCO K23521, K23522 :able: “HYLNDAIMOTOR" SEOUL



Where would they be without
each other ?

Children are quick to make
friends. They’re spontaneous in

feeling. And they have a tre-

mendous sense of cooperation.

Because, without exception,

their minds are wide open.

It’s with just such openness that

Daewoo makes friends with

neighbors in over 100 nations.

Thinking first of what can be

provided rather than received.

Hoping more to prosper

mutually than to benefit-one-

sidedly.

Sharing things abundant.

Supplying things deficient.

Building, together, for a better

world.

Such is the Daewoo defini-

tion of cooperation.

Perhaps you’re in need of one

or another daily necessity. Or

maybe you require assistance in

building an industrial, chemical

or power plant. Or a road or

highway system.

Whatever your needs, in these

or a host of other in-between

areas, meeting the nearest

Daew'oo man can mean the

solution.

Cooperation and friendship

with Daewoo can be your

shortcut to a today better than

now- for all of us. And to a

tomorrow finer than today for

those youngsters following in

our footsteps.

DAEWOO, a world renowned leader in con

siruclion, heavy industry, engineering, elec

ironies and trading, is now undertaking large

scale industrial plant, chemical plant, power

plant and road construction projects in numer-

ous nations throughout the world

DAEWOO — the 20 member Korean family of

firms that knows best how to utilize space for

a better environment and a better tomorrow

im DAEWOO
C P 0 BOX 2810 SEOUL. KOREA
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By C. K. Yun
first sign of suspicious appli-
cation. Also, strict conditions
are attached to the uranium

“Two things about the play we import. With no commer-
annoyed me personally. One cially significant deposits of
was a very anti-science feel- uranium ore of our own, we
ing: the idea that science and have no choice but to accept
technology as such are bad them.
for people. This is a very The defense situation in Ko-
negative approach, which real- rea is the only part of the
ly has nothing to do with nu- nuclear issue that has been
clear power. The other was
that it purposely equated nu-
clear power
with nuclear
weapons, mak-
ing it very i

hard for the
audience ... to I

know whether
j

they were talk- I

ing about the I

one or the [

other.’’ (Bo
Kumlin’s com-
ment on “Stor-
men,” an anti-

covered' by public discussions
and seminars. It is unique in
that our adversary is backed
militarily and geographically
by two nuclear giants. The
third giant on our side has
kept the balance by station-
ing troops and providing a nu-
clear umbrella. The treaty
with the U.S. has been an ef-

fective deterrent to possible
diversion of nuclear power,
but its continuing effectiveness
will be proportional to its ap-
parent strength.
Most significant of all, we

nuclear drama staged by the have signed and ratified the
Swedish Royal Dramatic Nuclear Non - Proliferation
Theater). Treaty (NPT) and thus com-
These are probably the best mitted ourselves not to de-

words one can find for Mr. M. velop nuclear explosives and
Elliott’s Thoughts (Jan. 16) to accept international safe-

about the nuclear energy plans
of Korea, in which he declares
that military development is

a “necessary consequence’’ of

guards. In return, we were
guaranteed the right to de-
velop and use nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes. Korea

peaceful nuclear energy. This is probably the only country
is unfortunate because it sim- in the world where the Inter-

ply isn’t true and because
such attacks have been suc-
cessful in stamping out pea-
ceful applications in many
parts of the world. In fact,

they can do much harm to

peaceful causes by driving nu-
clear technology off the pu-
blic ground where it can be
properly watched and safegu-
arded.
Public awareness of the nu-

clear issue is in its earliest

stage in Korea: “nuclear’’ is

still a mysterious word and
the danger of a nuclear dis-

aster veguely perceived. The
tendency of local newspapers
to exaggerate every bit of nu-
clear-news, which is often ex-
ploited by name-seeking poli-

ticians, is not “to create fa-

vorable public opinion for nu-
clear armament (AFP, Aug.
12, 1977)” but presumably to

satisfy the readers’ rising cur-
iosity. At this stage, justice
is best served by clarifying
issues, not by lumping them
together and misleading the
public.

Since India detonated a nu-
clear device five years ago,
Korea has often been accused
by the foreign press of rapidly
acquiring such capability.
These were mostly preemp-
tive strikes, and some Ko-
reans felt flattered by the
fact that we could be a target.
The accusations were left un-
answered partly because their
impact was underestimated
and partly because we were
confident that no word but the
record of our deeds would
prove our innocence. Apparent-
ly our silence hasn’t worked,
and the time has come to
speak up and to publicize the
peculiar circumstances of the
nuclear program in Korea.

First of all, it is unfair to
accuse a “have-not” nation of
the crimes committed by
“have” nations, especially in
that thousands of innocent Ko-
reans were also blasted and
burned alive by the first atom
bombs at Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki, which cities are ne-
arer to Seoul than to Tokyo.

national Atomic Energy A-
gency (IAEA), the watchdog
for the NPT, maintains an of-

fice in the Ministry of Scien-
ce and Technology. Thus we
do not belong to the group of
nations which have refused to

sign and ratify the NPT. The
group includes France, China,
India, Pakistan, Israel, Egypt,
Argentina, Brazil, South Af-
rica and north Korea, whose
ambitions are justly suspect.

Construction and operation
of imported nuclear stations
usually contribute little to a

less developed country’s tech-

nical capability. Nearly all ad-
vances in fuel technology
LDCs have made or plan to

make are nothing more than
imported “pilot plant” pack-
ages, the trade in which is

highly visible and vulnerable
to international pressure. Ko-
rea belongs to this group and
thus she is much different

from countries with firm tech-

nological bases such as Ja-

pan, Israel, South Africa and
even Taiwan.
An additional insurance e-

gainst abuses of nuclear pow-
er is the sanity of scientists

and policy-makers. Years ago
(Thoughts, Nov. 16, 1974) I

described the dismay of Ko-
rean scientists about the In-

dian bomb. The maturity of

Korean planners in military
and economic affairs is evi-

denced by their 20-year rec-

ord, which shows that cold
calculations have always over-

ruled nationalistic impulses.
Their conscience and capabi-
lity to feel guilt are worth a

dozen treaties in this mat-
t e r. Some people on earth
claim that they alone have
these qualities. A strange co-

incidence is that they are the
same people who own exist-

ing nuclear weapons.
An old dilemma is that any

peaceful technology increases
the capability to produce wea-
pons. Our civilization has sur-

vived thanks to a number of

wedges placed between these
two. The instinct of survival is

one. The NPT is another. The
NPT is meant to prevent wea-
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These are probably the best

words one can find for Mr. M.
Elliott’s Thoughts (Jan. 16)

about the nuclear energy plans
of Korea, in which he declares
that military development is

a “necessary consequence’’ of

peaceful nuclear energy. This
is unfortunate because it sim-
ply isn’t true and because
such attacks have been suc-
cessful in stamping out pea-
ceful applications in many
parts of the world. In fact,

they can do much harm to

peaceful causes by driving nu-
clear technology off the pu-
blic ground where it can be
properly watched and safegu-
arded.
Public awareness of the nu-

clear issue is in its earliest
stage in Korea: “nuclear" is

still a mysterious word and
the danger of a nuclear dis-

aster veguely perceived. The
tendency of local newspapers
to exaggerate every bit of nu-
clearmews, which is often ex-
ploited by name-seeking poli-

ticians, is not “to create fa-
vorable public opinion for nu-
clear armament (APP, Aug.
12, 1977)’’ but presumably to
satisfy the readers’ rising cur-
iosity. At this stage, Justice
is best served by. clarifying
issues, not by lumping them
together -and misleading the
public.

Since India detonated a nu-
clear device five years ago,
Korea has often been accused
by the foreign press of rapidly
acquiring such capability.
These were mostly preemp-
tive strikes, and some Ko-
reans felt flattered by the
fact that we could be a target.
The accusations were left un-
answered partly because their
impact was underestimated
and partly because we were
confident that no word but the
record of our deeds would
prove our innocence. Apparent-
ly our silence hasn’t worked,
and the time has come to
speak up and to publicize the
peculiar circumstances of the
nuclear program in Korea.
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First of all, it is unfair to
accuse a “have-not" nation of
the primes committed by
“have” nations, especially in
that thousands of innocent Ko-
reans were also blasted and
burned alive by the first atom
bombs at Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki, which cities are ne-
arer to Seoul than to Tokyo.
The energy situation in Ko-

rea is very much different
from that in the countries bles-
sed with at least some coal,
gas or oil. Even though a Ko-

•

rean consumes only one-tenth
j
df~~tHe energy an average A-

i
merican does^ cbal~ the "only
domestic sources of energy, is

going to run out in about
twenty years. The much-
toasted solar power and nu-
clear fusion are still distant
possibilities, and our choice is

limited to oil, nuclear (fission)

or none at all. Given the diffi-

culty associated with increas-
ing oil imports, we have been
forced to take the nuclear
option.
The nuclear option itself

has a built-in safeguard a-

gainst possible misuses.
,

Sin-
ce all nuclear facilities are
imported from countries which
are under strong pressure to
stop proliferation, supplies of
fuel and services for power
stations will dry up at the

have signed and ratified the
Nuclear Non - Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) and thus com-
mitted ourselves not to de-
velop nuclear explosives and
to accept international safe-
guards. In return, we were
guaranteed the right to de-
velop and use nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes. Korea
is probably the only country
in the world where the Inter-
national Atomic Energy A-
gency (IAEA), the watchdog
for the NPT, maintains an of-

fice in the Ministry of Scien-
ce and Technology. Thus we
do not belong to the group of
nations which have refused to
sign and ratify the NPT. The
group includes France, China,
India, Pakistan, Israel, Egypt,
Argentina, Brazil, South Af-
rica and north Korea, whose
ambitions are justly suspect.

Construction and operation
of imported nuclear stations
usually contribute little to a
less developed country's tech-
nical capability. Nearly all ad-
vances in fuel technology
LDCs have made or plan to
make are nothing more than
imported “pilot plant” pack-
ages, the trade in which is

highly visible and vulnerable
to international pressure. Ko-
rea belongs to this group and
thus she is much different
from countries with firm tech-
nological bases such as Ja-
pan, Israel, South Africa and
even Taiwan.
An additional insurance a-

gainst abuses of nuclear pow-
er is the sanity of scientists
and policy-makers. Years ago
(Thoughts, Nov. 16, 1974) I

described the dismay of Ko-
rean scientists about the In-

dian bomb. The maturity of
Korean planners in military
and economic affairs is evi-

denced by their 20-year rec-
ord, which shows that cold
calculations have always over-
ruled nationalistic impulses.
Their conscience and capabi-
lity to feel guilt are worth a

dozen treaties in this mat-
t e r. Some people on earth
claim that they alone have
these qualities. A strange co-

incidence is that they are the
same people who own exist-

ing nuclear weapons.
An old dilemma is that any

peaceful technology increases
the capability to produce wea-
pons. Our civilization has sur-
vived thanks to a number of
wedges placed between these
two. The instinct of survival is

one. The NPT is another. The
NPT is meant to prevent wea-
pons, not peaceful capability.
Sellihg nuclear technology to
non-NPT countries is abhor-
red, 'out interfering with in-

digenous technical develop-
ments, which is the precursor
of nuclear maturity, in NPT
countries would violate the
treaty and many other estab-
lished principles.

In view of the above consi-
derations, it is highly impro-
bable that the nuclear pro-
gram in Korea will suddenly
change its course. However,
public awareness is a key to its

success. The peaceful applica-
tion of nuclear power has its

own problems such as the ma-
nagement of waste, reactor sa-
fety and possible theft of nu-
clear materials. These should
not be confused with the pro-
liferation issue in a debate.

* * *

Dr. Yum is a chemical en-
gineer working for the Korea
Institute of Scienee and Tech-
nology.
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Higher Competition Eyed ^ c

j

2nd-Groiip Univs. End
Applications Receipt
Many of the second group of

universities ended accepting
entrance applications yester-
day.
The competition ratio is a-

bout 3.1:1 at Hanyang, 2.4:1

at Sungkyunkwan, 2.7:1 at
Hongik, 2.6:1 at Dongguk and
2.8:1 at Soongjon universities
In ^SeouIT The "rate" is'

N
2'ft at

Hankook University of Foreign
Studies.
Meanwhile, Inje Medical

College in Pusan, which open-
ed this year, drew as many as
590 against an enrollment of

80, showing a competition
ratio of 7.4:1. Around 522
swarmed to Sunchonhyang Me-
dical College in Asan, Chung-
chong-namdo, against an en-
rollment of 92, putting the
competition ratio at 5.6:1,

showing that medical colleges
are held in high esteem among
students.
Meanwhile, Dankook Univer-

sity and Kookmin, Myongji,
and Doksung Women’s College
will end receipt of applications

100 Mormon
a

ft
• • •

today.
The entrance exams for the

41 second group of universi-
ties, whose combined enroll-

ment is 37,890, are to be held
Thursday.
Education affairs analysts

said competition might be fier-

cer this year than last year
since students qualified to take
entrance exams were twice as
many as last year, when only
around 160,000 were qualified.

But this year ' the number
jumped to more than 350,000.

Most of the second group of

universities weigh the scores
applicants earned on the state-
run pre-test, having the points
count for more than 50 percent
of the entrance exams.

Ex-NK Pilot

Visits Home
Roh Kum-sok, a former

north Korean MIG pilot who
defected to the south, arrived
in Seoul Sunday evening for

a two-week visit.

Roh, 48, is

now working
with the U.S.
~*T » sting-

He
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The following is the first
a series of a global reports on
the economic outlook for 1979
made by the Bank of America
(BOA). The BOA, founded in
1904 by A.P. Giannini, is the
largest nongovernment bank in
the world. It has more than
1.000 branches in California
and 127 overseas branches and
representative offices in more
than 100 countries. As of Sept.
30, 1978 BOA assets were more
than (89 billion.—ED.

The world economy will ex-
pand at a moderate pace in
1979, reaching a world gross
national product of $9 trillion,
an increase of 3.6 percent over
1978. A noticeable slowdown
in the United States will be
offset by slightly increased
growth in Western Europe and
Japan. (See Table 1)

The advanced developing
countries of Asia and Latin
America will continue to grow
at above average rates, while
most OPEC countries enter a
period of consolidation and
restrained growth following
their enormous advances dur-
ing the mid-1970s.
While most countries have

made steady progress in re-
ducing inflation from the peak
rates of 1974, the danger of
reklnding inflationary forces
remains.
World consumer price in-

flation eased to about 11 per-
cent in 1978 from the peak
of more than 15 percent re-
ached in 1974. It is expected
to decline to about 10 percent
in 1979. However, monetary
growth targets have been ex-
ceeded in 1978 in a large num-
ber of countries, Including the
United States, Germany, and
Switzerland. Consequently,
there is a threat of renewed
global Inflation in 1979.
World industrial price infl-

ation is likely to remain un-
comfortably high — in the 7
to 8 percent range. Lower rat-
es are not likely because of
higher energy costs, continued
wage pressures, and low rates
of productivity growth. Fuel
prices will rise more in 1979
than in 1978. However, this
advance will be slowed some-
what by a slackening demand
for metal products in the slug-
gish 1979 U.S. economy. Si-
milarly, lumber prices are ex-
pected to rise only moderately
in 1979, reflecting reduced
U.S: and Japanese residenti-
al construction activity.

Among the food commoditi-
es. rising beef prices will con-
tribute to inflation through
1979. The continued expan-
sion of European livestock
production will keep U.S.
feed grain, protein meal, and
related exports high in 1979.
World grain supplies will be
greater due to widespread in-
creases in production. In the
United States, government
programs designed to restrict
wheat and feed grain produc-
tion will continue, because
market prices are still rela-

tively low.
Foreign exchange earnings

of countries exporting coffee,
cocoa, and tea are expected to
continue their decline in 1979.
Production of these three
commodities has increased,
resulting in substantial price
declines.
The U.S. economy is at a

turning point. Whether the
economy will merely slow
down in 1979 or slide into a
recession will be determined
largely by the future path of
inflation and the effects of
the Carter Administration's
economic policies.
Through much of 1078, there

were grounds for believing
that the acceleration of Infl-

ation early in the year was
largely temporary and that the
basic underlying rate of infla-
tion in the United States re-
mained in the 6 to 6.5 percent
range of the previous two
years. But the basis for that
faith has evaporated. The
forces that increased U.S. in-
flation in 1978 are still with
us. The basic or core rate of
inflation has risen to the 7
percent range, and inflation is

likely to continue at high
rates throughout 1979. The
U.S. Gross National Product
price deflator (a comprehen-
sive inflation indicator) and
the consumer price index are
both projected to increase by
at least 7.6 percent and pos-
sibly as much as 8.5 percent
in 1979. (See Table 2.)

Inflation Rate

Such a high rate of infla-
tion would reduce the econo-
my's strength, eroding confi-
dence in both the consumer
and business sectors, distort-
ing spending patterns, increas-
ing interest rates, and slowing
the growth of real incomes
and wealth. The great uncer-
tainty is whether the conse-
quent weakening of the U.S.
economy can be stopped short
of a recession, while inflation
Is reduced simultaneously to
more tolerable levels.

If history is a reliable gui-
de, a recession — a mild one— would seem to be in pro-
spect. In the past, when the
economy has slowed to levels
of real growth below an an-
nual rate of 2 percent, a re-

Selecled Ecouomic Indicators for US (Table 2)

3.8 1.9

Nominal GNP
Personal Consumption
Gross Private Domestic

Investment
Government Purchases
Exports

Imports

"Estimated.
Bank of America forecast.

6.5 7.6 7.6-8.5

(percent change)

$1,887 $2,103 $2,302

1,207 1,334 1,457

298 344 361

cession has usually ensued.
History may not repeat it-

self this time because many
factors in the economy differ
from past circumstances. Few
of the excesses that led to ear-
lier recessions hdve developed
in the economy during the
past several years. Businesses
have carefully controlled in-

ventory levels. Government
spending has been dampened.
The U S. balance of payments
situation is beginning to im-
prove. The creation of new
saving instruments with yields
based on market interest rat-
es and housing purchases mo-
tivated by anticipated price
increases thus far have pre-
vented a severe contraction in
new housing construction.

Real GNP growth for 1979
is projected at only 1.9 per-
cent, substantially below the
3.8 percent expected for 1978.
The slowdown, which has al-

ready begun, will continue.
In the second and third quar-
ters of 1979 — the most criti-

cal period — we look for real

GNP to decline 0.6 percent
and 0.4 percent, respectively.
However, by the fourth quar-
ter the economy should be
growing at an annual rate of
close to 3 percent. The slow-
down will be concentrated in
consumer spending — particu-
larly for consumer durables— in housing, and in busi-
ness investment

The economic slowdown in
1979 will probaby impact the
Northeastern states much
more severely than those of
the South and the West. The

World Economic Summary (Table 1)
Real GNP Inflation (CPI)

1978 77 78 79 77 78 1

($ bil.) (percent change)

World total

North America
Latin America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe
Mid. East & Africa
Asia (incl. PRC)

50,077 4.2 3.9 3.6 12.2 11 0 10.0

2,595 4.6 3.8 2.1 7.3 8.0 7.9

359 5.2 4.1 4.5 52.7 53.7 36.9

2,440 21 2.5 3.1 10.5 06 8.5

1,140 4.5 5.0 5.0 NA NA NA
496 7.4 4.2 4.4 26.8 22.8 20.0

1,047 5.4 5.6 5.5 8.5 5.5 6.1
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Sunbelt states have consider-
able economic momentum,
and a recession is unlikely
there.
Recent changes in U.S. eco-

nomic policies increase the
probability of a mild recession
developing during 1979. These
changes include President
Carter's anti-inflation pro-
gram, and efforts to streng-
then the U.S. dollar.

The dilemma faced by the
Administration is that the po-
licies necessary to fight infla-
tion and support the dollar
will impact on a slowing eco-
nomy. While the policies may
result in a mild recession, it
is in the public interest to
confront the problem of infla-
tion now rather than allowing
the situation to worsen.

Tax Cut Signed

President Carter has signed
a tax cut totaling $18.7 billion,
one-half of what the Admin-
istration had originally re-
quested. Given the relatively
small size of the reduction in
a $2.3 trillion economy, along
with scheduled increases in
Social Security taxes, the cut
will have very little short-
term impact. Of most signifi-
cance, tax cuts are designed
to aid the hard-pressed mid-
dle class, and capital gains
taxes are reduced to encour-
age capital formation. The
new tax law is designed more
to correct structural problems
in the tax system than to give
near-term stimulation to the
economy. But over the long-
term it is necessary to increase
U S. investment activity if new
jobs are to be created and
the economy is to be streng-
thened. Adding new industrial
capacity could provide several
benefits: accelerated growth,
creation of new jobs, addition-
al capacity for export growth,
and increases in domestic sup-
plies that would tend to keep
inflation down over the long-
term.

The most important econom-
ic policies adopted by the Ad-
ministration are those to con-
trol inflation. President Car-
ter announced plans to reduce
the growth in federal govern-
ment spending and imposed
voluntary wage and price
standards, which are widely
feared to be the precursors
of mandatory controls in 1979
or 1980.

In 1979, the U.S. trade de-
ficit should decrease by $9
bill ion, , to approximately $26
billion. Changes in. relative^
prices and different economic
growth rates between the U.S.
and its major trading partners
account for the improved tr ade
picture. The declining U.S.

.
growth rate will slow the ex-
pansion of U.S. imports, while
accelerating foreign growth
will increase the growth rate
of U.S. exports to the extent
that production capacity per-
mits. Tlie 1977-70 depreciation
of the dollar has raised prices
of goods imported into the
U.S. and decreased prices of
U.S. exports. Consequently, 1

the U.S. competitive position
should be stronger in 1979.
This improving trend has al-
ready appeared in exports and
will become evident in imports

‘

during 1979.
The strengthening current

account position of the U.S.,
along with higher U.S. interest
rates resulting from monetary
restraint, should allow the
dollar to improve in foreign
exchange trading during early
1979.
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The following is the first ...

a series of a global reports on
the economic outlook for 1979
made by the Bank of America
(BOA). The BOA, founded in
1904 by A.P. Giannini, is the
largest nongovernment bank in
the world. It has more than
1,000 branches in California
and 127 overseas branches and
representative offices in more
than 100 countries. As of Sept.
30, 1978 BOA assets were more
than $89 billion.—ED.

The world economy will ex-
pand at a moderate pace in
1979, reaching a world gross
national product of $9 trillion,
an increase of 3.6 percent over
1978. A noticeable slowdown
in the United States will be
offset by slightly increased
growth in Western Europe and
Japan. (See Table 1)

The advanced developing
countries of Asia and Latin
America will continue to grow
at above average rates, while
most OPEC countries enter a
period of consolidation and
restrained growth following
their enormous advances dur-
ing the mid-1970s.
While most countries have

made steady progress in re-
ducing inflation from the peak
rates of 1974, the danger of
rekinding inflationary forces
remains.
World consumer price in-

flation eased to about 11 per-
cent in 1978 from the peak
of more than 15 percent re-
ached in 1974. It is expected
to decline to about 10 percent
in 1979. However, monetary
growth targets have been ex-
ceeded in 1978 in a large num-
ber of countries, including the
United States, Germany, and
Switzerland. Consequently,
there is a threat of renewed
global inflation in 1979.
World industrial price infl-

ation is likely to remain un-
comfortably high — in the 7
to 8 percent range. Lower rat-
es are not likely because of
higher energy costs, continued
wage pressures, and low rates
of productivity growth. Fuel
prices will rise more in 1979
than in 1970. However, this
advance will be slowed some-
what by a slackening demand
for metal products in the slug-
gish 1979 U.S. economy. Si-
milarly, lumber prices are ex-
pected to rise only moderately
in 1979, reflecting reduced
U.S: and Japanese residenti-
al construction activity.

Among the food commoditi-
es, rising beef prices will con-
tribute to inflation through
1979. The continued expan-
sion of European livestock
production will keep U.S.
feed grain, protein meal, and
related exports high in 1979.
World grain supplies will be
greater due to widespread in-
creases in production. In the
United States, government
programs designed to restrict
wheat and feed grain produc-
tion will continue. because
market prices are still rela-

Selecletl Ecouomic Iudicalors for US (Table 2)

4.9 3.8 1.9

Nominal GNP
Personal Consumption
Gross Private Domestic

Investment
Government Purchases
Exports

Imports

*Estimated.
Bank of America forecast.

6.5 7.6 7.6-8.

5

(percent change)

$1,887 $2,103 $2,302
1,207 1,334 1,457

298 344 361

tively low.
Foreign exchange earnings

of countries exporting coffee,
cocoa, and tea are expected to
continue their decline in 1979.
Production of these three
commodities has increased,
resulting in substantial price
declines.
The U.S. economy is at a

turning point. Whether the
economy will merely slow
down in 1979 or slide into a
recession will be determined
largely by the future path of
inflation and the effects of
the Carter Administration's
economic policies.
Through much of 1978, there

were grounds for believing
that the acceleration of lnfl-
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Inflation Rate

Such a high rate of Infla-
tion would reduce the econo-

strength, eroding confi-

confront the problem of infla-
tion now rather than allowing
the situation to worsen.

Tax Cut Signed

President Carter has signed
a tax cut totaling $18.7 billion,
one-half 0f what the Admin-
istration had originally

both projected to increase by

vented a severe contraction
new housing construction.

Real GNP growth for 1979
is projected at only 1.9 per-
cent, substantially below the
3 8 percent expected for 1978.
The slowdown, which has al-
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ing interest rates, and slowing GNP to decline 0.6 percent small size of the reduction in
the growth of real incomes and 0.4 percent, respectively. a $2.3 trillion economy, along
and wealth. The great uncer- However, by the fourth quar- with scheduled increases in
tainty is whether the conse- ter the economy should be Social Security taxes, the cut
quent weakening of the U.S. growing at an annual rate of will have very little short-
economy can be stopped short close to 3 percent. The slow- term impact. Of most signifi-
of a recession, while Inflation down will be concentrated in canee. tax cuts are designed
Is reduced simultaneously to consumer spending — particu- to aid the hard-pressed mid-
more tolerable levels. larly for consumer durables die class, and capital gains

If history is a reliable gui- — ‘ n housing, and in busi- taxes are reduced to encour-
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World Economic Summary (Table 1)
Real GNP Inflation (CPI)

1978 77 78 79 77 78 7

($ bil.) (percent changfe)

World total

North America
Latin America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe
Mid. East & Africa
Asia (Incl. PRC)

$8,877 4.2 3.9 3.6 12.2 11.0 10.0

2,595 4.6 3.8 2.1 7.3 8.0 7.9

359 5.2 4.1 4.5 52.7 53.7 36.9

2,440 21. 2.5 3.1 10.5 8.6 8.5

1,140 4.5 5.0 5.0 NA NA NA
496 7.4 4.2 4.4 26.8 22.8 20.0

1,847 5.4 5.6 5.5 8.5 5.5 6.1
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near-term stimulation to the I

economy. But over the long-^term it is necessary to increase
U S. investment activity if new
jobs are to be created and
the economy is to be streng-
thened. Adding new industrial
capacity could provide several
benefits: accelerated growth,
creation of new jobs, addition-
al capacity for export growth,
and increases in domestic sup-
plies that would tend to keep
inflation down over the long-
term.

The most important econom-
ic policies adopted by the Ad-
ministration are those to con-
trol inflation. President Car-
ter announced plans to reduce
the growth in federal govern-
ment spending and imposed
voluntary wage and price
standards, which are widely
feared to be the precursors
of mandatory controls in 1979
or 1980.

In 1979, the U.S. trade de-
'

ficit should decrease by S9
billion, to approximately $26
billion. Changes in. relative
prices and different economic
growth rates between the U.S.
and its major trading partners
account for the improved tr ade
picture. The declining U.S.
growth rate will slow the ex-
pansion of U.S. imports, while
accelerating foreign growth
will increase the growth rate
of U.S, exports to the extent
that production capacity per-
mits. The 1977-78 depreciation
of the dollar has raised prices
of goods imported into the
U.S. and decreased prices of
U.S. exports. Consequently, 1

the U.S. competitive position
should be stronger in 1979.
This improving trend has al-
ready appeared in exports and
will become evident in imports
during 1979.
The strengthening current

account position of the U.S.,
along with higher U.S. interest
rates resulting from monetary
restraint, should allow the
dollar to improve in foreign
exchange trading during early
1979.
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South Korea: A New Kind of Ally
This is a story titled "South Korea: A New Kind of Ally" which appeared in the

November-December (197S) edition of Asian Affairs, published by American-Asian

Educational Exchange in New York. In the story, Thomas Pepper, director of the Asia-

Pacific Relations Office. Hudson Institute, analyzes U.S. relations with the Republic of

Korea in the context of the whole of Asia, which he readily termed a success. He opines

that if one looks at south Korea in terms of its past and its future, it is clear that the

country is likely to grow and prosper and in doing so, to become exactly the type of nation

that the United States would want to align itself with in the next era of international

relations. A graduate of the Harvard University graduate school. Pepper was a Tokyo

correspondent of the Baltimore Sun, 1968-74, and the Economist, 1972-73. Ed.

Pepper

By Thomas Pepper

Whatever images the United

States and south Korea have
held of each other in the past,

both countries now need to

take account of new cir-

cumstances. The old days are

gone forever, and mostly for

the right reasons. One of the

most important of these
reasons is that south Korea is

the leading developing
country in the world today,

and American policy and
many individual Americans
helped to make this success

possible. In part because
south Korea is so successful,

both countries have much to

gain from continuing and
strengthening the ties they

have built up so far.

To see why past American
policy toward south Korea has
to be judged a success, one
need only imagine what Asia
would be like today without an
active postwar American
commitment to the political

independence and economic
development of the non-

Communist countries of the

region.

The Soviet Union would be
the dominant power in the

region, or locked in a struggle

with China that, unlike the

Sino-Soviet rivalry of the
past two decades, would have
spilled over into numerous
conflicts-by-proxy throughout
the rest of Asia. Japan, which
by most methods of com-
parison has now passed — or
is about to pass — the Soviet
Union to become the second

those countries whose social

structures are derived from or

heavily influenced by a

predominately Confucian
cultural tradition.

For more than three
thousand years, China saw
itself as truly the Middle
Kingdom, the center of the

universe, and in many
respects, it was more than

qualified to make that claim.

Nearby countries adopted
Chinese forms in varying
degrees — sometimes holding

these even more strongly than
China itself, sometimes
adapting them to local con-

ditions.

In a quite separate
development, an age of ex-

ploration and inquiry took

hold in Europe around 1500

A D .
leading an increasing

number of pioneers to sail

forth into previously unknown
waters. They brought with

them a powerful spirit of

empiricism, technology, and
industry, which at home led to

a rapid increase in the

military, economic, and
political power of Europe
relative to other areas of the

world.
Against this background,

the high rates of economic
growth in Japan, south Korea.
Taiwan, and other countries of

East and Southeast Asia can
be viewed as the latest stage

in a long-term trend that

promises to redress the

balance of power between
West and East.
Japan, which fended off the

initial intrusion of Western
power more successfully than
its neighbors, also became the

overt creation of wealth other

than in land. Indeed, there
were scarcely any jobs to be
found in what today would be

business."
The latter simply did not

exist. Rather, aspirations
were so traditional that

students as Seoul National
University automatically
assumed that the study cf

classical literature would lead

to honor and success in later

life. The atmosphere on
campus resembled that of 18tW

century Harvard, when
mastery of Greek and Latin
were the distinguishing marks
of an educated man.
Economic growth remained

a distant, almost abstract

goal, often mentioned by
visiting Americans. but
nothing to be sought after if it

were not occurring of its own
volition. U.S. aid supported
much of the government
budget, both civilian and
military, and provided food

and infrastructure funds as
well.

To be sure, a certain degree
of economic growth did take
place even in the relatively

traditional atmosphere that

prevailed before a group of

army officers, led by then-

Maj. Gen. Park Chung Hee,
took power in 1961 But the

tremendous acceleration in

growth and social change that

began to occur then clearly

stems from the leadership
provided by Park and his

colleagues.
What they refer to as the

"May 16 Revolution" opened
up south Korean society to all

manner of people who lacked

the pedigree and social

standing previously required

for senior positions.

Park, like the Meiji leaders

of 19th century Japan and
earlier conservative refor-

mers of medieval China,
promoted an ideology of

improving upon, rather than

breaking with, the past.

ways, of course, the Korean

Japanese, particularly in their

use of the extended family

tradition, such that different

parts of the organization work
together in greater harmony
than is usually possible in the

organizational structure found

in the West.
But as companies based in a

smaller country than Japan,

the Korean trading firms
automatically have a less

nationalistic coloring than
their Japanese counterparts.

The latter do play an in-

creasing role in so-called

"third country trade”; but by
and large, they are still

heavily oriented toward the

Japanese market, or at least

perceived to be by others.

Korean companies, by con-

trast. cannot grow as quickly

or as easily if they confine

themselves to the Korean
market.
Thus, they have a concrete

incentive to evolve, into

and the Philippines, two other

Asian countries with roughly
comparable populations,
south Korea's GNP of $31,500

million in 1977 was roughly 75

per cent higher than Thailand
and 50 per cent higher than the

Philippines. Since the south

Korean growth rate has been
running 1.5 to three times
higher than these countries

(and their growth rates are

not low by world standards),

the gap between south Korea
and other countries in Asia
will grow wider for some
years to come.
Already now, and even more

so in the future, south Korea is

an important middle-level
power in the world. After

Japan, it is in many ways the

most important of the non-

Communist countries in the

Asia-Pacific region.

Its emphasis on exports will

automatically give it an in-

ternational orientation. Its

success at economic growth
will demonstrate, to both
developed and developing

surrounding the ad-

ministration’s initial moves.
But further signs of continued
U.S interest in south Korea
would be still more
reassuring.
Both the United States and

its Asian allies are likely to

prosper best if the United
States maintains a strong

military and political role in

the Asia-Pacific region. An
American umbrella — even a
half-folded umbrella —
provides a better environment
for everyone than any con-

ceivable alternative. For
without an American um-
brella, either China or the

Soviet Union, or both, would
surely seek to dominate as

many other countries in the

region as possible.

One way or another, the

mere threat of such
domination would lead to an
intensified regional arms
race, up to and including the

proliferation of nuclear
weapons among Japan, south

Korea, Taiwan, Australia, and
Indonesia, and concurrently to

many other countries
elsewhere in the world.
Moreover, intraregional
conflicts between China and
the Soviet Union. China and
Taiwan, Vietnam and China,

Vietnam and Cambodia,
Vietnam and its non-
Communist neighbors, south

Korea and north Korea, and—
in the longer term — between
Japan and China would all be
less likely to be sublimated
into an economic competition

for greater prosperity, and
more likely to take on a purely

political character, leading to

either local or major wars.

Thus, the United States

cannot blithely disengage
from south Korea as if such a

course of action were of little

consequence. Nor should it

want to do so. Instead, the

United States should seek to

strengthen its ties with south

Korea as part of a broader

effort to solidify its

relationships with the Asia-

Pacific region generally.

This is the growth area of

the world for the next decade.

These are the countries that

will be challenging American
business, but also the coun-

tries whose very challenges

will force the U.S. economy as

a whole to operate more ef-

ficiently, and the countries

whose fast-growing economies
will mean fast-growing
markets for new and more
advanced American products
Mrwi nf thpce prnnnmir

'Growth, Social Change Clearly

Stems From Park's Leadership'

largest economy in the world, first Eastern country to at-

would be much less developed tempt systematically to catch

than it is today, and one way up to the West. When theat-

range terms, the beneficial

effects of a strong alliance

between two successful
countries — one Western, the

other Eastern — should help

both East and West to develop
some sort of synthesis for

their future dealings with one
another, rather than having
each group of countries define

its future mainly in

unicultural, or nationalistic,

terms.
Th®..extraordinary growth

rates of the neo-Confucian
countries — and the prospect
that mainland China has also

decided to make economic
growth a main criterion of

national policy — means that

the general predominance of

Western countries in world
affairs over the past 500 years
is likely to undergo further
challenger. Such a challenge

surmountable.
But both sides in this

historic adjustment will have
to work hard to keep their

emotions in check; and for

this purpose, a strong U.S.-

south Korean alliance would
produce far hetter results in

the long-term future of both
countries than an isolationist

or nationalistic reaction on
either side of the Pacific.

Given these various reasons

for continuing and
strengthening the alliance

with south Korea, why has the

idea been so controversial?

The answer obviously lies in

American disquiet over

human rights, and to a lesser

extent in allegations of im-

proper influence-buying in

Congress commonly known as

"Koreagate." In many ways,

this second problem is seen as

part of the human rights

issue; and both, in turn, are

often included in the more
general question of whether
the United States should be

Confucian tradition, are
achieved.
The particular form of

democracy practiced in the

Atlantic-Protestant. culture —
where the emphasis is on

adversary proceedings,
"arm’s length" transactions,

and individual rights — is

bound to be different from that

of a Confucian (or neo-

Confucian) culture.

Confucian culture, by
contrast, stresses hierarchy
and harmony, communal
obligations, and the duties of

the individual toward a

parternalistic state. When the

U.S. occupation authorities

imposed an American form of

democracy on south Korea
just after World War II,

Koreans accepted it in just

that way — in form, rather

than in substance.
Their decision to modify this

particular form of democracy
reflects an increased sense of

self-confidence and of wanting
lo find a form of government
hat they, and not some
visiting Americans, find

suitable
In trying lo decide how

important these differences

are. Americans would do well

lo realize — as south Koreans
instinctively do — that a

country cannot really choose

its allies according to the

degree to which an ally’s

current policies conform to

one’s own particular desires

at the moment.
Rather, alliances should be

based on much longer-term

factors that do not change
simply because of one or even

disagreements American
contacts with Korea go back

more than a hundred years,

although they did not become
particularly important to U S

foreign policy until after 1945,

when the United States played

'Strong ROK Is Best Possible

Defense That Japanese Have'

allied with countries that

profess fundamentally dif-

ferent values from those

supported by the American
people in their own domestic
society.

There is no doubt that south

Koreans look at human rights

issues in- a way that is fun-

damentally different from

a major role in the establish-

ment of the Republic of Korea
and later in the defense of the

country against north Korean
attack.

The U.S.-south Korean
alliance stems directly from
the events of those years, and
cannot be written off as if

those events never occurred.
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he North's menace stands
*© the 12-4 a,m. curfew

; °ul must ensure that any Red
invasion hits the GIs first

ind involves the US

X', Ron Richardson in Seoul

0
n an early spring morning, from
the top oi one of the barren
hilltops which punctuate the

prawling city of Seoul, the only sound
;:U can be heard is the roar of the
ntffic. South Korea - land of the
'rning calm — is changing,
domestically, the rapid economic

‘odernisation of the past 17 years has
u idamen tally altered the shape of so-
..ry. an urban middle class has deve-
•ped, heavily concentrated in the capi-
' city, and a generation of young Ko-
isas is growing up in a society wliich is

more affluent and secure than their
uvzits ever knew. Last year GNP per
Pita reached US$1,242. Sales of con-
M.er durable goods leaped 32%, the
•uber of motor vehicles on the roads
mped 40%. This year GNP per capita

> pected to climb close to US$1,500.
iule almost half the rise will be due to
.'ration - which remains the country’s

'< EASTERN economic review

major economic problem - the rate of
real growth is still targeted at 9%.

Internationally, other countries have
oecome aware of the enormous pace of
the country’s modernisation and felt the
strength of its economy. Korean-made
cars are on the roads of Britain, Korean
technicians are setting up factories in
1 igeiia, Korean fishing boats are operat-
ing in the Gulf of Oman, roadbuilders are
at work in Indonesia and salesmen are
chalking up orders in Colombia. In the
US, many of the businessmen who com-

:
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(iter

ting into the sales of US products are
wearing shirts made in Pusan.

But overshadowing all this change
and growth hangs one constant - the
military threat of North Korea. So
much of what has happened in South
Korea is in direct reaction to the un-
renounced pledge by the North to use
force of arms, if necessary, to reunite
the peninsula.

Little of what has happened in South
Korea can be explained without taking
into account the widely and deeply held
conviction of most Southerners that the
North - given the slightest encourage-
ment — would invade their country.

Those who might otherwise forget
the Northern menace are reminded of it
constantly by a midnight to 4 am cur-
few enforced in most parts of the coun-
try. Air raid drills in the capital once a
month ram home the message under-
stood by every family. Every able-
bodied young man must spend 30
months in the armed forces.
The whole rationale of South Korea’s

economic development drive has been
to overtake the industrial strength of
the North to gain a military capacity for
defence which one day may again be
needed. As the race has gone on, an-
other goal has become apparent: to de-
monstrate to friends and onlookers the
inherent superiority of the capitalist
economic system south of the 38th
Parallel.

This point now seems safely made:
with a population roughly twice the size
of the North’s 17 million, the South’s
GNP last year reached almost USS46
billion - about five times as large as the
North’s estimated USS8-9 billion.

•

B
ut the military race is not yet won.
In fact, with the North spending up
to 20-o0% of GNP in the military

sectoi, it still has a lead in both man-
power and firepower. Just how big that
lead is remains a matter for recalcula-
tion by US military intelligence which
has detected serious underestimates in
its previously accepted assessment of
the North s strength and deployment.

The factor swinging the military ba-
lance in the peninsula in Seoul’s favour
is the presence of some 32,000 US
ground forces plus heavily armed US air
force and naval units. While the actual
number of US troops is not enough to
make up the leeway, they are a “trip-
wire w'hich, because they would auto-
matically become involved in fighting
any invaders, enables many a South
Korean to sleep soundly at night.
The bulk of US combat forces are

concentrated in the area south of the
Demilitarised Zone (DMZ) guarding the
approaches to Seoul, only 30 miles be-
low the truce line. Because of the rug-
ged country along most of the DMZ and

MAY 18, 1979



the North’s commitment to land forces,

it is believed that any Northern"'advance

must pass through the territory garrison-

ed by the GIs - immediately involving

the US in the conflict.

The essence of Korean opposition to

the US ground forces withdrawal policy

put forward by the Carter Administra-

tion — and now held in abeyance is

the removal of this tripwire. No matter

what US air and naval forces remain in

and around Korea, the government in

Seoul would like the assurance of

Americans in the firing line immediately

conflict begins rather than possibly hav-

ing to wait for US political support to

get air and sea forces into action. Al-

though President Park will not be able

to put tills point of view so bluntly to

President Jimmy Carter, when the US
head of state pays a brief visit to Seoul

on June 30, he will certainly point to

the apparent eagerness of Pyongyang to

see the US troops go home.

The most common interpretation of

the North’s motives in making a recent

attempt at dialogue with Seoul is that it

was to suggest to the US that tensions in

Korea had indeed eased. Although the

South apparently took the initiative in

beginning those talks with Park’s offer

(on January 19) to meet responsible

authorities from the North “at any
time, at any place and at any level,” the

speed with which Pyongyang responded
with a series of proposals of its own
suggested that the North had been
working towards its own offer of talks

— and been narrowly beaten by Park’s

initiative ( Review, Feb. 23).

Although the North put forward a

proposal to set up a pan-national peo-

ple’' congress, representative of all or-

gmisations and segments of society on
both sides of the 38th Parallel, to talk

over all problems of reunification and
act as a confederal governing body,
Seoul places little store on the sincerity

of tliis bid.

A
nalysts point out that Pyongyang
made similar proposals as far back

1 as 1949, not long before the out-

break of the Korean War. This time
Pyongyang knew Seoul would not ac-

cept such a forum so the North must
have had other motives. After three

sterile contacts between the two sides at

Panmunjom in February and March, the

South’s official line of thinking was that

the North was engaged in a propaganda
exercise aimed at Washington - and
perhaps even Peking.

However, a few observers ciose to the

meetings detected subtie changes in the

North’s behaviour suggesting Pyongyang
might be working up to new proposals

aimed at easing tension. If this interpre-

tation is correct, there could be further

contacts later in the year ( Review, Apr.

20 ).
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One factor in all this is the normalisa-

tion of relations between Washington

and Peking and Carter’s coming visit to

Seoul. On the one hand, though China

has given no indication of eagerness to

change the status quo in Korea, it is

bound to support formally Pyongyang’s

call for the withdrawal of all foreign

forces from the South.

On the other hand, it is now consider-

ed unlikely that the US will resume its

troop withdrawals in the short term. In

fact it is likely that Carter will use his

visit to Seoul to make such an an-

nouncement — or at least to reinforce

such a decision announced beforehand.

Although Peking could not endorse

such a move by Carter, in line with the

Realpolitik now espoused by the Chi-

nese (especially in the wake of the Viet-

nam invasion), it may not oppose it

either. However, the uncertainty of the

effect on US policy of Peking’s new
relationship is one of the more unsettl-

ing changes in the climate affecting the

South.

One area in which there has been no
change is in the social policies of the

Park government. Considerable limits

are still imposed on political agitation

and freedom of speech in order to pre-

vent what the government sees as politi-

cal turmoil leading to the North meddl-
ing in the South’s affairs. A considerable

number of those who oppose the Park

government have been jailed, including

many members of Christian churches
which often represent outspoken and
organised critics of the government.

At the end of last year there were
signs that the government was softening

its stand against critics by declaring a

partial amnesty for many who had been
jailed. Leading dissident figure and
former presidential candidate Kim Dae
Jung was released from 33 months’ de-

tention.

However, the recent arrest of two
groups of people - one from a respect-

ed Christian organisation — under the

anti-communist regulations has temper-

ed this belief. In addition, copies of two
foreign publications carrying interviews

with Kim critical of Park and the Yu-

shin constitution have recently been

censored.

T
he issue of human rights and free-

dom of political dissent will in-

evitably be raised by Carter during

his visit, in fact, with the fading of the

Koreagate influence-buying scandal and

the probable freeze on further US troop

withdrawals, human rights remain the

main irritant in US-Korea relations. The
question of how to raise the issue most

diplomatically — yet effectively - is a

major concern of officials preparing

ground for the summit meeting.

Kim has said he would like to meet
Carter during the presidential visit.

However, such a meeting would be con-

sidered highly provocative by the South
Korean Government — giving added
status to a man who broke properly-

enacted laws under the present constitu-

tion — and is not likely to take place.

But the dissident movement is certain to

use the coming visit to emphasise objec-

tions to the social and political controls

of the Park government.
South Korean trade relations with the

US will also come under scrutiny — the

US is still the main market for Korean
exports by a large margin - although

Seoul has already made its move to de-

fuse criticism of the US$1.1 billion sur-

plus it had with the US last year. A
buying mission to the US earlier this

month chalked up purchases of US$2.3
billion which will help even the account
this year.

The Americans are working on the

problem by trying to win further large
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A rare smile from the President. Park, a modest, austere man, has led a sad, lonely life since his

wife died in an assassination attempt on him in 1974. Now his eldest daughter, Keun Hae (cover

photo), acts as the Republic's First Lady in the Blue House in the capital.
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>rders for machinery, plant and techno-
logy for Korea’s heavy and chemical in-
dustry development projects. In this
fhey are being supported by the Ko-
eans themselves who are anxious that
he Japanese — surging far ahead of the
Americans during recent years as sup-
pliers to Korea - should cut back their
trade surplus with Seoul Last year the
unbalance reached US$3.3 billion and
the Koreans are increasingly bitter at
apparent Japanese unwillingness to buy
more from them to ease the situation.

Overall trade relations with the US
..nd Japan are crucial to the health of
ute Korean economy as the two part-
ners still account for almost S7% of the
country’s trade. One worry for the Ko-
uans is growing protectionist measures
worldwide against their light industrial
exports - accounting for 53.6% of their
. iobal total. Curbs on textile and foot-
.vear sales to the US are especially wor-
ving and Seoul also fears part of its US

textile market may be squeezed by the
IS to make more room for imports
from China.

T
he effects of China’s modernisa-
tion drive and accompanying
build-up in foreign trade is being

carefully studied by the South’s econo-
mic planners. In some light industry
.ucas, China will emerge as a strong
onipetitor to Korean exporters and a
rategy is being worked out to meet the

challenge.

However, Korean industry also sees
pportunities for selling machinery and

- ' trochemical products to the Chinese,
utially, at least, such business would
/e to be done through intermediaries
by joint venture in third countries.
This was part of the significance of an
(cement — reached in Washington in
ud-April between South Korean Com-
rce and Industry Minister Choi Gak

' u and US Commerce Secretary
mita Kreps — that the two countries

•Tumid work together using Korea’s inte-
ried trading companies to set up joint
•ctures in third countries.

Although the purely business attrac-
ts of the China market justify the
ilort needed to build up trade, possible
•critical or diplomatic spin-offs are not
m Hooked. South Korea has used trade
nks in the Middle East and Africa as a

i is fox building diplomatic ties and
•mpeting with Pyongyang for intema-

. c.al support.’ if a trading bridgehead
• ; ‘= be secured in China, chances of
::.i ic sort of diplomatic relationsliip
th Pyongyang’s main international
• ker are increased.

Although such developments are un-
Tdy in the near future, South Korea is

.••‘pared to wait - confident that time
•a its side. So far the opening of
tacts with the communist world has

egressed slowly: only Yugoslavia

among Eastern Bloc countries has direct
trade links with Seoul.

Peking, while strictly following
Pyongyang’s wishes in ignoring the
existence of the South Korean Govern-
ment, permits a mail service between
the two countries, the Soviet Union,
Pyongyang’s other major supporter, has
for several years tacitly accepted the
existence of a political division of the
Korean peninsula without giving any
hint that some diplomatic acceptance
may follow. Delegates from Seoul
are permitted to visit Russia to at-
tend meetings of international organisa-
tions to which they are affiliated, while
South « Korean participation in the
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1980 Moscow Olympics is anticipated.
At the end of May, a further small

advance was made when Moscow began
accepting international telephone calls
from South Korea. However, the link is

indirect, requiring the intervention of a
switch-board operator in Britain.

Although such changes in the inter-
national environment seem minor, the
Park government believes it is through
an accretion of such moves that a
change in its relations with the commu-
nist world, and perhaps eventually with
Pyongyang, will take place. Meanwhile,
xapid moves will come on the home
front where the drive towards economic
maturity is well under way. g

Nedlloyd Lines serves Korea
and other ports within S.E. Asia,
with six Liner services every
month.

These services help carry
Korean goods to important
markets in East, South and West
Africa as well as in South and
Central America.

Nedlloyd Lines provides
prompt and efficient service

within their worldwide network
of routes, with a choice of

categories including conven-
tional, units, pallets and container
cargo.

For further information,

please contact the Nedlloyd
agents in Korea:

Everett Steamship Corp. S.A.,
Dong Myung Building,

50-5, Sckong-Dong, Chung-Ku.
Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel: 777/791 1 or 777/8681

.

Or any of Nedlloyd ’s offices in

the Far East and S.E. Asia.

Jm NedEIcyd Lines
Your bast course.
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As difficult an Allied period

as can be imagined
South Koreans still believe it is

only US ground troops stopping

Pyongyang from using force

T
By Ron Richardson in Seoul

he changing currents of Interna-

tiona) relationships in East Asia

during the past year lapped
against the shores of South Korea, but

have yet to erode the wall of alliances

that has guaranteed that country’s secu-

rity during the past generation.

Japan’s signing of a friendship treaty

wiih China followed by the nor-

malisation of relations between
Washington and Peking disturbed

what had been weil-entrenched di-

plomatic positions of Seoul’s two
major partners and benefactors.

Despite apprehension in the

South Korean Government that

these moves were more of a threat

than a benefit to Seoul — at least

in the short term — nothing has

happened which can be traced di-

rectly to this remoulding of tradi-

tional relationships.

In the longer run there is the pos-

sibility - certainly the hope - that

China’s closer ties to the US and
less doctrinaire foreign policy will

have a moderating effect on the

government of Kim il Sung in

Pyongyang, but there has been little

sign of this.

Proposals for some form of dia-

logue between North and South,

put forward almost simultaneously

by Seoul and Pyongyang in Jan-

uary, have been seen by some ob-

servers as a result of the Peking-

Washington rapprochement and the visit

by Deng Xiaoping to the US. Both
halves of the Korean peninsula, it is sug-

gested, felt the need to show a concilia-

tory face of their own to match the new
pragmatic style of their mentors.

However, during the Chinese vice-

premier’s trip to the US and subsequent
stopover in Tokyo, Deng showed no in-

clination to talk about inter-Korean re-

lations and gave no hint that he would
or could influence policy decisions in

Pyongyang. Deng simply stated that he

supported the position taken by the gov-

ernment in the North he could hardly

do less out of regard for a treaty ally —
and that he saw no likelihood of increas-

ed military tension in the peninsula.

The keenness on the part of Pyong-

yang to begin some kind of negotiations

with Seoul on issues dividing tire two
Koreas more likely had its origin in the

wavering of the Carter Administration

over its policy of withdrawing all US
ground combat forces from Korea by

the early 1980s.

Although the withdrawal touches on
the most fundamental aspect of US ties

with South Korea — the military pre-

sence which Seoul believes is the only

thing wliich stopped an invasion at-

tempt by the North during the 1960s —
it is in no way linked with Washington’s
China policy.
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US troops on Team Spirit manoeuvres in Korea;

US Assistant Secretary of State Holbrooke.

It predates all recent contacts which
led to the opening of the US embassy in

Peking. In fact, though the withdrawal
policy has been closely identified with

the Carter Administration, it had been
put forward within the Pentagon as a

policy option well before Carter became
president.

It is also the Pentagon which is now
officially shouldering the responsibility

for deciding whether or not to abandon
or postpone indefinitely any further

withdrawals, ostensibly because of a re-

interpretation of intelligence data sug-

gesting North Korea has considerably

more troops and tanks than earlier

thought.

However, there now seems very little

US political support for the withdrawal

policy, and considerable Congressional

opposition to it. As a result, there is

widespread belief that Carter will an-

nounce an indefinite freeze on the with-

drawal plan, probably at the time of a

scheduled meeting with President Park

Chung Hee in Seoul on June 30 after

Carter attends the economic summit
of industrialised nations in Tokyo on
June 28 and 29.

The visit itself will underline the re-

turn of something approaching amity to

US-South Korean relations after the

severe strains put on the alliance by the

Koreagate scandals. As US Assistant

Secretary of State for East Asian and
Pacific Affairs Richard Holbrooke sum-
med up the position during a visit to

Seoul in March: “1 think 1977-78 was as

difficult a period between treaty allies

as could be imagined. We had a culmina-

tion of stresses and crises wliich could

have torn the treaty alliance apart . . .

the so-called Koreagate problem, the

MAY 18, 1979 FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW
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ongressional scandals, grave misunder-

muings and concerns - which we felt

; e exaggerated but nonetheless were
. .1 - over the troop withdrawal policy

the question of human beings’ indi-

. ual freedom and dignity.

’The later part of 1978 showed a sig-

nificant improvement in these areas . . .

view 1979 as a year for strengthen-

the relationship ... We assess the

Korean relationship as having been
“ an upward curve over the past few
-.tenths.

’Now, things that go up can go
vn, and I don’t want to leave tlie im-

. ssion that I am predicting a smooth
• rse or a trouble-free future, because

t clearly is very difficult in a situa-

a that is as fundamentally complex as

a one. Basically things have got much
•; ter and we believe we have weather-

che crisis.”

Tensions in US-South Korea relations

> i ween mid- 1976 and late last year
..je at times extreme, reflecting Seoul’s

;y high level of dependence on the US
• i -i the past 29 years and the belated

alisation by both sides that the rela-

.nship has now changed fundamental-

Virtually all South Koreans believe

vat only the presence of US ground
.ices concentrated along the Demiii-

• iised Zone separating South from
• crth has stopped Pyongyang from try-

st to implement its policy of unifying
i x Korean peninsula by force.

However, this strategic situation has

••ringed in recent years with the rapid

•ace of economic development in the

>uth and the accompanying growth of
•

; own defence industries. Although the

>rth still has a margin of strength over
:i South - the Pentagon reappraisal of
orthern forces is trying to pinpoint

,..-t margin - the day is not far off

hen Seoul should be able to provide

the land defence of its territory

with of the 38th parallel: or at least

US thinks so. The Koreans remain
• be convinced.

Early in March, Prime Minister Choi
yu Hah told the Americans that Seoul
ped Washington would “deal very

rudently with the question of future

coop withdrawal, in view of the rapidly

tinging international situation and the

iK.itional military build-up in North
area, so as not to disrupt the military

•fiance on the Korean peninsula.”
in the area of economic affairs, US-

.otean relations have also changed
..imatically: where once there was
-.erwhelming dependence by Seoul on
•S finance and markets, recently US in-

ustry has realised that South Korea has

vcome a potential market in its own
ght for US manufactured goods. This

harp awakening is only just beginning
•:« show up in trade figures. Last year

i'Uth Korea ran a surplus of US$1.1
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billion in its dealings with thd US. How-

ever, so far this year the account has

been much more closely balanced, help-

ed in patt by a US$2.2 billion buying

mission by Korean businessmen in the

US during April. Tire purchase by (pri-

vately owned) Korean Air Lines of up

to 18 Boeing aircraft' for US$1.3 billion

underscored the potential of South Ko-

rea as a market for sophisticated US
equipment.

If the US succeeds in capturing a big-

ger slice of the Korean market, it would

help to ease one of the main continuing

irritants in Seoul’s dealings with its

other main partner, Japan. Last year,

the Japanese sold South Korea about

US$3.3 billion more goods than they

purchased. The Seoul Government is ac-

tively seeking to divert orders away
from its former colonial ruler in an at-

tempt to lessen what it feels is an un-

healthy dependence.

However, the close links of some seg-

ments of South Korean industry, like

textiles and electronics, with Japanese

companies make it hard to break the

connection. In addition, as a large pro-

portion of the machinery and raw mate-

rials used in both light industry and in

the newer machine tool and electronics

industries comes from Japan, it is in-

evitable that follow-up orders for spare

parts or compatible plant will go to Ja-

panese suppliers. The dependence seems
deeply entrenched.

Afurther irritant in the relationship

with Japan is the continuing dis-

pute over access of Korean fish-

ing boats to Japanese waters. Both coun-

tries have been badly hit by the progres-

sive closure of large tracts of ocean to

their trawlers as 200-mile exclusive eco-

nomic zones have been enacted by the

Pacific seaboard countries.

Since Japan, in self-defence, has pro-

posed restricting fishing in the sea

around Hokkaido by the Koreans —
who insist they have only .a small fleet,

there — ancient rivalries have been re-

kindled. On the diplomatic level, rela-

tions remain formal but polite. Al-

though Tokyo officially accepts Seoul’s

position that there can be no direct con-

tact with Pyongyang until the Northern
regime acknowledges the government in

Seoul, the South Korean Government
remains extremely touchy about state-

ments suggesting an apparent weakening
in Tokyo’s alignment with Seoul.

In particular, comments by Japanese

Foreign Minister Sunao Sonoda echoing

Northern criticism of the joint US-
Korean military exercise -- undertaken
while talks were going on with the North
at Panmunjom - drew an official pro-

test from Seoul.

Sonoda’s later comment that Korean
security was no longer essential to Japan
also caused some hearts to skip a beat.

The subsequent explanation that Sono-
da actually meant that, in the Japanese
view, the probability of reducing ten-

sions in the Korean peninsula downgrad-
ed the importance of events there, saved

the situation somewhat.
Deep inside, many high Korean offi-

cials fear that Tokyo may take its own
initiative in trying to break the deadlock

between North and South. Such a move,

in the eyes of the South, would encou-

rage Pyongyang to continue its belliger-

ent stance towards Seoul, undermining

whatever progress may have been achiev-

ed by Seoul’s policy of dogged confron-

tation of every Northern challenge.

The Japanese, for their part, feel that

the difference between themselves and
Seoul over the future of relations with

the North is more a matter of style than

substance. Whiie Seoul insists only firm-

ness and isolation will moderate Pyong-

yang’s aggressive stance, some Japanese

officials privately suggest that some con-

tact between Pyongyang and the. rest of

the non-communist world would help to

educate the North Koreans in the con-

cept of peaceful coexistence.

If, when and how the Japanese Gov-

ernment will ever attempt this is one of

the uncertainties faced by Seoul’s poli-

cy-planners. GJ
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STOP!: The girl with a baton is a Pyongyang policewoman.

4LANCE OF POWER

standfast on US moves
rielow the 38th Parallel

st year’s changes give the

merican commander no
>unds for deepening pessimism

John Lewis in Seoul

rtl s long as the name of the game was
detente Seoul — with its insis-

.

’ nr tence on seeing everything in

ms of black and white (or more pre-

. ly, red and white) — was the odd
. out. But with attitudes hardening
the West, due in large part to the

dnuing Soviet military build-up,

ith Korean worries are no longer sim-

dismissed as cries of “wolf’ nor
i as mere ploys to help strengthen

grip of President Park Chung Hee.

he administration of US President

my Carter - the one outside South
vea that counts the most to those

sde — has found that campaign pro-

"S (specifically the withdrawal of US
und combat troops) are easier to

re than to implement in the world of

tlpolitik. The near 30-year de facto

litioning of the Korean peninsula -
taincd by the likelihood of all-out

should either Pyongyang or Seoul

iertake any rash action - has served

big powers (the US, China, the So-

Union and Japan) well and Washing-

has now almost completely faced

• ut on its bring-the-boys home policy.

K heightened awareness of Asia as

well as the fast-changing geopolitical

scene has led Carter to declare an almost

indefinite suspension of troop with-

drawals below the 38th Parallel. Accord-

ing to sources in Seoul, the US will call

home another 200-man Honest John
missile company later this year (a move
that has been scheduled for some time)

and then the order of the day will be to

stand fast. High ranking officials in

Washington have made it clear that,

while sticking to withdrawal in princi-

ple, the pace will be determined by the

situation on the peninsula. Congress has

also jumped on the bandwagon, de-

manding 120 days prior notice to any
permanent change of station (PCS)
orders issues by Carter, the commander-
in ^-chief.

Helping to determine just what the

situation is on the peninsula is a re-

evaluation of North Korean military

strength. While cynics are quick to point

out the politically opportune timing of

a second look at previous intelligence

guesstimates, those familiar with intelli-

gence gathering and evaluation are not

surprised at the radically changed pic-

ture that is evolving - although they do
play down Carter’s explanation that the

information has been gleaned from in-

creased electronic and satellite surveil-

lance. The US commander in Korea,

General John Vessey told the Review:
“The changes in what we know about

JOUTH KOREA '79 "ft

the [military] balance are greater than
the changes in the balance itself . . .

(although] we know that North Korea
is considerably stronger than earlier in-

telligence estimate gave them credit

for.”

The re-evaluation is still locked up
inside the walls of Washington as classi-

fied information, but the major points

of the study have come to light: army
strength has been raised from the pre-

viously accepted figure of 430,000 to

600,000 organised into some 40 divi-

sions rather than the 28 listed on old

orders of battle. Armoured strength,

loo, has been boosted upward, with the

new US study crediting Pyongyang with
2,500 tanks instead of 1,950.

To many observers the overriding fac-

tor taking shape is the newly recognised

depth of the North Korean army. Pre-

vious views had Pyongyang’s main troop

concentrations strung out along the De-

militarized Zone (DMZ) with opera-

tional direction centred in Kaesong not

far north of Panmunjom. But according

to well-informed sources in Seoul, the

growing realisation of the North’s rear

echelon strength should be anything but

surprising. One observer noted: “There
is a limit to how many troops can ade-

quately, and safely, be committed along

the 155-mile DMZ.”
The added depth also fits in well with

the Soviet strategy of conventional war-

fare which has been adopted with slight

modification by Pyongyang: a first stage

mass assault followed by similar attacks

by second and third wave elements —
and Washington is becoming readily

aware that the North Korean military

chess board is well set for just such a

ploy.

D espite the talk of a “sudden”
menace from a stronger North,

the build-up itself did not happen
overnight. It is apparent that Pyong-
yang’s stepped-up thrust on the military

scene was decided on a political level

some time around 1969 and actually got

off the ground in a big way around 1972.

The fact that the US was then busy else-

where - namely in Vietnam — ensured a

low priority for the Korean peninsula as

an intelligence target and could well ac-

count for belated re-evaluation. It is

fairly well agreed now both by military

and intelligence analysts that the period

1972-77 marked the boundaries of

major activity north of the 38th Parallel,

although there is still some disagreement

as to just how steep the upward curve of
military buildup rates should look on
the charts.

Even with the current re-evaluation

being used as a base for policy forma-

tion, most observers in Seoul and Wash-

ington agree that the situation has not

changed that dramatically other than

perhaps to point out the pitfalls of try-
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Lng to judge intelligence, especially at

higher levels. The mainstay o£ the north-

ern air force remains the increasingly

out-dated MiG-21 - additions,of signifi-

cant numbers of MiG-23s being added

to the North’s arsenal are being branded

as unsubstantiated rumours by most,

yet not entirely being ruled out - and

the short supply of important electronic

equipment adds to the debit side of the

North’s military ledger.

And while eyes have been cast north

of the DMZ, changes have been taking

place down south as well. One of the

most significant developments was the

establishment last year of a joint US-

ROK (Republic of Korea) unified com-

mand. Officials in Seoul go to great

pains to point out

that the command
(first agreed to after

Carter’s troop with-

drawal announce-

ment and activated

last November) is

not mere window
dressing.

Their claims seem
to ring true. The
command, while

headed by Vessey, is

staffed with high-

ranking South Ko-
rean military officers

who have been given

a real role in actual

planning and opera-

tions. As one source

noted: "The com-
mand is the military,

or operational, arm
of the political part-

nership between
(South] Korea and
the US. Long-term, overall plans and po-

licies are worked out in Washington and
Seoul and the unified command is task-

ed with implementing them.”

That the two military forces can ope-

rate together was best shown during the

17-day joint exercise Team Spirit ’79

which began March 1. The fourth an-

nual exercise was the largest so far and
included some 100,000 ROK and
56,000 US army, navy, air force and

marine personnel. (Of the US contin-

gent, some 24,000 men were from out-

side Korea including elements of the

Hawaii-based 25th Division, a Lance
missile unit from Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
Seventh Fleet warships and Okinawa-
based marines.)

While Team Spirit ’79 was the largest

joint exercise yet staged in South Korea
it received little of the publicity which
surrounded its three predecessors.

Colonel Robert Reid, spokesman for the

ROK-US Combined Forces Command,
laid stress on the fact that “Team Spirit

was a defensive training exercise” - per-

haps with good reason.

The exercises came amid the continu-

ing verbal fencing between Seoul and

Pyongyang in search of a way to bury

the hatchet . . . somewhere other than

in each other’s skulls. Politically, the

exercise had the potential of being both

asset and liability. While the coordinat-

ed movements of such a large force with

its awesome firepower were not lost on
Pyongyang, officials of the Park Ad-
ministration also did not want to hand

the North a ready-made excuse for call-

ing off the Panmunjom media show.

The talks did continue, only to be sus-

pended over another hot issue — the

legitimacy cf the negotiating teams.

Political concern on the part of Seoul

and Washington only served to under-

line another of the more important fac-

tors shadowing the peninsula — the

changing geopolitical scene. Vessey re-

cently noted: “The political develop-

ment (normalisation of relations be-

tween the US and China] may have

important implications for efforts to re-

duce tension on the Korean peninsula, if

China is able and chooses to use its

influence to restrain the North’s hostili-

ty for the South.” He added: “To state

the hope, however, is to emphasise the

peril of using it as a premise for deci-

sion.”

O thers, though keeping their op-

tions open and fingers crossed

for the long term, are likewise

leery of any rapid short term improve-

ment in the situation between the two
Koreas. One intelligence source in Seoul

said: “There are no compelling reasons

for China to force a rapid change of po-

licy on Pyongyang . . . even if they were
in a position to do so.” Another said:

“Kim has, even if obliquely, been sup-

porting the Chinese line especially on

•

All home made: Self-propelled guns in Seoul.

(the deposed] Cambodian premier Pol

Pot but there is a limit. Kim has proved
before that he can walk the tightrope

between the Chinese and the Soviets

and any undue pressure from Moscow
or Peking could tilt him the other way.”
But as Vessey told the Review, “you
cannot separate the Korean peninsula

from the rest of the world,” and the

role of the divided nation’s big neigh-

bours will remain especially important

for some time to come.
The big powers may be busy readjust-

ing geopolitical realities, but South Ko-
rea is busy modernising its armed forces.

The job may be a big one, especially as

Park still maintains that he will adhere

to his own goal of limiting the military

civilian development ratio to 30:70 (the

North has devoted 20-30% of its GNP
annually to defence spending). Intelli-

gence sources in Seoul say the South

Koreans “have shown tremendous deve-

lopment within the complex but essen-

tially good guidelines set out by the

government.”
Other than the development of a pro-

totype missile, which perhaps is more
important psychologically than militari-

ly at this point, the South Koreans are

progressing well with development and
deployment of Vulcan air defence sys-

tems (a variation of the old Gatling

gun), 155mm and 105mrn artillery

pieces as well as 106mm recoiiless rifles,

and a programme to upgrade their tanks

(basically modifying the M48 from the

A1 series to A5). Development of a new
Korean lightweight tank, better suited

for conditions on the peninsula — best

tank country is desert and there is none
in Korea - is progressing but observers

are sceptical whether the South Koreans
will unveil the new weapon by Armed
Services Day in October 1980 as plan-

ned.

One area in which the South is weak
is in the development of its own air-

craft, a mid-range tighter/interceptor

which the US is really at a loss to sup-

ply. Despite the interest in Seoul in such

a project, observers believe it will be

some time before it gets off the ground
and suggest some form of codevelop-

ment is a more likely first step due to

the high costs and know-how needed to

get such a programme into the air.

Military officials in Seoul and Wash-
ington still like to talk of the 6: 1 advan-

tage the North would have to have to

overrun the South, but others point out
something that is often overlooked: the

6:1 ratio holds true at the point of

conflict but not necessarily overall.

There has also been a perceived change
in defence strategy within the South
Korean military: the prevalent strategy

until quite recently was one of mobile
warfare, but at US urging the emphasis
has been more towards a forward de-

fence posture. The Korean high com-
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mar.d is now trying to work out a co-

herent plan and is reluctant to talk to

anyone about its progress.

It is evident to everyone that the

situation on the peninsula has changed
over tire past year. The question re-

mains, how much and is it for the bet-

ter? Vessey told the Review : “The
changes don’t give me any reason for

deepening pessimism,” adding that, as

the commander of combat troops, the

decision to put a freeze on the with-

62

drawal of the 32,000-strong 2nd Divi-

sion can only help to make him believe

his mission will be a bit easier.

The general carefully skirted the issue

of optimism but one source put it into

perspective: “I don’t know if I can say

I’m overly optimistic - there remain
too many unknown factors — but I can

say that I am hopeful.” And that seems
to be the mood in Seoul; hope with a

liberal dash of scepticism thrown in for

safety’s sake. Q

ECONOMY

Economic development
ss national security
Major developments in heavy and

chemical industries will be scaled

down and the export drive slowed

F
oreign observers of the economy
fall into two camps: those who see

a well-oiled, aggressive exporting
machine penetrating markets all over

the world at an ever-increasing rate and
those with perhaps a little more detailed

knowledge, seeing a rapidly developing

economy wracked by inflation which
will inevitably either blunt the export

drive or force devaluation.

Each view has a basis of fact, magni-

fying one of the more apparent aspects

of the economy. But neither takes into

account qualitative changes which have

begun to take place in the economy as a

result of the successful development
programme of the past 17 years.

During the current year, South Korea
is going through a period of transition in

which the overall size and strength of
the economy is permitting an overdue
expansion and liberalisation of the

domestic sector. Part of the price of this

will be a high rate of inflation in the

first half-year.

The basic story of the South’s deve-

lopment is now well enough known.
The country’s economic planners set

out at the start of the first Five-Year

Plan in 1962 to build up a strong export
sector based on the comparative advan-

tage Korean manufactures could achieve

in certain industries in a global mar-
ket.

Unlike planners in most developing

countries, they paid little attention to

industries producing goods to replace

imports. Nor did they seek to use their

domestic market as a springboard to

growth. The world would be their mar-

ket, with domestic sales incidental.

The second part of the formula was
to borrow heavily abroad to finance

earlier stages of secondary industry de-

velopment in what was a predominantly
agricultural country until that time.

There is now little doubt of the suc-

cess of that strategy in purely economic
terms. Although South Korea has rela-

tively few natural resources and has fac-

ed a constant security threat from the

communist North for the entire period
of its planned growth, it has averaged an

annual GNP growth rate of more than
10%.

Exports, at current prices, have
grown from a meagre US$55 million in

1962 to USS12.7 billion last year and
an expected US$15.5 billion this year.

At the same time, receipts from services
— overseas construction, tourism and
shipping - have climbed from US$108
million to an unexpected US$5.8 bil-

lion.

The reasons for the .success, as has
been often pointed out, are not all eco-

nomic. The soundness of the economic
strategy was vital, and planners were
fortunate that their foreign sales drive

coincided with a period of rapid growth
in international trade.

However, the hierarchical nature of

South Korean society, reinforced by the

policies of President Park Chung Hee
which imposed strict social discipline on
the workforce, has meant that goals set

by the planners - once they are accept-

ed by the government — are pursued

with single-mindedness. It has been de-

(billon Won. 197$ price*)

Taiget Actual

18 7 5 — 9.0 8 0

1970 — 10.4 4 2

1977 11.4 8 7 11,639
19 7 3 17,5 21 1 2 ,9 8 1

1979 13 ,5 4 7 14.160 *

1980 1 4 .8 7 6 n.a.

1981 1 6 .2 1 4 18 .439 t

* Based on EPS forecast for current year’s
growth.

t KDI estimate based on 197 8 per-

formance.

dication to economic goals before all

others — economic development is

equated with national security - which
has been the key to the miracle.

Today, planners are confident that

the miracle is secure and have set out to

correct admitted imbalances in the eco-

nomy produced as the export drive

swelled. Most importantly, the long-

neglected domestic sector is gaining at-

tention, and with it comes the hope
that a long period of inflation will be

ended.

The transition now under way was
foreseen by the bureaucrats guiding
South Korea’s economy, but the speed
of economic growth in the past two
years — especially the volume of earn-

ings from construction projects in the

Middle East - has been faster than ex-

pected.

The present liberalisation of a range

of activities has come a year earlier than

planned — though even this represents a

setback from what might have been

achieved if the inflow of funds from the

Middle East had been anticipated and
introduced into the domestic economy
in a more controlled, less inflationary

manner.

In effect. South Korea is running at

least six months ahead of the schedule

set out in the fourth Five-Year Plan

(1977-81). With only half the plan

period expired, GNP last year reached

almost USS46 billion (at current prices),

compared with US$43.1 billion expect-

ed by the end of 1979. Although infla-

tion has swollen the figure considerably

(in comparison with constant 1975

prices), the size of the economy now is

about 3.7% greater than the Economic
Planning Board (EPB) expected only

three years ago.

“If** his should not have come as any
surprise as Korea has been able to

beat targets it set for itself in each

of its earlier plans. In fact, in a report

published last year, the authoritative,

semi-official Korea Development Insti-

tute (KDI) estimated the size of the

economy by 1981 at Won 18,439 bil-

lion (US$38.02 billion: at 1975 prices)

compared with the fourth plan target of

only Won 16,214 billion — overshooting

,the target by 13.7%.

Changes have now been initiated in

the overall structure to use extra elbow
room allowed by this bonus growth. In

essence the government has embarked
on a programme to remove most re-

straints on activity in the domestic eco-

nomy. Import controls are being eased

to allow industry and distributors of

consumer goods to purchase abroad the

raw materials and products they seek

without any quantity limitations.

Domestic price controls on a whole

range of goods have been modified to

allow supply and demand to be fairly
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.ccu&tely reflected in the final cost —

id consequently encourage or inhibit

•j development of industries producing

ijiose products locally.

Rules governing foreign borrowings

relatively small enterprises - notably

ose producing for the domestic mar-

; t rather than for export - have been

:ed, while a freer flow of foreign tech-

• : logy is being encouraged by relaxa-

li ins of licensing restrictions.

Foreshadowed — but yet to come —
a major restructuring of tire financial

..irket. Plans now being drawn up by

EPB provide for the transfer of the

; ijor commercial banks from the pub-

is. to the private sector. Ownership,

i vv predominantly in government

ids, will pass to entrepreneurs in the

fief that a competitive market for

utal will emerge once profit making
omes the goal of bank management
sview, Apr. 6).

To make this possible, it is also plan-

1 to allow interest rates to find their

n market levels by abandoning the

;
sent system of administrative reguia-

il a in which the balance between sup-

of funds (througii deposits) and de-

: nd for loans carries little weight,

fhe pace at which this liberalisation

faking place and its apparent piece-

al progress reports have created the

: iression that the government has

n stampeded into bringing rapid in-

the

NTAiWMIIIII1S
(million USt, current prices) 197G 1977 1973 1979

EXPORT'S
Actual 7 ,8

1

5 1 0 ,0 4 6
i

1 2 ,7 1 1 1 6 ,500 *

Target 7,5 6 0 9,700 1

1

,9 7 0 14,619
IMPORTS

Actual 8,4 0 6 10,5 2 3 1 4 ,5 2 4 18,00 0 *

Target 8.15 5 10,133 1

1

,9 7 5 14,043
SERVICES BALANCE

Actual —72 26 6 257 6 00 *

Target —377 —4 34 —4 67 —4 77

TRANSFERS
Actual 3 4 3 223 4 72 5 00 *

Target 237 233 235 236
CURRENT ACCOUNT

Actual —314 12 —
1 .0 8 5 —1 ,400 *

Target —735 —6 34 —2 3 7 23 5

l » Official Estimate. }

flation under some
sort of control.

In fact the high

rate of consumer
price rises so far this

year — in the first

quarter, prices were

up by 15.3% over

last year’s first quar-

ter — is partly a re-

sult of government

policy. So the gov-

ernment is still con-

fident of holding in-

flation over the full

year at about

15-16% with

lpel towards . the

end of the year running at an annual

rate of about 10%. The spurt in prices

so far this year is expected to be virtual-

ly the last for the whole year.

The thinking behind the price rise

strategy is that the previous scheme (of

keeping down consumer costs by peg-

ging ‘ factory prices) only allowed for

price hikes long after a company could

show that increased input costs had al-

ready damaged it financially. This had

two results: one was the encouragement

of split or black markets in various price

controlled goods (Review, Apr. 13),

the other the promotion of shortages of

everyday necessities — sometimes as a

result of hoarding -- in the hope of

subsequent profits in the event of a

price rise. -

As Deputy Prime Minister and Econo-

mic Planning Minister Shin Hyon Hwack
conceded: “The nation is suffering from
substantial ordeals due to the price

liberalisation measures, but these are

necessary because of the cost-push pres-

sures accumulated for the past several

years and in reflection of changes in the

domestic and international economy.
“Previously, the government has tried

to solve the price spiral by resorting to

the control of ex-factory prices. Now
we plan to attain stabilisation of prices

by controlling the costs of end-users.”

This, he explained, would come about
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through increased supplies of goods and

greater competition.

By allowing demand to set price

levels — with the government acting as

arbiter rather than inhibitor — it is in-

tended that domestic industry will be

encouraged to expand, even at the cost

of diverting investment and resources

away from export industries.

In the past such a suggestion would
have been near-heresy. Now, with added

scope to manoeuvre due to faster-than-

planned growth, it has become official

policy. On April 17, Shin announced

that major development projects in

chemical and heavy industries were to

be slowed down or postponed to make
more funds available for investment in

light industries providing goods for the

domestic consumer market.

“We have no alternative under the

circumstances but to slow down the ex-

port drive and scale down investment in

the heavy and chemical industry areas . . .

to have [a] two-year . . . cooling down
period for the economy,” he added.

Specifically, the tlow of new invest-

ment (70% of which has been going to

heavy and chemical industry' areas) will

be split in a 60:40 ratio of heavy to

light industry.

Although projects to be affected have

not yet been named, construction of the

1.2 million-ton capacity Okpo shipyard

seems certain to be held back, while

construction of Korea’s third petro-

chemical complex is expected to be de-

layed. In both cases, the projects would
come on stream at a time of depressed

demand if original timetables were ad-

hered to. The delay in these two major
developments could be classed as mak-
ing virtue out of necessity.

In place of heavy industry projects, it

is expected the government will foster

54

development of facilities making such

goods for the local market as paper pro-

ducts, detergent, refrigerators or fluores-

cent light tubes, all in chronic short

supply.

A recent survey taken by the Korea
Development Bank showed manufac-
turers were already planning big in-

creases in capital investment in light in-

dustries; so with government support in

the form of the provision of bank fi-

nance, the switch in development em-
phasis should be achieved swiftly.

Although there has been speculation
that the government will try damping
down overall growth for 1979 from the

target of 9% to curb inflation, the

change in the relative proportions of

investment going to domestic and ex-

port sectors need not deflate the rise in

GNP. If anything it could act as a short-

term boost as light industry investment

will become productive much sooner

than the more capital-intensive export

projects.

T
he liberalisation of import restric-

tions will act in concert with

greater light industry output to

bring more goods on to the domestic
market as a second prong of the anti-

inflation drive. As the growth rate of
GNP in the first quarter of the y'ear is

believed to have been close to 1 5%,
overall growth for the year - even

allowing for the credit squeeze — is like-

ly to be nearer 1 1%.

It will also provide competition

among local manufacturers to make sure

relatively inefficient industries cannot
survive. The government has made it

clear it will not provide subsidies for

domestic manufacturers who cannot
compete with imports despite provision

of “reasonable” tariff protection to off-

set disabilities of the relatively small

South Korean market.

At the end of 1977, about 52% ,

imports into Korea were subject ’

quantity restrictions: in many cases

quota v/as nil. Now only 35% still fuce

quotas, and late next year the figure will

fall to 10%. This final level is the 1982
target but the growth of exports vol-

ume, reinforced by heavy service indus-

try income, has enabled a much faster

build-up of imports than was earlier

thought possible.

Added to this last year was an overall

change in policy when it was finally

accepted at highest level that the coun-

try should run a balance-of-trade deficit

concurrently with sound, stable econo-

mic growth.

At the same time as import quotas

are abolished, the level of tariffs is being

reduced, slimming the final price of

goods to buyers. Reinforcing these mar-

ket moves to stimulate the supply of

goods and ease inflationary pressure is a

continuing, severe squeeze on money
supply. According to EPB research, the

rate of growth in M2 — broadly defined
— money supply in 1977 was 40% based

on the daily closing balance of the

banks. Last year the rate of increase was
slowed to 29% while the target for this

year is 25%.
This has been achieved by a switch

from deficit to surplus in net govern-

ment operations and a balancing of for-

eign exchange receipts with outgoings.

With this situation likely to continue

next year, EPB is confident that money
supply growth can be further checked

to only 20%. With this, planners believe,

inflation can be quietened to less than

10%. A balanced, stable Korean econo-

my will then be set for a new round of

growth.

At least that is the way the govern-

ment and its advisers see the outlook.

Not everyone agrees, with strong public

statements from the opposition New
Democratic Party calling for a sharp cut

in the growth rate and rigid enforce-

ment of consumer price controls as the

path to price stability.

Other critics point out that the

powerful contributing factor of consum-
er expectation is not treated in the offi-

cial plan. In fact, initial stages of the

r a ise-prices-to-boost-output strategy

have given the impression that a new
wave of Opec-inspired hyper-inflation is

about to sweep the country. The timing

of the package — right after the oil price

rise — was not ideal. Unless some confi-

dence can be instilled in both industry

and consumers that Korea’s chronic *

high inflation is about to be brought in

check, they will continue to spend ra-

ther than save and speculate rather than

invest. In that case, devaluation in the

medium term may become inevitable.
- RON RICHARDSON
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The media can no longer cream

off the brightest school leavers:

Trading companies offer more

By Kim Sam-o in Sydney

•W" he political consolidation and eco-

H nomic upsurge that characterised

B South Korea during the last

decade has greatly overshadowed both

the quality and reputation of the coun-

try’s (traditionally at least) important

information industry. The general in-

crease in wealth and resultant rising

purchasing power of the people have

afforded the mass media an opportunity

to renovate the technical side of produc-

tion but have not

done much to-

wards upgrading

the journalists’ pro-

fessional standards,

j sorry state of

iffairs since the

role of the press as

a catalyst of na-

tional development
is admittedly relat-

ed more to edi-

torial function.

Reflecting the

expansive mood of

the economy, the

number of TV sets

ua use in the coun-

try shot up by 4.7

times during the

1972-78 period to

reach 4,731,380 or

128 per 1,000

people. Official

statistics show that

the number of

newspaper copies

per 1,000 people increased by 1.6 times

to 203 during the same period. The
figures far exceeded the minimal stan-

dards of 20 TV receivers and 100 copies

of daily newspapers per 1,000 for each

country suggested by the United

Nations Educational Scientific and C v-

tural Organisation (Unesco) in 19

making South Korea, with its liigh

literacy rate, one of the most advanced
nations in terms of information infra-

structure.

Most of the 13 national dailies pub-
lished in Seoul have completed the con-

version of their facilities to offset print-

Kim Sam-o, a former REVIEW correspondent
in Seoul, is studying at Macquarie University.

mg. (South Korean print media consist

mainly of these Seoul-based newspapers

and two or three local newspapers in

each of the nine provinces.)

The physical change in the media in-

dustry, however, has not necessarily

been accompanied by an advance in its

editorial quality: rather, in the general

public’s opinion, it has changed from an

erstwhile respectable, elite industry to

just another form of profit-seeking en-

terprise. Quantitative measurements for

a trans-national comparison of media

quality are hard to come by, and pre-

vailing comments and evaluations by

audiences are still a good indicator. The
response the South Korean press is get-

ting, however, has not been very encour-

aging. The major (though not clearly

audible) criticism levelled against it —
South Korean media rarely elicit feed-

back from audiences in the’ form of

letters to the editor — has been that it

no longer tells the truth, with the impli-

cation that it is more on the side of

special interests, or else it is argued that

the media take too easy-going an atti-

tude by trying to force-feed mediocre,

low-taste products.

A better ; ule of thumb in this respect

is the braii. drain that the industry con-

tinues to suffer. The tendency, particu-

larly of senior journalists, to leave their

jobs whenever offered the chance has

been so prevalent that one review of

journalism recently published a long list

of former pressmen who had ended up

in government and industry. The de-

parture of the old breed of journalist

might be seen v/ith a sense of relief in

the light of the present glut of old union

members in, and the hierarchical struc-

ture of, most South Korean media.

But v/hat about prospective entrants

into the profession? Personnel recruit-

ment by South Korean companies con-

sists of open examinations held to co-

incide with university graduations, and

it is an open secret that the media are

not skimming off the cream of the

ffchool-leavers as they used to.

The reason seems to be very simple:

in terms of money, prestige and job

security, journalism is far behind most

fast-growing trading companies which

have mushroomed in the rapid econo-

mic development and now pre-empt the

media by offering the brightest leavers

better pay and other benefits.

In the South Korean tradition of

keen public political consciousness, the

press has been ac-

claimed for its cru-

sading role — thus

attracting young in-

tellectuals. It is

against this back-

ground that at least

10 South Korean
imiversities have

managed to run de-

partments of mass
communication or

journalism. The
argument was heard

among government
officials, and in

some sectors of the

academic commu-
nity, that the criti-

cal attitude of the

Korean press was a

legacy of Japanese

colonial rule and
was an anachron-

ism: over the years,

the present genera-

tion of Korean jour-

nalists has been “socialised” to view' its

role within the framework of the coun-

try. Particularly helpful in moulding

them into this pattern of thinking has

been a group of former colleagues pick-

ed for government public" relations

posts. Then there are always pressures

by publishers on reporters to conform
to their commercial considerations,

creating among journalists an enormous
sense of ineffectiveness in their ability

to make an impact on society.

The South Korean media today re-

flect ah these complex situations, under-

lined as they are by a strange mix of

political urgency and laxity catering to

Western-style mass culture.

Apart from plenty of weeklies, whose
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(Won '000)

—„JRank and experience

Company ...

Bureau chief
or editor
(20 years)

Section chief
or asst. editor
(10 years)

Juniors or
reporters
(3 years)

Bonu*
D*r

annum
Kyunghyang Shimnun 29 5-279 247-1 96 1 60-148 4 00%
Dong-A llbo 4 5 0-32 1 300-225 16 2-153 5 00%
Seoul Shinmun 4 0 7-357 2 6 8-1 71 20 3-1 2 8 4 00 %
Chosun llbo 39 2-32 2 266-227 160-150 4 5 0%
Choongang llbo 3 5 4-307 207-1 9 5 170-160 670%
Hankuk llbo 3 2 0-228 2 3 5-1 80 234-1 35 320%
Mean 370-302 254-199 181-145

Samsung Moolsan 4 00-371 310-283 2 4 0-2 10 400-1 .000*
Hyundai Construction 500 -400 350-310 2 70-2 30 700%
Daewoo Industrial 5 00 -4 10 36 0-310 2 3 0-210 7 00%
Mean 467-394 340-301 246-216

Scurcc: Figures are based on a report made by the Ministry of Culture and Information
to the National Assembly.
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main function is entertainment, most
newspapers devote nearly half of the

eight pages published daily — by agree-

ment among publishers, except on spe-

cial occasions — to soft, sketchy, non-
controversial items, many concerned
with particular individuals and groups
instead of issues. Clearly dictating this

trend are big, emerging industries that

can easily shape media by their advertis-

ing.

One explanation for the heavy use of

material supplied by foreign news ser-

vices to South Korean media is the es-

sential link between the country’s secu-

rity and economic problems and the

outside world. It is also necessitated by
a dearth of coverage by their own staffs.

TV is becoming increasingly domi-
nant as an entertainment medium: it is

also a flourishing industry. Except for

Korean Broadcasting Corporation,

which is owned by the government, the

two commercial TV networks are in fact

the main financial prop of the two lead-

ing Seoul dailies, Choongang llbo and

the Kyunghyang Shinmun. Surveys indi-

cate that nearly half their average week:

day TV broadcasting time of five and a

half hours is devoted to a diet of enter-

tainment programmes made up largely of
serialised dramas, shows and import-

ed films. Industry has been persistent

in lobbying for colour TV licences.

Although this bid has been denied on
the ground that it contradicted the

country's austerity policy, South Ko-
rea’s colour TV era will not be far be-

hind - given the country’s booming
electronics industry. G

TOURISM

Raising the curtain on
the tourist boom

1981 target is 2 million so

KAL intends buying US$1.3
billion worth of Boeing 747s

B
y riding the crest of a wave of high

capital investment and high tech-

nology, South Korea’s economic
planners see their industries of the fu-

ture — machinery manufacture, petro-

chemicals, shipbuilding — carrying the

country into the ranks of the highly-

developed nations during the 1980s.

The more traditional export earners
— textiles, footwear, simple consumer
electrical goods - are destined to fall

away in relative importance as a new
generation of industries arises to take

their place, untroubled by the type of

protectionism progressively challenging

the export of light industrial goods
worldwide.

But one “new” industry which has

already reached take-off stage has re-

ceived relatively little attention compar-
ed to that paid to its more prestigious

rivals: surprisingly, the industry is the

glamorous yet highly competitive field

of tourism.

In the past, South Korea has project-

ed an image of a harsh environment in-

habited by determined, hard-working

and highly disciplined people who have

managed to prosper in recent years de-

spite the ever-present menace of a hos-

tile and belligerent neighbour north of

the 38th parallel.

The undoubted physical and cultural

attractions of the peninsula south of

the 38th parallel have been largely

by-passed by time-pressed tourists carry-

ing with them the impression that the

land has changed little from scenes in

war movies or the MASII series on TV.
Package tours whisked the traveller

from the highly-commercialised attrac-

tions of Singapore, Bangkok or Hong-
kong to the efficiently organised and
packaged charms of .’?.pan.

But, as with most things in present-

day South Korea, the situation is chang-

ing raph A few years ago, govern-

ment nia:... . .s turned their attention to

tourism as another source of foreign ex-

change and an avenue for enlisting

popular support in their constant strug-

gle for friends with North Korea.

Results are beginning to show. This

year the country will attract more than

a million foreign tourists for the first

time, more than double the total five

years ago. Gross earnings from tourism

last year were about US$265 million,

while total earnings from the 1.08 mil-

lion total arrivals from abroad — includ-

ing businessmen and overseas Ko; - ns

visiting their homeland temporarily —
were US$408 million.

This was only a curtain-raiser to the

expected tourist boom: this year the

target for total arrivals is a modest 1.2

million, an increase of about 11% over

the year. However, in each of the two
succeeding years, arrivals are forecast to

jump by 30%, with the target for 1981

set at 2 million. Interestingly, that

figure was initially forecast in a 1974
study by the Boeing company which has

just received a US$1.3 billion order for

a big expansion of Korean Air Lines’

(KAL — the national carrier) fleet into

1982. Each tourist is expected to spend

about US$500 during his or her stay, so

by 1981 tourism will have become a bil-

lion dollar industry.

Tourism earnings have not been

bought cheaply. The main obstacle to

an influx of foreign visitors in the past

has been an acute shortage of accommo-
dation; and this has been overcome only

in the past year with the opening of

four new luxury-class hotels in Seoul at

a cost of more than US$150 million,

adding more than 2,500 rooms to tour-

ist accommodation in the capital.

In addition, two more five-star hotels

have opened at the Bomun resort area,

near the historic city of Kyongju, add-

ing 600 more rooms in an area being de-

veloped as the main tourist site outside

Seoul. Although this has increased avail-

able accommodation to more than

18,000 rooms - about half would be ac-

ceptable to Western tourists - this is

only half the target government plan-

ners have set for completion by 1981 in

order to handle the 2 million visitors

hoped for in that year.

Whether the building target can be

met is op ' to some doubt, as there are

strongly « o npeting demands for con-
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struction materials needed for such a

sustained building programme. 'South

Korea’s Middle Eastern contracts have

placed a heavy drain on available sup-

plies, while some domestic government

building plans have been postponed in

an attempt to ease the strain on re-

sources like cement.

A number of projects to build new
hotels are in the planning stage. The
Daewoo group, one of the leading busi-

ness conglomerates, is soon to start

work on a 24-storey, 700-room hotel

adjacent to its present head office in

downtown Seoul. The pro-

ject will cost an estimated

US$47 million and, when
completed, the hotel will be

managed by the US-based

Hilton chain.

An extra 2,000-plus hotel

rooms will be available at the

Bomun resort when that pro-

ject is completed by the end

of 1981, while about 3,000

more resort rooms are due to

be opened in the next two
years in the southernmost
island province of Chejudo,

1 70 miles south of Pusan.

The Koreans have gone

about the business of build-

ing a tourist industry in the

>ame tightly organised man-
ner they have applied to

other areas in the foreign

sector of their economy.
The planning that has gone
into development of the

Kyongju-Bomun lake resort

project is an example.

Kyongju was the ancient

capital of the Silla dynasty,

the first rulers of a unified

Korea. For virtually all of the

past millenium, Silla was a

strong state with a highly de-

veloped civilisation. Its tem-

ples, tombs and treasures

make up part of the cultural

heritage of Korea.

In 1973, the government
adopted a 10-year plan to

develop a 1 ,040-hectare area

near Kyongju as an interna-

tional resort. Total cost of
the project was set at US$200 million,

including a loan of US$25 million from
the World Bank. Centrepiece of the

resort is Bomun Lake, an artificial body
of water covering more than half a

square mile.

Surrounding the lake will be more
than a dozen hotels with a combined
capacity of 3,000 rooms, an 18-hole

golf course, a folk village recreating

traditional Korean life-styles and crafts,

a marina and water sports facilities, a

range of restaurants and a shopping
complex — mostly built in traditional

architectural styles

.

The first stage of the resort has just

been completed at a cost of about

US$60 million. Stage one includes two
luxury-class 300-room hotels which

opened their doors on April 6, just in

time to accommodate some of the

2,200 delegates who visited Seoul and

Kyongju from April 16-21 for the 28th

annual meeting of the Pacific Area

Travel Association.

The whole Bomun resort area, which

six years ago was wasteland, is designed

to recreate for the modern tourist the

cultural heritage of the Silla kingdom.

As an expression of Korean confidence in

the future of the project, a centrepiece

of the resort is a five-storey, 72 ft-high

pagoda symbolising the tourist industry.

There seems little doubt about South
Korea’s ability to attract 2 million visit-

ors by 1981, even if accommodating
them imposes constraints.

Since the Japanese yen has risen so

much in relation to the US dollar in the

past year, the cost of visiting Japan has

become extremely liigh for Americans,

who already make up the largest West-

ern contingent of Korean visitors. At
the same time, the South Korean won.

which is pegged to the US dollar, has de-

valued against the yen, making the

peninsula cheaper for Japanese, who ac-

count for more than half the tourists to

South Korea.

With Asian airfares restructured so

that tourists in Asia can route them-

selves through Korea at no additional

cost, the Korean National Tourism Cor-

poration (KNTC) sees its 2 million tar-

get as realistic. In terms of earnings, one
cost which has to be set against the

US$408 million spent by foreign visitors

in 1978 is the US$208 million spent by

South Koreans abroad —

double the amount of the

previous year.

Both these figures exclude
expenditure on internation-

al air travel, which probably

shows a considerable net in-

flow into South Korea:

KAL has a big lead over its

relatively few rivals in carry-

ing passengers to and from
South Korea.

KAL has geared up for

the planned influx from
abroad by its recent pur-

chase (or reservation) of 18

Boeing 747 aircraft for de-

livery during 1980-84. The
total price tag on the deal —
if eight options to buy in

1983 and 1984 are exercis-

ed — will be US$1.3 billion,

the largest sale yet to a non-

American carrier, easily

eclipsing the US$1 billion

deal signed last year by Sin-

gapore Airlines.

The expansion by KAL
will take it to the number
two position among Asian

airlines, behind Japan Air

Lines. KAL is still chasing

its long-held ambition to be-

come a global carrier. Late

in March it took another

step towards this when it in-

augurated a direct service

between Seoul and New
York with six flights a week
via Anchorage. The airline

believes the new route will

tap a market on the US East

Coast which it was missing because of

resistance by travellers on long flights to

changing planes en route.

Whether all plans for the tourist in-

dustry will blossom in the way KNTC
hopes remains to be seen. Certainly Ko-
reans have adopted a systematic ap-

proach to the creation of their new in-

dustry, and others take them seriously.

According to Kim Jwah Kyum, presi-

dent of KNTC, development of the in-

dustry has been the subject of two re-

cent successful doctoral theses at

George Washington University in the

US. — R. R.
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SHIPPING

The plan is to increase

shipping by half by 1981
The problem with this building

programme is neither financing

nor construction but its purpose

By George Lauriat in Hongkong

S
outh Korea is into the second year

of its massive five-year expansion

programme that should increase

the size of its merchant fleet from the

present 4 million gross registered tons

(grt) to over 6 million grt. With some of

the world’s most sophisticated ship-

yards, strong state support and a tradi-

tion of shipowning, Seoul should be

able to meet its ambitious targets, but

inherent conflicts in the programme it-

self — and the worldwide shipping de-

pression - loom as formidable obstacles

to the expansion.

linger the administration of the

three-year-old Korean Maritime and
Port Administration (KMPA), this in-

crease is designed to update the ports

and build a modem liner fleet, thus

multiplying South Korea’s share of its

own trade. At present, South Korean
ships carry around 44% of their own
cargo, which is an extremely high per-

centage for a developing country - the

United Nation Conference on Trade and

Development (Unctad) liner code advo-

cates a 40:40:20 split (a country should

carry 40% of its own cargoes, its trading

partners should carry 40% and 20% can

be left to third parties) which they hope
to increase to over 50% by 1981.

In 1975, the South Koreans started a

special building programme worth Won
1.89 billion (US$3.90 million) for local

shipowners. This was made viable by the

establishment of preferential loans by
KMPA. Building loans for up to 92% of

the vessel (in the case of containerships) at

1 1% a year over a repayment term of eight

years, are available to South Korean ship-

owners for South Korean-built ships.

During 1978, around Won 2 billion in

preferential loans were given to ship-

owners, with the total expected to rise

to around Won 5 billion this year. How-
ever, the 1 1% interest rate, Korean infla-

tion and heavy competition on the

Europe-Asia and trans-Pacific shipping

routes, have smothered expansion.

The South Koreans have even taken a

page out of the Japanese shipping deve-

lopment book by offering Won 800 mil-

lion in soft loans for the importing and
chartering of foreign-built ships. This

South Korean shikumisen (Japanese tie-

in vessels) is expected to give an imme- V.

diate boost to the share of cargo carried

by South Korean-controlled carriers.

However the shikumisen method, as Ja-

panese shipowners found out with the

near disasters of Japan Line and Sanko,
is only as strong as the market and has

to be viewed as a temporary solution to

the shortage pf owned tonnage.

KMPA’s main thrust has been the

building a large South Korean flag con-

tainership fleet. It is anticipated that

South Korean flag carriers will add 21

containerships to the fleet by 1981. The
emphasis on container shipping is the

result of trends in trade and the experi-

ence of other developing countries.

South Korea expects that 65% of its

cargo movements will be containerised

by the end of the five-year programme.
Further, as Malaysian International

Shipping Corporation (MISC) and Singa-

pore’s Neptune Orient Lines (NOL) ope-

rations have shown, containerships are

the only really effective means of cross-

trading though they may not be best

suited for the cargo traffic of developing

economies.

Like the national flag carriers NOL
and MISC, Korean Shipping Corpora-

tion (KSC) has joined the 29-member
Far Eastern Freight Conference (FF.FC)

as a member of the ACE consortium.

However, KSC’s membership in FEFC is

indicative of some of the problems in-

herent in the five-year expansion pro-

gramme.

V

Technical stop

Despite the fact that anti-com-

munist South Korea has no
diplomatic relations with Soviet

Russia, Seoul (according to re-

ports) has covertly allowed the Ja-

panese Yamashita-Shinnihon Line

to run directly between Pusan and

the Soviet Port of Nakhodka with

cargo destined for Europe (via the

Trans Siberian Railway). The ves-

sels are supposed to call at the Ja-

panese port of Moji enroute to

pick.up clearance papers from Ja-

panese customs, thus circumvent-

ing any allegations of direct trade

between the Soviet Union and

South Korea. However, sources in-

dicate that the vessels lie off Moji

and necessary clearance papers are

brought out by pilot boat, thus

obviating the need for a call. — G.L.

The main reason behind the expan-
sion of shipping in most developing
countries is to reduce the amount of
foreign exchange spent on placing goods
in a foreign market - since the advent
of containerisation — in order to control
physically at least 40% of the move-
ments, and finally to reduce the cost of
shipping for national shippers. To the

shippers of a developing country, join-

ing FEFC appears to be a sellout to the

developed countries. However, the lines

feel that FEFC represents the only

viable way of running an international

service profitably.

Illustrative of the various problems
involved was the jousting before the

small South Korean line Cho Yang was
admitted to FEFC. Cho Yang felt that it

needed an experienced partner to assist

in its expansion into international ser-

vice. Initially, Cho Yang attempted to

join the conference but was rejected by
FEFC as it is FEFC policy to admit
only one national line. The conference
said that admittance could only be

obtained by merging KSC and Cho
Yang.

Cho Yang then tried to establish out-

sider service with Evergreen, an indepen-

dent Taiwan-based line which was re-

portedly willing to provide new build-

ings to the joint service scheme. This

proposal received support from KMPA
which caused FEFC to threaten to expel

KSC, should the service go ahead. Tire

result was that Cho Yang gave in to

KMPA pressure and joined FEFC.
Shortly thereafter, KMPA indicated to

South Korean agents that at least 20%
of their cargoes should be placed on
South Korean flag vessels and indicated

that undue support was being given to

Evergreen.

In retrospect in seems that Cho Yang
accomplished its purpose in gaining en-

try to the FEFC club but, in terms of

the overall South Korean shipping ex-

pansion, it illustrates the excessive

amount of influence that the conference

has in the development of merchant
marines in Asia.

The dominance of FEEG. on South
Korean shipping circumvents any ad-

vantages that an independent might
have secured in the way of cheaper

rates. The losers in the Cho Yang affair

were not FEFC, Cho Yang or even KSC
but rather South Korean shippers who
lost an independent service to Europe.

The problem with a building pro-

gramme, such as the one instituted by
the South Koreans, is not the physical

construction of the ships nor even the

financing mechanism but rather the pur-

pose that the fleet is to serve. If the

South Korean building programme is to

be a success in terms of its contribution

to the economy, then the contradiction

built into the programme will have to be

resolved.
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lUILDING & REPAIRS
Ports' main emphasis on containers

S
outh Korea is effectively an

island, bounded as it is on three

sides by water and to the north by

the demilitarised zone (DMZ): thus

ports are critical to development of

the economy. In 1977, port conges-

tion held up approximately 30 mil-

lion tons, resulting in long delays.

During 1978 and early 1979 Ko-

rean Maritime and Port Administra-

tion (KMPA) was successful in not

only clearing up the waterfront in an

emergency work scheme but also in

pushing ahead the overall port expan-

sion programme started in 1974. In

keeping with general maritime expan-

sion, South Korean ports are expect-

ed to increase their annual handling

capacity from the present 60 million

tons to 93 million tons by 1981.

As with fleet expansion, the main
emphasis is on containerisation. Last

October Pusan, which handles

around 70% of total cargo move-

ments, became the country’s first

deep-sea container port, after an in-

vestment of Won 91.2 billion

(US$188 million). This was signifi-

cant because for the first time con-

tainer ships could go direct — pre-

viously small feeder services had been

used to ship containerised cargo in

and out of Korea. It is expected that

the port will be able to handle

around 240,000 TEUs (20-ft equiva-

lent units) annually.

It will also be able to handle grain

ships of up to 50,000 dwt at a special

quay equipped with an 80,000-ton

silo for storage and mechanised

cargo-handling equipment that can

move 800 tons per hour. Pusan’s

seventh pier has two coal-stevedoring

machines capable of handling 300
tons of processed iron per hour, a

machine to move ore and iron and two
cranes^ach capable of dealing with 1

2

tons of iron scrap per haul. The pier is

large enough to handle four

15,000-ton vessels simultaneously.

It is expected that KMPA’s second

phase of Pusan’s port development,

costing around Won 58,875 million,

will boost trade from the present 14

million tons a year to nearly 17 mil-

lion tons by 1981. Port improve-

ments are expected at the five other

industrial ports — Inchon (the gate-

way to Seoul), Kunsan, Mukho,
Chieyo and Ulsan — with the total

berth capacity rising from 140 to

203 vessels by 1981. - G.L.

None of those

million dwt
behemoths
The industry is designed for

export but salvation may lie

in local orders

S
outh Korea has made great strides in

developing its shipbuilding and ship-

repair sectors but, with the world ship-

ping depression and subsequent slow-

lown in the demand for tanker ton-

iage, it might well be overreaching

tself.

The shipbuilding industry was virtual-

y non-existent before the 1960s, cap-

able of turning out only small, wooden
oastal craft and the odd steel trawler,

luring the late 1960s and early 1970s,

leoul committed US$175 million to en-

arging facilities between 1977-81 to

become second only to Japan, using

apanese, US and European exper-

ise.

Main emphasis of the programme was
o construct shipyards (and to a lesser

extent repair yards) capable of building

ankers larger than those operating out

>f Japan: they were already construct-

ng tankers of nearly 500,000 dwt.

Jowever the 1973 oil crisis and the re-

sounding crash of the tanker market
altered everything and resulted in fewer

new buildings and none of the million-

plus dwt gargantuans on the drawing
boards.

Largely in the belief that a market

upturn was inevitable, Seoul has gone
ahead with its expansion programme
which OECD feels will give South Korea
a capacity of 4.25 million grt per year

by 1981. This has placed them in direct

competition with the more experienced

Japanese shipyards for the dwindling

number of tanker orders.

The government responded to this

unfavourable situation by improving ex-

port credit terms from 75% to 85% of

the vessel with a repayment term of up
to 10 years at 7-8% per annum. In addi-

tion, the government plans to aid yards

by helping subsidise the cost of building

materials. At present about 50% of con-

struction material comes from abroad
and it is expected this can be reduced to
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SAEMAUL MOVEMENT

From bureaucratic fancy to

simplistic philosophy

[|
SOUTH KOREA '79

around 20% by 1981. However, in the

short run a government subsidy on steel

plate could relieve some of the pressure

on the yards. Additionally, the govern-

ment has effectively waived import

taxes on shipbuilding materials.

The big four — Hyundai Heavy Indus-

tries, Korea Shipbuilding and Engineer-

ing (KSEC), Daewoo Shipbuilding and

Heavy Machinery and Samsung Ship-

building - with an aggregate capacity of

3.65 million dwt have been hit hardest

by the slump. Hyundai, largest and best

known of the group with a capacity of

1.6 million dwt per year, launched only

29 vessels in 1978 - approximately 44%
capacity. Unlike many of its smaller

competitors, Hyundai was able to trans-

fer a third of its workforce into other

industrial sectors. This, coupled with a

fairly healthy shiprepair sector, has

allowed the Hyundai operation to con-

tinue, though it has failed to capture the

types of orders the facilities were design-

ed for.

Samsung Shipbuilding, which took

over the ill-starred Kojoe Island project

which has a 100,000 dwt dock in opera-

tion and possibly 500,000 dwt yet to be

built, has not been as lucky as Hyundai.

The company has had to reduce its rates

in order to capture its first orders. Ob-

viously, Samsung’s rescue of the Kojoe
Island yard will result in losses for the

company over the next few years, and
the investment is a matter of faith in the

ultimate buoyancy of the shipping mar-

ket.

Like Samsung Shipbuilding, the Dae-

woo group’s yard on Okpo Island, which
is supposed to have eventual capacity of

1.25 million dwt, was originally a KSEC
project designed to outdistance the Ja-

panese in the race to handle a million

dwt tanker. However, the combination
of market decline and the expense of

building it led to the Daewoo and Korea
Development Bank takeover. Daewoo’s
Okpo project, with construction costs

around the USS540 million mark,

will not be productive until the early

1980s.

KSEC, with a 700,000 dwt capacity,

has the ability to turn out 80,000 dwt
vessels. Recently, the yard secured or-

ders for two tankers of 79,999 dwt
apiece for delivery in 1980-81. Interest-

ingly enough, the US$23 million (287.5

per ton) tag for each vessel is outside

the USS274-286 per ton price range

quoted by the arch rival Japanese

yards.

Although the shipbuilding industry is

designed for export, salvation in the

short run may lie with orders from local

shipping lines. The government is pro-

jecting that new domestic buildings will

be 90% satisfied by local shipyards —
especially as owners are expected to

build at least a third of their tonnage in

Korean yards. - G.L.

But efforts to repeat its huge
success in urban areas have

yet to take off

By Matt Miller in Seoul

S
outh Korea’s economic miracle

continues and the official seal of

approval should soon be put on
the saga’s latest chapter: the success of

rural development. Economic planners

believe that by the beginning of 1 980 —

'

two years ahead of schedule - each one
of 35,000 rural villages will be develop-

ed, that is “self-sufficient . . . [and] en-

joying high income in a convenient and
beautiful environment.”
The claim, which comes as rural deve-

lopment leaders rouse the peasantry for

morning physical jerks, has been receiv-

ed with some scepticism. Nonetheless, it

does appear that South Korea has done
something extraordinary in the agricul-

tural sector. Plaudits no longer belong

solely to the nation’s burgeoning indus-

trial sector.

Five years ago less than 10% of its vil-

lages were considered developed. Now,
as the story is told, the hero of the rela-

tively short march to rural productivity

and prosperity is the Saernaul Undong
(new community [development] move-
ment). By any standards Saemaul is a

success - but may not be the solitary

saviour of the rural populace, as the gov-

ernment would like everyone to believe.

Furthermore, efforts to establish Sae-

maul as the underpinning of a national

philosophy have met with some resist-

ance and have yet really to take hold.

Unlike other Asian rural development
schemes, Saemaul began with little, if

any, formal guiding philosophy. Its

genesis was an April 1970 speech by
President Park Chung Hee to provincial
governors. Invoking a catch phrase,
which ironically had been used decades
earlier by Japanese occupation forces,

the president urged “self-help” as the
answer to rural poverty which had been
all but completely ignored during the
headlong rush to industrialisation in the

1960s.

As things turned out, Saemaul's Fust

foundation was in cement. From Octo-
ber 1970 until June 1971, the govern-
ment provided 335 sacks of cement to
every village in the country. What the
villagers did with the bags was supposed-
ly left entirely up to them (though some
observers maintained that local officials

in fact applied pressure).

According to Lee Man Eui, secretary

general of Saemaul, about half the vil-

lages used the cement for community
improvement — drainage projects, roads,

walls. The other half frittered away the

materials. In some cases, rich villagers

bought them for their own use. Other
villages neither could decide what to do
with the cement nor had the time to de-

vote to any additional work, so it re-

mained unused. Nevertheless, the gov-

ernment claimed that improvements
worth US$32.6 million were derived’

from an investment of US$11 million.

In 1971 ,
government teams evaluated

every village in the country. Those

which performed well

(about 16,600) were given

further assistance — 500
sacks of cement and one

ton of reinforced steel.

The others were “punish-

ed” by having additional

materials withheld from
them until they came up
with acceptable plans for

improvements.

The Ministry of Home
Affairs, in charge of the

experiment, determined

that a strong village leader-

ship separated successful

from erring villages. “Co-
operation among villagers

was nothing new,” main-

tains Lee. “It was just a

question of organisation.”

Consequently, in early

1972 a programme wasSaemaul 's irrigation waterways: For rice paddies.
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initiated whereby each village elected

two of its members (one male, 6ne fe-

male) to be unpaid Saemaul leaders.

At first, they tended to be village

elders but gradually the villages began

choosing those who had shown a genuine

sense of sacrifice for their community.
turn leaders would attend govern-

ment training sessions to share expe-

riences as well as to be fed moderate

doses of government propaganda. After-

wards, they would be responsible for

coordinating further projects. The gov-

ernment agreed only to supply materials:

it was up to the villagers to plan and

carry out construction.

By 1973, it was obvious that Saemaul
was not just a passing bureaucratic

fancy: all villages had been accepted

into it and were engaged in a host of

community improvement projects in-

cluding the construction of village cen-

tres, public baths and kitchens, irriga-

tion systems and (drinking) water

works. The establishment of cash crops

of tree saplings was being attempted on
a community basis.

At the same time, the Saemaul credo

of diligence and hard work was being

moulded into a formal, simplistic philo-

sophy. What started as pure experience

was fast becoming a national rallying

point, probably second only to the con-

tinuing harangue of anti-communism. A
host of programmes began to carry the

label of Saemaul's green bud, including

afforestation and electrification schemes,
mobile medical units, cottage industries

and fisheries.

Many would argue, though, that the

most important aspect of Saemaul was
not necessarily a rejuvenated spirit of
cooperation and hard work but the free-

ing of capital for the countryside.

Again, however, the government decid-

ed not to inject huge sums of money
but exercise control through the supply

of materials and granting of loans rather

than outright grants.

They also ensured a continuing fund

through use of a rural credit facility,

largely bankrolled from proceeds of the

community income projects themselves.

Each village has its own fund, locally

managed and stimulated by private de-

positors who are given a higher interest

rate than at commercial banks. The vil-

lage can use the money as it sees fit.

Community credit facilities began
with seed funds of about US$100. Cur-

rently, the largest such bank has depo-

sits totalling US$5.3 million, while the

smallest has US$2,050: total village cre-

dit bank deposits now stand at US$452
million.

Indeed, the government spends rela-

tively little money on Saemaul. Through
1978, approximately US$1.7 billion

were spend on the programme, allegedly

giving in return about US$3.3 billion in

productivity output. This year’s Sae-

maul budget stands at US$687.5 million

of which only US$115 million came
from the central government (about 1%
of total expenditure) with another

US$187.5 million from local govern-

ment. The rest cornes from various co-

operatives and government banks, most-

ly in terms of loans.

The initial criticism of Saemaul was

that it was largely cosmetic and actually

a means of consolidating political pow-
er at grassroots level. Efforts centred

around village beautification, not on
heightened productivity nor modernisa-

tion. One US critic. Harvard anthropolo-

gist Vincent Brandt, wrote sarcastically

that the majority of projects were no-

thing more than road widening and

thatched roof replacement.

A yet unpublished Korean survey of

six villages goes further, arguing that

Saemaul-\e6 environmental projects may
have enhanced the desire for change but

have done far less in motivating that

change through increased productivity.

One of the authors, Dr Ahn Byong
Man, says that the value system of the

rural populace has changed far less than

most believe: “For example, we found

that villagers still see property as a, mat-

ter of luck. There’s been an increase in

the expectation of luck.” The study

concludes that work motivation of the

villagers depends upon their value

system which is changing very slowly.

“But once it does change,” he main-
tains, “it will help very much.”

Rural income and agricultural pro-

ductivity have, in fact, shown significant

increases over the past decade due, at

least in part, to factors which have little,

if anything to do with Saemaul The
most important is the success of high
yield rice strains. In the early 1970s, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries in-

troduced a variety called Tong-11. It

proved to be an unqualified success,

boosting yields by 1977 to 4,940 kilos

per hectare which Koreans claim is the
world’s record in unit productivity.

From 1966 until 1972, on the other
hand, increases in food output were
only 2% annually with rice production
at about 3,000 kilos per hectare.

For these increases, the government
has had to promote several different

concepts of agricultural modernisation
including heightened use of fertilisers,

irrigation, cooperative farming methods
and farmland consolidation — most
readily embraced by the peasants. But
the government claim that Saemaul has

worked without coercion is not neces-

sarily true.

For instance, with the success of the

Tong-1 1 strain, farmers have been reluc-

tant to experiment with other rice varie-

ties. Yet last year, through Saemaul, the
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ministry sought to introduce a new seed
strain. Reports indicated they even
made farmers dig up old varieties after

they had been planted: the resulting

harvest was poor, doing nothing to sal-

vage the credibility of the movement.
A similar situation involved houses.

One of the first Saemaul drives had vil-

lagers replacing thatched roofs with

tiles, The response was so good that, last

year, the government decided to at-

tempt a programme of complete house

modernisation. Even though some vil-

lagers let Saemaul know they were not

interested, low-interest loans were pro-

vided en masse to certain areas, with

some old structures being almost forcib-

ly tom down. Now there are complaints

that new houses have been accompanied
by financial debt and there are reports

that some of these modem dwellings

have been sold to Seoul residents. Con-

sequently, the construction programme
has been greatly curtailed.

This is not to say that farmers are

now opposed to Saemaul: even critics

admit that the people are firmly behind

the government effort. Authorities have

been successful in convincing the na-

tion, through expanded Saemaul train-

ing institutes and propaganda, that rural

prosperity stems from the community
spirit, and in many ways they are right.

One of the most successful programmes
of the past few years has been directly

related to Saemaul. This involves winter

cash crops or livestock which have great-

ly supplemented farmers’ income; low-

cost vinyl greenhouses are now ubiqui-

tous. True to its export orientation, the

country is emphasizing crops such as

ginseng and mulberry which can earn

foreign exchange.

Some better developed villages have

established thriving livestock or poultry

businesses in only five years. A model
Saemaul farm visited by this correspon-

dent bought 43 dairy cattle from com-
munity funds in 1974. In telling contrast

to the methods of their northern neigh-

70

bours, the villagers (through Saemaul)
divided up the herd and made individual

purchases: there are now 178 cows graz-

ing within the village limits.

Through Saemaul loans, the govern-

ment has tried to stimulate rural-based

factories run by established business

firms, but utilising materials off the

farms and off-season rural labour. To
date, there are approximately 600 such

factories: currently, only 22% of rural

income is derived from non-agricultural

ventures. The government believes that

figure will rise to 50% by the year 2000.

Another very positive result of Sae-

maul is the (albeit reluctant) responsive-

ness of the local bureaucracy to the

peasants. Before the advent of Saemaul,

local officials knew they could get away
with mere lip-service to rural improve-

ment. Now they can be held account-

able for any lapse in village progress and

Saemaul leaders are allowed to bypass

local officials and report directly at na-

tional level.

The government saw a guiding light in

the cooperative spirit and sense of dili-

gence, one official even saying that Sae-

maul is the “religion, the philosophical

ethic of the Korean people.” Conse-
quently, in 1975 it tried to broaden

Saemaul into the urban areas, but this

has yet to really take off. To date, most
activity is largely artificial. Evoking the

philosophy of Saemaul, citizens are

urged to obey traffic rules, and in apart-

ment buildings residents meet once a

month to discuss common problems and

to get to know each other better.

In factories, the Saemaul spirit is call-

ed on to initiate clean-up campaigns

(though one boss claimed that the pre-

sence of Saemaul there had been direct-

ly responsible, through increased pro-

ductivity, for an additional US$1 mil-

lion profits). High schools mount beau-

tification drives: all may be positive but

hardly revolutionary. In fact, some ob-

servers such as Ahn believe that it is

futile to expect success in an urban en-

vironment using the same “vague no-

tions” as in the countryside.

The need for an urban movement
may increase in years to come. One
primary factor which spurred the crea-

tion of Saemaul in the first place was
the alarming rate of rural-urban migra-

tion. In 1961, 56.5% of the population

was located in rural areas; that percen-

tage dropped 10 points by 1970. Now,
it is approximately 38%.

This continuing trend may, para-

doxically, be due to, as well as slowed

by, Saemaul. Rural expectations have

been heightened but not necessarily

satisfied and country people’s reaction

has often been to seek their fortunes

elsewhere. In addition, because of com-
petition among villages and Saemaul
leaders, failure tends to become magni-

fied and taken much more seriously

than before. There are many instances

where villagers, who could not live up to

the lofty precepts of Saemaul, were forc-

ed to leave or chose self-exile in the city.

Sometimes, Saemaul leaders in their

exuberance would even use their own
funds for pet projects. If these failed,

there was little recourse but to seek em-
ployment in the city. It has even been

suggested that the sudden togetherness

of, village Life turned it into too much of

a fishbowl existence and the relative

anonymity of the city actually became
preferable.

Nevertheless, officials can point to

one remarkable statistic: at the end of

1977, the average farm household in-

come (US$2,960) eclipsed that of the^
-

average urban household (US$2,903).
Even taking into account the larger

family size of the rural household — and
thus slightly lower per capita income —
it is still a feat perhaps not duplicated

by developing nations and a recent ac-

complishment for the South Koreans.

At the beginning of this decade, the city

family made about one and a half times

as much as its rural counterpart, with

far fewer mouths to feed.

Guidelines are now being drawn up for

the next five years and should be finalis-

ed and approved by the cabinet before

the end of this year. But, as Ahn points

out: “The [rural) environment is now
changed. The original purpose of the

Saemaul has been successfully complet-

ed.” He warns that the movement can-

not just go on and on without reorienta-

tion: instead, new goals are needed.

Ahn, who often acts as consultant to

the government on Saemaul matters,

says that the Park regime is “very flexi-

ble” in its approach to the rural move-

ment. However, it is not exactly clear

just where the primary effort should be.

South Korea’s villages are now de-

veloped, but the question Ahn and

others involved in Saemaul planning are

now asking is: “Where does it go from

here?” 0

Ginseng: Emphasised as foreign-exchange earner.
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JANUARY 1979

Comments by a missionary to Korea on "Home Assignment" in the U.S.A.

Reference U. S. A. and the United Presbyterian Church in the U. S, A .

Wow! To be free to speak openly. What a liberating experience. (Since 1972,
when "for the sake of reunification of North and South Korea," the R. 0. K.

gave one person control of the executive, legislative and judicial processes,
we have lived with circumscribed freedom, open and not- so-open surveillance,
and with Korean Christian friends, most of them un-imprisoned, but some of
than imprisoned once and more times because they believe the Biblical Faith
says - "To do justice, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with your God.")

The United Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. is a throbbing church. The new
programs in Christian Education are most commendable. "Risk Evangelism" is
re- awakening many congregations. The Major Mission Fund is at its key time.

Notonly will it raise $60, 000, 000. (and more) for our continuing mission in the

U. S. and overseas; it will also motivate and elevate mission commitment, caus-

ing the denomination to "Climb Upward in Mission". /

The fastest growing segment of the United Presbyterian Church is probably the
Korean group. I'm in contact almost weekly with Korean language congregations
across the U. S. A. and locally. We have one in Princeton and another in nearby
Trenton. With 30, 000 Korean immigrants arriving each year, about one half of
these are Christian. And the significant growth is in the new believers coming

into the church following their conversion through witnessing Koreans on this
"foreign soil" called the U. S. A.

Reference Korea and the Korean Church

"The Presbyterian Church of Korea (PCK) - News", November 1978 says;
"The PCK continues to give high priority to new church development. The statis-
tics compiled through December 1977 and recently reported to the General Assembly
show good progress toward the goal of 5»000 congregations and a total membership
(constituency) of one and a half million by 1984-85, which will be the Centenary
of Protestant Mission in Korea. 159 new churches were started during 1977 making
a total of 751 new churches begun since the new church development program was
undertaken by the PCK four years ago. 276 of these new churches are now regularly
organized each having 30 or more baptized members. The total number of congre-
gations now, including 4?5 "pioneer" churches still in the process of being organ-
ized, is 3t^36. Baptized membership increased by 8j> in 1977 to nearly 264,000
persons; the total constituency of the PCK is now 808,000.

"Looking ahead to the 100th Anniversary the General Assembly has organized a
"Preparation Committee" to plan appropriate ways to commemorate this occasion.
Tentative plans for the PCK include the preparation of a church history, other
anniversary publications and a manorial building - possibly a General Assanbly
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Conference and Training Center. In August a 100th Anniversary Preparation
Seminar was held; discussions at this meeting focused on the church' s continu-
ing evangelistic efforts and on the development of new mission policies.

“Mission policy discussions as well as circumstances prevailing in Korea today
are causing some church leaders to think anew about the witness of the church
in society. Specific issues have been brought to the General Assembly level,
special Committee on Social Problems and United Work. Of special concern to
many in the church has been the arrest and imprisonment of church workers -

Rev. Young Geun Koh, an evangelist in November of last year and Rev. Myung Jin
In, an urban industrial mission worker early in May of this year. Both of these
ministers have been charged with the violation of the Presidential Emergency
Decrees for sermons which they preached.

"On July 25th the officers of the General Assembly called a special meeting for
prayer for church workers in prison. Immediately following this worship and
prayer service, held at the Yun Dong Presbyterian Church in Seoul and attended
by many church leaders, a public statement of the position of the PCK concerning
the difficulties encountered in industrial mission work was read and approved by
those present. A petition directed to the President requesting the early release
of imprisoned church workers was also made public; this petition was sent to the
President in the name of the Moderator, Rev. Taik Jin Rim. For some months many
local churches have made special contributions for the welfare of the families
of Rev. In and Rev. Koh. At the General Assembly meeting in September special
prayers were offered for these ministers and their families, and an offering of
nearly $1,000. was received to aid the families. Then on the afternoon of Nov.

11 Rev. In was released from prison; he is expected to continue UIM work."

Room. At the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ there was "no room in the inn". At
Christmas 1978» for their roles in sharing the Gospel of joy and justice, the
Rev. Ik- Hwan (Timothy) Moon and the Rev. Hyung Kyu Park have "solitary rooms in

prison". We solicit your prayers for these friends in Christ, who like St. Paul
the apostle, are living significant segments of their lives in prison. They
remind us of Paul's confession that "nothing can separate us from the love of
God in Christ Jesus."

Stanton R. Wilson
Representative in Korea for

The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.

P. S. #1. See "Letter from South Korea", The New Yorker , Nov. 13, 1978 for a

first hand, first rate story on Korea. It details the remarkable story of Korea'

s

economic growth, the dilemmas of withdrawing U. S. troops, the politics of Kim
II Sung in communist North Korea and Pak Chung Hi in South Korea, the "intermesh"

of troop withdrawals, Tong Sun Park bribery case, human rights, KCIA, Sung Myung

Moon, etc.

Concerning the "dissidents" (mostly Christians standing up for justice and often

being jailed), the article says: "The Christian Building ... in one of Seoul's

busy commercial districts, . . is kept under constant government surveillance"

(p. 209). This is where my office is located.
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"On Seminarians and Mission"
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i slipped into Miller Chapel, Princeton Theological Seminary, early this a.m,

for a moment of prayer. There in the chancel sat seven seminarians. in prayer.

My mind flashed to another Presbyterian Seminary in Pyongyang, Korea and its
first seven seminarians. There are similarities: the number of persons, some
with beards, and concern for early morning prayers (the Korean church has daily
daybreak prayer - so does Princeton Seminary).

I pondered the future ministries of these seven young people. Where will God
scatter them in mission? Only to U. S. A. or to the seven continents and isles
of the world. Only God knows.

But 1 recall the words concerning the seven Korean seminarians as recorded in
the 1978 Mission Yearbook for Prayer and Study (United Presbyterian Church in
the U. S.~aI T"p« 227

"In 1907 the Rev. Ki-Poong Lee (Yi Kui Poong) was ordained, one
of the original seven Korean Presbyterian ministers, and was
immediately sent with his wife to the island of Quelpart (Cheju)
as the first missionary of the infant church. His spiritual jour-
ney had been dramatic: 16 years earlier he had been a member of the
mob which stoned the American missionary, the Rev. Samuel Austin
Moffett, in the streets of Pyongyang. By 1907 the Presbyterian Church
in Korea had established its first presbytery and counted among its
members 40 Korean Christians and 36 foreign missionaries. Ki-Poong
Lee set the stage for his church* s world mission outreach, which
presently supports 11 missionaries in seven countries on three contin-
ents. He went on to become moderator of the Korean Presbyterian
Church in 1918. He died as a martyr in prison during World War II. w
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President Song of the Korean-American Association, Ambassador

Gleysteen, distinguished members of the Association, ladies and gentlemen:

First of all, I would like to express my deep gratitude to you, members of

this esteemed organization, for making untiring efforts to promote under-

standing and friendship between the peoples of the United States and the

Republic of Korea ever since its inauguration.

It is indeed my pleasure to be with you this evening and discuss the

subject of "Major Policy Goals of the Republic of Korea."

Korea was regarded by late-19th-century Westerners as the "Hermit

Kingdom" or the "Land of Morning Calm." This nation has, since then,

undergone a multitude of changes to the extent that a leading American

magazine recently described our situation with an exaggerated phrase that

"The Koreans Are Coming."

In recent years, many foreign observers have taken note of Korea's

national development, particularly its economic growth, and have singled out

this country as a model case of economic expansion among newly emerging

or developing nations in the post-World War II era. However, I prefer to

regard such comments as overstated.

Living precariously on a small, mountainous peninsula protruding from

the eastern flank of the Asian continent, the Korean people have managed

to prevail as a homogeneous race.

Because of the nation's geopolitical position, the Koreans have endured

a series of invasions from both the continent and Japan.

However, they have succeeded in preserving and promoting a unique

culture by repelling foreign invaders with united effort and safeguarding the

nation's survival during each time of national crisis.

Korea was liberated from a 35-year foreign rule at the end of World

War II, only to be divided into two parts. Within less than two years following

the establishment of the government of the Republic of Korea in 1948, the

Communists of north Korea launched an invasion of the south in an attempt

to unify the country by force ofarms.
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The people of the Republic of Korea resisted this invasion courageously,

assisted by her Allies, led by the United States. The three-year war, how-

ever, inflicted enormous losses in lives and assets, leaving the divided land

in complete destruction.

The war decisively disrupted the national economy, already fragile

before the war, impoverishing the people and depriving them of any hope

for the future.

The aftermath of the war produced repercussions upon the nation's

political scene, giving rise on the one hand to unrestrained self-assertion and

on the other to widespread discontent with the subhuman level of mere

subsistence enforced upon the people by material destitution.

There ensued a period of social chaos with feuding factions selfishly

claiming rights before responsibility, dominance before the sense of duty

that is prerequisite to any successful democratic system.

The social disorder originating from this background finally erupted into

political upheavals and social confusion in the early 1960s.

The turning point arrived when the Koreans had the chance to look back

upon the past. They were awakened to the fact that the national will, set in

motion amid the new political climate of the 1960s to achieve the task of over-

coming political and social confusion and poverty, was channeled for the first

time into successful pursuit of a rationally formulated economic develop-

ment plan.

We started our economic construction almost barehanded, with a

daunting array of adverse conditions — a small area with a very dense popula-

tion, scarce natural resources, a negligible accumulation of capital and tech-

nology and, worst of all, meager indigenous capital which had been torn to

pieces during the Korean War.

But once the locomotive of economic development was placed on the

proper track, the Koreans were gradually able to recover their sense of con-

fidence in their own potential.

In a series of three five-year economic development plans characterized
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by increased industrial production, expansion of employment, and rapid

growth in export trade, the basis for heavy and chemical industries was

gradually laid down.

In the process, the people's living standards rose remarkably, causing a

great change in way of life and living environment, accompanying the wave

of urbanization and industrialization.

How were such dramatic progress and alteration possible in such a short

span of time, and what were the factors involved?

Many observers at home and abroad have produced varying views in

this regard. I would like to make my own observation as follows:

Firstly, there was the effective leadership of His Excellency President

Park Chung-hee, and the maintenance of political and social stability assured

by his leadership;

Secondly, I would cite the formulation of a tenacious determination

on the part of both government and people to get rid of poverty;

Thirdly, there were the Korean people's traditional zeal for education

and their high regard tor industriousness; and

Fourthly, I must mention the successful development strategy and the

efficient operation of the development system designed to mobilize the

efforts and resources of both the government and the people.

In short, I wish to stress the role of a leadership which rallied the nation's

aspirations for decent individual life into the concentrated implementation of

economic development plans, on the one hand, and the development

strategy designed for positive external economic cooperation under an open-

door policy, on the other.

The Saemaul (New Community) Movement, which is drawing the

attention of many countries of the world, has unleashed an enormous force

for rural development, combining the endowments of leaders elected from

among community members and the voluntary labor of each villager, thereby

making it a basis and practice ground for true Korean democracy.
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The Republic of Korea is a free and open society which encourages and

promotes the creative initiative of individuals in the course of development,

thereby exhibiting a sharp contrast to the extremely closed system of north

Korea in any competition of national strength between the divided halves.

So far, I have briefly described the path the Republic of Korea has

trodden in the past 20 years or so. At this point, I would like to note three

major accomplishments the present Korean government has achieved.

First, we have contributed to the maintenance of peace in Northeast

Asia by preventing the recurrence of war on the Korean peninsula;

Second, we have achieved national development by expediting eco-

nomic development, while bearing the enormous burden imposed by the

need for maintaining national security; and

Third, more important than the others, we Koreans have re-awakened in

ourselves a sense of self-confidence, casting off the despondence and

stagnation of the past.

Now the Republic of Korea is no longer a mere material or psychologi-

cal liability to her allies, as has been the case in the past.

We Koreans believe that we are now emerging as a sort of asset to the

free world, as a nation doing its share, in the march of the international

economy and in the maintenance of stability and peace in this region.

Many developing countries may find it difficult to undertake even the

single task of successful economic development, let alone the others. How-

ever, Korea has managed to sustain a high growth rate even under the

burden of devoting a great portion of human and material resources to the

maintenance of national security.

Ladies and gentlemen:

Seoul is the capital city of Korea enjoying peace and prosperity as you

see.

However, the seven million and six hundred thousand citizens of Seoul
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are making their living within the range of north Korean artillery and missiles.

The north Korean Communists have presumably dug a number of

invasion tunnels across the demilitarized zone, three of which have been

already detected and uncovered.

The subversive strategy of the north Korean Communists aimed at

communization of the south remains unchanged, and there is no sign yet

discovered that it would change in the foreseeable future.

Their approach, aside from the alternative of a direct invasion by military

means, is revealed in their own words:

First, to fortify the "revolutionary base" in the north for both political

and military purposes;

Second, tosolidify international "revolutionary strength" and unity; and

Third, to generate a "revolutionary climate" in the south.

These aims constitute the so-called "people's revolutionary strategy" of

the north Korean Communists for communization of the south.

The north Koreans' call for fomenting a "revolutionary climate" in the

south presupposes a design to cause political turmoil and social confusion

in the south as excuses for their military intervention.

Therefore, the most urgent task of the Republic of Korea is to deter the

provocation of war by the north Koreans and at the same time to maintain

political and social stability lest they should seize upon any inside weakness

in the south and turn it to their advantage.

In other words, maintenance of political and social stability in this

Republic is essential to our national security.

We have carried out economic development plans based upon stability

in this sense. We are now striving to raise the living standard of the people

and to enhance our self-reliant defense capability with the consolidated

strength of the nation.
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Accordingly, the burden born by the Korean government and people is

two or threefold that by other nations.

Under such an unusual security situation as that of Korea, there can

be no doubt that the firm safeguarding of the nation and the survival and

safety of its people, constitute a political goal deserving the first priority.

Therefore, we have set solidarity of the people as one of our major policy

goals.

On the basis of such stability, securely cemented with unity of the

people, we are carrying out sustained economic growth and striving to

extend social development for the betterment of our quality of life, while

reinforcing the nation's allout security preparedness.

There may be varied interpretations of a nation's economic self-suf-

ficiency. However, in the case of Korea, we aim at first for broadening the

basis for agricultural production, uplifting the industrial structure, and

invigorating the financial structure to insure favorable international balance

of payments.

In the international payments account, a considerable deficit in the trade

account is foreseen due to gradual introduction of an import liberalization

policy in response to Korea's phenomenal export growth. However, the

deficit will be offset mainly with earnings from overseas construction con-

tracts, tourism and invisible trade.

Korea exported 12.7 billion U.S. dollars worth of commodities last year

and we intend to carry on the export drive to achieve the goal of 15.5 billion

U.S. dollars this year.

Since imports have been projected this year to exceed the export

volume, Korea is now emerging as an export market of a considerable scale

to many countries of the world.

Korea's per capita income last year exceeded 1,200 U.S. dollars, mark-

ing a new stage on the road to economic development.

In pace with the rise of the people's living standard, consumption is
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increasing rapidly, enhancing the quality of food consumed and raising the

demand for durable consumer goods in particular.

The government is staging a campaign for savings and consumption

restraint, soliciting the people's cooperation. Emphasis is placed on price

stabilization, and the economy will be managed in such a way as to harmo-

nize sustained growth with stabilization.

However, as the people's expectations and aspirations are also rising,

somewhat grandiloguent debate can be heard over the so-called widening

income gap.

It is my understanding, however, that the income gap in Korea is not so

serious as that which can be observed in other developing nations.

The government intends to review related policies in this regard, rang-

ing from taxation to balanced regional development and promotion of small-

medium enterprises, thus furnishing step-by -step legal provision for welfare

and rehabilitation through social development, and increasing investment in

education, medical aid, transportation, housing, and other fields.

In this connection, we fully understand that proportionate and gradual

implementation of a social development policy corresponding to our eco-

nomic potential will prove to be wise and effective in the long run.

Concerning Korea's external relations, the government will continue to

implement its foreign policy to solidify security, to promote economic and

cultural exchanges and to consolidate peace in the Korean peninsula, based

on the key principles of peace, good neighborliness and reciprocity.

The traditional relations of friendship and cooperation between Korea

and the United States will be further strengthened. We shall also seek to

promote cooperative relations with friendly countries in Asia, the Pacific

region, Western Europe, Africa, the Middle East and North and South

America.

We will seek cooperative relations with non-aligned countries, and at the

same time continue to pursue the open-door policy, toward all nations in-

cluding those with ideologies and systems differing from ours, under the
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principle of reciprocity and holding to the basic spirit of the Special State-

ment Regarding Foreign Policy for Peace and Unification promulgated on

June 23, 1973.

As is well known, the United States government has decided on a

gradual withdrawal of U.S. ground troops from Korea, and has already

pulled out some of the troops, while taking necessary compensatory mea-

sures.

We fully trust the commitment for the security of the Republic of Korea

repeatedly confirmed by the U.S. government. It is our sincere hope that the

United States will deal very prudently with the guestion of future troop with-

drawal in view of the rapidly changing international situation and the addi-

tional military buildup in north Korea so as not to disrupt the military balance

on the Korean peninsula.

For our part, we are doing our utmost to bolster our own defense capa-

bilities through imposition of a defense tax upon the people and promotion of

the defense industry.

This is a crystalization of our determination and an affirmation of our

action to secure our own safety, in the awareness that a nation's defense

rests primarily with its own people. We are fully aware that any helping hand

from friends can be effective only if recipients are firmly resolved to help

themselves by doing their very best.

Progress and changes are accompanied by challenges and problems.

The social changes accompanying industrialization and urbanization are also

altering the Koreans' ways of thinking and their living environment.

As a consequence, there have arisen conflicts in values and some tend-

ency toward regressive attitudes devoid of adaptability to the changing

circumstances.

This is the price we have to pay as an inevitable outcome of progress

and development.

Among the issues now under government guidance and winning

popular consensus is the need to establish a value system based on the tradi-
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tions of our culture, fostered and nurtured in our heritage and handed down

during the long history of our nation.

In this endeavor, we should strive to create a vital Korean culture,

actively supplementing our heritage with the positive aspects of foreign

cultures through active exchanges and close cooperation with the outside

world.

By so doing, we in Korea can succeed in solving various problems

arising in our time one by one, overcoming the so-called ill-effects of the

material civilization of the contemporary world.

Early this year, His Excellency President Park said at his new year press

conference to the effect that Korea's success in economic development

represented a great spiritual and cultural achievement of its people.

I regard this remark as charged with import of much significance.

In this regard, I am fully aware that the prosperity of advanced nations

such as the United States has been due not only to material benefits but to

the driving force drawn from their faith in the major spiritual values handed

down from their ancestors.

In a similar vein, the Korean government attaches much importance to

development of spiritual value as one of the immediate policy goals.

At the outset of my speech, I referred to the nature of the Korean nation

as a single ethnic group, and to Korea's various problems ensuing from the

division of the national territory.

The Korean people's cherished aspiration is unification of the divided

fatherland and one of Korea's ultimate national goals is also reunification and

ensuing national renaissance.

However, there are two prerequisites to Korea's reunification.

First, unification has to be achieved only through peaceful means,

however urgent or pressing the need may be.

Second, unification must be based on the historical legitimacy of the
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Republic of Korea, in the light of the nation's history.

We believe that an objective fact is that the Republic of Korea has not

only been established lawfully but inherited the nation's historical legitimacy.

As regards the unification issue, President Park proposed to the north

on January 19 this year the opening of dialogue at any time, anywhere, and

at any level between responsible authorities of the south and the north.

Though the north Koreans have been giving lip service to the idea of

dialogue since then, it appears that their real purpose is not to have serious

dialogue conducted between responsible authorities of the south and the

north but to manipulate such a scheme to convene an unproductive and

misleading series of mass rallies.

It is our belief that any significant outcome can not be expected either

from any sort of dialogue except between responsible authorities, or from

mass rallies as contemplated by the north Korean Communists.

It is because we desire to see tension reduced and peace established on

the Korean peninsula that we are trying hard to resume sincere dialogue with

the north.

We are well aware that there can be no peaceful unification where there

is no peace firmly established.

Ladies and gentlemen:

The changes in the situation surrounding the Korean peninsula in recent

days warn us that ponderous challenges loom in the offing.

Normalization of relations between the United States and Peking and

conclusion of the treaty of peace and friendship between Tokyo and Peking

have brought about considerable shifts in the political order among the

community of nations. Unusual moves of the Soviet Union, the commotion

in the Middle East and conflicts in the Southeast Asian region will exert

considerably problematical impact on international politics and the world

economy.

Considering the valuable lessons learned in the process of our nation
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building, and dealing circumspectly with changes in the international situa-

tion, we will strive even more assiduously to build up our national strength,

to prevent the recurrence of war on the Korean peninsula and, based on

these accomplishments, to build a prosperous and vigorous country where

the flower of our national curlture will be in full bloom in the long run.

It is my hope that our foreign friends will understand why Koreans must

turn away from indolence, waste, vanity and complacency, and why they

have to work hard continuously as they do now.

Thank you very much for your kind attention.
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6th Largest

City in World
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —

The United Nations has just
published a 1,024-page gift to
the world’s curious people:
The U.N. Demographic Year-
book for 1977.
The yearbook is crammed

with all sorts of data, culled
from the world body’s studies
of life, death, cities and na-
tions.

For instance:
Where do more than half

the world’s people live? In

1

1

Asia. According to the book,
Asia has 2,355 billion people,— out of a world total of 4,124

nd billion — and the Asia figure
he does not include the resident
rs- of Soviet Asia,
er That compares with 584 mil-
to lion for North and South A-
ch merica, 478 million for Eu-
>n- rope, 424 million for Africa,
to- 22.2 million for Oceania and

260 million for the Soviet

Jie Union, which was put in a

nd class by itself,

e’s The world’s largest city?

v]y Shanghai, with 10,820,000. It

Pe- is followed by Tokyo with 8,-

his 592,425 and New York with
.5,- 7,481,613.

Other cities in the top ten

set are London, 7,028,200; Mos-
rst cow, 6,943,961; Seoul, south
ing Korea, 6,879,464; Bombay, 5-

'er- 970,575; Rio de Janeiro, 4,-

Re- 857,716; Karachi, Pakistan,

six 3,498,634, and New Delhi, 3,-

287,883.

insFreedom
r



South Korea's President Park Chung Hee
It is no coincidence that the economy began to take offthe year he seized pouter.

Twenty-fiveyears ago South Korea was a “basket case ” in dire need of
(J.S. aid. By suspending politics and manipulating an ancient cul-

ture, President Park is creating an economic miracle.

How South Korea surprised
tli® world

By Norman PearIstine

'/ human life, economics precedes politics

>r culture. —Park Chung Hee
When the price of oil was abruptly

acked up from $3 a barrel tc almost $ 1 2 in

i 973, the U.S. responded by exporting

lollars to pay the bill, the Japanese by
xportingTV sets andautomobiles and the
Republic of Korea by exporting 100,000
human beings to build cities and port

facilities in the Middle East. By such
bootstrap methods did this poor but devel-

oping economy overcome the oil shock

and, while other developing economies
stagnated or lost ground, resume an eco-

nomic growth rate that has replaced Ja-

pan's as the wonder of the world.

The hows and whys of the Korean
miracle—and the lessons to be drawn
from it—may be the least covered major
economic story of the decade.

It was only three years ago that the

prestigious Brookings Institution pub-

lished an exhaustive study, titled Asia's

Nete Giant, that explained how Japan had
come from nowhere to rival America's
economic prowess. Meantime, Asia was

quietly spawning a second industrial

power—South Korea. Brookings has not

gotten to South Korea yet, but it probably

will. Within a dozen years this formerly

dirt-poor nation expects to have an econ-

omy as large as France's is today. That
would make it one of the world's ten

largest economies. South Korea is al-

ready producing a substantial share of

the world's textiles, shoes and electronic

equipment. It will soon challenge Amer-
ica, Japan and Europe in basic industries

like steel, autos and shipbuilding.

South Korea is not the only developing
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country that is banging on the developed

world's doors. Taiwan, Hong Kong and

Singapore in Asia, Mexico and Brazil in

Latin America, and Spain and Yugoslavia

in Europe are also industrializing quick-

ly. But nowhere have goals been more
ambitious nor the achievement more
substantial than in South Korea. A com-
bination of strong leadership, good plan-

ning and hard work have overcome an

absence of natural resources to keep real

gross national product growing at about

10% a year since 1961, while manufac-

turing has risen about 17% a year. After

World War D, South Korea, ar onetime
colony of Japan, was among the world's

poorest places. But with growth rates

like these, it could not stay poor forever.

Its per capita income, which at $82 was
roughly the same as mainland China's in

1961, rose to $1,242 last year, at least

three. times China's level. Total exports,

which have risen an incredible 40% a

year since 1961, reached $12.7 billion

last year. Significantly, one-third of them
went to the U.S., with which South Ko-

rea had a $1 billion trade surplus. South

Korea “is perhaps the best example in

the world of how trade can propel a na-

tion toward prosperity," says Bank of

America President A.W. (Torn) Clausen.

Signs of progress are everywhere. In

Seoul, the bustling capital, pneumatic
drills, earth movers and pile drivers com-
bine to create a constant din. The city's 8

million citizens consider a 60-hour work
week routine, and move at a pace that

makes Tokyo's legendary workaholics
seem in slow motion. In rural towns
metal roofs and television antennas have
replaced the scenic but leaky thatched

roofs of a decade ago. New factory cities

have sprung up—like Ulsan, where a new
auto plant operates around the clock try-

ing to reduce a several-month domestic
backlog for shiny Korean automobiles.

All this is taking place within a system
that sets its goals from the top but en-

courages private enterprise to carry them
out. If it is not capitalism as we know it,

neither does it bear any resemblance to

socialism. Whatever it is, the Korean
system works and is already generating

business enterprises of global propor-

tions and global ambitions.

Kang Jin-Ku, president of the giant

Samsung group's electronics subsidiary

that makes television sets and other con-

sumer products, says its 1978 sales of

$300 million include exports of $ 1 00 mil-

lion. He is one of many Korean business-

men predicting sales and export in-

creases of at least 50% in 1979. Does he
worry about competition from Japan,

Taiwan or elsewhere? Not nearly so

much as he fears "the fierce competition
from other Korean companies." Con-
firming South Korea's emergence as an
industrial power, record numbers of for-

eign bankers have been streaming in

—

about 40 foreign banks have branches or

Seoul, South Korea 's capital city

Pneumatic drills, earth movers and pile drivers combine to create a constant

representative offices, triple the number
three year ago—offering money at bar-,

gain rates undreamed of in the early

1970s. Economic planners are trying to

restrict 1979 real growth to 9% (to help

slow inflation), but privately they con-

cede it is likely to grow by about 11%.
Does the typical South Korean have an

easy or affluent life? Not yet—perhaps he
rtetjer will. Kim Yung Gee, a 27-year-old

auto assembler at the Hyundai Motor
Co. in Ulsan, 200 miles south of Seoul,

heads for the factory gate at 7 a.m., leav-

ing his wife and two small children be-

hind in a cramped, company-subsidized

two-room apartment. Forty minutes lat-

er he is at his post on the assembly line,

ready to endure noise, dust and fumes
that would keep an OSHA inspector busy
writing reports for a month. Kim works
10 to 12 hours a day, six and sometimes
seven days a week. In return, he makes
about $3,500 a year. That's above aver-

age for Korean workers but much less

than auto workers around the world typi-

cally make. Kim knows that compared
with most citizens of the Third World,

he is fairly well off. Considering the eco-

nomic depths from which the country
emerged, he is fortunate indeed.
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din while 8 million citirens move at a pace that makes Tokyo’s legendary workaholics seem to be in slow motion.

But what has come so far is mere
warm-up compared with what South Ko-

rea is planning. The blunt-talking Kore-

ans make no secret of their goals. Al-

though the rate of export growth will fall

below 20% a year as the economy ex-

pands, total shipments are expected to

reach $50 billion a year by 1986. Unlike
the Japanese, who chalk up massive
trade surpluses, the Koreans say overall

trade will remain roughly in balance.

South Korea has already begun to tear

down some of its import barriers and has

pledged itself to achieve full-scale import
liberalization much faster than Japan

has. In 1978, for example, the country

imported 70,000 tons of beef—as much
as its much larger and richer neighbor

Japan did in 1977. "Imports keep our

domestic companies competitive, are

anti-inflationary, and help give us the

capital goods we need to expand our own
productive capacity," says Park Pil-soo,

assistant minister for trade and com-
merce in South Korea's Ministry of

Commerce ana Industry. In 1986 South
Korea's textile and electronics industries

will still be important, accounting for

exports of $10 billion and $9 billion a

year, respectively. But machinery ex-

ports will also total $10 billion by 1986 as

the nation begins to move toward more
sophisticated, skill-intensive manufac-
tured goods. Auto production, for exam-
ple, which totaled only 200,000 units last

year, is set to increase tenfold by then,

well above Italy's present production,

with more than half the new cars being

exported. Many of these high-level ex-

ports will come from Changwon, a new
city on Korea's southern coast, where
more than 100 machinery factories will

rise between now and 1981.

With only 37 million people, South

Korea will never be as big or as varied an
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economic power as Japan, which has

three times its population. Still, by con-

tinuing to grow at 10% a year, it expects

GNP to rise to $385 billion in current

prices by 1991 and two-way trade to total

$280 billion.

Are these goals realistic? It is hard to

find Korean government officials or busi-

nessmen who think they won't be met.

"The targets for 1986 and beyond are

very good," says Chung In Yung, chair-

man of Hyundai International Inc., an

affiliate of the Hyundai group, which is

finishing construction of a $500 million

machinery plant in Changwon_ Chung
says his own company, which has tech-

nical tie-ups with General Electric, will

have sales of $5 billion a year by 1986.

Does that seem absurdly high for a com-
pany that expects sales of just $700 mil-

lion this year? Look again. Two years ago

annual sales were only $100 million.

All that is pretty impressive for a coun-

try that only 25 years ago was reeling

from the devastation of the Korean War,

in which almost 10% of its population

land 34,000 Americans) were killed. De-
spite massive infusions of U.S. aid, the

economy was going nowhere under then-

president Syngman Rhee. People were so

poor they ate the bark off trees to keep
from starving. In Washington it was
fashionable to think of South Korea as a

"basket case that was destined to repose

indefinitely on the U.S.' doorstep," re-

calls Kim Mahn Je, president of the Ko-
rea Development Institute, the nation's

largest think tank.

It is no coincidence that South Korea
first began to take oh in 1961, the year a

young general named Park Chung Hee
seized power in a military coup. Many
Americans now regard Park as a stone-

face Oriental dictator whose primary in-

terests are repression of his people and
bribery of American congressmen. That
image is as hard to alter as it is grossly

lopsided, and it ignores Park's firm com-
mitment to growth and his masterful
management of the Korean economy.
Without his leadership, it is extremely
unlikely that South Korea's economic
miracle could have happened.

Park says that in 1961 "I felt as if 1 had
been given a pilfered household or bank-
rupt firm to manage." There was little in

Korea's culture or its 4,300-year history

to suggest its people would accept rapid

industrialization. Korea was a Japanese
colony from 1910 to 1945, and for three
years after World War II what is now
South Korea was controlled by U.S. occu-
pation forces. Because of gross misman-
agement industrial production fell sharp-
ly during the occupation, and it all but
ceased from 1950 until the end of the
Korean War in 1953. After the war Syng-
man Rhee was preoccupied with domes-
tic politics and stressed defense at the
expense of economic development. His
rabid anti-Japanese feelings limited ties

with Korea's most logical trade partner,

and his obsession with reunification of

North and South Korea got in the way of

industrial growth. As for American aid,

it was often channeled to Rhee's cronies

and, according to President Park, it "was
extremely tight-fisted toward the pro-

ductive facilities that we desired and
generous with regard to consumer goods
we did not require."

It wasn't that Park, a soldier, was less

aware than Rhee of the menace from the

north. But in contrast to his predecessor,

Park reasoned that a strong economy is

critical to a strong defense—that soldiers

and guns were useless without steel and
machinery. Recognizing that Korea's

Confucian traditions revere government
service, Park relied heavily on the bu-

reaucracy to implement his economic
policies. In July 1961, little more than a

month after taking power, Park central-

Hyundai head ChungJu Yung and wife

Hard-charger runs a $4 billion empire.

ized planning activities in a newly estab-

lished Economic Planning Board and, to

show the importance attached to plan-

ning, made its head the nation's Deputy
Prime Minister. The EPB head still meets
formally with the government's other
economic ministers and with the foreign

minister at least twice a week to discuss

economic policies, and informally with
the same men on Saturday mornings at an
"Economic Ministers' Roundtable." Dis-

putes among the ministers may be re-

ferred to Park himself or to economic
officials within the Blue House, Park's

executive office building. Park is not the
kind of ruler who relegates economic de-

cisions to subordinates.

Leadership alone, of course, is not
enough. Although the economy was a

shamblesX when Park came to power,
South Korea had already developed many
conditions that made fast growth possi-

ble, given proper leadership. Few Kore-
ans had any power during the prewar
colonial period, but many of them bene-

fited from watching the Japanese, says

Sakong II, the Korea Development Insti-

tute's research director. "Given a

chance, they were ready to run their own
businesses." In addition, the Korean
War's destruction, together with thor-

ough land reforms imposed in the years

before it, did much to eliminate the eli-

tist social structure that has hobbled so

many other countries' development ef-

forts. Most important, Park found him-
self in charge of a well-disciplined, liter-

ate people ready to go to work. (Educa-

tion has always been important. A crash

program in place since the end of the

Korean War has pushed the adult literacy

rate above 90%, making it one of the

highest in the developing world.)

Certain attitudes got in the way. For

example, merchants had little status in

traditional Confucian society. Park suc-

ceeded in elevating entrepreneurs—espe-

cially entrepreneurs who export—to

something close to national heroes.

Once a month he personally presides

over an "Export Promotion Meeting" in

which top government officials discuss

economic policies and problems with the

business community. At a lunch that

follows, businessmen are often able to

remove bureaucratic bottlenecks

through direct discussions with the

President. Contrast this with the situa-

tion in so many of the less-developed

countries, where businessmen are vili-

fied and the bureaucracy permitted to

harass them at every turn.

Consider the fanfare and ceremony
surrounding Export Day, an annual event

that has taken on huge importance in

Korean society. As the Seoul City Band
plays the "Export Promotion Song,"

thousands of businessmen and workers
fill an auditorium draped with slogans

proclaiming "Nation-Building Through
Export" and "Think Exports First." Fol-

lowing an elaborate ceremony, the na-

tion's most successful exporters and
workers in export industries are awarded
"industrial-merit medals" and gold, sil-

ver or bronze pagoda-like trophies called

"Export Towers." Traditionally, Presi-

dent Park bestows the awards himself.

Competition for the towers is fierce,

with companies juggling their books as

much as possible to increase the amount
exported. Last year's winner of the larg-

•est trophy: Hyundai Heavy Industries,

which exported goods worth $738 mil-

lion in the 12 months before Export Day.
The nationalistic South Koreans bris-

tle whenever their economic strategies

are described as mere copies of Japan's.

(Although the two nations have exten-

sive trade ties, age-old cultural enmities
continue. The Japanese look down on the

Koreans as country hicks or uncivilized

barbarians, and the Koreans like nothing
better than one-upping the Japanese.)

Nonetheless, it is clear that many South
Korean economic policies and practices
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have been imported directly from Japan.

Korea's Ministry of Commerce and In-

dustry is patterned closely after Japan's
Ministry of International Trade and In-

dustry. Its recently established General
Trading Companies (GTCs) are deliber-

ate copies of Japan's giant trading houses
like Mitsui and Mitsubishi. Its five-year

plans, heavily emphasizing exports of

manufactured goods, bear many similari-

ties to Japan's highly successful "income
doubling" growth plan of the 1960s.

But it would be a mistake to carry the

analogy too far. It is not for nothing that

the exuberant Koreans are sometimes
called "the Irish of the Orient." They are

very different indeed from the diffident

Japanese. And often similar forms can
mask distinctly different substance. The
term "Japan Inc.," for example, connotes
a government-business partnership in

which policy reflects consensus between
equals. But "Korea Inc." means some-
thing very different. In South Korea the

government sets the policies and busi-

nessmen follow. In this way, then, South
Korea is an unusual blend of free enter-

prise and state direction.

The government's strongest weapon is

its control of credit. Whereas large Japa-

nese industrial groups often have their

own banks and get funds from them, Park
confiscated all privately held banks soon
after taking power. Although Park has
vowed that he'll keep them out of the

hands of Korea's big industrial groups

—

aides say he thinks Japan's industrial

groups are too powerful for that country's

own good—top economic officials say

that most of the country's commercial
banks will make share offerings to the

public in the early 1 980s. Control, howev-
er, is likely to remain in the government's
hands for years to come. The government
can—and has—put companies out of

business by shutting off their credit. It

can also keep companies out of some
fields or force them into others through
its control of funds for expansion.

Inevitably, such centralized control in-

vites abuses. South Korea is cleaner to-

day than it was a decade or two ago, and
there is less corruption there than in

most developing nations. Nonetheless,

many businessmen tell of forced pay-

ments to government officials. One com-
mon complaint: At year-end, major com-
panies are expected to donate a portion

of their profits to the Blue House. "This
is a hidden tax," fumes one Korean busi-

nessman. "Our public servants are really

public masters." This businessman be-

lieves the money is used for defense or

other worthwhile purposes and that it

doesn't go into President Park's pockets,

but he still resents the assessment.

Other businessmen complain about
government favoritism in awarding ma-
jor projects. "It is more important to be a

good lobbyist than a good manager," says

one official in the Samsung group, whose
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South Korean workers assembling new automobiles

Two million units by 1986, more than halfJbr export.
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Agriculture guvs way to heaiy industry

Historically, Korea seemed a poor betfor rapid industrialization.

fimvhas often lost out to other big groups

in bidding for government projects. In

candid moments some government offi-

cials acknowledge that close ties with

President Park can sometimes swing a

deal. But they insist no company is ever

awarded a major project unless the gov-

ernment is convinced it can do the job.

That, they say, is what distinguishes Park

from Rhee, his predecessor, and from
many heads of developing countries.

Some of President Park's closest eco-

nomic advisers say that he is more com-
fortable dealing with bureaucrats and
military men than with entrepreneurs.

They say he spends as much time as he

does with businessmen because he real-

izes that Korea's continued growth de-

pends upon them. Those businessmen he

is close to tend to share his rural, poor

background and to be hard-charging

types willing to take risks for their com-
panies and their country. No one more
closely fits that description than Chung
fu Yung, who heads the $4 billion (sales)

Hyundai group of companies. Like Presi-

dent Park, Chung came from a poor farm
family (see Forbes, May 1, 1978). When
Chung was 18 he left home and walked
to Seoul, where he sought his fortune.

After holding a series of menial jobs, he
saved and borrowed enough to establish

an auto repair and trucking company,
and in 1947 he founded the Hyundai
Construction Co. In the early 1970s he
decided to build South Korea's first big

shipyard after the government indicated

it wanted to become a shipbuilding pow-
er. Chung says he almost gave up on the

yard when he had trouble lining up need-

ed foreign financing. But he redoubled

his efforts and finally got the funds after

Park urged him on, saying Chung
"shouldn't only try the easy things."

Forbes recently caught up with Chung
at his sprawling Hyundai shipyard,

which now employs more than 32,000
men building anything that floats—from
cargo ships to tankers to semisubmersi-
ble drillings rigs. Although it was 10 p.m.

Sunday and Chung had been out for more
than 16 hours inspecting every comer of

the yard, the 63-year-old chairman was
wide awake and ready to talk. Nibbling
on an occasional peanut but passing up
the abalone, shrimp and other delicacies

placed before him, Chung brushed aside

any suggestion that South Korea might
not reach its ambitious export goals for

the years to come. Like many Koreans,
however, he expressed bitterness about
his country's mounting trade deficit

with Japan, which rose to $3.3 billion

last year. "We should be exporting as

much to Japan as we import," he com-
plained. But the Japanese discriminate
against Korean products, he added.

Japanese restrictions, while serious,

are only one of the problems the South
Koreans face in trying to meet their am-
bitious targets. The South Koreans say

they are shooting for only 2% of the

world's exports by 1986. But that is al-

most twice their present level, and in

certain industries, such as textiles and
shoes, their exports account for a far

larger percentage of world trade. As a

result, the U.S. and other industrialized

nations have already imposed strict pro-

tectionist measures against 43 Korean
export items, including television sets,

textiles and shoes.

The South Koreans have been trying to

diversify their export markets, selling

more to the developing world, and they

hope that the heavy industry products

they are gearing up to produce won't be

so susceptible to protectionism. Hyundai
Motor, for example, now sells autos in

more than 40 countries, but not in the

U.S., Japan or most of Europe. The trou-

ble is that many developing countries

have limited foreign exchange, making it

hard for them to import goods in mas-
sive quantities. The Japanese, too, have
dreamed of selling more products to the

less-developed world and depending less

on the U.S. and European markets, but

progress has been slow.

So, hedging their bets, the South Kore-

ans are trying to upgrade the quality of

their exports, since most protectionist

measures restrict volume but not value
or price. Lee Dong Chan, chairman of

the Kolon group, a major textile firm,

says, for example, that by increasing the

quality and the price of his goods he can
boost dollar sales yearly by 25% through
1986 with only a 10% annual increase in

volume. By doing so, he says, Kolon and
other Korean textilemakers can keep
their goods a cut above the low-cost stuff

beginning to pour out of the developing
countries in Southeast Asia.

Inflation and higher costs in South Ko-
rea could ultimately cause the country's

manufacturers as many problems as pro-

tectionism might. Since 1960, South Ko-

rea's inflation has been at a rate of about
17% a year. South Korean wages have
increased by about 30% a year over the

past four years. But Korean wages are

still well below those of Japan and other

developed nations. College graduates

with an engineering degree can make as

much as $7,000 a year with the largest

Korean companies, but apprentices in

textile and electronics factories still

make less than 70 cents an hour, includ-

ing housing and other fringe benefits.

Besides, higher wages have one impor-

tant benefit: They help create the do-

mestic demand needed to get some new
industries, such as autos, off the ground.

Although tensions between North and
South Korea remain high, most foreign

businessmen investing in the South
don't seem very concerned about the

possibility of renewed fighting between
the two countries. If anything, they say

that the recent normalization of rela-

tions between the U.S. and China, which
is North Korea's most important ally,

should lead to an improvement in rela-

tions between the two Koreas. What
does worry foreign investors and
thoughtful South Koreans, however, is

President Park's failure to designate a

likely successor or to establish the politi-

cal processes necessary to assure 'an or-

derly transition should he die or leave

office. The 61 -year-old president is in

good health and gives no indication that

he plans to leave office anytime soon.

But should he die unexpectedly, South
Korea could be faced with a period of

anarchy or uncertainty which, even if

brief, could lift the risk of North Korean
intervention in South Korean affairs.

If a single word could be used to de-

scribe the South Korean economic sys-

tem as presided over by Park, it would
be—pragmatic. Here implementation is
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even more important than planning. Pri-

vate enterprise is desirable when it

works, but when it doesn't, the govern-

ment bas no qualms about taking over.

"It is important to understand that the

Korean Miracle isn't a triumph of laissez-

faire but results from a pragmatic, non-
ideological mixture of market and non-

market forces," says KDI's Sakong II,

who, along with Boston University Pro-

fessor Leroy P. Jones, has just completed
a book on business-government relations

in South Korea. (That book, which ex-

plains the development of South Korea's

entrepreneurs, should be of special inter-

est to other developing countries inter-

ested in spurring economic growth.) As
South Korea's economy expands, many
businessmen—including supporters of

President Park, such as Hyundai's Chung
lu Yung—have begun to call for less bu-

reaucratic control and for more reliance

on the free market. South Korea's new
Deputy Prime Minister and Economic
Planning Board head, Shin Hyon-hwack,
seems to support such moves, but it will

he difficult for the bureaucracy to give up
(he power it has enjoyed for so long.

President Park, however, has so far

shown an almost uncanny ability to

know when to lay hands on the economy
and when to lay off, and there are some
indications that he is beginning to favor

less government control and more power
tor the business community.
There is probably no country in the

world that can react to an emergency as

fast as South Korea or is more willing to

t orrect a mistake in planning once it is

recognized. Typical was South Korea's

response to the 1973 oil crisis and the

1974 world recession. Within three

months of the OPEC price hike, the gov-

ernment had announced a detailed plan

tor fuel conservation. It subsequently
hatched a comprehensive plan to get

most of that money back by promoting
xports and construction activities in

ihe Mideast. It also increased foreign

borrowings sharply to cover an increase

m its trade deficit. As a result, real gross

national product continued to grow at

'% or more in 1974 and 1975. In 1976,

liter the recession ended, it grew at

i 4.2% ,
thanks largely to a 56% spurt in

xports.

"Our goal is unchangeable and will be

ichieved by whatever means necessary,"

ows Park Chung Hee. Those words can
’• >e heard from almost any head of a devel-

ping country these days. What distin-

uisbes Park from the rest, however, is

ihe flinty pragmatism behind those

vords. That kind of determination
makes South Korea a model for other

jess-developed countries, who prefer to

;t around blaming their problems on
(J.S. "imperialism," on multinational

ompany rapacity or on a lack of raw
materials. It is also what makes South
Korea's future look so favorable.
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4m BUSINESS AFFAIRS—
South Korea heads for

the ranks of the rich
.1 / i

'

An optimistic World Bank says that though more foreign investment is

needed, the pressing problems are those faced by developed nations

_ ... .

>t

By Ron Richardson

Seoul: South Korea will have to borrow

significantly larger amounts of money
from the international capital markets

during the remainder of 1979, and over

the next two years, if it is to bring infla-

tion under control without causing ex-

cessive disruption to industry, according

to the World Bank. >»

In its first evaluation of the country’s

economic policy and prospects for more
than two years, the bank estimates that

South Korea will require about US$13.5
billion in the three years 1979-81 com-
pared with a- just-revised government
estimate of US$9.5 billion (table one).

Both these figures are in sharp con-

trast with the original projections 'of

South Korea’s fourth Five-Year Plan

(1977-81), which had foreign capital in-

flows falling rapidly in the last three

years of the period to the position

where the country was a net exporter of

capital.

During the first two years of the plan,

long-term capital inflow totalled US$4.6
billion, with two thirds of the amount
accounted for by commercial borrow-

ings. At the same time, Seoul reduced

its short-term debt by US$1.3 billion.

No matter which capital schedule proves

the more accurate, it seems inevitable

that South Korea will emerge as a major
borrower in th^pext few years.

Although neither the World Bank nor
government planners have given full esti-

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
(USt million) 1978 1979 1980

Current balance - 1,085 - 2,000 -“2,100 •‘-*1,200

Trade balance — 1 .81 3 — 3 .0 0 0 - 3.200 -r-

2

,8 0 0

Exports 1

2

. 7 11 15 .600 1 8 .6 0 0 > 23 ,000
Imports 14.524 18,500 2 1 ,8 0 0 2 6,5 0 0

Services balance 257 500 60 0
1

7 00
Receipts 4 .3 8 3 5..9 7 0 7 .0 9 0 i 8,3 00
Payments 4,12 6 5,4 7 0 6 ,4 9 0

. , .7 ,60 0

Transfers (net) 472 500 600
.

600

Long-term capital net 1,945 2,000 1,900 1,800
Loans and

investments 2,582 2,800 3.0 0 0 3 ,200 -

Amortisation 780 900 1 , 100 . Hi200
Basic balance 861 - -200 ? 400

Short-term capital / >f '
’

(net) - 1,171 300 200 " -

Overall balance -402 300 - K 1, 400

Fore ign .exchange

holdings 4.937 5,961

‘i

7,075 OV8,"50

mates of loan sources, it appears both
are looking to official lending (including

official export credits) to provide more
than half.

The basic reason for the World Bank’s

forecast of South Korea’s borrowing

needs is its.scepticism that the country

will be able to bring its annual level of

inflation down from 18.8% to .about

10% (measured by GNP deflator, a

broader indicator than the cost of living

index) within 18 months as plan-

ned. ' ,;!im .V.. '

Rather, The planned adjustments to

the rate of growth of domestic credit, to

the balance between export and domes-
tic industries, and to the current ac-

count will, according to the bank, take

about three years, and the overall rate

of GNP growth will be appreciably high-

er than the 9.3% forecast in the econo-

mic management plan.

During this time, it is estimated that

the current account deficit will average

US$2 billion, repayments of past for-

eign Joans will take US$1.1 billion a

year, while the average addition to for-

eign exchange reserves will have to be

US$1.3 billion if they are to be main-

tained at the desired level of 25% of cur-

rent ^payments imports plus service

payments.

In tills
1 situation, the country will

n&ed4fc6fisid6rably more foreign capital.

The bank points out that external debt

servicing^ :

a*J' 4 percentage of South
Korea’s 1 expdrts has not increased over

• -

.

f..

.

:n
4

/' recent years, and

says the level of

capital inflow re-

commended would
keep the debt-ser-

vice ratio at a

Urban life: cars dominate.

“reasonable’" level of 12-13% in the

early 1980s.

The report emphasises that the bor-

rowing will be necessary because of
higher investment and growth levels

than the government expects, rather

than any shortfall in domestic savings,

which will continue to finance more
than 90%of investment.

The bank prepared the report, titled

“Korea -

, rapid growth and search for

new perspectives,” for presentation to

the meeting of the International Econo-
mic Consultative Organisation for Korea
held in Paris on June 20-21. The organi-

sation, m; de up of 10 countries and five

international institutions, approves and
coordinates official bilateral and multi-

lateral lending to South Korea under its

econamiddevelopment programme.

I.towevei
,

since South Korea’s

rapid growth in recent years has

L'enabled it to become a borrower

from i commercial sources at relatively

low interest rates, the role of the orga-

nisation has become less central to the

econoihy.

. The highlight of the World Bank report

is its assessment that South Korea has left

behind^ the problems faced by develop-

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

•/.I i o?d -

*/‘J C
r
1 i

1976 1977 1978
(est.)

% GNP growth rate (1 9 7 5. prices) 14.20 10.6 0 12.50
Mid-year population (millioh) 3 5.86 3 6.44 37 .0 2

'

Per capita GNP (USJ current
prices) v.vsru 700.00 9 4 4 .0 0 1 .2 4 2 .0 0

% growth rate of gross national
income (1 97 5 prices)* 0 J 1 12.90 13.10

% growth rate of total resoprcesi
available (19 75 prices) ** 10.40 17.20

i (.

* Gross national product, adjusted for changes in external
terms of trade. .. i

** Consumption 4- investthertt
1

.

Source: Economic Planrtiiig
1 Bdard.
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ing countries: long-term payments de-

ficits, chronic unemployment, dualistic

^social and economic structure, pro-

nounced urban-rural imbalance and ex-

tensive, absolute poverty.

Rather, says the report, “the pressing

problems now are the problems more
often faced in developed countries:

tightening labour market, management
of substantial foreign-exchange inflows,

urban congestion and pollution as well

as problems of health, security, higher

education, unemployment benefits and
social welfare.

“It seems now more useful ... to em-
phasise not how far ahead South Korea

is in comparison with other developing
countries but how much progress is

necessary before South Korea can join

the ranks of the developed countries,

and how it can avoid some of the deve-

loped countries’ problems . . .

“As South Korea approaches develop-

ed-country status, it would be desirable

to study, in the context of the subse-

quent five-year plans, these problems in

the developed countries and their vari-

ous proposed solutions, and aim at where

the developed countries are trying to go

rather than where they are today.”

The bank lists the problems to be

avoided as wastage of energy, domina-
tion of transport by private cars, costly

and inefficient welfare systems and in-

adequate systems of adjusting the indus-

trial structure to changing trade pat-

terns.

The bank report is at pains to em-
phasise that difficulties confronting

South Korea have arisen out of the suc-

cess of its drive for economic develop-

ment rather than any underlying weak-
nesses in its planning.

Although the report is essentially a

highly technical analysis, the authors

still fall back on adjectives like “remark-

able” and “phenomenal” to describe the

overall rate of economic growth and the

rise in investment.

They point out that, in the first two
years of the current economic plan,

growth in GNP (at constant prices) aver-

aged 11.5% against the plan target of

9.5% (table 2).

In addition, the terms of trade con-

tinued to improve, so that real grbss na-

tional income rose by almost 28% in the

two years, taking it close to the level

expected by the end of the third year <5f

the plan. , ,

At the same time, population grew by
only 3.2%, so that by the end of last

year per capita income had reached

US$1,242 at current prices,

i Investment in real terms grew by
more than 30% a year, with the largest

added contribution coming from domes-

tic private savings (table 3).

In spite of the uncertain international

trading environment, industry and trade

continued to grow in line with plan tar-

gets in terms of both volume of output

and changes in the country’s industrial

structure in favour of heavy industry.

Exports climbed rapidly, while there

was also a “spectacular” growth in over-

seas construction contracts.

A
ccording to the report, last year

South Korea obtained new con-

i struction contracts of about
US$8 billion in the Middle East, "signi-

ficantly ahead of its nearest competi-

tors, US and France.” At the end of last

year, the value of outstanding contracts

was about US$15 billion, with 75% in

Saudi Arabia and only 7% outside the

Middle East.

Gross earnings from these contracts

rose from only US$23 million in 1974
to an estimated US585 million in 1976,

US$1.2 billion in 1977 and US$2.2 bil-

Hurel life: absolute poverty left behind.

lion last year. In the past three years,

net construction contract revenue has

covered 32%, 104% and 56% respective-

ly of South Korea’s trade deficit.

As a result of continued ~ export

growth, improvement in terms of trade,

and the growth in receipts from overseas

construction contracts, the current ac-

count balance (which includes services

and short-term capital flows) improved

ahead of the plan schedule, and there

was a US$ 12 million surplus in 1977.

In view of this strong position, the

government embarked last year on a far-

reaching programme of import liberali-

sation to provide the competition need-

ed to improve resource allocation and to

counter domestic inflation.

The report points out that inflation

remains the main worry of South Ko-

rean policymakers (Review, Apr. 13).

In an attempt to dampen price rises, the

government cut back the growth rate of

the Ml money supply last year ‘from

41% to 25%. However, the volume of

domestic credit still expanded by 44%,

double the rate in the previous year.

These measures were not notably suc-

cessful, the bank points out, and result-

ed in bank credit policies showing the

strains of tight government control,

while the already fragmented interest

rate structure became more splintered.

-“Price stability is one area where the

performance of the economy . . . has

been* less favourable than projected.

Moreover, official statistics are believed

to be not altogether comprehensive in

their coverage, and the actual rate of in;

flation may be even higher than the offi-

cial rate 110.1% in 1977 and 14.4% last

year]. The government is highly con-

cerned about inflation because of its in-

come distribution effects and its impli-

cations for long-term competitiveness of

South Korea’s exports . . .

“It is believed that inflation has been
fueled by the rapid rise in the invest-

ment rate, and there is some fear that

some of the investment projects in the

heavy and chemical industries may be

uneconomic.
“The rapid increase in investment has

been associated with a rapid demand for

consumer durables on the one hand, and

a decline in inflow of foreign savings on

the other. The resulting excess demand
has created an inflationary psychology

and a widespread feeling that inflation is

being fuelled by subsidised credit to big

business, and that emphasis on export

growth has been excessive.”

However, the bank questions this as-

sumption, and argues that unbalanced

growth and inadequate financial institu-

tions, rather than overall rapid growth

and credit expansion, are at the root of

the problem. It further argues that there

is no need to reduce the pace of growth

as long as such growth is more evenly

spread throughout industry and the so-

cial infrastructure. The report points

out that inflationary pressure has been

concentrated in a few key areas, notably

foodstuffs, fuel and electricity. These

together accounted for about two thirds

FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW JUNE 29, 1979
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Fruit: supplying a new demand.

of the rise in the consumer price index
in 1977 and 1978.

The mining and manufacturing sec-

tor, which is increasing in relative im-
portance in the economy, showed the

slowest rate of price rises, suggesting
that the benefits of technological inno-
vation in this area are being passed on to

consumers.
,

The bank recommends changing in-

dustrial priorities to augment output of
light industrial goods in order to meet
domestic consumer demand, while cut-

ting back on some heavy industrial pro-

jects. This change in emphasis was in

fact adopted by the government in April

(Focus, May 18). It also suggests sup-
port for production of non-traditional

agricultural products such as fruits,

vegetables and meat, rather than only

rice and barley, as consumer demand is

switching away from the traditional

cereal staples.

Housing construction should be pro-

moted as mounting housing and rental

costs (which, the bank says, are not ade-

quately reflected in the price indexes)

represent another key factor promoting
rapid inflation.

There is strong support for the gov-

ernment’s important liberalisation

policy. The bank' says greater imports

“help to contain inflation both by in-

creasing the supply of goods available in

the economy and by reducing the rate

of increase in net foreign assets and,

thus, money supply.” It would even be

justifiable to increase foreign borrowing
to follow this path in the interest of sta-

bilising prices.

Additionally, the bank opts for an

overhaul of the South Korean banking

system to allow greater flexibility in in-

teffest rates and freer access by business

to domestic savings, and to provide for

institutional l6ans for housing. This

tyguld “stimulate savings and mobilisa-

tion of savings by the organised finan-

cial sector . . . Improved institutionalis-

ed savings would in turn slow down in-

flation by reducing consumption de-

mand as well as speculation in land and
housing.”

T
he problems of inflation, the re-

port says, are just part of the over-

all challenge South Korea is facing.

Balance must be achieved between feasi-

ble growth rates and other social objec-

tives such as equitable income distribu-

tion and improved quality of life. It con-

cludes that a growth rate of more than

10% a year during the 1980s is possible,

and can be consistent with greater

monetary stability, social equity and
quality of life objectives.

But, it says, there will be a need for a

fundamentally different role for the

government in the economy: “As the

economy becomes more complex and
- sophisticated, it would be desirable to

relax gradually government controls in

the economic sphere (particularly in the

financial system) while a greater amount
of government effort and resources will

have to be devoted to tackling the pro-

blems of social development, including

education, housing, public transport and
environment.”

In the areas of social rather than

purely economic policy, the bank finds

the early warning signs of tensions. It

points out that though South Korea has

been held up as an outstanding example
of economic growth with a “trickle

down” of benefits to all sectors of the

community, indications of worsening in-

Seoul's new
strategy
Revised targets reflect the much
higher level of domestic savings

than had been thought probable
.

Seoul: The South Korean Government
has made a comprehensive revision of its

macro-economic targets for the final

three years of the fourth Five-Year Plan

(1977-81).

The changes embodied in the three-

year Economic Management Plan (EMP)
(which runs up to 1981) have been
made in the light of the much faster

than planned GNP growth during the

first two years, plus the need to check
the rate of inflation which could under-

mine some of the achievements of the

past 17 years.

The new targets, which show the in-

fluence of the arguments set out in the

World Bank report, reflect the much
higher level of domestic savings than

had earlier been thought probable. In

1976, the authors of the fourth plan

estimated domestic savings during the

period would average 24.2% of GNP (at

constant 1975 prices). Taking into ac-

count the results of 1977 and 1978, the

revised estimate means savings would
average 27.4% of GNP over the five plan

years.

The South Korean economy which
will emerge at the end of the period will

have a much larger social infrastructure

and service sector than earlier envisaged.

It is now forecast, that by 1981, 47.7%
of GNP will be generated in this area, an

upward revision of 7.1 percentage

points. The agricultural sector will be

down 3.2 points to 15.3% of GNP,
while manufacturing and minirig will ac-

count for 37%, down 3.9 points.

s m * «* » a

During the final three years of the

EMP, the growth rate of the economy is

expected to slow down, from 11.5%
during 1977-78 to an average 9.3% (a

figure challenged by the World Bank).

This Will be associated with a significant

slowing in the growth rate of value add-

ed in manufacturing and the social and
othejr service sectors.

-i'.irjv*. .. s-
, . »:

The growth rate of real exports of

goods and services is expected to de-

cline from about 22% annually during

1977-78 to 13% in the next three years.

The growth rate of real investment is

expetted to slow from 30% to 13%.
The growth of commodity exports in

real terms is now targeted to climb by

,
ari average of 11.8% yearly, while im-

ports will rise a little faster at 12.4%. In

current price terms, this is expected to

produce an average trade deficit of

about US$2.9 billion a year for the next
three years. About US$600 million a

FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEWJUNE 29, X979
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FINANCING OF INVESTMENT
•

(% GNP at current price*) 1976 1977 1978
(eat.)

Investment 2S.8 27.9 31.7

Savings

National 23 .8
-'

2 5.6 27.2
(marginal saving rate) (3 6 .0 ) (3 3.8) (31.9)

Private 17.1 19.9 20.7
Household 6:7 9.2 T
Corporate 10.4 10.7 —

Government 6.2 5.7 6.6

Foreign 2.6 0.6 3.4

(% of investment) (9.6) ( 2.1) (10.4)

^Statistical discrepancy 1.7

''J
come distribution are becoming appa-
rent.

The balance between urban and rural
.

I

mcomes improved during the 1970s so

that by 1977 the average farm house-

hold income on a per capita basis was
88% of its urban equivalent, while the

rural cost of living was lower.

However, much of the support for

rural incomes has come from the gov-

ernment’s rice and barley price subsi-

dies, which the bank says benefited

large-scale farmers most. It estimates

that between 1970 and 1.978, the rice

support programme increased the in-

come of farmers with holdings smaller

than 1.25 acres by 3.2%, while farmers

with more than 5 acres benefited by
17.6%.

Similar calculations suggest that less

well-off urban families paid proportion-

ately more than wealthy househplds, be-

cause of different consumption patterns.

More disturbing, the bank alludes to

a recent study by three researchers of

the Korea Development Institute, a gov-

ernment-funded research institute,

which concluded that there had been “a
significant deterioration” in relative in-

come distribution between 1970 and
1976.

Although it gives

no figures, it says:

“over this period, in-

equality of income
between the three

groups — agricultural

sector, non-agricul-

tural employees and
employers — ac-

counted for a small

and declining part of

the inequality, with

the major part being

accounted for by in-

equality within each group. Increasing

inequality among the employers’ group
accounted for the largest proportion of

increase in inequality over 1965-76.”

The bank suggests that business concen-

tration and inequality among employers
pose the greatest problems of reconcil-

ing growth with equity.

Central to this is the role of the major
business conglomerates. They have de-

monstrated their efficiency in export

promotion and growth, and economies
of scale are particularly important in

world markets, where South Korea has

to compete with other large-scale cor-

porations. The big groups have been a

strong modernising influence on the

economy.
However, the bank report says: “in-

creasing concentration can lead to oligo-

polies and monopolies with long-run ad-

verse consequences for competitive effi-

ciency and socio-political stability.” It

also queries whether the relative finan-

cial strength of the conglomerates re-

flect their higher economic efficiency or

simply greater access to cheap loans.

While acknowledging that the govern-

ment has encouraged these groups to

broaden their management and owner-

ship through public listing, it suggests a

year is expected to.be recouped through-

a favourable and growing balance in, the

services payments.
f *

In the key area of money supply. and
domestic credit, the Economic Planning

Board has not been prepared to reveal

publicly its targets for a full three years

MAIN EMP PROJECTIONS

1978 1979 .1980 1981
1979-81
(ave.)'

% growth GNP
(19 75 prices) 12.6 9.0

ir
]

T
*.0 10.0 9.3 \

% growth expenditure
consumption 9.9 u.r

r r> •
\

6.6 6.9 8.2
% growth Investment 34.0 13.9 * >8.8 11.9 13.2 -

% growth total exports 18.4 1 4 .6
|

' 9.7 14.4 12.9
% growth total imports 81.1 16.6 -,•,.8 11.1 12.5
Per capita GNP

(current USf ) 1,2 4 2 1.550 1

'F *

1,860 2.210 . —

Disposition of total resources (% GNP, 'current prices)

|

Consumption 7 2.8 7 4.3
, ii-i
31.0

70.7 7 2.6
Investment 31.7 30.0 31.4 30.8
Domestic savings 2 7.2 25.7 ’ 2T.3 2 9.3 27.4

l Foreign savings 3.4 4:s . -3v7 2.1 3.4 J

in the EMP. Stabilisation of the mone-
tary sector is a major reason for the

change in industrial strategy, announced
in April, which underlies the, EMP, but
the plan goes only as far as the end of

1980 in its targets. Broadly defined

money supply growth is to be cut back

from 34.7% last year

to 25% this year and

20% next year. Total

domestic credit

growth will come
down even more
sharply — from

44.3% to 23.5% and

19.1% respectively.

If the targets can

be met, the level of

inflation in consum-
er prices in 1981
should be about 9%,
according to the new
strategy.

- RON RICHARQSON

more balanced approach with subsidised

loans to smaller enterprises.

Despite these few warnings the World
Bank is openly optimistic about the

longer-term success of South Korea’s

rapid sprint from the ranks of the poor
to the rich nations.

Commenting on the longer-term deve-

lopment guidelines drawn up by the Ko-
rean Development Institute, the report

concludes: “On present indications,

there is, subject to the uncertainties of
international conditions, a reasonable

basis for expecting the South Korea can •

. . . join the ranks of the developed

countries by the early 1990s.” Q

nsya
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MEMORIAL MINUTE: Dr. John Albert McAnlis, D.D.S.

The Korea Mission notes with sorrow but also with all the comfort
and confidence of our faith that Dr. John Albert McAnlli, D.D.S. died at
Westminster Gardens, Duarte, California, on October 12, 1979. He was 32

years old. He had served his Lord for twenty-one years in Korea, from 1921

to 1941.

Under appointment by the then Board of Foreign Missions he came
to Seoul and was assigned to Severance Hospital, at first in an affiliated
capacity for five years. His arrival in September, 1921, was just seven months
ysaxs later than his long-time colleague in the dental deparitrbent. Dr. John L.

Boots. Within a few years the dentists were treating from five to six
thousand patients a year.

Dr. McAnlis was as well known outside Seoul as in the capital itself.

With his famous portable drill he was always ready to dash off to country
stations for emergencies as well as for the regular annual check-ups to wiidch

not all the younger members of the mission looked forward with pleasure. But
when he put down his drill and took up his old steel tennis racket he had the
hearts and admiration of all. To beat "Dr. Mac" either in the annual Seoul
Union Tennis tournament or at Sorai Beach was an achievement all aspired to
but few achieved.

Early in 1941 as war neared he took his portable unit to the
Philippines, ministering to many of the mission stations in the islands.
After Pearl Harbor he was interned at the infamous Santo Tomas camp. Three
£ears later, in February 1945, he v/as freed along with a number of other Korea
missionaries in the almost miraculous liberation of the camp by advancing
United States troops, and on Good Friday, March 1945, arrived home in the
United States. He resigned from missionary service in 1946 and established
a highly successful dental practice in Pasadena, California.

. \

His wife, Florence Guthrie McAnlis died in Pasadena. Later he
marraaddan old friend of Korea days, Mrs. Hermie Anderson, and he is survived
by his widow and by three sons, Donald, Robert and Charles. The Mission
is grateful to God for the life and ministry of this colleague and friend
who all his life worked for others and for his Lord.

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Hugh Moffett
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